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1Introduction
“Revolution plus love” (geming jia lian’ai) as a theme or formula was ¤rst popu-
larized in the late 1920s. It was a speci¤cally literary response to political events:
the collaboration and breakup (1923–1927) of the Nationalist Party (Guomin-
dang [GMD]) and the Chinese Communist party (CCP) and the subsequent
urban and rural insurrections, as well as the Soviet revolution’s international
in¶uence, which played a crucial role in the emergence of this literary practice.
Broadly speaking, this theme referred to a special set of issues related to the ris-
ing expectations of “revolution” in the cultural aftermath of the May Fourth
movement (1919), such as the position of the self within a society in turmoil,
the increasing clashes between bourgeoisie and proletariat, and the conjunction
of political and sexual identities. This extremely popular but understudied
theme, which not only was favored by leftist writers during the early period of
revolutionary literature but also continued to in¶uence mainstream literature
up to the 1970s, has been used to convey diverse meanings that allow us to reex-
amine the contingency and contestedness of modern Chinese literary history.
Although this theme was overwhelmingly framed by political consciousness,
the interactions between revolution and love in the works it produced remain
highly disputed. There are still many neglected and disconcerting questions.
What has it meant, for example, to be an individual and express that politically,
to associate sexual drive with politics, in the turbulent history of twentieth-
century China? Does the connection between revolution and love echo only the
of¤cial version of modern Chinese history, or is it an essential component of all
narratives of this history? What is the role of gender in the expression and rep-
resentation of politics, with which it has been intimately intertwined? How do
we look at eroticized representations of bodies, which have a multitude of po-
litical and cultural meanings? The polemical relationships between literature
and politics, gender and power, modernity and tradition are revealed in a
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network of changing and often con¶icting representations of revolution and
love. The complex interaction and mutual in¶uence between these elements in
different historical moments not only reveal the contradictions and paradoxes
surrounding the Chinese project of modernity but also provide some insight
into the history of modern Chinese literature, beyond linear and evolutionary
historicity and established genres.
In recent years, literary studies have examined revolution and love as dis-
crete and autonomous constructions; few have paid critical attention to the re-
lationship between them. Among these, critics such as Meng Yue argue that
revolutionary discourse delimited and repressed the private realm of desire,
love, sexuality, self, and all emotions during the Mao years.1 Declaring that
such an understanding imposes a strict dichotomy between political repression
and bodily energy, Wang Ban emphasizes sexually charged Communist cul-
ture, in which love and pleasure have gone beyond the heterosexual relation-
ship: “private desire can take public, political, and apparently nonsexual
guises.”2 For the most part, however, neither of these interpretations—that the
politics of revolution typically overwhelms and represses love, woman, and
sexuality; that libidinal energy is the deep psychic root for both—takes into ac-
count that no single model can adequately explain the often overlapping and
contradictory historical expressions of the relationship between revolution and
love. The revolutionary discourse during the Mao years certainly in¶uenced
and shaped the construction of gender norms and sexual identity, but these
codes of bodily and sexual behavior could, in turn, transform the sublime form
of revolution.
In fact, as we have stepped into a new millennium and look back to exam-
ine the interactions between revolution and love in the twentieth century, we
must be aware that the changes in their relationships and meanings refer to a
performative and dynamic concept of literary history. Realizing that both revo-
lution and love are culturally variable rather than ¤xed and timeless entities, I
see the interplay between the two as a complex and constantly changing liter-
ary practice that is socially and historically constituted. In this book, I seek to
confound prevailing academic paradigms that treat the interplay of revolution
and love in only one model. Regarding this relationship as a volatile site for
representing and displacing political and sexual identities, I examine the for-
mulary writing of “revolution plus love” from the 1930s to the contemporary
period as a case study of literary politics that structures the possibilities avail-
able to agents and their relationship to the literary ¤eld. By drawing a histori-
cal picture of the articulation and rearticulation of this theme, I note how the
change of revolutionary discourse forces unpredictable representations of
gender rules and power relations and how women’s bodies register multiple
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and incommensurable differences haunting the hegemonic narratives in mod-
ern Chinese literature.
Modernity and Revolution
Revolution and love are two of the most powerful discourses shaping Chinese
modern identity. Love contains irreducible components of the individual’s sex-
ual identity and bodily experiences, relationships between man and woman,
and a sense of self-ful¤llment; revolution is related to the trajectory of progress,
freedom, equality, and emancipation. Since these two categories constitute,
clash with, or otherwise in¶uence each other in the mainstream narrative of
modern Chinese literature, recent scholarship has usually considered them as
the two major tropes of modernity. As Tang Xiaobing aptly puts it, “Both terms
of the antinomy—‘revolution’ as experience of collective power, and ‘love’ as
successful socialization through personal freedom—are central ideological con-
structs in the legitimizing discourse of modernity.”3 Such metaphoric treatment
assumes, however, that both terms are transhistorical or immutable, thereby
wiping out their separate historical identities as well as the intellectual geneal-
ogy of their marriage. Moreover, it sets up the term “modernity” as a panacea,
making it an empty term, one that has lost contact with the dynamic and contra-
dictory historical realities that revolution and love struggle to de¤ne.
Much of the recent study of modern Chinese literature in the United States
can be seen as an effort to question the association of modernity with the ideas
of progress, newness, revolution, enlightenment, and national salvation. Its
signi¤cance lies in its interrogation of the literary canon set originally by the
May Fourth writers and their works. However, as Alexander Des Forges
claims, the scholarship on modernity in modern Chinese literature already has
an “essentially fetishistic character” that too often presumes a monolithic Chi-
nese tradition in opposition to modern literature and ignores Chinese texts by
valorizing European theoretical constructions.4 Those inquiries into the de¤-
nition of “modernity” usually rely on adding a word or two in front of this key
word, such as “belated,” “semicolonial,” “translated,” “repressed,” “alterna-
tive,” and “Chinese.” Although he sees those approaches as productive, Des
Forges has raised the following questions: “[The fetish of modernity] leads one
to wonder: is this scholarly emphasis on a modernity that is subjective, spectral,
limited, failed, problematic, or once removed—a modernity that can’t show it-
self without a pre¤x—appropriate only in the study of Chinese literature? Or is
it possible that literary modernity as such is fundamentally contradictory and
problematic?”5
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It is true that heavy reliance on Western theories of modernity may ob-
scure the complexity and paradoxes of Chinese history, within which the heter-
ogeneity of texts has diffused and problematized the master narrative of
Chinese modernity. Furthermore, those inquiries on modernity have ignored
that they are inventions and interventions by scholars who tried to ¤nd certain
ways to interpret Chinese modern reality.6 Des Forges’ rethinking of this fe-
tishization is signi¤cant because although modernity and its associated theories
have brought to light some “repressed” modernities,7 they also may have bur-
ied complex social conditions that they cannot fully explain. For instance, the
modernities much in fashion are largely incompatible with revolution (repre-
sented by leftist literature around the 1930s), for they are in tune with capitalist
modernity, which leftist literature rejects. As consumerism has overwhelmed
socialism in contemporary mainland China, it is easy to forget that Chinese
leftists originally tried to challenge the myth of capitalist modernity—“the be-
lief that the industrial reshaping of the world is capable of bringing about the
good society by providing material happiness for the masses.”8 Indeed, the ca-
tastrophe of the Cultural Revolution has had the deleterious effect of stopping
many of us from remembering that revolution arose as a pursuit of a better fu-
ture. But during the speci¤c historical time when Chinese intellectuals em-
braced revolution (an embrace that was often expressed in a passionate and
violent form), it was because revolution gave them hope, transferring their
anxiety about national salvation and modern crisis into the utopian vision of a
perfect future. Carrying the legitimate human desire for both personal and col-
lective happiness, revolution has much to do with concepts of the classes and
motifs that constitute modern society; revolution does not abandon technol-
ogy, science, and modernization but criticizes the social conditions of capitalist
production. What the fetish of modernity ignores is precisely such a utopian
vision of a modern society as well as Chinese intellectuals’ aspirations, anxi-
eties, and despair involved in it.
The trauma of the Cultural Revolution engendered widespread disen-
chantment with revolutionary ideology, the Communist Party, and the grand
narrative of history. As a discursive term, “modernity” started to be drawn into
literary criticism in mainland China along with “cultural heat” in the 1980s;
however, a critical call for resistance to modernity (Western modernization)
was not heard until 1988.9 There is no doubt that the discourses of modernity
and antimodernity have successfully “defamiliarized” the literary critical ¤eld,
occupied as it is with terms such as “class struggle.” By bringing in many West-
ern theories of modernism, postmodernism, and postcolonialism, the fetish of
modernity has largely dominated academic interest in the ¤eld of modern Chi-
nese literature both in the United States and in mainland China. Some literary
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critics celebrated modernity’s current discursive hegemony without any re¶ec-
tions on or critiques of the internal contradictions of Western modernization;10
others welcomed the use of this term but with great concern, and wondered if
Chinese modernization is entirely a reprint or a copy of Western moderniza-
tion.11 Indeed, the global economy has fostered the spread of modernity as a he-
gemonic discourse, under the new name of globalization. As a result, what is at
stake here is not whether to stop questioning modernity, but how to ¤nd more
speci¤c tools of literary analysis with which to criticize it and how to be more
self-re¶exive in dealing with the Chinese version.
While criticizing Marshall Berman’s persuasive theory that conjoins the
notions of revolution and modernity, Perry Anderson gives us a clear de¤nition
of “revolution”:
“Revolution” is a term with a precise meaning: the political overthrow from
below of one state order and its replacement by another. Nothing is to be
gained by diluting it across time or extending it over every department of social
space. . . . It is necessary to insist that revolution is a punctual and not a perma-
nent process; that is, revolution is an episode of convulsive political transfor-
mation, compressed in time and concentrated in target, with a determinate
beginning—when the old state apparatus is still intact—and a ¤nite end—
when that apparatus is decisively broken and a new one erected in its stead.12
In contrast to this speci¤c de¤nition, “modernism” for Perry Anderson is
“the emptiest of all cultural categories,” because its only referent is “the blank
passage of time itself.”13 According to him, modernism should also be treated
in a way that takes into account more differential concepts of historical time,
geography, and the force ¤eld that de¤nes the range of aesthetic practices. He
disagrees with Berman, who puts both revolution and modernity under “the
fundamentally planar development—a continuous-¶ow process in which
there is no real differentiation of one conjuncture of epoch from another, save in
terms of the mere chronological succession of old and new, earlier and later.”14
Anderson’s argument seems a little out of fashion, representing as it does
a classical version of Marxism. However, his criticism of the “fundamentally
planar development” that links the notions of revolution and modernity can
also be applied to the recent ¤eld of modern Chinese literature, which is in
danger of extending the notion of modernity to every corner, even if some-
times such extension has ef¤ciently challenged conventions. It is impossible
to sever revolution from the context of modernity, but we must be aware that
the way revolution was introduced into China and then became deeply rooted
in Chinese daily life as well as social projects has its own history. Under what
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circumstance Chinese intellectuals accepted revolution, how they adopted it
in a way that ¤t the Chinese context, why they were so fascinated with it, how
Chinese history was written by their revolutionary desire and then rewritten
by their disillusionment—all of these should be viewed as historical phases
rather than within the metaphoric framework of modernity.
During the “cultural heat” of the 1980s, a time of re¶ection on the Cultural
Revolution and welcoming of Western enlightenment thought, the philoso-
pher Li Zehou ¤rst used the terms “enlightenment” (qimeng) and “national sal-
vation” ( jiuwang) to describe modern Chinese history. As he points out, the
whole tradition of enlightenment, which includes modern freedom, indepen-
dence, human rights, and democracy imported from Western capitalist indus-
trialization, was not being suf¤ciently researched and developed after the May
Fourth movement; instead, it was negated as capitalist trash in the wave of na-
tional salvation—revolution. As a consequence of a revolutionary war mainly
led by peasants, Chinese intellectuals did not absorb concepts such as enlight-
enment and democracy but rather peasants’ consciousness, traditional cultural
structure, and some Marxist thought.15 Li Zehou’s theory remained popular
during the 1980s and was not challenged until the emergence of the discourse
of modernity and antimodernity in the 1990s. In his article “Ding Ling Is Not
Simple,” Li Tuo criticizes Li Zehou’s dichotomy of “enlightenment/national
salvation” by deciphering “enlightenment” as a pursuit of modernity and “na-
tional salvation” as a refusal of modernity in a metaphoric way. According to Li
Tuo, this dichotomy neglects another line of Western tradition (including the
arguments of Max Weber, Martin Heidegger, the Frankfurt school, feminism,
and postcolonialism) that has insistently criticized Western modernization.
This negligence shows that Chinese intellectuals have not developed the ability
to criticize the “craze” of modernization, which inevitably involves compli-
cated power struggles between the West and the East, the ¤rst world and the
third world, modernity and antimodernity.16
Although Li Zehou has pointed out the de¤ciency of the Chinese revolu-
tion, which lost its early aspiration toward human rights and personal freedom
after 1949, his re¶ection on the May Fourth discourse of enlightenment is not
enough. His dichotomy of enlightenment versus national salvation essential-
izes both terms without recognizing that they intimately permeate and are
deeply rooted in each other, especially against the background of national crisis
and anti-imperialism. Intended as a critique of modernity, Li Tuo’s argument
has certainly brought the revolutionary discourse (in his terms, the Maoist dis-
course) into a more complicated historical context in which Chinese intellectu-
als’ longing to surpass the world’s most advanced level of science and
technology and their doubt about the cultural value of capitalism or imperial-
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ism conjoin and argue with each other. However, his criticism, which attempts
to put both “enlightenment” and “national salvation” in the discourse of mo-
dernity, has generalized the process of Chinese modernization in¶uenced by
the imperialist hegemonic power. More signi¤cantly, his emphasis on the rela-
tionship between Maoist discourse and the discourse of Chinese modernity has
uncritically interpreted the former as an omnipotent paradigm whose historical
transformation is of less concern.
Compared to other scholars who uncritically pursue modernity, Li Tuo is
much more keenly aware of the pitfall of “modernity” itself. In his article “Re-
sistance to Modernity,” he addresses the dif¤culty of drawing “modernity”
into literary criticism:
“Modernity” is a term that encompasses almost everything that has developed
and accumulated with the process of modernization in the West over the past
two or three hundred years. Although many commentators follow Max We-
ber’s formulation, identifying the emergence and spread of modernity with the
process of social rationalization, analyses and descriptions of this process are
quite complicated. As for what modernity is, commentators all have their own
versions based on their own positions and linguistic environments; a uni¤ed
de¤nition would be impossible. Under these circumstances, how Chinese crit-
ics deal with this great discourse and what position they adopt in relation to it
become matters of considerable dif¤culty. Moreover, when Chinese critics
consider how to handle their relationship with the Western discourse of mo-
dernity, they must face the question of modernity in their own country.17
Nevertheless, the dif¤culty of applying modernity to Chinese texts can
still be seen in Li Tuo’s interpretation of Maoist discourse. Even if he explains
Maoist discourse as China’s own discourse of modernity, he refuses to see that
the cultural destruction brought by revolution is not based on “social rationali-
zation” but on libido-charged revolutionary passion. In addition, he does not
take into account how revolution in the early stage, which expresses legitimate
human desires and aspirations (love, romanticism, intimacy, ful¤llment, the
common good), became an un¤nished project interrupted by the Maoist dis-
course. For instance, Chinese intellectuals in the late 1920s and early 1930s
did not lack an urgent sense of the profound crisis brought by Western mod-
ernization as they tried to enlighten the masses; but meanwhile, their revolu-
tionary consciousness was derived from and driven by concepts of democracy
and enlightenment. All of these factors require more detailed historical inves-
tigation in conjunction with cultural and literary analysis.
Thus the study of revolution ought to include more than metaphoric reading
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in the framework of modernity; its scope must be broadened to include other
narratives. For instance, following Lydia H. Liu’s theory of translingual practice,
Chen Jianhua demonstrates how late-Qing intellectuals came to an understand-
ing of the concept of revolution that differed from its European connotation
through the process of translation, introduction, domestication, and prolifera-
tion, and how the shift from one culture to the other generated a multilayered
historical understanding of this concept.18 Chen’s meticulous study of Liang
Qichao’s (1871–1929) and Sun Yat-sen’s (1866–1925) different adoptions of
revolution tells us how Chinese intellectuals imagined revolution in contradic-
tory fashion.19 Arif Dirlik argues that although Marxism presupposed global
and universal liberation and was Eurocentric in origin, Chinese Marxism in-
vented a localized version, making Marxism Chinese.20 These studies remind
us that the concept of revolution is socially conditioned by its production, cir-
culation, and consumption. 
Therefore, as we discuss the relationship between revolution and love
represented in modern Chinese literary history, we must realize that neither
category is transhistorical, transnational, and stable. If the connotations of
each term vary in any given historical moment, then their interaction should
be far more complicated in objective historical accounts and social relations. It
is not exaggerating to say that the marriage of revolution and love is similar to
“dancing with wolves”; it is constantly de¤ned and shaped by differences. We
cannot understand revolution only as the homogenizing power that corre-
sponds to a perpetual development such as modernization, nor can we under-
stand gender relations as timeless and immutable, able to stably carry political
messages or be easily channeled into sublime form.
The Genealogy of Revolution and Love
The Chinese term “geming,” whose indigenous root can be traced to the Con-
fucian classical text The Book of Changes (Yijing), refers to the dethronements
of kings Xia and Shang by kings Tang and Wu as “the will of heaven,” “the
wishes of men,” and “the motion of the seasons.”21 According to Chen Jian-
hua’s study, the Tang Wu geming, which later on generally means a change of
a dynasty by violent means, was incorporated into a diverse syntax of modern
revolution. For instance, in¶uenced by the Japanese kanji translation of the
European concept “revolution” as well as the Darwinian notion of evolution,
the prominent Chinese intellectual Liang Qichao accepted the theory of revo-
lution as changes in all societal affairs rather than a radical political solution;
Sun Yat-sen’s republican ideas, on the other hand, coalesced around the Tang
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Wu geming, taking on the meaning of violent overthrow.22 In other words,
Liang’s revolution is more inclined to what he de¤ned as “a broad sense of
geming,” which refers to every kind of change in society; Sun’s concept of revo-
lution is exactly what Liang called “a narrow sense of geming”—overthrowing
the central government through military actions.23
It is important to note that the meaning of geming had been heterogeneous
in the early stage of translation; however, those diverse meanings—whether
Sun Yat-sen’s call for a violent overthrow of the Qing government or Liang
Qichao’s proposal for moderate social reform—should be understood in the
context of the nation building in the late Qing. According to Prasenjit Duara,
social Darwinism provided the rationale for the spread (and defense) of impe-
rialism and nationalism in the late nineteenth century. “When this global dis-
course of the nation-state system took root in China at the turn of the century,
it became the most important constitutive discourse of Chinese intellectuals
for the next twenty years or so, after which the rhetoric and ethics of anti-
imperialism displaced its status of preeminence.” Social Darwinism, as Duara
says, made both revolution and reform urgent for national or racial, instead of
individual or family, survival.24
By linking the notion of revolution to social Darwinism and modern his-
torical consciousness, Liang Qichao promoted a “revolution in ¤ction” as a
prerequisite for building a new nation and its new citizens. “To rejuvenate a
nation’s citizens, a nation’s ¤ction must be ¤rst rejuvenated.”25 The notion of
revolution, or geming, thus played a crucial role in mythicizing ¤ction’s social
function, as if ¤ction could maneuver China’s fate. Fiction was lifted from
personal expression to the higher, ideological level of nation building. For
late-Qing scholars Yan Fu and Xia Zengyou, ¤ction was worthy of promotion
because of its “public nature” (gong xingqing), namely valor (yingxiong) and
romantic love (ernü). In their words, “Without the nature of a hero, one can-
not ¤ght for survival; without the nature of a lover, one cannot reproduce.”26
Beneath the surface of heroism and romantic love lies the core spirit of social
Darwinism, the utopian idea of transforming China into a civilized society.
What was being celebrated was not the personal feeling between men and
women—the private nature of romance—but its public function that helps
build national identity and propels the evolution of humanity.
Therefore, revolution meeting up with love in the genre of “new ¤ction”
or the political novel signi¤ed that the politics of nationalism at this stage had
subsumed other and different politics, such as “the woman question,” free
marriage, and personal ful¤llment. Romance was not a central theme in the
political novel; if it existed, it was employed analogically in political theory to
support the “imagined community” of nationalism. Many scholars have
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traced the historical root of the revolutionary heroism integral to romance
back to xia and qing, or yingxiong and ernü, as demonstrated in Wen Kang’s
Tale of Heroes and Lovers (Ernü yingxiong zhuan). 27 The uni¤cation of ying-
xiong (heroics) and ernü (love), xia (knight-errancy) and qing (emotion), which
was the basic narrative format in classical Chinese chivalric novels, experi-
enced modern transmission in late-Qing new ¤ction. Reformists and revolu-
tionaries who fought for a national cause became modern valorous knights,
heroic, altruistic, and willing to sacri¤ce themselves for justice. The female
knights-errant, nüxia, underwent role changes and became female reformists,
revolutionaries, and assassins, sharing the same courage and pursuits as male
heroes. Those modern nüxia were usually depicted as independent, Western-
trained, and patriotic, stepping out of the chamber and taking on the public
role related to national issues; at the same time, their conventional femininity
was well preserved. That is to say, the image of female revolutionaries was cast
as a combination of modern mind and traditional body: they accepted various
kinds of revolutionary ideologies but remained virtuous in the traditional
moral sense. Love was either endowed with traditionally virtuous attributes
that excluded sexual characteristics, or constrained to take on a nationalist ex-
pression, merely as a decoration for heroic deeds.
The theme of revolution and love can be found in the novel Heroines of
Eastern Europe (Dong’ou nühaojie), written by Lingnan yuyi nüshi (pseudo-
nym of Luo Pu) in 1902. It was the late-Qing imagination of anarchist Sophia
Perovskaya, notorious for her assassination of Tsar Alexander II. As one of the
most prominent imported cultural icons, the image of Sophia enlightened nu-
merous Chinese female revolutionaries, including the famous revolutionary
martyr Qiu Jin. There was a popular saying among late Qing revolutionaries:
“To marry, one should marry someone like Sophia.”28 An un¤nished project,
the novel covers only part of Sophia’s revolutionary story, in which she partici-
pates in nihilist activities, working for her Land and Liberty Party, planning a
strike at a factory, being arrested and put in jail. The love story opens in the
middle of the narrative when her former schoolmate and fellow Party member
Andrei Zhelyabov (Yu Baoquan) comes to rescue her. David Der-wei Wang
provides an interesting analysis of their love relationship:
Luo Pu assures us over and over again that their love relationship is platonic, as
would be¤t the stereotype of an unmarried romantic couple in the tradition of a
scholar-beauty novel—despite the fact that the historical Zhelyabov was mar-
ried when he met Sophia and that they ¶agrantly lived together out of wedlock.
More important, in a way reminiscent of the thesis of A Tale of Heroes and Lov-
ers, Sophia and Andrei are treated both as great lovers, because they can tran-
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scend personal passion to attain humanist compassion, and as great heroes,
because they can transform individual valor into altruistic strength. Although
Luo Pu was writing about a group of radicals whose ultimate goal was to smash
all human institutions, his Sophia and Andrei are more like paragons of Confu-
cian virtues radically refashioned in the late Qing style.29
Although she represents women’s role in public, Sophia’s private life is
still con¤ned by a moral code, or more precisely, is sinicized and placed in a fa-
miliar system of sex roles. Discussing how the foreign ¤gure of Sophia was
transformed into the Chinese Su Feiya, Hu Ying points out, “Through this
process of transformation, Sophia emerges as a ¤gure constructed from a deli-
cate balance between the authentically foreign and the familiarly domestic:
she is often emphatically Sinicized as a cultural icon, both in her name and in
her moral attributes.”30 Indeed, Sophia’s nihilist activities are authentically
foreign, but her sexuality is still controlled by Chinese traditional virtues. The
control of female sexuality under the name of “tradition” might make the
¤gure of Sophia more legitimate in the Chinese context, but it also reveals that
the associations between revolution and love, nationalism and the woman
question had been problematic in the genre of new ¤ction. The whole host of
related notions of individualism, romanticism, and libidinal drive was absent
in such sinicized depictions of love between men and women.
With the name of “the mother of the nation” or “female citizens,” Chinese
women, who had always been in the abject position in traditional society,
gained a supreme power and a responsibility for the nation-state. The late-
Qing scholar Jin Tianhe wrote, “Woman is the mother of the nation. If we want
to rejuvenate China, we need to ¤rst rejuvenate women; if we want to fortify
China, we need to ¤rst fortify women; if we want to civilize China, we need to
¤rst civilize women; if we want to save China, we need to ¤rst save women.”31
The myth of woman as the mother of the nation no doubt re¶ects many
late-Qing reformists’ and revolutionaries’ nationalist and racial thoughts: the
mother has an ability to engender new citizens who can build a new China.
Such promotion of women encouraged some of them to step out of the feudal
family space and join the public space of an imagined national community.
This was the ¤rst time in Chinese history that the woman question was carried
over to the metanarrative ground, where only some big men’s issues, such as
liberation, democracy, revolution, and nation-state, were articulated. However,
those mothers of the nation were to be reproductive machines only; their
autonomy—regarding private lives, emotions, subjectivity, and sexuality—
was seriously neglected. As the politics of nationalism overwhelmed the politics
of the woman question, women’s emotions and sexuality were oversimpli¤ed.
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For instance, in The Stone of Goddess Nüwa (Nüwashi, 1904), female revolu-
tionaries are requested to abstain from romantic entanglements with men be-
cause, as the female leader Madame Qin Ainong says, “Human genitals are a
sticky place where feelings emerge and easily trap the patriotic body inside
them, cooling down the idea of saving the country.”32 Even if equipped with
modern power—advanced technologies and progressive ideas—these women
revolutionaries forfeit their sexual identity in exchange for nationalist dis-
course, turning into pure political and scienti¤c instruments.
There was a certain lack of subjective sentiment in the manner in which
personal love had to be sublimated into love for country. Even if free marriage
was pursued, it was for the sake of the whole nation, as represented in novels
such as Free Marriage (Ziyou jiehun, 1903) and Women’s Rights (Nüzi quan,
1907). However, the narrative of revolution and love had variations in the
genre of the courtesan novel. Based on the legend of Sai Jinhua, whose liaison
with Count Waldersee during the Boxer Rebellion allegedly saved China,
Zeng Pu’s Flower in the Sea of Sins (Niehai hua, 1905) portrayed Fu Caiyun as
both a promiscuous femme fatale and a national heroine. During Fu Caiyun’s
trip to Europe, she encounters the Russian anarchist Sarah Aizenson, who tells
her the story of the notorious woman martyr Sophia Perovskaya. Yet Fu never
becomes a revolutionary, even if she resolves a country’s crisis in a “promiscu-
ous” way. Different from the female revolutionaries in the genre of new ¤ction,
who merely convey metanarrative voices of revolution, progress, and national-
ism, she maintains her keen personality and voice through the whole novel, re-
maining loyal to her own sexual instinct rather than to the old moral canon or
the new “revolutionary” one. The image of Fu Caiyun shows the slippage of
the national construction of the “new woman.” Even if her seductive power has
mysti¤ed the male writer’s imagination, her complexity, shown in both her
“depraved” and “patriotic” actions, breaks the totality of nationalist discourse
and opens a door for female subjectivity. Thus, the myriad and contradictory
narratives of revolution and love in late-Qing novels indicate that nationalism
could be a contradictory discourse. Its historical agency could be sometimes
progressive though often traditional, sometimes holding indigenous morality
though often longing for Western civilization.
It is impossible to delineate a coherent history of revolution and love. As a
matter of fact, the literary representation of this theme was interrupted by the
¶ourishing of Butter¶y ¤ction in the early-Republic period. National concerns
such as reform and revolution were elided or removed from Butter¶y ¤ction’s
exquisite, sentimental world of desires in which physical passion was withheld
but scholarly sentiments reached an exciting point. As Rey Chow notes, “But-
ter¶y stories’ frank operation as mere play, entertainment, weekend pastime,
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and distraction from ‘proper’ national concerns, meant that they had to be ex-
orcised not because of their subject matter (which is much more homespun
than most May Fourth literature) but because of their deliberately ¤ctional
stance, their absolute incompatibility with the modern Chinese demands for
‘reality,’ personal and social.”33 Indeed, taking the form of literature for the
masses, whose entertaining and commercial elements replaced the tradition of
wen yi zai dao (literature as the embodiment of moral principle), Butter¶y
¤ction neither carried the nationalist and revolutionary purpose of late-Qing
“new ¤ction” nor embodied May Fourth literature’s new dao, such as language
reform, individualism, sexual emancipation, and so forth.34 Its “reality” of
amusement remained very much alive throughout the modern period, even if
the tradition was condemned by May Fourth literature. At the end of Xu
Zhenya’s (1889–1937) best-selling novel Jade-Pear Spirit (Yulihun), ¤rst pub-
lished in 1912, the protagonist Mengxia chooses to die as a patriotic martyr in
the Wuchang revolution of October 10, 1911, after his unfortunate sentimen-
tal adventure with Liniang. The patriotic sacri¤ce, or the love for country, be-
comes the shining tail at the end of the love story, an ornament to decorate the
extreme sentiment between lovers. It is clear that the protagonist dies for the
sake of love itself rather than for the noble national cause. In the sentimental
world of Butter¶y ¤ction, national identity was no longer deemed an important
issue.
Although women remained “chaste” in Butter¶y ¤ction, they changed
drastically in the May Fourth period. The emancipation of women’s bodies as-
sociated with the rise of women’s subjectivity became one of the most impor-
tant signs of literary modernity at this historical moment. In the female writer
Ding Ling’s (1904–1986) The Diary of Miss Sophie (Shafei nüshi riji, 1928), the
narrator Sophie, like other “self-liberated” modern Chinese women, confronts
the conventional con¤guration of women. As Jaroslav PrÞšek characterizes it,
the distinctive features of May Fourth literature are subjectivism and individu-
alism.35 Yet this emphasis on individual emancipation is questioned by Lydia
H. Liu, who argues that the discourse of individualism of May Fourth literature
was never valorized at the expense of nationalism and social collectivism. “On
the contrary, collectivism now inhabited the same homogeneous space of mo-
dernity as individualism.”36 Using Hu Shi’s (1891–1962) subordination of
xiaowo (the individual “I”) to dawo (greater self, or society) as an example, Liu
wants to show that “individualism did not always constitute itself as the counter-
discourse of nationalism nor did the enlightenment see itself as the other of na-
tional salvation.”37 Liu’s convincing argument allows us to see that the reform
of xiaowo or the individual is unnecessarily opposed to the nation-state; instead,
they are intimately intertwined. Nevertheless, Liu’s concept of nation-state,
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which does not seek to problematize May Fourth intellectuals’ understanding
of nation, needs to be questioned. As in other historical periods, the meanings
of the nation-state at this speci¤c moment should be viewed as plural, capable
of generating identities that are changeable and sometimes con¶icting. Prasen-
jit Duara points out that the May Fourth activists actually problematized the
concept of nation. For instance, Chen Duxiu (1880–1942) “pursues to its ex-
treme the logic of the break with both history and nation that is implied by total
commitment to the doctrine of self-consciousness.” In contrast, Li Dazhao
(1889–1927) “refused to separate patriotism from self-consciousness: he took
self-consciousness to refer to a process in which purposeful people sought to
change the world and thus could bring forth a new China.”38 Duara’s study is
especially thought provoking because for him, the relationships between
xiaowo and dawo, between individualism and nation-state, during the May
Fourth period were much more performative than what Liu has implied.
It should come as no surprise that the theme of revolution and love was
changed into representations of sexual revolution, women’s revolution, and in-
dividual emancipation, which were indicative of important societal and cul-
tural changes during the New Cultural movement. Among those “minor”
revolutions, the narrative of love, with its focus on personal events, personal ex-
periences, and subjective sentiments, transgresses the traditional dichotomy of
qing (feeling) and yu (desire) and comes to stand as a distinct symbol of Chinese
modernity. For example, the Creation Society (Chuangzao she) during its early
period was fully occupied with representations of the human libido, sex drive,
repression, and the unconscious in the forms of romanticism, expressionism,
and even symbolism. The increasing emphasis on reform of self and reform of
gender and sex roles seem to displace Liang Qichao’s reform of xinmin (new citi-
zen), but the problem of the individual and his or her relationship to modern
society and the nation-state looms large in the background. To be sure, unlike
late-Qing political novels’ central model of narration, the subordination of self
to nation, what occupies the predominant position within the range of May
Fourth narrative possibilities is clashes between self and nation (or society), the
acknowledgment of the question “Who am I?” in the modern sense. Yu Dafu’s
(1896–1944) famous novel Sinking (Chenlun), written in 1921, which owed a
great debt to the Japanese “I-novel” (shi-shosetsu), combines the crisis of self-
hood with the crisis of nationhood, sexuality (or masculinity) with patriotism.
The protagonist’s sexual impotence can be easily read as a metaphor for
China’s weakness, yet his self-consciousness, self-doubt, and self-abuse make
the connection between sexuality and nationalism dif¤cult.39 This no doubt
means that the discourse of individualism has never been totally severed from
nation building, but it also attests to the fact that the self is no longer the trans-
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parent and easy vehicle of nationalist discourse. Resembling the Russian “su-
per¶uous man,” the protagonist upon his ¤nal “patriotic” death sounds more
like a self-parody, pointing poignantly to the dilemma of the modern and na-
tionalist self.
The representations of love and the revolution of love (which includes sex-
ual revolution, family revolution, marriage revolution, women’s revolution,
and individual emancipation) during the May Fourth period were in¶uenced
by the Japanese literary critic Kuriyagawa Hakuson’s book Symbols of Mental
Anguish (Kumon no shocho), translated by Lu Xun in the early 1920s. Leo Ou-
fan Lee notes that Kuriyagawa’s work “combines Freud’s thesis of the repressed
id with Henri Bergson’s famous concept of the élan vital to form a synthetic
theory of artistic creation.” “According to Kuriyagawa, art and literature are
created as a result of the con¶ict of two archetypal forces: a primordial life force
of freedom versus the force of civilized convention in an increasingly institu-
tionalized society.”40 Kuriyagawa’s notion of “the life force” is obviously the
embodiment of Freudian notions of instincts (the pleasure principle, Eros, li-
bido, and so forth). Focusing on the connection between sexual passion and
civilized work, Freud wrote, “Our civilization is, generally speaking, founded
on the suppression of instincts.”41 Because the instinctual syndrome of “un-
happiness” recurs throughout Freud’s theory of repression, Herbert Marcuse
comments, “Freud questions culture not from a romanticist or utopian point of
view, but on the ground of the suffering and misery which its implementation
involves.”42 Echoing Freud’s connection between civilization and instinct,
progress and suffering, freedom and unhappiness—a connection that is ulti-
mately between Eros and Thanatos—Kuriyagawa emphasizes the life force
under the constraint of civilized convention. The anguish of love, one of the
most important symbols of mental anguish that stem from the clashes between
self and society, thus became the predominant mode of expression in May
Fourth literature.
May Fourth writers’ adoption of Kuriyagawa’s theory and Freudian psy-
choanalysis explains why the mainstream narrative of this period celebrated
“unhappy love,” frustration, loneliness, the destructive force of sex, passive
sentiments, and decadence—all of which constitute the repressed impulse to
overthrow dominant social conventions. The all-encompassing appeal of
Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther to modern Chinese writers and readers was
also due to its pessimistic, passive expression of sentiments. However, we
should regard the pervasive representation of the repressed individual, sexual
repression, and the autonomous transformation of a repressive society as histori-
cal phenomena rather than omnipresent facts of existence, invoked by Freudian
psychoanalytical theory. After the transformation from literary revolution to
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revolutionary literature, sexual relations became much more closely assimilated
with social relations than during the previous historical periods. Expressions of
love and sex also became more violent, passionate, and masculine.
Continuity and Discontinuity
The more dominant, and in the long run more political, trend after 1927 was
the cooperation of Marxism with the literary ¤eld. The suppression of the
Communists by Jiang Jieshi in 1927 intensi¤ed intellectual interest in revolu-
tionary literature, an interest that was manifested in the emergence of numer-
ous leftist publications at this time. If the literary journal New Youth (Xin
qingnian) represents a cultural space in which the May Fourth movement was
produced, then the leftist journal Cultural Criticism (Wenhua pipan), launched
in 1928 by Japanese-educated progressive youths such as Feng Naichao
(1901–1983), Zhu Jingwo (1901–1941), Peng Kang (1901–1968), and Li Chuli
(1900–1994), facilitated the assimilation of Marxism into Chinese literary
writing. In the late-Qing and early-Republic periods, efforts had been made to
introduce theory, but Marxism did not have an immediate in¶uence on literary
practice before 1928. According to the leftist critic Cheng Fangwu (1897–
1984), Cultural Criticism was designed to criticize capitalist society and replace
May Fourth literary hegemony. It is noteworthy that the relationship between
the May Fourth movement and leftist literature suggests the intriguing rela-
tionship between revolution and modernity: revolutionary literature focuses
on capitalist modernity by reducing May Fourth literature to bourgeois values,
but at the same time relies on modernity’s idea of newness and progress for le-
gitimacy. Therefore, “revolutionary literature” is both the negation and the
continuation of May Fourth literature.
The emergence of the class concept did not mean that the myth of the
nation-state was replaced by transnational aspirations for the emancipation of
the oppressed. Instead, as a result of national crisis, Chinese intellectuals used
class as a means of resistance to the imperialist capitalists. Against the conven-
tional view that class and nation are competing and con¶icting identities,
Duara sees “class as a trope that constructs a particular and powerful represen-
tation of the nation.”43 Indeed, by putting the “universal” Marxist theory in a
Chinese context, Chinese leftists accepted class struggle while retaining a
strong sense of national identity. The con¶ict between the petit bourgeoisie
and the collective proletariat that captured the attention of Chinese leftists
shows not only their criticism of the capitalist mode of production—the impe-
rialists’ transnational exploitation of the oppressed—but also their reconsider-
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ation of the position of self in the context of nationalism. Love in revolutionary
literature is not only a sign of modernity, as in the May Fourth narrative, but
also a sign of utopian desire for both the self and the nation.
Feng Naichao’s short story “Puppet Beauty” (Kuilei meiren), published in
Creation Monthly (Chuangzao yuekan) in 1928, signi¤es the penetration of the
class concept into gender representation. Based on the genre of story retold,
Feng Naichao redesigned the traditional image of the famous femme fatale
Baosi, whose astonishing beauty, according to the historian Sima Qian,
brought the whole country of Zhou to ruin. In contrast to the conventional
view, which views the femme fatale as “disaster water” (huoshui), Feng Naichao
takes Baosi, who is doubly deprived by her home country and the enemy coun-
try, as a symbol of the oppressed, stressing the importance of class conscious-
ness. Gender relations and the woman question thus became hallmarks of class
relations in revolutionary literature.
Nevertheless, the representation of revolution’s af¤liations with love, sex,
and gender, though undeniably a component of class ideology, still remained
open and dynamic at this stage. The image of a seductive revolutionary woman,
whose promiscuous body accompanies a revolutionary mind, became one of
the most popular embodiments of leftist ideology. Sexual liberation, which in
one way or another symbolizes revolution itself, is not in con¶ict with collective
revolutionary passion. For example, after his girlfriend agrees to have sex with
him, the young revolutionary Huo Zhiyuan in leftist writer Hong Lingfei’s
(1901–1933) novel Front Line (Qianxian, 1930) expresses his excitement:
From now on we don’t have to worry about anything, or suspect anything.
All we need to do is to exert ourselves to run forward! Fight! Fight! We shall
encourage each other to ¤ght against the old power! Our association is com-
pletely established on the idea of revolution! Yes, just like what we have writ-
ten on our photo: To love for the sake of revolution! Don’t sacri¤ce revolution
because of love!44
The above expresses the harmonious relationship between revolution and
love, one of the best-known themes in the early period of revolutionary litera-
ture around 1930. This theme explores the wondering self, especially the urban
intellectual self, in search of his or her position in the turbulent society after the
1927 Nationalist Party liquidation (or the failure of the 1927 Communist revo-
lution, in the mainland version). For leftists such as Hong Lingfei, revolu-
tion—the utopian goal of the collective—is personal, because only through the
collective ¤ght can individual happiness be secured. Although other leftist
writers such as Jiang Guangci (1901–1931) preferred to focus on the clashes
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between the petit bourgeois sentiment and the collective revolutionary move-
ment, they still regarded the two factors as reciprocal, springing from the same
libidinal source. In Jiang’s own famous words, “Romantic? I myself am ro-
mantic. All revolutionaries are romantic. Without being romantic, who would
come to start a revolution? . . . Idealism, passion, discontent with the status quo
and a desire to create something better—here you have the spirit of romanti-
cism. A romantic is one possessed of such a spirit.”45 Despite this formula’s po-
litical focus, Leo Ou-fan Lee considers Jiang Guangci and his followers part of
the “romantic generation,” which carries the May Fourth legacy of subjectiv-
ism.46 In contrast to the Mao years, in which personal love as well as subjectivity
were repressed or channeled into the sublimated collective energy, Jiang
Guangci’s period exalted both personal freedom and revolutionary passion. In
Yu Dafu’s language, “The emergence of a revolutionary career is possible only
for that little passion, the cultivation of which is inseparable from the tender
and pure love of a woman. That passion, if extended, is ardent enough to burn
down the palaces of a despot and powerful enough to destroy the Bastille.”47
What Yu Dafu pinpoints as “that little passion” reminds us of Herbert Mar-
cuse’s vision of nonrepressive conditions, under which “sexuality tends to
‘grow into’ Eros—that is to say, toward self-sublimation in lasting and expand-
ing relations (including work relations) which serve to intensify and enlarge in-
stinctual grati¤cation.”48 This so-called little passion, which successfully
connects love and revolution, sexuality and eros (the enlargement of sexuality
itself), can well explain why the Creation Society dramatically switched from
the representation of individual sentiments to the representation of collective
revolutionary passion, an abrupt transformation that is incomprehensible to
many scholars.
However, beneath the harmonious relationship between personal love
and revolutionary passion in the late 1920s and the early 1930s lies a split per-
sonality, or more speci¤cally, a split modern consciousness characteristic of
the writers who frantically pursued this fashion. Driven by the utopian dream
of a strong China, those leftist writers came to embrace revolution and love
enthusiastically both in ¤ction and in real life but found themselves con-
fronted with dilemmas between the ideal and reality, self and nation, progress
and tradition, revolutionary masculinity and sentimental femininity. In other
words, they were fascinated with this formulaic writing because it provided a
perfect site to linger on the dilemmas and contradictions that epitomized their
tormented experience. Although they appear romantic and passionate, they
are also schizophrenic—an archetypal modern mental state resulting from
their bitter struggle for personal happiness and national idealism.
In his insightful study of the leftist literary movement, T. A. Hsia reveals
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that Lu Xun (1881–1936) was not the only writer who experienced “the para-
dox of his personal life and modern Chinese life, the con¶ict between hope and
despair,” “the dilemma of the shadow whose existence is threatened by both
the light and the darkness”;49 other leftist writers such as Qu Qiubai (1899–
1935) and Jiang Guangci also possessed “dual personalities” as sentimentalists
and Communists. The revolution plus love formula, as this book demon-
strates, is a speci¤c genre that critically underscores that dual personality,
which challenges the conventional view of modern consciousness as a symbolic
unity. Although those leftists unmistakably longed for progress, freedom, and
the utopian society, they at the same time endured a schizophrenic syndrome in
which their sensitivity as individuals was troubled by the difference between
utopia and reality. Through the production and proliferation of this formula,
the individual’s unsettling experience, his or her bitter struggle and tormented
anxiety, were repeated again and again.
Looking closely at Mao Dun’s (1896–1981), Jiang Guangci’s, and Bai
Wei’s (1894–1987) lived historical experience, David Der-wei Wang illus-
trates a polemical picture in which “these writers did not merely write down
but personally acted out modern Chinese ¤ctional realism.”50 Indeed, the for-
mula of revolution plus love was by no means a literary construction that ex-
isted only in textual reality; it was closely associated with the brutal reality in
which progressive youths such as Ding Ling’s ¤rst husband, Hu Yepin (1903–
1931), were murdered for their ideals. Whether life imitates art or vice versa,
love and happiness do not simply serve as a symbol for revolution; they are the
purpose of revolution. In other words, writers during the early period of revo-
lutionary literature usually personalized revolution or revolutionalized their
romantic and sexual adventures, for both are based on utopian desire. This is
what enabled them to accept hardship as well as revolutionary frenzy; it is also
what aroused their anxiety as the harmonious relationship between revolution
and love was hampered by reality.
The leftists’ personal experiences are particularly revealing. For instance,
Qu Qiubai, the early leader of the Communist Party who was also actively in-
volved in the leftist literary movement in the 1930s, fell in love with Ding
Ling’s best girlfriend, Wang Jianhong, but ¤nally left her for the sake of revo-
lution. As he confessed to Ding Ling, Qu was later tortured by Wang’s death
from tuberculosis caught from him, for he had been forced by his political be-
liefs to betray his real heart.51 In Super¶uous Words, he repeatedly emphasized
that his devotion to political work was a “historical misunderstanding” that
even his Communist friends couldn’t understand.52 The two irreconcilable
sides of Qu’s character were vividly captured by Ding Ling’s novel Weihu
(1930), a typical example of the revolution plus love formula.
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Another famous leftist writer, Mao Dun (1896–1981), who joined with
Qu Qiubai to poignantly criticize this formulaic writing but whose novels
were conspicuously tinged with revolution and romance, after a period of bit-
ter struggle ¤nally chose the marriage arranged by his family over his lover
Qin Dejun, a new woman whose dazzling sexual adventures and political
awareness inspired him to write Rainbow (Hong, 1930).53 Mao Dun’s vacilla-
tion between conventional marriage and sexual liberation as well as his uncer-
tainty at the peculiar moment of 1927 expose a modern man’s split mental
state, which lurks behind his controversial novels related to this theme.
Jiang Guangci, the initiator of this formula, also heroically sacri¤ced him-
self both for revolution and for love. Alhough he played an important role in
propagating proletarian literature and revolution, he was nevertheless dis-
missed by the Communist Party because of his petit bourgeois lifestyle. De-
spite his lover Song Ruoyu’s tuberculosis, he married her; thus his romantic
passion led to his own death from tuberculosis, contracted from her.54 His
failed love affair with the Communist Party parodies the romantic spirit of his
protagonists and himself. As the heroine Wang Manying in his novel The
Moon Forces Its Way through the Clouds (Chongchu yunwei de yueliang, 1930)
romantically uses her own body, infected with a sexually transmitted disease,
as a weapon to ¤ght the bourgeois class, Jiang Guangci himself was trapped in
a reality that seriously fettered his romantic spirit.
Female leftist writers’ personal experiences of revolution and love intrigu-
ingly forged a dialogue with those of male writers. Shi Pingmei (1902–1928),
the progressive woman writer famous for her romance with one of the early
Communist leaders, Gao Junyu, refused to accept his love but fully committed
herself to him after he died for both revolution and love. Her love affair with
death may seem bewildering, a bizarre romance that con¶icts with revolution-
ary literature’s propaganda purpose. In Lu Yin’s (1898–1934) Ivory Rings
(Xiangya jiezhi, 1934), Shi’s obsession with sentimentalism and death, her ele-
vation of the utopian woman-to-woman relationship, which is also expressed
in Shi’s own writing, strike an incongruous note in the male-constituted world
of revolution and love.
After her ¤rst husband, Hu Yepin, was executed by the GMD in 1930,
Ding Ling completed her transformation from a feminist writer who special-
ized in representing modern girls’ subjectivity and sexuality to a female leftist
identifying with Marxist ideology. As Ding Ling tried to carry on and spread
that ideology under dif¤cult circumstances, she was kidnapped and impris-
oned by GMD agents from 1933 to 1936. During this period of detention, even
though she knew that her second husband, Feng Da, who was also a Commu-
nist, had betrayed his political beliefs, she compromised, living with him and
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bearing his child. She explained, “I was a Communist, but I was after all a
human being, who still naturally maintained a person’s little desire of survival.
. . . I could only blame myself for not being strong enough—that I even could
tolerate my former husband’s hand reaching to me, the hand belonging to
someone that I should hate.”55 No doubt, Ding Ling was experiencing the
most awkward dilemma between romance and revolution. Her ambiguous at-
titude toward the traitor husband was later criticized by her comrades in
Yan’an and during the Cultural Revolution. The two sides of her character—a
woman with a human nature and a devoted Communist—were delivered in
her essays “Thoughts on March 8” (Sanbajie you gan, 1942) and “When I Was
in Xia Village” (Wozai xiacun de shihou, 1941), which showed great concern
about women’s fate in Yan’an.
Another female leftist writer, Bai Wei, whose works Fight out of the Ghost
Tower (Dachu youlingta, 1928) and A Bomb and an Expeditionary Bird
(Zhadan yu zhengniao, 1929) keenly accentuate women’s problems in the revo-
lutionary movement, had a failed affair with her lover Yang Sao. Their painful
romance brought Bai Wei a sexually transmitted disease, gonorrhea, which
prevented her from engaging in revolution. In her autobiographical novel
Tragic Life (Beiju shengya, 1936), Bai Wei meticulously recorded how she was
incarcerated by her diseased body, the result of the romantic pursuit of per-
sonal happiness, and how much she despaired because she was disquali¤ed
from both love and revolution.56 She was hysterical and often wrote in a hys-
terical mode: she was irritated by the contrast between the progressing histori-
cal tide and her own decaying body. Living with disease, she poignantly
expressed her suspicious attitude toward the utopian desire that triggers the
formula of revolution and love.
Taking a brief look at the romantic lives of these leftists allows us to learn
more about their inner world, full of contradictions. As agents working for
progress and revolution, who personally act out their idealism, they them-
selves are reluctant to privilege the collective at the expense of the individual.
As a result, their literary practices of revolution plus love were crammed with
paradoxes: they violently attacked the passive sentimentality and individual-
ism that prevailed in the May Fourth literature, but their writing could not
escape the petit bourgeois mentality; they seriously criticized capitalist mate-
rialism, but the sale of their work was largely based on a consumer culture;
their bold description of sex connected sexual emancipation with revolution-
ary and antifeudal acts but at the same time contained the elements of bour-
geois decadence. Those paradoxes show that the “mutual enrichment”57 or
the reciprocal relationship between love and revolution has never been easy;
the uneasiness not only engendered the split personality of these writers but
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also suggested the multiple and contested nature of historical identities in the
revolutionary literature around 1930. Thus, the ceaseless reiterations of those
paradoxes are potentially resistant to totalizing revolutionary ideology.
If in the period of the Creation Society, the Sun Society (Tai yang she), and
the Chinese League of Leftist Writers (Zuolian) leftist writers illustrated pri-
vate feeling, sex, and love from various angles, they and other writers from the
new generation developed an ambivalent attitude during the Yan’an period
and the ¤rst seventeen years of the People’s Republic of China. That is to say,
the intensive relationship between revolution and love had begun: writers had
to carefully control the representation of this theme under the pressure of
Mao’s famous Yan’an talk. As a matter of fact, Mao encouraged revolutionary
romanticism, a positive romantic spirit that is able to mobilize and sublimate
individual sexuality into the higher goal of political culture. Yet Mao gave indi-
vidualism and subjectivity negative connotations because the individual’s
private feeling and space may pose a threat to the stable and pure form of revo-
lutionary ideology. Therefore, the antagonistic embrace of sex and politics—
personal feeling, gender, and sexuality being suppressed by the Party discourse
of class, nation, and state or, alternatively, politics being sexually charged and
driven—represents two major narratives of revolution plus love during this
historical period. Meng Yue’s reading of The White-Haired Girl (Baimao nü,
1942) and Song of Youth (Qingchun zhige, 1958) observes that as the myth of
class victory and the myth of women’s liberation joined together, the narratives
of private sexual issues, women’s individuality, and femininity were repressed
and eliminated by the state’s political discourse.58 On the other hand, Wang
Ban’s reading of the ¤lm Song of Youth, based on Yang Mo’s (1914–1995)
novel, borrows Herbert Marcuse’s notion of nonrepressive sublimation to ex-
plain why the sexually charged revolutionary discourse had a great emotional
effect on a mass audience.59 Apart from these two opposing interpretations of
sex and politics, a third option is to acknowledge the temporary convergence of
individual sexuality and the broader sexual implications of politics, from which
writers’ ambivalent treatment of private feelings resulted in an “ambiguous plu-
ralization.”60 This position again shows the split personality of Chinese intellec-
tuals who painfully swing back and forth between the hope for self-ful¤llment
and the hope for a certain supportive communal environment. Seen from this
angle, not all the private passions or petit bourgeois sentiments could be re-
pressed by or uplifted to political enthusiasm and collective libidinal satisfac-
tion; many Chinese writers were still struggling between individual love and
national revolution during the Yan’an period and the ¤rst seventeen years. In
other words, the split modern consciousness was never fully erased by the to-
tality of Maoist discourse; instead, it tenaciously existed in the repetition of this
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literary formula. For instance, Xiao Yemu (1918–1970), Lu Ling (1923–1994),
Wang Meng (1934– ), Ouyang Shan (1908–2001), Zong Pu (1928– ), and many
other writers all created a complex private space in their novels through which
to temporally negotiate with the totality of political power.
During the period of the Cultural Revolution, private feelings, sex, and
personal love, which were regarded by the Communist Party as harmful and
destructive elements, were expelled from literary production. In Yang Mo’s
Song of Youth, the author describes the sexual relationship, however ambigu-
ous, between the heroine Lin Daojing and her comrade Jiang Hua in the guise
of “comradeship.” This kind of subtle description of sex and personal love
was eliminated in Hao Ran’s (1932– ) Golden Road (Jinguang dadao, 1972)
and notorious eight revolutionary model plays (yangban xi). In the plays, the
image of wife (or husband), who symbolizes the private space, ordinary daily
life, and emotional and sexual relationships, is removed from the stage as in
The Story of Red Light (Hongdengji). As a signi¤er of the repressed, women’s
bodies were required to be pure, without any reference to sex, as the raped
body of Xi’er in the revolutionary model ballet The White-Haired Girl is
purged and erased.61 Even the comradely love between Wu Qinghua and the
Party representative, which is vague but still visible in the ¤lm of The Red De-
tachment of Women (Hongse niangzi jun), was omitted in its ballet version, su-
pervised by Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing. Heterosexual love became unspeakable,
unhealthy, and inappropriate. Accordingly, the thematic repetition of collec-
tive revolution and personal love was disrupted in this period, for “individual
identity was no longer something unique but was extensively socialized and
standardized, the local mark of a homogeneous communal identity.”62 In-
stead, love, sexuality, and life instinct were channeled into a high degree of li-
bidinal satisfaction. In Herbert Marcuse’s words, “The biological drive
becomes a cultural drive.”63 That is to say, “the cultural-building power of
Eros is non-repressive sublimation: sexuality is neither de¶ected from nor
blocked in its objective; rather, in attaining its objective, it transcends it to
others, searching for fuller grati¤cation.”64 The cult of Mao, the exaggeration
of revolutionary heroes, and the frenzy of the Cultural Revolution resulted
from such an aggrandizement of sexual instinct and sensuousness, which in
return was catastrophic for personal identity. The Communist revolution
promised individual self-ful¤llment and self-development, but in the process
it seemed to have lost its original purpose. The repression of personal feeling
and sexuality corresponds to the myth of Mao’s nation building, with the goal
“to purge or disenfranchise undesirable classes in the nation and strive to
shape the nation in the image of the idealized proletariat.”65 The urgent feel-
ing of anti-imperialism that is continually carried by Maoist discourse and its
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myth of the nation does not leave any space for Chinese intellectuals to linger
on their split modern consciousness.
Since the early 1980s, personal love has been rediscovered and has become
one of the most popular themes in novels, poetry, plays, and ¤lms. Loaded with
the social duty to re¶ect what was destroyed by the Cultural Revolution, “scar
literature” embraced love as a key to solving social problems. Even a quick
glance at scar literature titles, such as Liu Xinwu’s “Place of Love” (Aiqing de
weizhi), Zhang Jie’s “Love Cannot Be Neglected” (Aishi buneng wangji de),
Zhang Kangkang’s “Right to Love” (Aide quanli), and Zhang Xian’s “Corner
Forgotten by Love” (Bei aiqing yiwang de jiaoluo), reveals writers’ obsession
with this taboo subject. Containing the political unconscious, love for those
writers represents the banner of humanism, a way to save society, and a tenta-
tive vision of the lost “self.” However, though they use love to criticize Maoist
politics and to condemn the Cultural Revolution wholesale, those writers are
not necessarily disillusioned with revolution or Marxism. Rather, they strive to
humanize the revolutionary discourse by focusing on the individual’s love life.
Among novelists who use the formula—“a literary creation is equal to X
[which refers to any topic] + wound + love”66—Zhang Jie (1937– ) makes the
problem of the female subject in the socialist context a challenge to the received
idea of women’s emancipation.67 Showing signi¤cant concern with questions
of gender relations, her female subjective voice explores women’s bitter experi-
ences in love relationships, which are not easily explained by existing Marxist
thought.
Although scar literature was burdened with social responsibility and its
description of love carefully surrounded by the question of morality, extrava-
gant descriptions of sex, erotica, and physical experience soon took over the
literary scene following Zhang Xianliang’s Half of Man Is Woman (Nanren de
yiban shi nüren). The Chinese reader, accustomed to traditional as well as revo-
lutionary morality in judging sex, was stunned by this new literature ¶ooded
with men’s and women’s sexy bodies, primitive sensations, libidinal energy,
and erotic desire. This phenomenon provoked great controversy because crit-
ics could no longer categorize it with their familiar Marxist approaches.68
Crossing and recrossing the boundary of revolutionary morality, sex and erot-
ica soon appeared as the most forceful instrument for Chinese writers to redis-
cover their own roots, personal languages, and subjectivity marginalized by
Maoist discourse. For example, avant-garde writers such as Mo Yan, Li Rui,
Liu Heng, Su Tong, and Ge Fei employ sex as a narrative strategy to decon-
struct the metanarrative of national myth, revolutionary history, and critical
realism. Unlike the previous generation, who still believed in socialism, these
avant-garde writers were disenchanted with revolutionary ideology. They de-
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pict sex at its most primitive, physical, celebrated, and carnivalistic in order to
rebel against the sublime version imposed by the of¤cial discourse. But even if
they transcend politics and pay more attention to formalities such as language,
narratology, and structure, which are in¶uenced by Western modernism, the
symbolic meaning of sex in their writings is still very political: it is a subver-
sion of political allegory. However, this way of depicting sex eventually disap-
peared among the much younger generation’s literary practices in the context
of globalization. The so-called new human beings (xinxin renlei), represented
by Wei Hui and her generation’s “women’s bodily writing,” neither identify
with the heavily loaded sense of nationalism nor care to pursue the autonomy
of literature. In her representation of sex, Wei Hui ambiguously mixes the
consumer culture’s manipulation of women’s bodies with a postmodern sense
of female sexuality. The old paradigm of revolution plus love, which attracted
the modern Chinese literary imagination for almost a century, eventually lost
its seductive power over the postsocialist generation.
A Performative Act
So far, I have brie¶y delineated the interactions of revolution and love in differ-
ent historical periods. Although I have tried very hard to characterize the
“spirit” and “face” of each historical period, I ¤nd that what needs to be ques-
tioned is not only sociological mechanistic determinism but also the false unity
of revolution and love in linear history. How true is a historical description
based primarily on a single, seamless account of the spirit of a period? What has
been concealed or marginalized in it? How dynamic were the interactions of
revolution and love in different historical periods? What should we do with in-
teractions that were inconsistent but overlapped and coexisted in time? If the
zeitgeist cannot represent the original and authentic history, then how can his-
tory be represented, how “thickly” can it be described?69
Bearing these theoretical questions in mind, my project of historicizing
the interplay of revolution and love focuses on “a plurality of histories” to
determine what relationship is described by the discontinuity and continuity
of that interplay. By examining different historical periods, I challenge the
“total history” that “seeks to reconstitute the overall form of a civilization, the
principle—material or spiritual—of a society, the signi¤cance common to all
the phenomena of a period, the law that accounts for their cohesion—what is
called metaphorically the ‘face’ of a period.”70 However, I am also aware that
whether diversity should be valued over unity is not a theoretical question,
but a question that hinges on a certain historical moment. The relationships
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between difference and unity, particulars and the universal, the individual and
society, gender difference and gender abstraction do not automatically contain
any moral judgment, but rather are themselves objects of critique depending
on circumstances.
Few novels have been more thoroughly written according to a formula than
Chinese novels about revolution plus love of the late 1920s and 1930s. The
popular theme attracted avowed revolutionary writers and their followers. The
wide application of this formula in ¤ction writing unavoidably elevated and be-
littled it. Unlike other narrative modes that belong to mainstream literature,
such as critical realism or revolutionary realism, the formula of revolution plus
love presents a dilemma in orthodox literary history. Most critics are incapable
of accommodating it within established categories. Simply calling it a failure
because it produced only copies relegates a series of problems brought up by
this type of writing comfortably to oblivion. What has been seriously ignored is
the complicated reality that the formula of revolution plus love tried painstak-
ingly to de¤ne. Although this formula was to represent “newness” and moder-
nity’s progress, it aims to criticize capitalist modernity, freeing the Chinese
people, the national proletariat, from the oppression of Western capitalism. Al-
though it targets capitalist materialism, its proliferation and commercial tri-
umph sustained and erased that idea at the same time. Therefore, to see the
formula as a simple re¶ection of standardized Marxist thought would reduce
this intricate literary practice to a ¤xed form with a universal or authoritative
voice. In my discussion of this formula writing, I try to avoid being limited by
the literal de¤nitions of “revolution” or “love.” The varied representations of
their complicated relationship tell us we cannot perceive the connotations of
these terms as ¤xed in a social vacuum, nor can we reduce them to the very thing
against which they are constructed by simply interpreting literary representa-
tions within the dominant political ¤eld. Instead, I view the thematic repetition
of revolution plus love as a performative act mobilizing the relationship be-
tween revolution and love within different cultural and historical contexts, thus
causing their de¤nitions to vary in the struggle for dominant symbolic power.
The word “performative” may be reminiscent of J. L. Austin’s speech act
theory and Derrida’s further deconstructive reading of it.71 My usage is cer-
tainly derived from such a genealogy that focuses on iterability, possible imita-
tion, and repetition in various serious and nonserious contexts, but I point to
concrete historical conditions that make such reiterations possible. My de¤ni-
tion of “performative” is more than a linguistic formulation and reformula-
tion and is inseparable from broader concerns about power relations in the
literary ¤eld. Lying behind the endless, enthusiastic thematic repetition of
revolution plus love are the utopian desire and the revolutionary ideal, which
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generate pleasure and pain, laughter and tears, love and hate, ecstasies and
disappointments. The utopian desire best explains why numerous writers
came to embrace, imitate, and repeat the theme of revolution plus love and
why their imitation and repetition put their political and sexual identities in
question. In other words, revolution’s dealings with reality, which include
passion and despair, sacri¤ce and blood, are more than performative theory
can grasp and comprehend. Writers driven by utopian desire, who have real
interests in the different possibilities in the literary ¤eld, repeat, reiterate, and
contest the meanings of revolution and love in different ways that show the
stable modern consciousness to be only and always an illusory construction.
My focus in the ¤rst chapter is on the wentan (literary scene) during the
period of revolutionary literature. Questioning the coherent identity and form
of so-called revolutionary literature, I describe different groups of writers,
who sometimes also acted as editors and critics, expressing their interaction
with revolutionary beliefs. By focusing on the popular revolution plus love
¤ction from 1926 to 1935, chapters 2, 3, and 4 not only question the coherence
of the modern Chinese literary canon itself but also explore some noncanoni-
cal writings that have been ignored by of¤cial history. Copies and repetitions
of the revolution plus love formula are deceptively simple. Every imitation
creates unpredictable modi¤cations of and differences from the original (if
there is an original). This fact should have been clear to the utopian critics who
saw the theory of revolutionary literature and its literary practice as a romantic
harmony, and who saw duplications of the form as identical. The historical
participants using this all-embracing formula, such as left-wing writers, fe-
male writers, and the early New Sensibility writers, all contributed different
interpretations from their own perspectives, thus expanding and diffusing
each carefully formulated practice. It is important to note that agents’ differ-
ent responses to cultural norms, with concealed modes of imitation, have both
undermined and af¤rmed the existing systems of power.
The correspondence between revolution and love appears tangled in dif-
ferent historical periods. Therefore in chapters 5 and 6 I examine women’s
bodies as a site of intense interactions structured by the power controlling real-
ity. Regarding women’s sexually speci¤c bodies as socially and politically con-
structed entities reveals the complexity of the connection between erotic
imagination and symbolic power. My study shows that women’s bodies are
subject to endless rewriting and reinscription that establish various sign sys-
tems in social space. By analyzing women’s bodies and their relationship to
politics in the ¤rst seventeen years of the PRC and the twentieth-century ¤n-
de-siècle period, I aim to draw a more comprehensive picture of the dynamics
between revolution and love.
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Tracing how women’s sexual bodies are produced by culture and society, I
refuse to accept them as ahistorical, precultural, or natural in any simple way.
The feminist critic Judith Butler rejects gender’s ontological status by putting
it back within a discursive framework.72 I agree that gender is the site of a his-
torically speci¤c organization of power relations, but I also do not want to disre-
gard the biological aspect of women’s bodies, which seeps beyond the power
structure and social space that attempt to contain it.73 In contrast to solid men’s
bodies, the female body symbolizes various forms of uncontrollable ¶ow; this
naturalness and ¶uidity may be a threat to men’s purported rationality and
transcendence.74 Accordingly, by taking both the containability and uncon-
tainability of women’s bodies into account, I freely cross and recross the
boundaries of outside and inside, public and private, knowledge and desire. I
ask, for example, When we scrutinize how women’s bodies are distributed,
censored, and put to political use, aren’t we only emphasizing their fundamen-
tal passivity and transparency? What about the inarticulate part of the body
that might act to produce fragmentations, fractures, dislocations in different
historical and social spaces? How can we historicize the relationship between
revolution and love in terms of both the containability and the uncontainability
of women’s bodies? My frequent use of feminist theory throughout this book is
not simply an antifoundational gesture but a means to observe the ceaseless
struggles between politics and gender.
Over the past two decades or so, there has been much sophisticated dis-
cussion of revolutionary discourse and romantic imagination, but no system-
atic analysis of the dynamic interplay between these two elements in modern
Chinese literary history. Admittedly, much more is involved here than popu-
lar conceptions of body politics or the political meanings of eros. How can we
rewrite a modern Chinese literary history that has been constrained by estab-
lished modes of thinking? For example, canonization often subordinates dis-
cussions of marginalized writers to footnotes in the evolution of mainstream
literature. Is digging out some marginal writings enough to challenge the criti-
cal system? This question becomes more urgent when we consider that the in-
terplay of revolution and love is related to the ongoing enactment of Chinese
modernity. The transmission of power from a canon to a countercanon repre-
sents a critical moment in the reciprocal relation between the history of litera-
ture and social patrimony. Therefore, although my study explores different
modes of marginal writing that have not garnered the scholarly and critical at-
tention they merit, I do not mean to merely use them as replacements for
canonical works. Rather, I wish to draw attention to how the canon and coun-
tercanon have been established as a way of relating literary texts to their his-
torical context within the matrix of power relations. Examining the discursive
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construction of the canon and the countercanon enables us to question the ap-
parently uni¤ed concept of newness, progress, and revolution, stratifying it
into different layers according to its constant repetitions in the formulary
writing of revolution and love.
A Self-Recycling Discourse of Revolution
At the end of the twentieth century, Li Zehou and Liu Zaifu published their co-
authored book Farewell Revolution (Gaobie geming), which criticizes the revolu-
tionary mode of thinking that had manipulated not only the intellectual life but
also the daily life of the Chinese people. In his article “No Revolution to Litera-
ture” (Wenxue buke geming), Liu Zaifu especially questions the necessity of
“revolution” in literature and the arts, which originated with Liang Qichao’s
“revolution in poetry” and “revolution in ¤ction,” then was carried on by the
“literary revolution” of the May Fourth movement and leftists’ much more
radical advocacy of “revolutionary literature.”75 Under the pressure of nation-
alist urgency, those revolutions have repeatedly subordinated literature to social
concerns, nation building, and political ideologies; as a result, writers’ individu-
ality and subjectivity have been gradually eliminated, and the traditional Chi-
nese literary legacy has been less cherished. Liu’s criticism of literary revolution
and revolutionary literature epitomizes his generation’s disillusionment with
the utopian dream after the trauma of the Cultural Revolution. His targeting
literature’s social and political function is more or less congruent with Lu
Xun’s prediction of literature’s association with revolution: “Revolution,
anti-revolution, revolution of revolution, revolution of anti-revolution, anti-
anti-revolution of revolution . . .”76 In Lu Xun’s words, “[Some people] often
like to address the close relationship between literature and revolution in order
to propagate, advertise, stir up, propel, and complete revolution. However, I
think this kind of article is powerless, for a good artistic work should not obey
others’ orders, should not concern gains and losses, but is something naturally
coming from one’s heart.”77 Unfortunately, only at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury did Chinese intellectuals have the luxury to re¶ect on a “self-recycling”78
revolutionary discourse, which believes in the myth of progress but in fact
merely revolves around literature’s submission to politics.
Borrowing Matei Calinescu’s de¤nition of modernity, which contains two
bitterly con¶icting sides—the cult of progress and an aesthetics79—Leo Ou-
fan Lee discusses Chinese intellectuals’ search for modernity in Chinese social
and historical conditions. He argues that in China, the second modernity of
culture and aesthetics never launched serious criticism of the ¤rst modernity
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of time and human progress, as happened in the West. “The crucial point of
difference, however, is that these Chinese writers did not choose (nor did they
feel the necessity) to separate the two dominants of historical and aesthetic
modernity in their pursuit of a modern mode of consciousness and modern
form of literature.”80 Instead, the cultural or aesthetic modernity “was not co-
equal with but ultimately subordinate to the new historical consciousness.”81
Chinese intellectuals were so deeply involved in the processes and pressures of
mundane modernization that they lost the capacity to repudiate or question
this subordination. All their efforts were required to adapt to the ¶uctuating
and immediate demands of the social order. This attitude affected all the arts.
The personal, subjective, and private had to yield to the ideology of the new, of
progress conceived as a positive, continual movement forward through the
destruction of old forms and the invention of new ones adequate to the expres-
sion of imperative reality. The form that could best express the new historical
consciousness was the realistic narrative. Other narrative modes, such as ro-
manticism or neoromanticism, were de¤nitely inferior, although they “were
also made within the conscious framework of the modern ‘tides’ of history.”82
Leo Ou-fan Lee provides a panorama of Chinese literary history, based on
an analysis of Western modernity’s transformation in China, in which art
serves as an instrument for political and social purposes. This argument cap-
tures the broad tendency and tide of literary history; however, it does not mean
that resistance to the inevitable ¶ow of modernization or ambiguity toward the
new historical consciousness has never existed. We can ¤nd private doubts and
waverings about the ideology of progress in Lu Xun’s paradoxical writings and
the experimental modernism of the new sensibility school, in Shen Congwen’s
detachment from modernization and Zhang Ailing’s aesthetic concept of deso-
lation. Even if literary form itself rests on the idea of revolution, the process of
representation will generate degrees of obscurity and heterogeneity within it.
As Franco Moretti has said, “Literature is perhaps the most omnivorous of so-
cial institutions, the most ductile in satisfying disparate social demands, the
most ambitious in not recognizing limits to its own sphere of representation.
One cannot ask that heterogeneity to disappear, but only (and it is no small re-
quest) to re¶ect faithfully the real diversity, in terms of their destination and
function, of the texts under examination.”83 It was precisely the fundamental
distinction between representation and the represented, between the sign and
the signi¤ed that re¤ned and extended the territory of the realist mode, which
aptly expressed Chinese intellectuals’ pursuit of modernity as progress. For ex-
ample, the work of leftist writer Lu Ling represents the complexity of Chinese
cultural modernity, as Kirk A. Denton describes it, “characterized by two dis-
courses—romantic individualism and revolutionary collectivism.”84 Because
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the author is caught by the contradictions between these two discourses, his
work is ¤lled with tensions stronger than the revolutionary authoritarian voices
carried by the form of realism. Therefore, although the representation of his-
torical modernity has largely dominated that of aesthetic modernity in the his-
tory of modern Chinese literature, we still need to dig out the “repressed
modernities” (David Der-wei Wang’s term) that have been denied or sup-
pressed in mainstream literature.
Despite Liu Zaifu’s and Leo Ou-fan Lee’s different critical angles—one
re¶ecting revolution, the other modernity—both point out the lack of individu-
alism and subjectivism in modern Chinese narrative. The trend of experimen-
tal ¤ction in the 1990s, which extolled the autonomy of literature and the arts,
to some extent ¤lled such gaps, which always existed in modern Chinese litera-
ture. However, in the newly emerged context of globalization, the debates be-
tween the new leftist school and the neoliberal school have shown Chinese
intellectuals’ doubts about capitalist modernity, which organized the world
through the continual expansion of economically powerful nation-states. If
Liu and Lee criticized the “phantasmagorias” production of revolution and
modernity as progress, then the new leftist school made its target global capi-
talism in the new historical situation. As Walter Benjamin wrote, “Capitalism
was a natural phenomenon with which a new dream sleep fell over Europe, and
with it a reactivation of mythic powers.”85 This capitalist “phantasmagorias”
has successfully turned into a global dream. Critics of the new leftist school
have written that the dream world built on the economic market is all illusion,
belying the success of the new order of globalization. They have criticized the
continuity of experimental literature or the autonomy of literature, which
seems to have lost its critical power over the postsocialist and postmodernist re-
ality. Thus literature is reassociated with social concerns as new leftists cau-
tiously reveal the West’s political and economic motivation behind its
promotion of global consumerist dreams. It is in this new context that some
critics, such as Kuang Xinnian, urge a reexamination of the leftist literature of
the 1930s, the manifestation of the intriguing relationships between socialism
and capitalism, between Chinese intellectuals’ pursuit of modernity and their
re¶ection of and resistance to it. According to Kuang, both modernism and
leftist literature respond to modernity in relation to capitalist development.
However, the former never transgresses capitalism even if it constantly pro-
duces newness; the latter, on the contrary, intends to thoroughly destroy the
structure of capitalism.86 Apparently, Kuang’s reaf¤rmation of the leftist litera-
ture of the 1930s can shed some light on new leftists’ concern about what kind
of role literature should play in the increasingly global situation.
From Liu and Lee’s denouncement of literature’s association with social
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and national affairs to Kuang’s recall of that association, we ¤nd that the self-
recycling discourse of revolution has once again made history turn backward
upon itself. This phenomenon reminds us of Herbert Marcuse’s discussion of
revolution:
Each revolution has been the conscious effort to replace one ruling group by
another; but each revolution has also released forces that have “overshot the
goal,” that have striven for the abolition of domination and exploitation. The
ease with which they have been defeated demands explanations. Neither the
prevailing constellation of power, nor immaturity of the productive forces, nor
absence of class consciousness provides an adequate answer. In every revolu-
tion, there seems to have been a historical moment when the struggle against
domination might have been victorious—but the moment passed. An element
of self-defeat seems to be involved in this dynamic (regardless of the validity of
such reasons as the prematurity and inequality of forces). In this sense, every
revolution has also been a betrayed revolution.87
Marcuse’s de¤nition of revolution is in tune with Liu Zaifu’s argument:
each revolution in literature embodies an element of self-defeat and unneces-
sarily brings literature to a more progressive stage. Yet in light of Marcuse’s
theory, we can also say that a farewell to revolution and a reconsideration of revo-
lutionary literature are both historically constructed criticisms of revolution.
The former rebels against the domination of the of¤cial political language; the
latter struggles with the control of global capitalism. But their moments of mili-
tating against domination (either Communist or capitalist) will eventually pass
as we face another new historical situation. By then, how will we be reinterpret-
ing the “revolutionary literature” of the twentieth century? Will Chinese intel-
lectuals’ search for modernity do justice to revolutionary passion and spirit?
Will revolution’s self-defeat illuminate the rethinking of discourses of moder-
nity and antimodernity? What is the role of literature in association with social
change? Although the following chapters cannot offer suf¤cient answers to
those questions, they at least reconsider a more dialectical relationship between
revolution and modernity.
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1The UnusualLiterary Scene
Following the May Fourth movement the literary ¤eld experienced a turbulent
time of searching for a new subjectivity, not only in active literary creation but
also in writers’ interaction with their professional environment as well as the
broader social environment. Here we must pay attention to the political situa-
tion that triggered the new category of “revolutionary literature.” The GMD
and CCP joined forces in 1923. Two years later British police killed thirteen
Shanghai demonstrators (the May Thirtieth massacre) and French marines
killed ¤fty-two demonstrators at Canton on June 23. Then came the Northern
Expedition in 1926–1927 and Jiang Jieshi’s 1927 liquidation of the CCP mem-
bers. All these political events are connected to the rising public expectation of
revolution. Chinese writers either witnessed or experienced the great excite-
ment, turmoil, passion, destruction, and despair brought by revolution. After
these events many Chinese writers walked out the ivory tower of literature and
vigorously plunged into real revolutionary struggle. In 1926, Guo Moruo
(1892–1978), Cheng Fangwu, and Yu Dafu of the Creation Society, as well as
Mao Dun and Wang Renshu (1901–1972) of the Literary Research Society, all
appeared on the streets of Guangzhou, which was regarded as ground zero of
revolution at the time. Even Lu Xun took a roundabout way from Xiamen to the
same place in 1927. A wave of anti-imperialist and nationalist fervor engulfed
the Chinese public as well as the Chinese literary ¤eld. Then, after Jiang Jieshi’s
sudden break with the Communists on April 12, 1927—an event that was to be
of enormous signi¤cance for the emergence of revolutionary literature—the li-
terati engaged in a series of frantic debates over what revolution meant for litera-
ture. Dramatic changes in the literary ¤eld resulted not only from the logic and
idea of newness, which impelled modern Chinese writers to commit to whatever
new identities could differentiate them from the May Fourth generation, but
also from their eagerness to respond to the political and social situations.
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Class Nationalism
According to John King Fairbank, the Soviet Union had actively helped the
Chinese revolution. Although the Soviets made an alliance with the GMD in-
stead of the CCP from 1923 to 1926, “they left no stone unturned to accelerate
China’s revolutionary avalanche.”1 As early as 1898, Liang Qichao had intro-
duced socialist ideas to Chinese readers, but he didn’t think that a socialist revo-
lution should be carried out in China.2 In 1920, Li Dazhao began to characterize
China as a “proletarian nation” in his introduction to and practice of Marxist
theory. As Maurice Meisner points out, there was a strong nationalist implica-
tion in Li Dazhao’s international position. “If the entire Chinese nation was
‘proletarian,’ then national struggle and class struggle were synonymous, and
nationalistic interests and motivations were sanctioned as legitimate forms of
China’s contribution to the world revolution.”3 Following Li Dazhao’s lead,
leftists also identi¤ed class struggle with national and racial con¶ict in the late
1920s. During this historical period, numerous Marxist theories of art and litera-
ture were introduced and translated into China from the Soviet Union or from
Japan. It is noteworthy that those translated Marxist art theories were not
directly from Marx or Lenin, but from Trotsky, Plekhanov, Lunacharsky, Kura-
hara Korehito, Vladimir M. Friche, Sinclair, and so forth. The different agen-
das of those translated theories no doubt had caused the diffusion of Chinese
writers’ acceptances of “revolution” and “revolutionary literature.” Despite the
various sources of imported Marxist theories, numerous Chinese intellectuals
were swept up by Marxism, for they believed it would provide a way to salvage
the Chinese nation from the exploitation of Western capitalism. 
Of course, Chinese intellectuals’ comprehension of the class concept took
an international expression, as Cheng Fangwu, the leading member of the
Creation Society wrote: “Capitalism has already reached its ¤nal day. There
are two fortresses in the world: one side is the poisoned residue of capitalism, an
isolated city of Fascism; the other side is the association of proletarians around
the world.”4 In one of his important articles written in 1928, “About Revolu-
tionary Literature” (Guanyu geming wenxue), Jiang Guangci clearly con-
veyed his anxiety about the backwardness of Chinese literature. According to
Jiang, this backwardness was caused by May Fourth writers’ imitation of Eu-
ropean literature. Chinese literature could never excel through this kind of
naive imitation. To create a place for it in the literary universe, Jiang Guangci
attempted to align Chinese literature with the global genre that focused on the
oppressed and the proletariat, since the language of class was not limited to the
East, the West, or speci¤c countries. Through revolution, especially class revo-
lution, Chinese literature would ultimately reach the new and transcendental
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ideal that the whole world seemed to be pursuing. As Jiang said, “The nature of
Chinese revolution for the past two years is no longer a simple revolution of
either nation or national rights. If somebody regards the literature of national-
ism as revolutionary literature, it totally contradicts the meaning of the modern
Chinese revolution.”5 However, such an urge to implement literary universals
still came from the real sense of crises of the nation under Western repression,
ideas of the acceleration of history and the concept of progress. As Arif Dirlik
points out, Chinese nationalism played an important part in localizing Marx-
ism.6 Therefore it is still nationalism that lurks at the very heart of Jiang
Guangci’s understanding of the class concept. As with Li Dazhao, even if
Jiang’s expression encompassed international aspirations of the emancipation
of the oppressed and crossed national boundaries, he presumed the Chinese
nation to be a nation of the oppressed and the proletariat. Thus the overriding
sentiment of nationalism was still the vital factor for Chinese intellectuals in ac-
cepting Marxism. Abdullah Laroui’s de¤nition of “class nationalism” has well
explained why the class concept can always be extended to nation in third-
world countries.7 Seeing class as a trope to construct nationalism is important,8
because in this way, we can understand leftists’ intentions to criticize capitalist
modernity not only from a Marxist point of view, but also from a position of the
semicolonial country. The Chinese national self—the idealized proletariat—is
de¤ned in relation to the Other, the Western bourgeoisie. That is why leftists
wanted so much to negate the May Fourth discourse of enlightenment, to
purge the petit bourgeois and bourgeois classes, and to terminate an inclination
toward a Westernized culture. 
A set of issues related to the revolutionary frenzy and despair was brought
up by the emergence of revolutionary literature: How should literature be re-
de¤ned? What is the relationship between revolution and literature? What is
literature’s social function? Does literature automatically contain the class ele-
ment? What is an intellectual’s role in promoting proletarian literature? Who is
eligible to write revolutionary literature? How should intellectuals adjust their
positions against the large background of revolution? In the famous leftist jour-
nal Cultural Criticism, Cheng Fangwu foresaw the historical tasks of the move-
ment of revolutionary literature, which were “to criticize the legitimacy of
capitalist society, to delineate how imperialists indulge in promiscuity and plea-
sure, to answer the question of ‘what we should do,’ and to point out our direc-
tion.”9 Through rede¤ning literature and its relationship to revolution, this
young leftist generation launched a severe attack on the May Fourth writers,
who in their eyes were the agents of the bourgeois class and the “spokesper-
sons” of Western imperialism and capitalist modernity.10 Yet, in¶uenced by
Marxist historical consciousness, they shared with the May Fourth writers the
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same idea of time, of linear and teleological history.11 In the end, these leftists ve-
hemently resisted and criticized modernity, especially the expansion of Western
capitalist culture into semicolonial China on the one hand, but accepted
modernity as progress on the other. This paradox—both resistance to and accep-
tance of modernity—constituted the principal motif of revolutionary literature. 
Talking about cultural practice and cultural production, Pierre Bourdieu
develops the concepts of agents and ¤eld. The concept of “agents” not only
takes account of the social relations that shape the individual but also recog-
nizes the individual experience that represents the social reality. The literary
¤eld, for him, is “a ¤eld of forces, but it is also a ¤eld of struggles tending to
transform or conserve this ¤eld of forces.” Agents who occupy the diverse
available positions therein compete for authority, to “defend or improve their
positions (i.e. their position-takings) through their strategies and trajecto-
ries.”12 Bourdieu’s theory provides an interesting dimension through which to
consider the emergence of revolutionary literature, involving an analysis of the
historical development of the available possibilities in literature within the
broader ¤eld of power on the one hand and an account of the individual and
class habitus that engenders strategies of competition on the other. However,
Bourdieu’s Francocentric observation of the literary ¤eld that is based on cul-
tural capital or symbolic capital cannot fully explain the utopian desire, the na-
tionalist implication, the semicolonial sentiment, or an individual’s sensuous
and bodily experience that are implicated in the movement of “revolutionary
literature.” Besides leftists’ competition for the hegemonic discourse of revolu-
tion in the literary ¤eld, they were also practically involved in the libidinally
charged revolutionary waves. Their corporeal interpretation of revolution that
is best manifested in their literary practice of revolution plus love constantly
challenges their own presumptions and understandings of leftist ideology.
 Here, my speci¤c focus will be on the relationships among writers and in
literary groups, their rede¤nition of literature in association with political con-
cerns, and the circulation of literary fashion. I will not assume a coherent iden-
tity of revolution and its literary practice, but rather try to understand the
transformation of the wentan as an ongoing historical project that involved the
agency of different groups of writers and critics. By looking at literary debates,
representation, and journals, I try to historicize the transitional period of revo-
lutionary literature, which appears full of gaps and overlaps, layers and inter-
plays of difference and distance, and cannot be seen as a simple, familiar, and
clear ideological legacy. This reexamination is not a campaign to ¤nd a new
de¤nition for Chinese modernity, to deny leftists’ pursuit of revolution.
Rather, it is an effort to see “revolution” as a contested concept that involves
the discursive practices of Chinese intellectuals. 
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Literary Debates
The transitional period from literary revolution to revolutionary literature
marked leftists’ debut in the literary ¤eld. In most textbooks published in
mainland China, this period is regarded as successful and signi¤cant. Even
Mao Zedong highly praised leftists’ triumph on the literary scene during this
period.13 Most critics believe that the CCP initiated the controversial debates
among the leftists in the late 1920s. Yet if we look closely at the historical situa-
tion, we can see that all the debates actually started from those writers’ confus-
ing de¤nitions of “revolution” and “revolutionary literature.” This confusion
precluded an ultimate order, which the new revolutionary literature needed.
The emergence of an entirely different, problematic understanding of revolu-
tion dismantled the established power of the literary ¤eld. Therefore, any uni-
versalist claims for revolutionary literature were impossible.
From 1923 to 1928, many new terminologies related to Marxist theory and
proletarian literature—such as “capitalism,” “proletarian,” “ideology,” and
“class”—were introduced into China. The new structure of knowledge re-
placed, reorganized, and conquered the old structure of knowledge that was
popular during the May Fourth movement. Translating, introducing, and
adapting Marxist theory from the Soviet Union or Japan became an interesting
site for the newcomers to achieve recognition and the ones who occupied the
existing positions to defend for their positions. In August 1924, Jiang Guangci,
one of the ¤rst students sent by the CCP to the Soviet Union, wrote an article
titled “Proletarian Revolution and Culture” (Wuchan jieji geming yu wen-
hua), in which he af¤rms the legitimacy of proletarian culture. Proletarians
should have their own culture, he stressed, “because the current culture that is
under the capitalist system either does harm to proletarians or has no relation-
ship to proletarians.”14 In “Modern Chinese Society and Revolutionary Liter-
ature” (Xiandai Zhongguo shehui yu geming wenxue), published in January
1925, Jiang radically criticized some May Fourth writers such as Ye Shaojun
(1894–1988), Yu Dafu, and Bingxin (1900–1999) and called for the emergence
of revolutionary literature, which for him can agitate revolutionary mood and
arouse violent resistance.15 Similar to the On Guardists and the Proletkult
groups in the Soviet literary ¤eld, Jiang espoused a materialist view of the rela-
tionship between literature and class and attempted to establish the exclusive
domination of proletarian culture by eliminating not only bourgeois culture
but also “the fellow travelers.”16 
Mao Dun, on the other hand, pointed out the de¤ciency of proletarian cul-
ture that misunderstood art as the vehicle of political propaganda in his article
“Talking about Proletarian Art” (Lun wuchan jieji yishu) in May 1925. Like
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Alexander Voronsky, who wanted to include the works of fellow travelers in his
debate with the young proletarian writers of the On Guardists and the Octo-
berist group, Mao Dun emphasized the importance of inheriting the May
Fourth literary legacy.17 Among the May Fourth writers, Lu Xun was the one
who consciously updated his knowledge of Marxist theory. His enthusiastic
but polemic stance of accepting Marxist aesthetics and Soviet literature has
been carefully studied by Leo Ou-fan Lee. As Lee notes, much of Lu Xun’s
knowledge of Soviet literature before 1928 was derived from the works of Leon
Trotsky, who had supported Voronsky and the fellow travelers. In his preface
to the Chinese translation of Literary Debates in Soviet Russia (Su’er wenyi lun-
zhan) edited by Ren Guozhen in 1925, Lu Xun “restated in particular
Trotsky’s opinion that no revolutionary art had yet appeared in revolutionary
Russia but that there were, more importantly, ‘revolutionary men.’”18 By rely-
ing on Trotsky’s theory that sees proletarian literature only in the future Com-
munist society, Lu Xun interrogated the legitimacy of revolutionary art in the
present.
A group of young members of the Creation Society, including Li Chuli,
Feng Naichao, Peng Kang, Zhu Jingwo, and others, returned to China after a
period of study in Japan. In¶uenced by Fukumotoism, which advocates
“splittism” instead of a “united line” with those apparently less committed to
Marxism, a kind of strategy that is more radical than that of the Soviet On
Guardists, this group of young leftists brought an earthquake to the literary
¤eld by completely negating the May Fourth writers and the enlightenment
discourse they established. In 1927, Cheng Fangwu’s article “From Literary
Revolution to Revolutionary Literature” (Cong wenxue geming dao geming
wenxue) argued that literary revolution during the May Fourth period be-
longed to the bourgeois movement. This movement, by a class that ignored
the massive proletariat and indulged only in leisure and personal interests,
was in his mind far detached from social reality. Not only did he advocate the
negation of the May Fourth pioneers, whom he called bourgeois intellectuals;
he also asked that these “revolutionary intelligentsia” negate themselves. It
seemed that for him, Chinese society could catch up to the progress of history
only through Marxist dialectics, which he comprehended as the negation of
everything, even himself.19 This article drew a clear line between the May
Fourth tradition and the emergent revolutionary literature, using the concept
of class. Li Chuli, in his article “How to Establish Revolutionary Literature”
(Zenyangde jianshe geming wenxue), published in 1928, classi¤ed the May
Fourth literary revolution as the stage of con¶ict between feudalism and capi-
talism. After the bourgeoisie lost its revolutionary function, the proletariat
would replace it. Rede¤ning literature as a class weapon, Li Chuli asserted
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that the essence of literature was tantamount to what Upton Sinclair called it
in Mammon Art: “All art is propaganda. It is universally and inescapably pro-
paganda; sometimes unconsciously, but often deliberately propaganda.”20
Mixing both pragmatism and Marxist determinism, Li showed a radical im-
patience with the goal of perfection or utopia. Compelled by national crisis
and idealism, Li and his friends seemed to easily subordinate literature to po-
litical purposes. Ironically, although those young leftists criticized capitalist
modernity and Western culture, they not only were committed to modernity
as progress, but also relied heavily on Western Marxist theories (especially
Japanese Marxist theories) in striving for the legitimacy of proletarian culture
and literature. 
As Pierre Bourdieu notes, “One of the central stakes in literary (etc.) ri-
valries is the monopoly of literary legitimacy, that is, among other things, the
monopoly of the power to say with authority who is authorized to call himself
writer (etc.) or even to say who is a writer and who has the authority to say who
is a writer; or, if you prefer, the monopoly of the power of consecration of pro-
ducers and products.”21 In the case of the debates over revolutionary litera-
ture, the most important issue became who had the authority to de¤ne
proletarian literature and its writers. Indeed, the struggles between Lu Xun
and radical leftists for control of the legitimacy of revolutionary literature in-
volved prestige, consecration, and recognition. The newcomers, such as Li
Chuli, Peng Kang, Feng Naichao, Zhu Jingwo, Cheng Fangwu, and others
from the Creation Society and Jiang Guangci and Qian Xingcun from the Sun
Society, had to assert their difference from the existing celebrities, such as Lu
Xun, in order to get themselves recognized. 
Despite the achievements of such May Fourth writers as Hu Shi (1891–
1962), Yu Dafu, and Guo Moruo, Lu Xun was the towering literary ¤gure of
the generation. Many young writers who were lucky enough to receive his pa-
tronage became overnight sensations. Those who got his recognition, such as
Rou Shi (1902–1931), Xiao Hong (1911–1942), and Xiao Jun (1907–1988),
emerged in the literary ¤eld much more smoothly than those who did not,
such as Duanmu Hongliang (1912–1996).22 Yet Lu Xun’s patronage position
was challenged by some young writers, such as Cheng Fangwu, Li Chuli, and
Feng Naichao, who received extreme leftist theory from the international
Communist movement, especially from the Japanese leftists. At the begin-
ning, some members of the Creation Society and the Sun Society were still
willing to seek Lu Xun’s help. For instance, Jiang Guangci and Zheng Boqi
went to see Lu Xun in January 1928, proposing to build an alliance of all the
progressive writers to ¤ght against the GMD. With Lu Xun’s agreement, they
published a united announcement in the newspaper.23 This announcement,
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however, was rejected by radical writers such as Cheng Fangwu, whose strat-
egy pitted the revolutionary avant-garde against the old May Fourth genera-
tion, represented by Lu Xun. Therefore, without giving Lu Xun any notice,
members of the Creation Society suddenly declared in their new magazine
Cultural Criticism that the epoch of Ah Q was over and that Lu Xun, strangely
labeled as a writer of “bourgeois literature” or “petit bourgeois literature,”
must be abandoned by the new historical development, which was heading to-
ward “proletarian literature.”
The struggle for power in wentan was best demonstrated in a series of de-
bates, rife with militant imagery, between Lu Xun and radical young leftists.
In fact, any attempt to categorize Lu Xun’s various experimental modern
writings into the extremes of avant-garde or regressive would be too simplistic
and fail to explore the complex relationship between the narrative forms and
the historical subtext underlying Lu Xun’s works. Undoubtedly, members of
the Creation Society and the Sun Society did not take literary values into con-
sideration; instead, it was the so-called zeitgeist (shidai jingshen) that drove
them to repudiate Lu Xun and his generation. In “Arts and Social Life”
(Yishu he shehui shenghuo), Feng Naichao criticized Lu Xun as a laggard
who looked at life from a dark tavern with drunken eyes and leisurely dis-
cussed some beautiful issues of humanity with his brother. According to
Feng’s criticism, Ye Shaojun, Yu Dafu, and Zhang Ziping (1893–1963) were
all “typical pessimists,” degenerating into the reactionary camp.24 This piece
bore a striking resemblance to Cheng Fangwu’s article “Finishing Our Liter-
ary Revolution” (Wancheng women de wenxue geming), written in 1927, in
which he also denounced several famous writers, including Lu Xun, Zhou
Zuoren (1885–1967), Xu Zhimo (1897–1931), and Liu Bannong (1891–1934),
for their taste for leisure and their bourgeois individuality.25 Such severe criti-
cisms, which revolved around the simple distinction between revolution and
antirevolution, undoubtedly startled the May Fourth generation. However,
only by negating the established May Fourth writers could the radical leftists
take over the literary territory. Although the Sun Society and the Creation So-
ciety were also quarreling over the leadership of revolutionary literature, as
well as the importance of literary theory and practice, they basically followed
the same belief, that the old generation must be replaced by the new. As one of
the founders of the Sun Society, Jiang Guangci showed his dissatisfaction with
older writers, who appeared to have too much connection with the old world
and could not offer any new strength to revolutionary literature.26 The other
founder of the Sun Society, Qian Xingcun (1900–1977), railed against Lu
Xun, as we have seen, by claiming that the epoch of Ah Q was over. The heart
of his article was his consciousness of Lu Xun’s darkness, opposed to the
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brightness of revolution in which Qian believed.27 Indeed, the shadows of
death and darkness creep over Lu Xun’s works in various shapes, ranging
from cannibalism in “Diary of a Madman” to the abundant imagery of ghosts,
cemeteries, and corpses in Wild Grass (Yecao). As the critic T. A. Hsia points
out, Lu Xun’s “beliefs in enlightenment did not really dispel the darkness; but
they served as a shield from the dangerous attraction that darkness exer-
cised.”28 But Qian Xingcun did not give any serious thought to the con¶icts
and paradoxes in Lu Xun, whose vacillation between hope and despair made
his art unique. What bothered Qian Xingcun was Lu Xun’s obsession with
darkness, which for him “could only lead the young to the path of death and
could only dig numerous graves for his followers.”29 Similarly, Li Chuli gave
Lu Xun a nickname—“a Chinese Don Quixote”—to describe a vision of their
current society that was blind, outdated, and preposterous.30
As the shock of being attacked subsided, Lu Xun fought back. It was hard
for him to believe that the Creation Society, which espoused the slogan “art for
art’s sake,” would turn so suddenly into the agent of revolutionary literature.
He poignantly mocked those members of the Creation Society who aban-
doned the ivory tower of the arts and lifted the ¶ag of revolutionary literature,
wanting to secure the ¤nal triumph of revolutionary writers.31 Apparently, Lu
Xun was not convinced that those radical leftists were true revolutionaries;
therefore, he focused his argument on who should be the real agent of revolu-
tionary literature. As he expresses in “Literature of the Revolutionary Age,”
proletarian literature should be written by the proletariat itself, and only after
the masses are really awakened:
Some people use common people—workers’ and peasants’ materials—to write
novels and poetry; we call it common people’s literature. Actually it is not real
common people’s literature, because common people haven’t opened their
mouths yet. . . . The literati are all intellectuals, so if workers and peasants are
not liberated, the so-called workers’ and peasants’ thoughts are still intellectu-
als’ thoughts. Only after workers and peasants gain their real emancipation can
we have real common people’s literature.32
Lu Xun’s strategy was to shift the debate from the de¤nition of revolu-
tionary literature to its spokesmen and agents and their legitimacy. To ques-
tion his rivals’ right to be the real agents of revolutionary literature was to
defend the established power. Echoing Trotsky’s view that “proletarian liter-
ature cannot exist in the present but was a thing for the future Communist so-
ciety,”33 Lu Xun described three stages of the relationship between revolution
and literature. The ¤rst stage refers to the time before a great revolution when
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“nearly all literature expresses dissatisfaction and distress over social condi-
tions”; the second stage is the time during a great revolution when “literature
disappears and there is silence for, swept up in the tide of revolution, all turn
from shouting to action and are so busy making revolution that there is no
time to talk of literature”; the third stage occurs when the revolution has tri-
umphed and only two types of literature exist: “one extols the revolution and
sings its praise,” and the other laments the decay of the old.34 By pointing out
that neither he nor those radical leftists could create real proletarian literature
in the current revolutionary stage, he subverted the new hierarchies pro-
claimed by the newcomers who imposed their de¤nition of revolutionary lit-
erature on the literary scene.
The question Lu Xun raised was essential to those young leftists; there-
fore, they had to defend their rights to write proletarian literature. As Guo
Moruo quickly jumped to the conclusion that Lu Xun’s argument was antirev-
olutionary propaganda,35 Li Chuli argued that writers of proletarian literature
were not necessarily rooted in the proletariat and that people who were born
into the proletariat would not necessarily produce proletarian literature. Ac-
cording to him, as long as the petit bourgeois writers had right motive and class
consciousness, their class origin should not in¶uence their status as proletarian
writers.36 Li Chuli’s argument was derived from that of Fukumoto Kazuo, who
endorsed the avant-gardist role of intellectuals who had proletarian conscious-
ness. Endowing the revolutionary intellectuals with the historical duty to en-
lighten the working class, Fukumoto Kazuo attracted many young leftists to
his theory. However, Li still couldn’t provide suf¤cient answers to who had the
right to judge whether or not a writer belonged to the revolutionary intellectual
class. In response, Lu Xun caricatured members of the Creation Society: “It is
natural that people transfer from one class to the other. . . . [But] they shouldn’t
deliberately cover the old residue in their mind, pointing theatrically to their
own noses and saying that only I am the proletariat.”37
Lu Xun was not the only one who singled out the arbitrary standards of
the Creation Society for attack. Mao Dun also chastised the society’s exces-
sively narrow scope, intended to exclude writers who did not belong to their
group.38 Even Qian Xingcun from the Sun Society complained that the Cre-
ation Society had gone to the extreme in seeking command of the literary
scene.39 Similar complaints and protests were echoed by many other writers. If
one of the major considerations of revolutionary literature was the debate over
who was the real agent, then the Creation Society’s parochialism was bound to
cause problems. Debates raging at this time referred not only to the political
con¶ict between different classes but, more important, to the struggle for con-
trol of wentan among different literary groups. Parochialism should therefore
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be seen as the predominant, if not the only, paradigm under which the Cre-
ation Society operated.
It has often been said that what transpired between Lu Xun and the radi-
cal leftists was manipulated by the CCP.40 But it has been less frequently no-
ticed that most of their debates came from their different ways of adapting and
appropriating Western Marxist theories. Their disagreements were more a
competition for the discursive hegemony of proletarian literature than an ar-
gument over the truth of these various claims for revolution. To build up the
legitimacy of the new discourse of anticapitalism, the radical leftists inevitably
made Lu Xun and his generation the target despite their pioneering role as
rebels against feudalism. But the leftists were not united on all matters. The
Creation Society, most of whose adherents were not CCP members, was in-
volved in some arguments about revolutionary literature with the Sun Society,
which consisted primarily of CCP members. If, as some critics have argued,
the debates were actually controlled by the CCP,41 then these two societies
would not have come into con¶ict with each other. In March 1928, Qian
Xingcun, who represented the Sun Society, wrote an article titled “Jiang
Guangci and Revolutionary Literature” (Jiang Guangci yu geming wenxue),
¤ghting over the leadership of revolutionary literature with the Creation Soci-
ety.42 It is unlikely that the CCP organized both societies’ attacks on Lu Xun.
On the contrary, the CCP ordered both societies to ally with Lu Xun and form
the Chinese League of Leftist Writers in 1930. It is important to specify here
that to say that the CCP did not manipulate the whole debate behind the
scenes is not to defend the CCP but rather to recognize the need for further ex-
ploration of early revolutionary literature. As the struggles over the authority
to de¤ne proletarian literature continued, the differences between groups and
agents became increasingly clear. Generally speaking, the divergence lies in
the de¤nition of “literature.”
Lu Xun disagreed with the radical leftists’ opinion that literature could
serve as a means to change society.43 In general, members of the Creation Soci-
ety and the Sun Society regarded writing as a propaganda tool, aligning litera-
ture and art with political struggle. Quoting Upton Sinclair’s statement that
all art is propaganda, they criticized the individuality and the petit bourgeois
consciousness of the May Fourth generation. In this opinion, literature be-
came the pure instrument of class struggle, totally losing its artistic value. Op-
posing this argument, Lu Xun emphasized the powerlessness of literature to
in¶uence revolution. Unlike those radicals who romantically eulogized the
marriage of literature and politics, Lu Xun revealed the dark side of this
union—that politicians usually repress artistic expression: “arts are unsettled
in the current situation, but politicians do not like other people to object to
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their ideas, and therefore they believe the literati to be the ones who incite so-
cial disturbance.”44 Although reality and history later proved Lu Xun to be
correct, people at that time could not appreciate his rational analysis. When
the radical leftists tried to turn Lu Xun’s own weapons, such as the darkness
and individuality in his novels, against him, they betrayed the fact that, at the
risk of denying themselves as intellectuals and literati, they had to recognize
the value of intellectuals and literati as they combated secular values. Thus, at
the cost of absolute submission to politics in the literary ¤eld—that is to say,
by denying their own interest in literature—those radical leftists put their own
interests at stake. While defending the paradox of darkness and brightness,
despair and hope represented in his novels, Lu Xun ridiculed his rivals’ fear of
that dark reality. It was indeed this divergence on literature that began the
whole debate on revolutionary literature. Afterward, the literary ¤eld was no
longer the same: the submission of most literati to politics had opened the gate
to real political struggle, which became the central theme of mainstream mod-
ern Chinese literature until the 1980s.
The Jiang Guangci Phenomenon
Even though young radical leftists from the Creation Society ¶aunted their
“proletarian consciousness” and used it to oppose the “bourgeois” old May
Fourth writers, they had contributed less convincing proletarian literary prac-
tice than that of Jiang Guangci. As one of the most in¶uential and proli¤c pro-
letarian writers during the period of revolutionary literature, Jiang Guangci
created a so-called Guangchi phenomenon (Guangchi was one of his pen
names), which attracted many patriotic young writers to follow his style of
writing. The most conspicuous characteristic of Jiang Guangci’s writing was
that he combined revolution with love, bombarding negative sentimentalism
with simple, violent, Byronic, and masculine expression. In fact, before Jiang
Guangci published his ¤rst novel, The Youthful Tramp (Shaonian piaopo zhe,
1926), one of the early Communist leaders, Zhang Wentian (1900–1976), also
dealt with the theme of revolution and love in his novel Journey (Lütu, 1925).
Although Zhang conveys revolutionary passion and ideas in this novel, he
dwells upon the sentimentally melodramatic story of a Chinese revolutionary
who falls in love with one Chinese girl and two American girls. Lacking Jiang
Guangci’s Byronic stance and close touch with the turmoil of the time,
Zhang’s novel was less in¶uential than Jiang’s.
What distinguishes Jiang from the May Fourth writers is his violent (cu-
bao) and passionate language. In the preface to The Youthful Tramp, Jiang
wrote, “In the recent literary world in which aestheticism is in fashion, I know
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this book of mine cannot win applause from people. While people are still in-
toxicated by things such as ¶owers, moon, good brother and sweet sister
within the softly fragrant nest, I suddenly jump out and shout in a rude man-
ner. It looks like I am ignorant of their interests.”45 Indeed, his bold writing
and his combination of violence with love appeared out of place in the context
of aestheticism, represented by the early Creation Society. However, this dis-
cordant note pre¤gured a synthesis and revision of writing about love that oc-
curred in the May Fourth period. When Jiang Guangci consciously sought an
essential congruity between revolution and love, he proved that the language
of love was applicable to the rhetoric of revolution. As T. A. Hsia noted,
“What helped the sale of his books (or theirs) was not revolutionary zeal, how-
ever violently portrayed, but the presentation of revolution as something bitter-
sweet, and deliciously seasoned with love.”46 In love with revolution himself,
he passionately recorded the blood, ¶esh, and tears of many major historical
revolutionary events that happened between 1923 and 1928, such as the May
Thirtieth massacre, the Shanghai workers’ uprising before 1927, the North-
ern Expedition, and Jiang Jieshi’s 1927 liquidation of the CCP members. He
desired, in the ¤rst place, to describe those exciting revolutionary events, to
put on record his and other revolutionaries’ experiences, emotions, and im-
pressions gathered during those tumultuous years. His interest is in the
romantic aspects of revolution. He describes revolution as erotic, interchange-
able with romance between men and women. Literature for him is no longer
con¤ned to a passive role—to mirror society and history faithfully and dispas-
sionately; instead it purposely interprets and organizes reality. He denounces
“pure art” and “art for art’s sake” and becomes a spokesman for literature for
the people, demanding that literature have a worthy educational and social
signi¤cance. By romantically associating revolution with love, he gives young
readers revolutionary “emotional education.” 
His ¤rst novel, The Youthful Tramp (1926), as C. T. Hsia comments, “de-
serves attention not only because it was the ¤rst example of proletarian ¤ction
of that length (125 pages) but because it managed to embody most of the
themes that later became standard in Communist ¤ction.”47 Written in the
form of a confessional letter, the hero—who has been a beggar, a grocer’s ap-
prentice, and a worker in a cotton mill and who later on joins the railroad work-
ers’ strike—represents the lower class of people. The tragic love story of the hero
and the grocer’s daughter, who died because of a lack of will to live and whose
death re¶ects the darkness of society, not only contains the May Fourth con-
cepts of free marriage and antifeudalism, but also provokes class consciousness
in men and women’s love relationship. Yearning for both revolution and love,
the hero, after the heroine’s death, joins the 1923 railroad workers’ strike,
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witnesses the Communist leader Lin Xiangqian’s heroic death, then attends
the Huangpu Military School, and ¤nally sacri¤ces himself in the ¤ght during
the Northern Expedition. When this novel was published, readers responded
with great enthusiasm.48 Even Hu Yaobang, who was the general secretary of
the Communist Party in the 1980s, recalled that Jiang Guangci’s Youthful
Tramp inspired him to join the revolution at a young age. Other famous revolu-
tionary writers such as Tao Zhu, Tian Tao, and Chen Huangmei also wrote in
their memoirs that this novel led them into revolution.49 The popularity of the
novel was stunning; it was reprinted more than ¤fteen times during the years
1926–1933.50 What appealed to readers was the juxtaposition of personal sex-
ual drive and violent revolution, an exciting combination that had never been
tried by the May Fourth generation. 
Jiang’s short story “On the Yalu” (Yalujiang shang, 1927) tells of a love
affair between a respectable Korean revolutionary and his girlfriend, who was
arrested by the Japanese and then died in prison. Full of romantic emotional-
ism, the tragic love story expresses a strong sense of nationalism and symbol-
izes the alliance among international proletarians who are oppressed by
Western and Japanese capitalists. In his other short story, “The Broken
Heart” (Suile de xin, 1926), the revolutionary hero, who is killed in a political
demonstration against Japanese imperialists, has converted his lover—a kind
nurse—from a faithful Christian to a revolutionary believer who ¤nally com-
mits suicide for the sake of love. From bodily attraction to the ¤nal conver-
gence of their minds, this couple has proved the melodious relationship
between revolution and love. In utilizing an anti-imperialist strain in his pre-
sentation of the proletariat, Jiang was intent upon showing both his national-
istic and his revolutionary anxieties.
 Unlike the recent scholarship that pays more attention to power relations
and discursive struggle than to the judgment of literary value, T. A. Hsia views
Jiang’s work as “bad writing,”51 with an “abundance of stylistic errors.”52 For
Hsia, Jiang is a “hack who had yet to prove that he could write a simple good
sentence but put on airs as if he were a great ‘romantic’ writer whose genius
should compel admiration and exonerate his atrocious manners!”53 Hsia’s anti-
Communist position in the cold-war period keeps him from understanding
that the “failure” of Jiang’s artistic value is derived directly from his de¤nition
of literature, which displays a concern for the immediate effect of revolutionary
literature upon social life. Jiang’s “failed” literary practice is the manifestation
of his idea that literature should serve as propaganda for revolution and in-
stantly affect readers’ conduct and morale. Literature’s political function
rather than its artistic value is Jiang’s central concern. In introducing On the
Yalu, a collection of Jiang’s short stories, the critic Qian Xingcun pointed out
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that Jiang Guangci’s literary attitude resembled that of the left front of litera-
ture (LEF) of the Soviet Union:
Before I introduce this book, I want to use the LEF group of the Soviet Union
to illustrate [Jiang’s] writing attitude. Of course, I cannot say that Guangchi
is in¶uenced by this school, but I think his writing attitude is exactly like this:
‘art is not a cognition of life but a building of life. The [LEF] does not admit
realism and objectivity. It objects to realism but advocates propaganda, ne-
gating objective experience but af¤rming -ism and will. It replaces content
with ideas, formality with purpose. It disputes dead and inert facts but em-
phasizes the future of human beings. Its purpose is to create proletarian arts
and wage war on non-working-class literature.’ Therefore Guangchi stands
on the same battle line as that of the LEF.54
Indeed, Jiang shares the LEF’s ideas of underlining the revolutionary na-
ture of futurism, using art as a weapon of revolutionary agitation and propa-
ganda, proclaiming art that “makes” life instead of merely re¶ecting it. Distant
from realism, Jiang’s writing was irrevocably moving toward what the LEF
championed—“utilitarian, ‘purposeful’ art, art conceived as ‘building of life’
and ‘production of things.”55 Even his dilemma—being attacked from both the
right and the left—was similar to that of the LEF, which was opposed to
“Voronsky’s idea of art as cognition of life as well as to the On Guardists’ stress
on ideology.”56 In advocating proletarian literature, Jiang disagreed with Mao
Dun’s conception of naturalism and realism that objectively re¶ect reality,
especially the despair after the failure of revolution. Yet unlike Li Chuli, who
focused on ideological and theoretical struggle derived from Japanese Fuku-
motoism, Jiang was a romantic singer and poet who used literature to agitate
revolutionary emotion and passion. As a result, he was criticized ¤rst by Li
Chuli,57 who was more radical than he was, and then by Mao Dun, who de-
nounced his hypertrophy of slogans and concepts.58
Jiang Guangci’s long article “The October Revolution and Russian Lit-
erature” (Shiyue geming yu Eluosi wenxue), which was subsequently serial-
ized in Creation Monthly from 1926 to 1927, was later collected in his edited
book Russian Literature (Eluosi wenxue) in 1927. In this long article, Jiang
Guangci discovered the perfect link between revolution and romanticism
through the poet Alexander Blok, who saw revolution as “a bene¤cial spiritual
storm”59 and whose poem The Twelve was also applauded by Lu Xun. “Revo-
lution is art; a true poet cannot but feel what he shares in common with the
revolution. A poet—a romantic poet—has an even keener feeling toward the
revolution than other poets.”60 In Jiang Guangci’s eyes, Blok is a genuine
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romantic who can “capture the soul of revolution, solicit beautiful poetry from
revolution, and foresee the hopeful future from revolution.”61 Jiang’s exalta-
tion of Blok was certainly a “self-justi¤cation” of his own position as a revolu-
tionary and romantic poet and writer,62 but it also sought erotic impulses in
poeticized and aestheticized revolution. The sexually charged revolution gave
sensuousness to art, and hence Jiang Guangci’s favorite theme, revolution and
love, was able to thrive. 
While introducing other Soviet writers, Jiang paid special attention to Ilya
Ehrenburg’s two novels The Life and Undoing of Nikolay Kurbov (1923) and
The Love of Jeanne Ney (1923), both related to the theme of revolution and love.
In The Life and Undoing of Nikolay Kurbov,63 the hero, Kurbov, a member of
the Bolshevik’s secret police, falls in love with the reactionary heroine and “suc-
cumbs in a clash with the irrepressible ‘biological’ forces of life.” What strikes
Jiang is Ehrenburg’s description of Kurbov’s complicated inner con¶icts. A de-
voted Bolshevik, Kurbov has not yet succeeded in discarding personal exist-
ence. This con¶ict between collective revolutionary duty and individual
feeling is one of the psychological pivots of the novel. Jiang turned it into the
central theme of his own novels and life. Apart from the con¶ict between revo-
lution and love, Jiang was also touched by the harmonious relationship be-
tween the two that was exempli¤ed by Ehrenburg’s melodramatic story of a
love affair between Jeanne Ney, a respectable French girl from a bourgeois fam-
ily, and a Russian Communist.64 Although af¤rming Ehrenburg as a romantic
who sympathized with the October Revolution and condemned bourgeois civi-
lization, Jiang also criticized him for his attitude as an intellectual:
If Ehrenburg has sympathy with the October Revolution, it is because revo-
lution is destructive, containing great negating power. But later on, Ehren-
burg should be able to see the October Revolution not only can destroy the
old, it can also build up the new glorious future. . . . If Ehrenburg cannot
solve the relationship between individual and collective, he later on will grad-
ually understand there is no con¶ict between the two. The real glorious indi-
vidual not only sacri¤ces himself to the collective, but also improves himself
inside the collective.65
Jiang’s ideas were evidently centered on the futuristic and romantic as-
pects of revolution at this stage. However, one can see Ehrenburg’s in¶uence
on his more controversial novels written in his later years, such as The Last
Smile (Zuihou de weixiao, 1928), The Sorrows of Lisa (Lisa de aiyuan, 1929),
and The Moon Forces Its Way through the Clouds. Although The Last Smile was
attacked by some orthodox Marxists for its anarchist fever and gloomy psyche,
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Qian Xingcun defended it: “Chinese critics seldom read Dostoyevsky’s and
Ehrenburg’s big novels that focus on psychological description; therefore,
Guangci’s The Criminal [the other title of The Last Smile] cannot avoid being
despised by nearsighted critics and writers.”66 Thus, somewhat paradoxically,
Blok, who stood in the transitional period of the revolution, and fellow travelers
such as Ehrenburg became some of the most powerful and vital factors in¶u-
encing Jiang’s proletarian writing.
Yury Liebedinsky, another Soviet writer who belonged to the Octoberist
group and was famous for his defense of ideologically pure proletarian litera-
ture, also had great impact on Jiang’s writing. In Des Sans-culotters (Duanku
dang, 1927), Jiang Guangci tried to write a monumental proletarian novel of
the Shanghai workers’ struggle in aid of the 1927 Northern Expedition. This
novel, laden with political doctrine and expressed naively and roughly, is strik-
ingly similar to Liebedinsky’s A Week (1922), which was regarded by some So-
viet critics as “the ¤rst of the ‘proletarian’ novels” and “an important event in
Soviet literary history.”67 As Liebendinsky did in A Week, Jiang Guangci illus-
trated the inner workings of the Communist Party, providing a gallery of vivid
portraits of Communists based on some real ¤gures such as Qu Qiubai and his
wife, Yang Zhihua. As a translator of A Week himself, Jiang followed Liebed-
insky’s manner closely, attempting to give a picture of a microcosm of the Com-
munist Party and the high-strung atmosphere of revolution, but most of his
characters lack the distinct individuality of Liebedinsky’s. As soon as he needs
to deal with the subject matter of the Communists, Jiang automatically comes
back to the theme of revolution plus love from which to show his characters as
human beings facing personal problems. Despite its coarse description, Des
Sans-culotters contains scenes of Party meetings, of political lectures, and of
true Communist ¤gures that have a considerable historical documentary value;
and in Jiang’s own words, it is “evidence of Chinese revolutionary history.”68
Although Jiang showed a particular predilection for favoring the theme of
revolution and love in the novels we have discussed, this theme did not become
a formula for others to follow and imitate until the publication of his novel A
Sacri¤ce in the Wild (Yeji), in 1927. As Qian Xingcun wrote, “Everyone wants
to write novels about revolution and love now. But before Yeji, it seems we have
not seen this kind of phenomenon.”69 Written right after Jiang Jieshi’s crack-
down on the Communists, A Sacri¤ce in the Wild is a novel about a revolutionary
writer, Chen Jixia, who tries to adjust himself to the turbulent revolutionary era
through personal love experiences. Jixia’s love adventures give us a glimpse of
how the revolution can act upon individuals’ lives. At ¤rst, Jixia chooses the pretty
petit bourgeois girl Zheng Yuxian, who keeps her distance from revolution, over
the plain-looking girl Zhang Shujun, who turns into a real revolutionary after
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she is enlightened by his progressive writing. Once Jixia realizes he has made
the wrong choice it is already too late: Yuxian deserts him in fear of the danger
of revolution, but the heroic Shujun sacri¤ces herself to the revolution, becom-
ing a revolutionary martyr in Jiang Jieshi’s liquidation of the Communists.
The role of revolution in this novel is exactly as David Der-wei Wang analyzes:
“Among the three lovers, revolution serves as both the pretext and conclusion
for their romantic resolution.” In addition, “revolution is described as a test of
these young characters’ moral capacities. It functions as the absent cause through
whose displacement, romance, the young characters negotiate their own libidi-
nous yearning.”70
However, what is more important about this novel is its re¶ection of the
position of a revolutionary writer in the revolution. Caught in the whirlpool of
the revolution, Jixia tries to ¤x a place in it for himself. Although his popular
revolutionary novels have enlightened Shujun—from which we can sense the
power of Jiang Guangci’s ¤ction among his readers—Jixia has done nothing
but become entangled in love relations. As Shujun busily engages in various
revolutionary activities, Jixia shows petit bourgeois weakness by hiding in the
love nest. Only after the death of Shujun, “the angel-like woman warrior,”
does he vow to be a real revolutionary, carrying on her mission. Jixia’s ambiva-
lent attitude toward the revolution before his awakening reminds us of Jiang
Guangci’s own life experience. Refusing to participate in the mass move-
ments ordered by the Party, Jiang decided to resign his membership in 1930.
The Party denounced him as a “traitor,” a “degenerate petit bourgeois,” and a
coward who “is supported by the rich monthly income from the sales of his
books and leads an entirely bourgeois life,” and expelled him from the Party.71
As a revolutionary propagandist, he, like his protagonist Jixia, appears weak
and powerless in front of the bloody revolutionary movement.
In his novel Jufen (1928), Jiang again touches upon what a revolutionary
writer should do in the violent revolutionary era. The protagonist Jiang Xia is
a well-known revolutionary writer whose works have inspired numerous
youth to devote themselves to revolution. He falls in love with an innocent,
beautiful young girl, Jufen, an admirer of his novels and a female revolution-
ary who escapes from Jiang Jieshi’s liquidation of the Communists in Chong-
qing. Regarding Jufen as his goddess, Jiang Xia questions her: should he
continue to write revolutionary literature or should he pick up a gun and join
the army? He also questions himself: “Am I a revolutionary writer? In this era
that needs guns, what’s the use of me? Can I really contribute to the revolu-
tion?”72 The failure of the Communist revolution in 1927 clearly serves as a
backdrop to the story, but in the center of it stands the con¶icting interiority of
a revolutionary writer such as Jiang Guangci himself. Illustrated as a trope of
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revolution, Jufen af¤rms that literature can serve as revolutionary propa-
ganda, and her answer echoes Jiang’s own voice propounding an agenda of
revolutionary literature in this dark period. But at the end of the story, the revo-
lutionary writer’s position seems again in question: after Jufen dies in at-
tempting to assassinate a GMD governor, Jiang Xia, the one who enlightened
her to the revolution, feels ashamed of himself for his cowardice and admires
her courageous sacri¤ce. 
According to a memoir written by his second wife, Wu Sihong, Jiang
Guangci once complained about the real revolutionary activities that the Party
assigned to him: “They [his comrades in the Party and the League—Wu’s note]
think that revolution means to go with them to smash glass windows and to
stage riots. But I am a writer! I can only struggle with literary means—literature
is my revolutionary tool.”73
Like his protagonists, Jiang Guangci was caught between being a true revo-
lutionary and a revolutionary writer, a dilemma that Lu Xun had foreseen.
Ironically, in the Party’s eyes, Jiang had “never engaged himself in any hard
task, nor made any attempt to approach the masses. He maintains a comfort-
able and luxurious way of life, supposedly proper to his position as a writer.”74
Like his protagonists, Jixia and Jiang Xia, who are more occupied by love af-
fairs with pretty girls than by revolutionary careers, Jiang was also busily in-
volved in his bittersweet love and marriage with Wu Sihong and refused the
Party’s order to attend to actual revolutionary works.75 Leo Ou-fan Lee in par-
ticular recognizes Jiang’s self-contradictory character: “Behind the façade of
revolution in his ¤ction there lurks a sort of dual anxiety; he was, in truth, un-
willing to do the type of political work assigned to him, and yet he wanted to
prove his worth as a revolutionary; he yearned for love, human warmth, and a
decent home, but was ashamed of their petite-bourgeois connotation.”76 Both
in his real life and in his ¤ction, he was unwilling to subordinate the individual’s
existence into the mass movement, and such unwillingness contradicts his in-
tention to promote mass movement. His formulaic writing of revolution and
love, as T. A. Hsia suggests, “re¶ects things that mattered to him as an individ-
ual: he didn’t invent it according to ideology.”77 By being obsessed with the
con¶ict between revolution and love, between the collective and the individual,
Jiang forever postponed the individual’s eventual transformation into the mass
as he had done in reality. 
Intriguingly, the more in¶uential Jiang Guangci’s writings were among
young readers in 1929–1930—for instance, his novel The Moon Forces Its Way
through the Clouds “ran into seven editions in the ¤rst year of its publica-
tion”78—the more problematic his literary practice became in terms of the
Party’s doctrines. Circulation of his novel The Sorrows of Lisa, written in
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1929 and based on the formula of counterrevolution plus love, was ordered
stopped by the Party, but Jiang Guangci ignored the order, and “even then the
Party had had the intention to expel him.”79 This novel tells the story of the
tragic life of an aristocratic Russian woman, Lisa, who degenerates into a
prostitute in Shanghai after the White Russian army where her husband
serves is defeated by the Bolsheviks. Although this novel was meant to be a
parody of the White Russian, Jiang Guangci’s psychological description of
Lisa as an individual runs counter to his political intention; as a result, the
novel aroused bitter controversy among leftist critics. As Hua Han points out,
“Subjectively, Jiang Guangci really wants to represent the inexorable decline
of aristocratic Russia . . . [but] objectively, does this product of Guangci ¤t his
subjective plan? It is true that aristocratic Russia decays, yet through
Guangci’s emotional organization, the representation of the decay of aristo-
cratic Russia is so sympathetic and so touching.”80 This novel expresses
Jiang’s personal observation and re¶ections on existence as an individual,
which con¶ict with and confuse his other, more important concerns of coun-
try, class, revolution, and counterrevolution. In his best-selling novel The
Moon Forces Its Way through the Clouds, there are many allusions to Mao
Dun’s Eclipse (Shi), a novel that depicts the abyss of nihilism and despair that
revolutionary youths had experienced after Jiang Jieshi’s liquidation of the
Communist Party. Jiang was much more optimistic than Mao Dun: his pro-
tagonist, Wang Manying, still ¤nds a way to struggle against the bourgeois
class even after she becomes a streetwalker in the failure of the revolution; and
eventually, through the help of her lover who is the Communist leader of
workers, she is able to rediscover the promising future of revolution by trans-
forming herself into a proletarian. However, this novel was regarded as no bet-
ter than Mao Dun’s because it contains too much petit bourgeois sentiment.
Jiang’s description of the wandering individual such as Wang Manying after
the failed revolution is replete with elements of anarchism and nihilism. In
Wang Manying’s words, “Instead of changing this world, we’d better destroy
it; instead of reviving human beings, we’d better extinguish them.”81 At this
moment, Jiang probably forgot his own criticism of Ehrenburg. 
Jiang’s ¤nal novel, The Roaring Earth (Paoxiaole de tudi), written in 1930,
seems to draw a conclusion to his favorite theme, revolution plus love. Unfor-
tunately, Jiang didn’t live to see the publication of this novel because it was
banned by the GMD when it was advertised. After Jiang’s death, Qian Xing-
cun changed its title to Wind from Land (Tianye de feng) and had it published
in 1932. In The Roaring Earth, Jiang tells a story of a landlord’s son, Li Jie,
who turns into a real revolutionary and organizes a peasants’ guerrilla force
after the 1927 failed Communist revolution. It is for the sake of love that Li Jie
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becomes a revolutionary rebel. After his lover, Langu, a peasant girl, commits
suicide because his family rejects their marriage, Li Jie joins the revolutionary
army and comes back to his hometown to stir up land reform. While under-
taking his revolutionary work in his home village, he is loved by two girls,
Maogu, the sister of his former lover, and He Yuesu, another landlord’s niece,
who has sympathy with revolution. In this novel, however, Jiang focuses on
revolutionary activities in the countryside rather than on the love stories. De-
spite Jiang’s efforts to purge the petit bourgeois sentiments and speak for the
class of peasants, to prove that he was in conformity with revolutionary stan-
dard, this novel did not receive high recognition until 1949, after which his
name was gradually reestablished. Nevertheless, no matter how critics look at
Jiang Guangci’s writing, the name of Jiang Guangci has represented revolu-
tion and love in the history of modern Chinese literature.
The Simulacrum of Revolution plus Love
How did the theme of revolution plus love turn into a formula during 1928–1932
for writers to follow and imitate? The notion of “formula” no doubt has a nega-
tive connotation in terms of aesthetic standards. According to T. A. Hsia, revo-
lution plus love became a formula because “both subjects and their ‘con¶ict’
usually underwent a rough treatment, so clearly marked by a uniformity of pur-
pose that it looked as if there were a ‘formula’ for ¤ction-writing.”82 In his essay
“On the Formula of Revolution and Love” (Geming yu lian’ai de gongshi,
1935), Mao Dun used “formula” to clearly exemplify the extent to which Jiang
Guangci and his followers neglected art. The wave of revolution plus love litera-
ture, summarized by Mao Dun, was based on three kinds of formulas:
When writers ¤rst took up the formula, they often focused on the con¶ict be-
tween the revolutionary cause and the romantic drive, and they concluded their
work with a call to relinquish love for the sake of revolution. Next to this
“con¶ict” formula was the reciprocation formula. That is, instead of being an
impediment, revolution served as an incentive bringing forth true romantic
feelings between the revolutionaries. Finally, this “reciprocation” formula pro-
gressed to the nurturing formula, one that saw love emanating from the com-
radeship and compassion of revolutionaries. In other words, revolution was no
longer the antagonistic factor in one’s pursuit of love; revolution was love.83
It is inarguable that the practitioners of revolution plus love seriously dis-
regarded artistic value and couched simple and coarse writing in appalling slo-
gans and Marxist jargons. However, the aesthetic standard cannot suf¤ciently
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clarify why this formula was highly demanded by readers and writers at that
historical time. Even Mao Dun’s own writing, such as Eclipse and Rainbow,
similarly dealt with the relationship between revolution and love. It is this
theme’s in¶uence that leads one to wonder whether the formula points to a kind
of pursuit of fashion or to a prevailing cultural, political, and literary perfor-
mance that connects to public desire, literary representation, and circuits of
production and consumption. 
Regardless of the dangers of imitation and repetition, many left-wing
writers were attracted to this formulaic writing. The fever of pursuing revolu-
tion plus love ¤rst started with members of the Sun Society and the Creation
Society. For instance, Hong Lingfei’s Exile (Liuwang, 1928), Front Line, and
Transformation (Zhuanbian, 1928); Hua Han’s (1902–1993) Two Women
(Liangge nüxing, 1930) and trilogy Subterranean Spring (Diquan, 1930); Dai
Pingwan’s (1903–1945) Eve (Qianye, 1929); and Meng Chao’s (1902–1976)
Re¶ection of Love (Aide yingzhao, 1930) helped form the prevalent literary
practice of revolution plus love. Other leftists who were on the margin of these
two societies also explored the same theme, such as Hu Yepin in Go to Moscow
(Dao Mosike qu, 1930) and The Brightness Is in Front of Us (Guangming zai
women de mianqian, 1930), Ding Ling in Weihu (Weihu, 1930) and Shanghai
Spring, 1930 (1930 nianchun Shanghai), and Bai Wei in A Bomb and an Expe-
ditionary Bird. Even if some authors did not follow this formula directly, its
in¶uence is evident everywhere in their texts, such as in Mao Dun’s Eclipse
and Rainbow, Ye Shaojun’s Ni Huanzhi (Ni Huanzhi, 1930), Ye Yongzhen’s
(1908–1976) Little Ten Years (Xiaoxiao shinian, 1929), and Ba Jin’s (1904– )
Trilogy of Love (Aiqing sanbu qu, 1936). The fashion of revolution plus love
was so irresistible that even Shanghai modernist writers such as Liu Na’ou
(1900–1939), Mu Shiying (1912–1940), Shi Zhecun (1905– ), Teng Gu
(1901–1941), Zhang Ziping (1893–1963), and Ye Lingfeng (1904–1975) par-
ticipated in pursuing its prominent sentiment. In 1928 the famous leftist Feng
Xuefeng (1903–1976) categorized three kinds of intellectuals relating to revo-
lution: “The ¤rst kind of intellectual renounces individualism and elitism
completely and becomes a socialist; the second kind desires revolution but is
hesitant and unwilling to renounce his privileges, which makes him feel
guilty; the third kind is an opportunistic intellectual who shifts according to
the direction of the wind.”84 Apparently, these three kinds of intellectuals
were unanimously involved in the circulation and reproduction of this for-
mula from different agendas. As a result, the revolution plus love formula
powerfully and successfully molded popular thinking and expression during
this historical period. It did not simply convey the Marxist enlightenment of
the people; it also produced social and cultural identity, thereby inventing and
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establishing a new cultural practice, which in turn shaped the original inten-
tion of the Marxist enlightenment.85
Walter Benjamin’s concept of “the loss of aura” in the age of mechanical
reproduction is helpful for us to understand that the circulation and reproduc-
tion of revolution plus love inevitably lost the aura of the original concept of
revolution.86 If this formula’s original intention was to challenge capitalist
modernity and the culture of consumerism, then such original aura has been
transgressed, questioned, and even destroyed in the process of imitation,
wholesale reproduction, and consumption. Baudrillard’s postmodern notion
of “simulacrum”—the “empty signi¤er” that has no direct reference to the
signi¤ed except its own reality—can also be applied to the circulation of revo-
lution plus love to a certain extent. Copies and imitations that resemble the
original meaning of revolution have generated a world of simulations, which
have lost the original goal and failed to provide rationalist critique of capitalist
culture. In Jiang Guangci’s diary, he documented an event that irritated him.
According to his friends Feng Xianzhang and Ren Jun, a Chinese writer (his
name was unmentioned) wrote to his friend in Japan as follows: “If you want
to get famous, you should write something about love seasoned with revolu-
tion. In this way sales will be extremely good, and you can become famous.”
This writer also wrote, “You’d better use more pen names, deliberately ar-
range the enigma and let readers suspect one of your products is made by
someone famous.”87 Jiang was furious about such opportunistic behavior, but
in fact, his name was so pro¤table at the time that numerous publishers ille-
gally used his name in many pirated books. For instance, a collection titled A
Female and Suicide (Yige nüxing yu zisha) was published by Aili bookstore in
1930 under Jiang Guangci’s name, but ¤ve short stories collected in the
book—“A Female” (Yige nüxing), “Suicide” (Zisha), “Creation” (Chuang-
zao), “Tan” (Tan), and “Poetry and Prose” (Shi yu sanwen)—were actually
written by Mao Dun.88 In a study of pirated books published under Jiang
Guangci’s name, Tang Tao discovered that it was almost impossible for read-
ers in the 1930s to discern the fake from the genuine, for the publishers usually
inserted parts of Jiang Guangci’s real writing into those pirated editions,
which were in truth written by other less-known writers.89 The marketing
success of Jiang Guangci’s books had inevitably transferred the theme of revo-
lution plus love into a commodity fetish that was inexhaustible in inciting
public desire. Jiang’s own “luxury bourgeois” living also became dependent
upon the expansion of consumption, leading the Party to question the “au-
thenticity” of his position as a revolutionary writer.
However, Baudrillard’s postmodernist theory that attempts to unveil the
structure of social existence in the era of high-tech capitalism has certain limits
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if we try to use it to explicate the speci¤c social reality in which the simulacrum
of revolution plus love was produced. The contagious revolutionary sentiment
was the major factor accelerating the propagation of this formula. More than a
fashionable commodity, revolution, which connects to the utopian dream of a
new China that can surpass Western capitalist countries, cannot be imagined
without faith and cannot avoid shedding blood in reality. In Festivals and the
French Revolution, Mona Ozouf understands the revolutionary culture
through its symbolic forms and recognizes how festivals can serve an educa-
tional function to stir the public’s revolutionary fervor. As Ozouf notes, the
people’s appearance in revolution is equivalent to the ¤rst image of festival, in
which every individual is mesmerized by its magic atmosphere as well as its
magic language. That is to say, the people’s appearance in revolution is “the
language of magic”—an indispensible ingredient of the festival: “it lies outside
all art and all systems. Nobody can propose it, nobody knows how it is carried
out; it is the gratuitous triumph of an ephemeral rationality, a miracle.”90 In
light of her study of revolution and festivals, we can see that the people’s enthu-
siasm in accepting and performing revolution and love was also “the language
of magic” at this point. In other words, the circulation of revolution and love
among writers and readers was the simulacrum of festivals, and such a circula-
tion was linked to the combustible mode of expression of the revolutionary
masses, masses who found this formula a perfect space to release their anxiety.
The revolutionary gatherings, demonstrations, and public lectures, which had
been largely described in those novels following revolution plus love, also
re¶ected the festival-like circumstances during the revolutionary era that did
not seem to be in any way independent of the realm of sensation. Therefore, the
successful sale of Jiang Guangci’s and others’ books was not merely dominated
by commodity culture in which the circulation of the formula has become a
commodity object or “simulacrum,” as Baudrillard contends, that has “no ref-
erent or ground in any ‘reality’ except their own.”91 It is true that in a commod-
ity culture the relation between sign and referent is broken and reconstructed,
but those signs, words, meanings, and referents are still grounded in the big
context of revolution. The desire to purchase, consume, and reproduce is pen-
etrated and invigorated by the contagious revolutionary sentiment and is em-
bedded in a festival atmosphere, and such penetration creates the effect of
revolutionary education and propaganda. 
Never freed from sensation, the formula of revolution plus love as a re-
sponse to the big revolutionary background as well as to the commodity culture
seized many writers’ literary imagination. The various acts of imitation and
repetition of the formula are equivalent to a performative act that compels re-
consideration of the stability of the original notion. According to Jonathan
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Culler, “The possibility of grafting an utterance upon a new context, of repeat-
ing a formula in different circumstance, does not discredit the principle that il-
locutionary force is determined by context rather than by intention. On the
contrary, it con¤rms this principle: in citation, iteration, or framing it is new
contextual features that alter illocutionary force.”92 In the case of the formula of
revolution plus love, imitations and repetitions transposed the concept of revo-
lution into various new contexts in which a stable identity was impossible.
“Meaning is context-bound, but context is boundless.”93 Therefore, the con-
cept of revolution became exceedingly diverse in various formulations and re-
formulations. For instance, a member of the Sun Society, Dai Pingwan, in his
novella Eve describes the protagonist Zhao Nan as ¶oundering about, unable
to decide between two young girls. Torn between Li Ruoyan, a lovely and
beautiful bourgeois girl whose innocent mind is centered on pleasure and a life
of luxury, and the poor and depressed Dong Suyin, who has no money to cure
her tuberculosis, Zhao Nan starts to have a vague idea of class. After Dong dies
of tuberculosis and Li leaves him, he thinks that in siding with revolution he
can attain full freedom. However, his search for a place in revolution is psycho-
logically not very convincing; his transformation into a real revolutionary is
overly dramatic. In spite of the likeness to Jiang Guangci’s formula, Dai Ping-
wan’s writing is inclined more to melancholy and pessimism; and as a result,
there hangs about the whole novel that atmosphere of gloom that is so charac-
teristic of a majority of youths’ visions of old society. At the end of the novel,
the author proclaims that “the era of love is over, and individualism goes bank-
rupt now”94 and indicates revolution as a way out for his protagonist and read-
ers. Lacking Jiang Guangci’s violent, crude, and masculine style of writing,
Dai Pingwan’s romantic yearning for revolution is completely overwhelmed
by the Wertherian type of passive sentimentality95 that was dominant in the
early period of the Creation Society. The novel is concerned more with the pro-
tagonist’s grappling with his individual problems than with his involvement in
the large revolutionary movement. The vague class concept imbedded in the
triangular love relation has been submerged in petit bourgeois sentiments.
Dai’s problem is typical among other leftist writers such as Hong Lingfei,
Meng Chao, and Hua Han: while writing the individual’s transformation from
a petit bourgeois to a revolutionary, they were unconsciously in¶uenced by Yu
Dafu’s decadent and sentimental style rather than by Jiang Guangci’s Byronic
stance. Revolution for them becomes a continuity of subjective sentiment de-
rived from the craze of love and sex in the May Fourth period. 
Ye Yongzhen’s Little Ten Years, a novel with a preface and introduction
by Lu Xun, is written in a form of realism and based on the author’s genuine
experience. In the novel, the narrator/protagonist “I” tells his personal story
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during the ten years when revolution gradually became the dominating factor
changing society. The story starts with the protagonist’s loss of his father at a
young age and a marriage arranged by his family, then proceeds to his enroll-
ment in the Huangpu Military School in Guangzhou and his participation in
the Northern Expedition. Disillusioned with the revolution after Jiang Jieshi’s
liquidation of the Communists, he continues his romantic journey with his
middle-school lover, Yinyin, and both struggle with their family-arranged feu-
dalistic marriages. After their struggles fail and he loses Yinyin, he ¤nally
returns to the revolution. In his preface to Little Ten Years, Lu Xun expresses
admiration for Ye Yongzhen’s realistic mode of writing, which distinguishes it-
self from Jiang Guangci’s and others’ hyperbolic narration. Lu Xun especially
appreciated the part in which Ye faithfully documented his own revolutionary
experience in the Northern Expedition, an experience that mirrors the “useless-
ness” of a writer in the big wave of the revolution. However, for Lu Xun this
novel was still a sentimental book of an individual, for the bridge between the
individual’s personal love and the great project of social reform was not substan-
tially built.96 Without such a bridge, it is doubtful that revolution can really pro-
vide a way out for an individual. One can clearly see Lu Xun’s agenda behind his
promotion of Ye’s book. First, based on his intrinsic judgment of artistic value,
Lu Xun favored Ye’s realist mode of writing, which regarded art as a re¶ection
of life, to Jiang Guangci’s employment of art as political propaganda. Although
his own writing was condemned by radical leftists as bourgeois realism that was
fundamentally pessimistic and often implied an unhealthy, morbid attitude to-
ward society, Lu Xun was never convinced by the optimistic future of revolu-
tion pointed out by Jiang and others. Second, because of his suspicious attitude
toward the relationship between revolution and literature, Lu Xun deliberately
exhorted “revolutionary men” rather than “revolutionary literature.”97 In Lu
Xun’s own words, “I think the fundamental problem lies in whether the writer
is a ‘revolutionary man.’ If he is, no matter what he writes about and what mate-
rial he uses, it is still ‘revolutionary literature.’ That which springs from the
fountain is all water; that which ¶ows from the veins is all blood.”98 Since Little
Ten Years was written by a real revolutionary man with genuine revolutionary
experience, it provided evidence to support Lu Xun’s de¤nition of revolution-
ary literature in his debates with radical leftists. However, it is ironic that in this
novel the revolutionary man who has heroically participated in a bloody revolu-
tionary war is unable to solve his own personal problems. The ¤nal paradox is
thus revealed: not only is literature powerless to effect revolution, revolution is
also powerless in ful¤lling the individual’s happiness.
Although Mao Dun consistently criticized the formula of revolution plus
love, his early novels such as Eclipse and Rainbow were closely related to this
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theme. His trilogy Eclipse, which includes a series of three novellas, Disillusion-
ment (Huanmei, 1927), Vacillation (Dongyao, 1927), and Pursuit (Zhuiqiu,
1928), focuses on young revolutionaries’ exuberance, despair, and wandering
in the ups and downs of revolution during the years 1923–1927. After the
GMD split with the CCP inside the Wuhan government in the summer of
1927, Mao Dun was listed as wanted by the GMD. He ¤rst took shelter in Lu-
shan, eventually landing in Shanghai after he used the CCP’s of¤cial money to
bribe the GMD investigators. Since he had lost contact with the CCP, he de-
cided to support his family through his writing.99 Compelled by both political
and economic reasons, Mao Dun started his career as a novelist whose treat-
ment of revolution and love was overshadowed by pessimism, nihilism, and
decadence. His reproduction of the theme of revolution and love was both a
re¶ection of his own disillusion and vacillation after the failed revolution and
his reliance on the consumer culture. He wrote of revolution and love partly for
the sake of earning money; such an intention can shed some light on the possi-
bility that consumption had become the chief basis for the production and re-
production of this theme. 
In Disillusionment, the petit bourgeois girl Jing tries very hard to seek a
new life in the torrent of revolution by working in the new revolutionary gov-
ernment established in Wuhan, attending women’s movement gatherings,
and working for the Workers’ Association, but she is disappointed with the
hypocrisy of many so-called revolutionaries. Transferring to a hospital, she
falls in love with the wounded Lieutenant Qiang, but soon she becomes disil-
lusioned with love also. Jing’s skepticism and disillusionment with both revo-
lution and love re¶ect Mao Dun’s difference from Jiang Guangci and other
fellow leftists who prefer to regard revolution as a way out for the individual.
Mao Dun’s Vacillation depicts the wavering of a revolutionary, Fang Luolan,
in the power struggle between the leftists and the rightists and his vacillation
between his wife and the revolutionary and decadent heroine, Sun Wuyang.
The atmosphere of confusion and bewilderment is conveyed by Mao Dun’s
objective realism, which reveals the paradox hidden inside revolution that
generates the individual’s vacillation. In Pursuit, Mao Dun intended to write
of a group of petit bourgeois intellectuals who are unwilling to accept the deso-
lation and despair after the failed revolution and try to continue to pursue the
ideal in vain. The gloom and despair, coupled with the hysterical and deca-
dent behavior of this group of youths, have uncannily equaled revolution with
decadence. In his study of Mao Dun’s defeated hero and decadent heroine,
Mau-sang Ng points out that those images are strikingly similar to the images
of the nihilistic heroes of Andreyev and Artzybashev created during the “age
of decadence” in Russian literary history. “The typology of his [Mao Dun’s]
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early defeated hero is thus a combination of the indigenous elements—the ni-
hilistic and defeatist outlook on life of many Chinese intellectuals, together
with the author’s own natural pessimism and the borrowing from the Russian
forerunners who were depicting a parallel situation some twenty or more years
before.”100 Although objectively re¶ecting the psychology of the sensitive in-
tellectuals during the turbulent years of the revolution, Mao Dun’s Eclipse
aroused severe criticism from radical leftists of the Creation Society and the
Sun Society because it failed to point the way toward a better future.101 
 In response to those criticisms, Mao Dun in his famous article “From
Guling to Tokyo (1928)” pointed out that Jiang Guangci and his followers’ for-
mulaic writing of revolution plus love was full of excessive pamphleteering and
slogans.102 Although the radical leftists immediately fought back by claiming
that Mao Dun was speaking from the position of a petit bourgeois, they also ad-
mitted that the practical problems he brought up needed solving.103 Lurking
behind Mao Dun’s argument may very well have been the mode of thinking
in¶uenced by Zola’s scienti¤c naturalism and Tolstoy’s historical vision.104 In
contrast, Jiang Guangci and other radical leftists were inclined to the romantic
aspect of revolution that drew on libidinal energy for strong aesthetic and
political appeal. Qian Xingcun, criticizing Mao Dun’s “Pursuit,” is very dissa-
tis¤ed with Mao Dun’s objective way of writing: “Sickliness is depicted every-
where in the whole book; sickly characters, sickly thoughts, sickly actions,
everything is sickly, everything is unhealthy. Objectively the ideas expressed
by the author do not go beyond despair and vacillation. So the standpoint of
this novel is wrong.”105
Equipped with the Japanese Marxist Kurahara Korehito’s literary theory,
Qian Xingcun advocated “new realism” (xin xieshi zhuyi), which is founded
on a positive attitude toward building the new realities of the proletariat.106
But for Mao Dun, it is the historical vision that needs to be most emphatically
expressed. Shuttling between Zola’s mechanical determinism and Tolstoy’s
religious fanaticism, Mao Dun comes to his own version of realism in the light
of Marxism and Communism.107 Although able to envision a bourgeois soci-
ety doomed to collapse under the forthcoming proletarian revolution, Mao
Dun believes a naturalist writer’s duty is to document precisely what has hap-
pened. So he does not avoid exposing with objective accuracy the sickliness,
decay, and stagnation after the failure of the revolution. In his appraisal of Ye
Shaojun’s long novel Ni Huanzhi, Mao Dun argues as follows:
Considering the matter calmly, we will have to admit that even a work which
portrays only the “backward” petit bourgeois class can also have its positive
value as a negative example. As a potential in¶uence and guide, such a depic-
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tion of darkness probably has a more profound effect than those unrealistically
optimistic pictures that are so out of touch with reality! In contemporary
China, where the reader’s power of judgment is generally rather weak, depict-
ing darkness may have a harmful side effect because the irony is often misun-
derstood. But the duty of the critic is precisely to point out the underlying
meaning of those pictures of darkness, not to blindly condemn them as “back-
ward,” much less to arrogantly revile a work before even reading it closely.108
As a witness to the big revolution, Mao Dun disagrees with the revolution
plus love formula represented by Jiang Guangci because it is “so out of touch
with reality.” Insisting on the scienti¤c observation and objective description
of history, he strongly opposes the viewpoint of the Creation Society and the
Sun Society, that literature is purely a megaphone or a propaganda instrument
to stir the masses’ enthusiasm for revolution. Because of Mao Dun’s under-
standing of the relationship between literature and politics his novels enhance
rather than settle the tension between decadence and revolution. His ideologi-
cal discourse is buried deeply in his narrative, and his objective account of de-
pressed and sick reality suspends any value judgment, leaving uncertainty,
gaps, and inconsistencies.
Mao Dun’s appraisal of Ni Huanzhi derives from his sympathy with the
May Fourth literary legacy that the radical leftists declared invalid. In Ni Huan-
zhi, Ye Shaojun, a May Fourth writer who was labeled by radical leftists as
“backward,” tells a story of a young educator, Ni Huanzhi, who ¤rst ¤rmly be-
lieves “all hope hinges on education,”109 then feels disillusioned in his career as
an educator and in his ideal of a new marriage with a new woman. After the
May Thirtieth massacre, he gives up teaching to participate in a political move-
ment; but the abortive 1927 revolution ¤nally drives him to disillusion and
death. Even if the historical epoch or revolutionary wheel pushes Ni Huanzhi
to run forward, his understanding of revolution is still marked by the May
Fourth discourse of enlightenment. The novel intriguingly discusses the rela-
tionship between education and revolution: “if an educator does not know
revolution, then all his efforts will end in vain; but if revolutionaries do not pay
attention to education, then they have nothing to rely on.”110 In the great tidal
wave of revolution, the only meaningful revolutionary deed that Ni Huanzhi
does is to draft the plan for countryside education, a plan that is neglected by
the revolutionary collective. As Marston Anderson points out, “In each case
Ye Shaojun was apparently unable to fully overcome the characteristic limita-
tion of May Fourth ¤ction: speci¤cally, Ye shows a failure of historical imagi-
nation by con¤ning himself to the subjective concerns of the troubled
bourgeois youth he takes as his protagonist and intellectual laziness in allowing
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his ¤ction to become a medium for the expression of personal whims and frus-
tration.”111 Although taking up the theme of revolution and love, this novel still
lingers on the May Fourth framework of enlightenment; in the tide of revolu-
tion, however, an educator’s position becomes completely useless. Regardless
of Ye Shaojun’s May Fourth identity, Mao Dun used Ni Huanzhi to bolster his
own argument that proletarian literature should not exclude the petite bour-
geoisie, who for him are the majority of readers of revolutionary literature.112 In
defense of the petite bourgeoisie, Mao Dun wrote, “Although the main charac-
ter Ni Huanzhi is ‘useless,’ for just that reason he represents faithfully the
‘form of consciousness’ of the revolutionary intellectuals in the transitional pe-
riod.”113 It is clear that Mao Dun comes to grips with the problem of intellectu-
als’ position in revolution and of the relation between art and ideology. He
avoids the extreme view held by members of the Creation Society and the Sun
Society that revolutionary writers are obliged to become conscious spokes-
people for the interests of the proletariat.
If members of the Creation Society and the Sun Society saw revolution as a
way out for an individual, Mao Dun viewed revolution as full of pessimism and
decadence; Ye Shaojun, an educator’s dream and disillusionment; Ba Jin, anar-
chism. As an important anarchist in the 1920s, Ba Jin adopts revolution plus
love as the main theme in his novels Destruction (Huimie, 1929), New Life (Xin-
sheng, 1933), and Trilogy of Love, which includes Fog (Wu, 1931), Rain (Yu,
1932), and Lightning (Dian, 1932). In prose remarkably similar to Jiang
Guangci’s violent and Byronic stance, Ba Jin represents revolution as a de-
structive force, a “whip,” “which can strike and pulverize the darkness of soci-
ety.”114 Lacking Jiang Guangci’s optimistic view of revolution that can build a
new life, Ba Jin’s destructive force gives birth to anarchism and nihilism.115
Critics branded Du Daxin, the hero in Destruction, “‘an anarchist,’ ‘an individ-
ual nihilist,’ and ‘a personi¤cation of Kropotkin’s anarchism, Tolstoy’s hu-
manitarianism, and Artzybashev’s nihilism.’”116 One of his protagonists, Wu
Renmin in Rain, an idealist revolutionary who “falls into the love net” instead
of joining the social movement, feels desolate and shouts as much: “Move!
Move! As long as I can obtain a radical move even just for one minute, it is
worth destroying my whole life. Erupt, erupt like a volcano. Destroy the world,
destroy myself, destroy this contradictory life.”117 While Ba Jin’s heroes and
heroines busily engage in both revolution and love in Lightning, they express
anarchism through nihilist political practice, preferring individual political ac-
tion, such as assassination, to collective movement. Although anarchism is one
of the most important sources of early Chinese Marxist thought, orthodox
Marxist critics usually fear the anarchist elements such as mindless individual-
ism and disorder.118 However, the striking similarities between Ba Jin’s and
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Jiang Guangci’s writings prove that the de¤nition of revolution in the late
1920s and the early 1930s has a close connection to anarchism. 
For these reasons, the concept of revolution appears random and some-
times even “politically incorrect” in the formulations and reformulations of
revolution and love. It is probably for this reason that the Party of¤cially or-
dered the termination of this literary practice. In 1931, the Chinese League of
Leftist Writers raised rigorous criticism of the writing of revolution plus love in
its resolution “The New Task of Chinese Proletarian Revolutionary Litera-
ture” (Zhongguo wuchan jieji geming wenxue de jin renwu).119 In this resolu-
tion, written by Feng Xuefeng, the “new task” was to promote and facilitate the
popularization of literature and to eliminate the in¶uences of the petite bour-
geoisie. The way to do this was to “abandon some stereotyped concepts and
some hypocritical content which belong to the pattern of petit bourgeois intel-
lectuals, such as ‘trivial contingent affairs,’ ‘the excitement and the disillusion-
ment of revolution,’ and ‘the con¶ict between revolution and love.’”120 In terms
of methodology, the article emphasized negating mechanism, subjectivism,
romanticism, false objectivism, and sloganism. Ironically, the failure of revolu-
tion plus love ended with its being given the same label—“petit bourgeois”—
that radical leftists once used to denounce the May Fourth generation.
The Circulation of Literary Fashion
Although fashion does not always violate existing social conventions, it some-
times ¶irts with transgression. To a certain extent, it is as if twin and comple-
mentary entities were born at once from the same source: one existing entirely
to produce new knowledge, the other to restrict it; one existing solely to stimu-
late the audience’s eyes, the other to reshape them; one breaking the rules, the
other setting the limits. In actuality, they constantly intertwine, forming part
of power relations, bearing traces of the constant struggle between domination
and subordination, between power and various forms of resistance to or eva-
sions of it.
Around the 1930s, revolutionary literature was in fashion and became the
major target for censorship. Despite tremendous pressure from the National-
ist censors, many publishers and booksellers were still eager to sell books re-
lated to revolution. One of the main reasons was the chance for great
commercial gain. As Lu Xun put it, “They know pretty well that if they re-
moved all of the left-wing books from the shelves, the bookstore would go
bankrupt. So they decide to continue the business for pro¤t while looking out
for ways to alleviate the sting of those works.”121 According to Qian Xingcun,
most bookstore owners would suggest that novelists write something about
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women and love against a revolutionary background because the best-sellers
around 1930 all dealt with the theme of revolution plus love.122 Not only were
the publishers and booksellers aware of the big market for revolutionary litera-
ture, but some government of¤cials also left loopholes for their own bene¤t
because some of them were board members of the bookstores. Thus, the Na-
tionalist censorship “was not simply a repressive governmental measure, but
rather the result of negotiations and interactions,” as Michel Hockx argues in
his discussion of the censor in Shanghai.123
The 1930 publishing law, which governed the production of literary
works, did not stipulate prepublication inspection of content.124 Postpublica-
tion censorship made the proliferation of revolutionary literature possible.
Only after 1934 did the Central Books and Journals Censorship Committee
require all works meant for publication to be sent in for inspection.125 In fact,
there was strong evidence that censorship was relatively loose before the 1930
publishing law: many progressive magazines focused on proletarian literature
emerged and became popular. Although they were eventually banned by the
GMD between 1929 and 1931, magazines such as Creation Monthly (Chuang-
zao yuekan), Sun Monthly (Taiyang yuekan), Embryo Monthly (Mengya yue-
kan), Explorer (Tuohuangzhe), and Trackless Train (Wugui lieche)126 had
already cast a new light on a large readership. In addition, even if those pro-
gressive journals were forbidden and shut down by the Nationalist censors,
the editors would immediately choose a new name and start another journal
with the same content. For example, after Nationalist censorship shut down
Sun Monthly in October 1928, Jiang Guangci and his comrades instantly
launched another journal, titled Time Arts (Shidai wenyi). It produced only
one issue; then they changed it into New Tide Monthly (Xinliu yuebao) in
March 1929 for another four issues before it became Explorer in January 1930,
the central journal of the Chinese League of Leftist Writers.
As Michel Hockx points out, seeing the Nationalist censorship only as a
repressive regime would limit our vision to the ¶ourishing of revolutionary lit-
erature around 1930.127 However, this perspective can allow us to reexamine
the de¤nition of revolutionary literature that traveled between the repressor
and the repressed. Banned by the GMD for allegedly propagating proletarian
literature in 1928, Creation Monthly, Sun Monthly, and Trackless Train repre-
sented very different ways of pursuing the fashion of revolution. What did the
fashion mean to the editors of the three journals, which respectively repre-
sented three different literary groups—the Creation Society, the Sun Society,
and some urban modernist writers who later on were labeled the School of
New Sensibility? How did they perceive the so-called proletarian literature
and communism? Why did some literary historians try so hard to consign
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Trackless Train to oblivion, even though it helped proliferate revolutionary
literature? Although the suppression by Nationalist censorship made no dif-
ference to these three journals’ direction, this does not mean the repressed
were united. Rather, inasmuch as fashion is always a contested territory, we
must rethink Chinese intellectuals’ consciousness of modernity and ask how
the fashion was circulated among different literary groups.
The three journals were involved, as we have noted, in attempts to propa-
gate Marxist ideology and proletarian literature, and therefore all of them
were banned by the Nationalist authorities. The essential difference among
them lies in their relationship to what is called the true content of political ide-
ology, their claims to possess some truth or epistemological value. Creation
Monthly refocused from the diversity of Western fashion to the one and only
newness—proletarian literature—imported from Japan; similar to the late pe-
riod of Creation Monthly, Sun Monthly regarded fashion as its shelter in order
to achieve its political purpose; Trackless Train wore the mask of proletarian
literature for the purpose of pursuing the novelty and variety of modern fash-
ion. Apparently, the former two journals drew their resonance from a convic-
tion that by following fashion, revolutionary literature would be accepted by
the larger audience. The latter, however, resolutely wove the revolutionary
literature into a glorious brocade with no true content, only sheer super¤cial-
ity. This accounts for the re¶exivity of the historical context, in which Chi-
nese intellectuals’ experience with fashion was not of a single historical
movement, but of pluralistic identities of modernity.
Creation Monthly is an example of a cultural product of the revolutionary
experience and in particular of the disparities in that experience. One of the ear-
liest magazines advocating revolutionary literature, Creation Monthly at-
tempted to represent a radical transformation of the Creation Society. This
magazine started to introduce new Russian literature from its second volume.
However, except for some essays, such as those of Guo Moruo, Jiang Guangci,
and Cheng Fangwu, that brandished new revolutionary terms and theory, the
magazine still juxtaposed various styles of writing, including impressionist,
sentimentalist, and modernist poetry and ¤ction. Ye Lingfeng’s painting in the
magazine showed his interest in the supreme decadent artist Aubrey Beardsley,
who designed the cover of the sentimental magazine The Yellow Book at the end
of the nineteenth century. In the second volume of Creation Monthly, Ye Ling-
feng’s painting Wine and Woman symbolized the dangerously deceptive char-
acter of romantic and decadent art, its power to seduce through its exoticism.
The woman in the painting was surrounded by bottles of wine and wore a for-
eign dress decorated with a peacock design. Her hair, like other women’s hair in
Ye’s paintings, created a sense of mystery and hallucination characteristic of
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decadent expression. Although from the third volume of Creation Monthly,
Guo Moruo, Cheng Fangwu, and Jiang Guangci began to publish their revolu-
tionary statements, they did not create much in the way of literary practices to
follow. What the magazine had were pieces such as Zhang Ziping’s popular tri-
angular love story, Tao Jingsun’s experimental decadent style, and Wang Du-
qing’s (1898–1940), Mu Mutian’s (1900–1971), and Feng Naichao’s poetry
inclined to impressionism.
Only beginning with volume 9 of Creation Monthly (December 1927)
were the diverse contents of the magazine replaced by revolutionary state-
ments and the emerging revolution plus love novels. Yet this volume con-
tained not only Cheng Fangwu’s “From Literary Revolution to Revolutionary
Literature” and Jiang Guangci’s novel Jufen, but also Mu Mutian’s introduc-
tion of the French poet Alfred de Vigny, who was obsessed with death, decay,
and demonic women. It is worth noting that some illustrations preceding articles
were replaced with paintings of naked women. To a large extent, women’s
naked bodies ¶outed all conventional notions of morality and con¤rmed the
inspiration of revolution. Following this volume, although there are hardly
any poetic, ¤ctional, or theoretical introductions of modernism in the maga-
zine, the disparities among revolutionary identities are evident in different
styles of proletarian novels, which fail to constitute a uniform genre. The
paintings of naked women were used repeatedly in the following volumes of
Creation Monthly until the GMD banned the magazine for political reasons.
Most revolutionary novels in the following volumes also used women’s bodies
to represent power relations. For example, in volume 12, Hua Han’s “Female
Prisoner” (Nüqiu) connected women’s bodies with violence and power, por-
traying the sadistic and ferocious character of the GMD by depicting women
raped and ravished by the enemies of the Communists. The ideological con-
cept was thus subsumed into the author’s massive, dark fantasies of sexual vi-
olence. Most other proletarian novels in this magazine imitated the revolution
plus love formula, yet the “romantic” in their novels not only conveyed posi-
tive meanings but also dwelled upon excessive sentiments, such as tears,
drinks, and feminine details. The case of Creation Monthly reveals the prob-
lem of basing literary analysis on social origins and outcomes, for the interplay
of transmissions, ruptures, disappearances, and repetitions in revolution plus
love writing may have extended the literature’s in¶uence well beyond its
original readership.
Founded by Jiang Guangci, Qian Xingcun, Meng Chao, and Yang Cun-
ren, who were members of the Communist Party, Sun Monthly was nourished
in the very heart of the passionate microcosm; it was the chief venue of political
propaganda and bursting desire. Among all the literary groups of that period,
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the Sun Society had the closest relationship with the Communist Party. For in-
stance, Qu Qiubai, the general secretary of the CCP, directly instructed the ac-
tivity of the Sun Society, which belonged to the third branch of the Shanghai
Zhabei’s Party organization. Jiang Guangci and his comrades announced their
enthusiastic embrace of revolution in a frank and romantic way. In their mani-
festo poem of the ¤rst issue, Jiang Guangci wrote:
Were we brave enough, 
we should be like the sun, 
illuminating the whole universe with our brightness.
Sun is our hope, our symbol—
 Let’s open our voice of triumph
under the illumination of Sun:
We will defeat everything,
We will conquer everything,
We will explore over new homeland,
We will plant new ¶owers and trees.
The problem of totalization is surely crucial in a world in which the unity
of capitalism or the GMD government was symbolized by darkness, in con-
trast to the bright sun, representing the strong desire to create a new land.
With this hyperbolic tone and heroic vision, Jiang Guangci and the other
members of the Sun Society were determined to create revolutionary literature
in the most fashionable way. Desire and violence—these are the themes of the
monotonous and repetitive proletarian novels in Sun Monthly, and the way
the authors tried to set themselves apart from the May Fourth generation;
they are also an overweening celebration of the authors’ identity, the proletar-
ian revolution. Jiang and his friends made the journal fashionable in the most
ef¤cient way, by rendering revolutionary literature with a sexual charge. They
paraded revolutionary propaganda with ecstatic intensity and passionate de-
sire. Many writings dealt with the con¶ict between heterosexual love and
revolution, which became the most famous theme of the time; the rest were
also full of broadly sexual implications or libidinal intensity.
It is no accident, therefore, that besides the formulaic writing of revolu-
tion plus love, the other stereotype that appeared in most of the proletarian
novels in Sun Monthly is that of the oppressed and the oppressor overcome by
violent sexual desire. This motif played a large role in shaping the political
ideology into fashion charged with great emotion and libidinal intensity. The
violent sexual desire is not limited to heterosexual love but includes the broad
meaning of bursting desire and energy, converted and channeled into revolu-
tionary passion. Like Creation Monthly later, Sun Monthly used women’s
bodies to represent power relationships in which the faceless individual was
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engulfed by violent libidinal energy. For example, Yang Cunren’s (1901–
1955) short story “Female Prisoner” (Nü fulu) published in Sun Monthly
(January 1928) portrays how the GMD of¤cials sexually abused female Com-
munists in jail and how the prisoners vehemently resisted. More signi¤cant
than the sex and the rape was the power struggle encompassed by the compel-
ling desire of revolution; such intense political sexuality swallowed up
women’s suffering bodies and feelings. It is interesting that Hua Han’s “Fe-
male Prisoner,” published in Creation Monthly (August 1928), strongly re-
sembles this earlier text. In other proletarian novels of Sun Monthly, the
scenario of female Communists or female workers being raped by the sadistic
oppressors appeared again and again. Dramatizing the dichotomy of suppres-
sion and resistance in this way converted desire and violence into revolution-
ary drives; this was the new fashion the members of the Sun Society were
selling to their readership. 
The understanding of revolutionary literature at that time was not as uni-
form as might be imagined. Even among leftist writers, controversies about
Marxist theory and proletarian literature were frequent. The alliance between
Lu Xun’s generation and the new radical members of the Creation Society and
the Sun Society easily crumbled. Both Creation Monthly and Sun Monthly
printed a large number of articles contributing to the debates on revolutionary
literature. But the radical revolutionary writers also faced a dilemma, illus-
trated by T. A. Hsia’s example of how the Communist Party criticized Jiang
Guangci’s petit bourgeois style and his obsession with romanticism.128 In fact,
before Jiang Guangci died of pneumonia in 1931, he was in a political and eco-
nomic predicament: he quit the Communist Party and was later expelled for-
mally because “the romantic, luxurious life he was accustomed to rendered him
un¤t for the iron discipline of the Party”;129 on the other hand, since all of his
books were banned by the GMD, he lost the economic means to survive.130 His
case demonstrates that even the leftists and the Communist Party did not uni-
formly support the romantically decorated fashion of revolutionary literature.
Other writers who did not ¤rmly commit themselves to the revolutionary
cause, such as Liu Na’ou, Shi Zhecun, Mu Shiying, Zhang Ziping, and Ye
Lingfeng, regarded revolution as one of the products of modernism. For ex-
ample, Liu Na’ou’s de¤nition of the so-called avant-garde literature mixed
proletarian literature from the Soviet Union, Japanese literature of the new
sensibility school, and Freudian psychoanalysis.131 Adding revolution to the
pastiche of imported modernism, Liu Na’ou’s and Shi Zhecun’s bookstores,
First Line (Diyixian) and Froth (Shuimo), as well as their magazines, Track-
less Train and La nouvelle littérature (Xin wenyi), represented a curious mix-
ture of proletarian and modernist experimental writings. They covered the
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heteroglossia of newness, from Mu Shiying’s imitation of proletarian novels to
Dai Wangshu’s poetry, from a series of books that focused on translations of
Marxist arts theory to numerous introductions of French impressionism and
Japanese New Sensibility.
With the stress on the literary concept of the trackless train, Liu Na’ou and
his friends surged ahead into newness. The design of the journal cover is a man
riding on a huge ball, aiming nowhere. Since the whole image is upside down,
the ride looks as wild and astonishing as can be. This design symbolizes the
speed of modernity, the amorphous shape of fashion, the shocking effect, and
the free spirit. The image is loaded with proletarians’ idea of revolution, but the
trackless ball alleviates the rationality of an ideological goal, suggesting the di-
versity of modernity. The actual content of the journal, which focuses not only
on introducing Russian proletarian literature but also on developing modernist
literature, forges an interesting dialogue with this visual image.
Trackless Train is an example of how Chinese intellectuals appropriated
Western modernity and inserted it into a modern Chinese context. Besides
bringing in some proletarian novels and writers, such as Soviet Russia’s writer
Gorky, Liu Na’ou paid special attention to introducing French modernist
writer and poet Paul Morand, whose works explored the fragmentation and
decadence of modern metropolitan life. Liu Na’ou was so fond of Paul Mo-
rand that he devoted the fourth issue of Trackless Train to him, not only trans-
lating Benjamin Cremieux’s literary criticism but also including two other
translations, of Morand’s novel and essay. What attracted him most was Mo-
rand’s writing of unconsciousness, exotic ¶avor, and promiscuous sexual life
of the city, amid the ecstatic intensity of modern speed, color, and light. Thus,
Trackless Train bridged the idea of progress, represented by proletarian litera-
ture, and the air of decadence in modernist writings. It became the very
ground for different powers’ struggle over newness, which cannot be reduced
to an essentialist understanding of modernity. Shih Shumei has pointed out
“the ambiguous stance of the journal: simultaneously fascinated by a leftist
critique of capitalist decadence and fetishizing that decadence itself.”132 Based
on Feng Xuefeng’s categorization of three kind of intellectuals connecting to
revolution, Shih wrote:
Trackless Train thereby typi¤ed the second kind of subjectivity de¤ned by
Feng Xuefeng, ambiguously situated vis-à-vis socialism (sympathetic but not
willing to be dogmatic) and capitalism (critical but not willing to reject its
urban lures.) Translated into literary terms, this subjectivity has leftist lean-
ings but is attracted to pure aesthetic formulism and refuses strict leftist pre-
scriptions; it is critical of capitalism, but delights in its pleasure.133
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 Indeed, if Jiang Guangci and other radical leftists aimed to criticize capi-
talist modernity and speak for the proletariat, Liu Na’ou and his friends never
intended to overthrow the capitalist culture and abandon the urban pleasure.
By freely swinging back and forth between revolution and decadence, they
found themselves an ambivalent position where they responded to but kept a
certain distance from revolution at the same time.
What Trackless Train shows is that those modernists generated a second-
ary representation of revolution plus love by absorbing psychoanalytic writing
and impressionism into their way of writing proletarian literature. For in-
stance, Shi Zhecun’s “Pursuit” (Zhui) and Liu Na’ou’s “Flow” (Liu) are mas-
terpieces of titillating the political ideology by writing about it in terms of
sexuality and exoticism. In addition to offering these imitations of proletarian
literature, which differed signi¤cantly from the leftists’ writing, Trackless
Train focused on urban sensations. Instead of using women’s bodies to express
political power, their writers produced a series of playful femmes fatales, an
image that was often seen as the epitome of Chinese decadence. Though this
image re¶ected male writers’ fantasy of the modern New Women, it opened a
forbidden area in which sensual exploitation of sex was boldly developed. The
sensuality and even the horror in the extreme emotions of the femmes fatales
distract our attention from Trackless Train’s introduction of proletarian litera-
ture to the sense of decadence. By strangely combining the fashion of revolu-
tion with the fashion of eroticism, Liu Na’ou and his friends confronted a set of
questions surrounding modernity in the Chinese context. Their de¤nition of
modernity as scienti¤c and technological progress, as revolution, was juxta-
posed with modernity as an aesthetic concept. They circulated the fashion of
revolution as an aesthetic style, not the real and violent revolution that the Sun
Society and the Creation Society had represented.
In addition, the GMD’s censorship of Trackless Train, La nouvelle lit-
térature, the First Line bookstore, and the Froth bookstore demonstrated the
confusion caused by different understandings of revolution. The censorship
regulations de¤ned so-called proletarian magazines as a cunning way of
¤ghting against the current social system, capitalism. These magazines sup-
posedly hid their proletarian propaganda in veiled expression.134 Not surpris-
ingly, given that Liu Na’ou and his friends equated erotic literature and new
sensibility writings with proletarian literature, the GMD banned their book-
stores and magazines. From their point of view, these different literary schools
had something in common: they all exposed the darkness and decay of capital-
ist society and indicated the arrival of a bright future.135 Although Liu Na’ou’s
effort to attach erotic literature to social criticism may seem ineffectual, it
shows the diversi¤ed cultural background against which revolutionary theory
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and literature were produced. The emergence and proliferation of the revolu-
tion plus love formula writings proved that there was no one formula and no
absolutely certain way of using it. On the contrary, the cultural phenomenon
of revolution plus love was heterogeneous, inexplicable by the logic of cause
and effect.
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According to some orthodox literary histories, such as Tang Tao’s Brief Edited
History of Modern Chinese Literature (Zhongguo xiandai wenxueshi jianbian), the
emergence of revolution plus love writing merely served as a connection between
political causes and effects; political preoccupations had replaced the cultural
context within which the revolution plus love writings emerged and proli-
ferated.1 This assumption is based on the theory of re¶ection, which regards
literature as a simple re¶ection of social causes and effects but ignores the fact
that literature may have the potential to construct diverse meanings that trans-
gress social determinism. As a historical fact, the literary practice of revolution
plus love could not fully conform to the Marxist theories of proletarian litera-
ture that radical leftists advocated; the disjunctions between them were cease-
lessly reiterated through gender constructs and repetition of the formula. In
contrast to the theory of re¶ection, critics such as T. A. Hsia and Leo Ou-fan Lee
reveal the contradictions within this literary practice by pointing out the close
connection between the May Fourth generation and the leftist generation in the
late 1920s and the early 1930s.2 Stitching together a continuous history of these
two generations requires counterpoising a radical discontinuity between liter-
ary revolution and the revolutionary literature posited by Marxist literary his-
torians, who believe that social and political bases determine superstructure.
Here I propose to see the emergence of revolution plus love as showing
both continuity and discontinuity with the May Fourth enlightenment. In
terms of resisting capitalist modernity, this formula writing is implemented
with class ideology, salvaging national and classical identities from the May
Fourth Westernized culture. At the same time it follows the May Fourth ro-
mantic tradition, not only conceptualizing modernity as progress, but also con-
tinuing to use subjectivism to show its modern quality. The bourgeoisie and
the proletariat, the individual and the collective, the old and the new that are
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manifested in the formula of revolution plus love inevitably forge interesting
dialogues in the tangled relationship between revolution and modernity. As a
product of a transitional historical period, this formula juxtaposed the vestiges
of the eros-and-love craze inherited from the May Fourth generation and the
new revolutionary zeal, which was still fuzzy in the minds of enlightened
youth. This combination of the new and the old satis¤ed the popular mentality,
through which political propaganda was functioning. The spreading of revolu-
tion through literature therefore catered to individual interests and social inter-
ests at the same time. 
Indulging in revolutionary romance and romantic revolution, leftist writers
attempted to transform love among the petite bourgeoisie into proletarian hero-
ism. However, the transformation was complete only in terms of political slo-
gans and concepts; it failed in the narration of eros and love. The concept of love,
after all, still belongs to the petite bourgeoisie even if it allegedly carries anticapi-
talist ideology. The leftist critic Qian Xingcun vividly summarized the problem:
[Meng Chao]’s novel The Re¶ection of Love is the mirror of this problem.
While riots rage outside, our protagonist still holds and kisses his sweetheart
warmheartedly. The revolutionary youths play with prostitutes on the one
hand and keep cursing capitalist society and requesting revolution on the
other. As for those writers depicting youths who plunge into revolution be-
cause of failed love affairs, they usually spend three-fourths of a novel speci-
¤cally narrating love, and in the ¤nal one-fourth arbitrarily insert revolution; it
is just like the early period of sound ¤lm—the beginning eighty percent has no
sound, the twenty percent toward the end has sound.3 
This mechanical combination of love and revolutionary slogans ¤nally
ended in a failure that was both social and literary. But it is striking that Chi-
nese intellectuals’ enthusiastic repetition of revolution plus love re¶ects their
anxiety in facing their transformation from the petite bourgeoisie to the prole-
tarian mass. Using the critic Wang Yichuan’s term, it is a kind of “anxiety of a
rebirth.”4 A series of contradictions—between personal and collective, ro-
mance and discipline, traditional residues and revolutionary future—that are
embedded in this formulaic writing, which allows Chinese intellectuals to
ceaselessly and repetitively indulge in bitterly struggling images of themselves,
suggests they must have as much connection to the past as to their utopian fu-
ture. We might, therefore, infer that it is precisely the split personality, the
inner con¶ict of those writers that forestall the perfect transformation. The in-
congruity between personal sentiments and empty revolutionary concepts, an
aesthetic failure that was later criticized by other leftists such as Qu Qiubai and
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Mao Dun, signi¤es that those writers have a hard time ¤nding a new position in
the torrent of revolution. It is also a sign that the modern (xiandai) represented
in the repetition of revolution and love is fundamentally contradictory and
problematic. Even after some literary authorities rejected this formulaic writ-
ing as of little aesthetic value, its thematic repetition was continuous in literary
representation during the anti-Japanese period, the Yan’an period, and the ¤rst
seventeen years of the PRC. This repetition reveals the continuity of the tre-
mendous anxiety derived from the split modern personality, torn by both per-
sonal interest and national demand, nostalgia for the past and dreams of the
future, revolutionary ideals and cruel reality. The ceaseless repetition and the
anxiety it causes indicate such a split in numerous Chinese intellectuals, who
are reluctant to give up the self, the individual, and subjectivity for the revolu-
tion, the sublime, and utopian China. 
The images of new women and the problematic youth created by leftist
writers in their production of revolution and love are closely linked to the anxi-
ety of the rebirth. Sexuality and politics accompany each other in various situa-
tions invoking or expressing such an anxiety. In one way or another, the
formula of revolution plus love con¶ates political power and sexual power.
Starting from Jiang Guanci, revolution has been imagined by many leftist writ-
ers as masculine and violent; such an imagination has turned masculinity into a
trope symbolizing power of domination, the mass, the collective, the iron disci-
pline, and the irresistible revolutionary movement. However, while Mao Dun
and Jiang Guangci employ the image of the new woman to express revolution-
ary ideology, women’s sexual bodies consistently go beyond the control of
masculinity. The open and depraved sexual behavior of new women, which ex-
empli¤es both modern desire and revolutionary destructive power, contradicts
the purity of revolutionary ideology and comes to question the subjective posi-
tion of male leftist writers. If the ideal revolutionary man is positive, strong,
masculine, powerful, disciplinary, and iron-willed, then Hong Lingfei’s weep-
ing hero, decadent hero, and wandering hero fail to meet such masculine ideals.
The ambivalent male subjectivity of those problematic youths—weak, femi-
nine, depraved, vacillating but longing for the masculine ideal—is symptoma-
tic of male gender anxiety during the period of transformation. The disease of
time (shidaibing) that Hua Han tries to capture is homologous to the realm of
sexuality, in which both men and women are anxious to search for a new gen-
dered subjectivity. As we consider some representative works of early proletar-
ian literature that are concerned with both politics and sexuality, we see that
those leftists never managed to completely break with the petit bourgeois iden-
tity that makes the completion of their transformation into the revolutionary
mass impossible. 
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Jiang Guangci and Mao Dun:
New Women’s Sexual Bodies and Politics
Jiang Guangci, regarded as the initiator of the revolution plus love formula,
ended his career as a revolutionary and a writer tragically. Although he had
won accolades for his introduction and promulgation of Marxist theory and
proletarian literature and was considered a classic writer for his writing of revo-
lution plus love, he was expelled from the Communist Party in 1930, and his
literary practice was criticized as oversimpli¤ed by Mao Dun and Qu Qiubai.5
Even though he was the most proli¤c professional Communist writer at the
time, who founded the Sun Monthly, the New Tide Monthly, and the Explorer
and acted as an important revolutionary propagandist, he was dismissed by
the CCP; at the same time, his books were the ¤rst to be banned by the GMD.
Despite successful sales of his books in the late 1920s, he was unable to gain
any income from his writing under the strict GMD censorship in 1931 and
died of tuberculosis with only a few friends around.
According to Xia Yan (1900–1995), the critic, writer, and Party cultural
of¤cial, there are two reasons that Jiang Guangci was given a disciplinary
warning by the CCP in 1929: his novel The Sorrows of Lisa and his inability to
obey the iron discipline of the Party.6 That Jiang Guangci’s ¤ction was itself a
form of ambivalence, caught between revolution and counterrevolution, led
to a reductive account of his relation to the CCP. The announcement “Jiang
Guangci Expelled from the CCP” published in Red Flag Daily News (Hongqi
ribao) in 1930 speci¤cally pointed out the bad in¶uence of The Sorrows of Lisa
within the Party.7 As the repeated criticisms of Jiang’s novels indicate, the
connections between politics and gender proved more complicated and
threatening than Communist critics expected. Even if Jiang’s representation
of women’s bodies is more vitally involved with political propaganda than
that of Mao Dun, it still renders diverse meanings.
That is to say, the correspondence between erotic bodies and the political
ideas they represent can be uneasy, indirect, and ¶uctuating. What seems to be
stated by the formula revolution plus love has the possibility of being sub-
verted by layers of signi¤ers, which resist any straightforward reading. In
Chinese history, women’s bodies were usually con¤ned by the morality of
Confucianism. They were thought to be dangerous if they trespassed in men’s
domain. After the emergence of the concept of the modern, women’s bodies
became more and more important in terms of their representative power. They
could stand for progress or corruption, for the production of a new order or the
decay of an old one. In Jiang Guangci’s The Moon Forces Its Way through the
Clouds and The Sorrows of Lisa, women’s bodies play different roles in the
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transmission of power, one for revolution and the other for counterrevolution.
However, this use of women’s bodies inevitably positions Jiang’s masculine or
violent way of writing on the forever contested ground where the ¶uid, the fe-
male, can reshape the masculine logical system.8
In The Moon Forces Its Way through the Clouds, a new woman, Wang Man-
ying, falls in love simultaneously with a man named Liu Yuqiu and the ideal of
revolution. With great enthusiasm, she joins the revolutionary army, ¤ghting
as a female soldier and experiencing the real crudities of war, similar to what is
portrayed in Xie Bingying’s Diary of a Female Soldier (Nübing riji, 1936). But
after the ¤asco of the ¤rst Chinese Communist revolution in 1927, Wang
Manying goes through a stage of dejection and leaves the army, then starts a
new life in Shanghai. In order to survive, she sleeps with various men who
belong to the bourgeoisie. Although her behavior is like that of an ordinary
prostitute, she never feels ashamed of herself because she regards her own pros-
titution as a continuous way of revolting, of struggling against the old society
and the bourgeoisie. Only when she adopts a sister and encounters one of her
old admirers, Li Shangzhi, who keeps his revolutionary beliefs and works for
the Communist Party, does she realize she has trapped herself in a solitary and
wandering life. At the happy ending of the novel, Wang Manying not only
gains her real lover but also returns to the right road of revolution.
The novel is remarkable in that the body of the female revolutionary con-
tains a uni¤ed, active, and destructive female sexuality, which is described as
parallel to the power of revolution. Sex, gender, class, and revolutionary iden-
tities conjoin rather than clash, resulting in the bizarre harmony in which the
myth of revolution goes astray. The irony in Wang Manying’s pursuit of
revolution in the city is that she invests meaning in prostitution, which raises
poignant questions about what it means to be a modern, decadent, revolution-
ary woman and how the erotic female body conveys and distorts revolutionary
discourse.
Marxist critics have a hard time with Wang Manying’s bewildered reac-
tion to the old, dark society. Qian Xingcun points out the ¶aws of Jiang
Guangci’s depiction of this new woman: “¤rst, as to Wang Manying’s roman-
tic activity after the change, Jiang does not provide enough criticism; second,
Manying’s knowledge of revolution goes through a transformation from the
individualism of heroism to collectivism, but Jiang has not fully elucidated
her consciousness of collectivity.”9 Critics have often wondered why Jiang
Guangci’s proletarian literature is ¤lled with details of Wang Manying’s sex-
ual affairs but devoid of narration of collectivity. Yu Dafu thinks that “Jiang
Guangci’s product is not real proletarian literature. His depiction of the prole-
tarian in the manner of illusion cannot satisfy most new literary readers who
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want realism.”10 It is interesting that Wang Manying’s romantic way of revo-
lution resembles Jiang Guangci’s nature as a petit bourgeois, described in his
own words: “The more intense the revolution appears, the more immense the
romantic heart becomes.”11 The characterization of Wang Manying as a new
woman is based on this spirit of romance, which in Jiang Guangci’s mind is in-
terchangeable with other generalized terms, such as “progress,” “revolution,”
and “masses.” The conjugation of the spirit of romance and the spirit of revo-
lution reveals a cultural and political ambivalence in this early stage of prole-
tarian literature. The apparently “happy” ending of the novel romantically
celebrates the author’s own interpretation of this historical stage.
By setting the narrative in Shanghai, one of the most appropriate symbols
of modernity, a place full of desire, money, and women, the author gives Wang
Manying a double personality: she is a modern and seductive woman with a
¤rm belief in revolution, in the sublime. Lingering on the street like other pros-
titutes, Wang Manying appears to represent a destructive female sexuality un-
leashed upon men. However, instead of being a sex object, Wang Manying
controls the phallic power and turns it violently against men. As a femme
fatale, she entices, mocks, and plays with men as her sexual instruments. The
narrator emphasizes the subversive power of Wang Manying’s body by the
fact that she “rapes” men rather than being handled and insulted. Her gaze
upon men’s bodies demonstrates her subjective position in the sexual game:
Manying closes the door, pulls him to her bosom, sits down and carefully looks
him up and down. His shy look and his tenderness as a virgin intoxicate her.
Manying is burning with desire, wildly kissing his blood-red lips, white face,
and beautiful eyes. . . . She holds him tightly, heartily enjoying his virginal
¶esh. . . . She takes off his clothes for him, makes him completely naked.12
Through the detailed narration, we are confronted with an eroticized and
fetishized image of a male’s body, described in voyeuristic terms usually
applied to women’s bodies. Wang Manying plays the dominant role with mas-
culine power. Thus metonymically, her physical dangerousness becomes an ef-
fective and powerful means of ¤ghting against the patriarchal system. The
narrative is suffused with a desire to emancipate the “oppressed,” represented
by women. As Herbert Marcuse states, “Marxian theory considers sexual ex-
ploitation as the primary, original exploitation, and the Women’s Liberation
Movement ¤ghts the degradation of the woman to a ‘sexual object.’”13 By
transforming Wang Manying from “female receptivity” to “male aggressive-
ness,”14 the author creates a new image, a female counterforce and a liberated
woman, whose battle¤eld shifts from the real war to the bed and whose weapon
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is her own seductive body instead of the gun she held before. It is interesting
that while Jiang keeps Wang Manying’s physical tenderness, receptivity, and
sensuousness, signs of her repressed humanity, he also has her use her danger-
ous body to scramble for the aggressive and male-dominated position. Yet this
usurpation of male power is still determined by the same hierarchical sexual
system; the ideology of revolution has merely replaced that of patriarchy. The
reversal of male and female positions is only a new form of female acceptance of
a male principle, a female conveyance of male imagination and interpretation of
revolution.
By seducing the men who belong to the bourgeoisie or who reject the ideas of
revolution, Wang Manying distinguishes herself from ordinary prostitutes. She
attempts to judge her own behavior in a paragraph describing her psychology:
But is Manying a prostitute? The most degraded woman? Manying asks her
own consciousness, and she totally rejects it. Not only does she reject it, but
she also believes herself to be the noblest and the purest person in the current
society. It is true that she is selling her own body. But this is because she
wants revenge, she wants to use it to air her indignation. When she ¤nds out
that other revolutionary means have already lost hope of changing society, she
then utilizes her own female body to make mischief in society.15
This interior monologue indicates a con¶ict within her character. She vac-
illates between “the most degraded woman” and “the noblest and purest per-
son”: her body is dirty because of her trade, and she is in danger of contracting
syphilis; but her mind is healthy, noble, and pure, the means by which sex and
the female body experience a process of sublimation. After she encounters her
old lover, Liu Yuqiu, who has betrayed his early revolutionary beliefs and be-
come a rich of¤cial, she despises and blames him: “I am selling my body, but it
is much better than selling the soul. . . . You are a person who sells your own
soul; you are worse than me.”16 However, this hierarchical subordination of
body to mind systematically degrades the body. When it rebels or becomes de-
praved, the mind, the soul, or the will is necessarily culpable. According to the
author’s value system, Wang Manying’s body may be sinful, anarchic, and
decadent, but it is under the control of a proper mind. But what kind of proper
mind is this? Can Wang Manying’s erotic body really be puri¤ed?
According to the novel, the female body does not remain passive and silent
with regard to the sublime revolution and mind. Instead, it disintegrates and
confuses the masculinist containment of ideas, souls, and minds in an erotic
frenzy. Originally, the subordination of body to mind, of female discourse to
spiritual masculinity in the narrative mode, had been presumed to direct and
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sublimate the female body to the transcendental level. However, the rebellious
quality of that female body as deformed, decadent, promiscuous, and mon-
strous conspires against revolutionary ideals. Instead of being channeled into
sublimity, the erotic body of Wang Manying ultimately changes the meanings
of revolution to self-destruction and nihilism. In the novel, when Wang Man-
ying suspects that she has syphilis, she is in despair at ¤rst, then decides to use
her illness as a weapon against society: “If Manying used her own body only to
insult men before, then right now she can use her sickness to attack society. Let
all men be infected by her. She won’t be done until she destroys this world. . . .
She hopes all mankind is destroyed by syphilis.”17 Here a contagious sexual
disease has important implications for understanding revolution in a nihilistic
way. The use of syphilis becomes a means of revolting, but it twists the tran-
scendental unity of the revolutionary discourse: revolution is now equivalent to
women’s physically destructive power over society, the world, and the uni-
verse. The tendency to destroy is characteristic of the modern age, of revolu-
tion; moreover, syphilis symbolizes modern disease and the starting point of all
decadence. In this way, the “lower,” material, and sensual existence and the
danger of the female body run counter to the ideal of progress and revolution,
directing it to putrescence, decadence, and death.
What puzzles Marxist critics most is exactly this tendency toward deca-
dence, nihilism, and disillusionment. The uneasiness caused by the exotic fe-
male body constantly haunts revolutionary utopia and collective discipline.
Even if Jiang Guangci arranges a happy ending in which Wang Manying
changes from a prostitute to a worker, a nihilist to a proletarian revolutionary,
purifying not only her body but also her mind and soul, it seems that her mo-
tivation is love, passion, and romance rather than the ideology of revolution.
Wang Manying says: “Dear, not only will I wash my body clean to see you,
but also I will subvert and change my inner world thoroughly, from every cor-
ner, then I can come to see you. Therefore I went to the factory. . . . What you
said is correct. The life of the mass’s struggle has completely molded my body
and my heart. Brother, now I can love you.”18
Leftist critics such as Hua Han complained about Jiang Guangci’s in-
suf¤cient interpretation of Wang Manying’s romantic and nihilistic activities
as well as her transformation from a progressive prostitute into a Communist,19
because the narrative of her promiscuous sexual life conspicuously over-
whelms the narrative of revolution. Such an unbalanced depiction can lead
readers to believe that libertinism, a quest for pleasure, corresponds to the pur-
suit of revolution. The narrative does not condemn Wang Manying’s lascivi-
ous life but offers plenty of explanations to legitimatize her sexual activities. No
doubt this re¶ects the author’s commitment to both the ful¤llment of sexual
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pleasure and the ideal of communism. As T. A. Hsia says, “It is obvious to his
reader that he [Jiang] had two commodities to sell: communism and sentimen-
talism.”20 Jiang Guangci’s indulgence in sentimental romance and his illusion
of revolution are closely interconnected. He uses romance to stimulate the pas-
sion for revolution and employs the fervor of revolution to ignite love. The har-
mony of the two conveys revolutionary discourse in a twisted way, through
which we can perceive the chaotic reality and the author’s questionable solu-
tion to the con¶ict between individual romance and collective discipline. 
Another important leftist writer, Mao Dun, consistently criticizes the
formula of revolution plus love yet also portrays a series of images of decadent
yet revolutionary new women, de¤ning revolution through femininity. Com-
paring Mao Dun’s and Jiang Guangci’s writings can shed some light on the
complexity of the relationship between gender and revolution in the context of
so-called revolutionary literature. It can also challenge the existing scholar-
ship on gender studies, which relies heavily on criticism of male writers’ mas-
culinist representation of women and thus erases the differences among those
male agents. A feminist reader may easily conclude that both Mao Dun and
Jiang Guangci employ women’s bodies to express masculinist ideology. How-
ever, what is missing from this judgment is the representative zone that gen-
der can unsettle. Thus, I aim to question the intangible status of gender as it is
represented in Mao Dun’s and Jiang Guangci’s different modes of writing.
The opposition between the surveillant gaze of male writers and the disrup-
tive voice of gender representation structures their ambivalent texts. My pur-
pose is not to search for a world beyond masculinist language, but rather to
reveal the way a speci¤c historical and cultural context fashioned the interplay
between gender and politics.
Mao Dun published his ¤rst essay on the emancipation of women in 1919
and continued to pursue women’s studies in the 1920s; he made his debut in
¤ction also about women, or new women. In the early 1920s, Mao Dun actively
advocated the women’s movement by introducing into China many Western
feminists’ theories, such as those of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Mary Woll-
stonecraft, and Ellen Key. To him the emancipation of women exempli¤ed an
ideal of social reform; it was not a replacement of men’s power. Although he
¤rmly endorsed the women’s movement, he also showed some concerns about
the radical effect it might have on the male-dominated society: “women should
not waste their energy in competing with men,” and “their movement should
not transgress the boundaries permitted by the society.”21 From his contradic-
tory ideas, we can see he still carefully constructed his feminist point of view in
masculinist terms.
The intermingling of public, political life with the private, romantic, or,
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more accurately, erotic life of the new woman is a common strategy in Mao
Dun’s early ¤ction. This device allowed him to vent his own frustration at the
turmoil of China’s political reality. The range of new women presented in
Eclipse, Wild Roses (Ye Qiangwei, 1929), and Rainbow is considerably wider
and more positive than in the work of earlier writers, where women were con-
cerned almost exclusively with love. The prominent images of Ms. Jing, Ms.
Hui, Sun Wuyang, Zhang Qiuliu, and Ms. Mei are the beginning of a positive
representation of revolution’s signi¤cance to the new woman. Compared to
women in May Fourth literature, who were portrayed as either victims of the
old society or completely severed from it, like the wandering Nora after leaving
her family, these new women had already achieved a certain power and auton-
omy in the male-centered society. Despite the deep-seated ambivalence of his
male feminist discourse, Mao Dun’s exhibition of a large group of new women
rendered a vivid picture of the burgeoning women’s movement. It was the ¤rst
time that Chinese women celebrated their sexuality in a positive way in Chi-
nese ¤ction. Their sexy bodies, especially their breasts, were a new ¤gure at the
time, symbolizing progressive and revolutionary power in contrast to the tradi-
tional female ¤gure, tightly wrapped by the patriarchal system. The most par-
adigmatic ¤gures, those of Sun Wuyang in “Vacillation,” Zhang Qiuliu in
“Pursuit,” and Ms. Mei in Rainbow, all possess an irresistible, seductive female
body, with round, high breasts, undauntedly and proudly challenging the pub-
lic eye.
Nevertheless, though they are apparently linked with Mao Dun’s objec-
tive narrative of revolution, these new women’s sexy bodies are simultaneously
¤xed by the male’s obsessive gaze. One may wonder why these progressive
women’s bodies must be so seductive. Does their sexuality hinge on their po-
litical identity? Don’t these attractive bodies shaped by the male’s gaze indicate
another shoal of feminism? Aren’t both their bodies and their political alle-
giance only the re¶ection of Mao Dun’s anxiety during the ups and downs of
the revolution? In her analysis of Mao Dun’s obsession with women’s breasts,
Rey Chow argues that there is “a gap between ‘women’ as re¶exive ‘mind’ and
‘women’ as sexual ‘body’”:22
In the midst of the most radical change in Chinese literary language—an ana-
lytic openness in ¤ctional writing—we are confronted with the return of
woman as the traditional, visually fetishized object, which, in spite of women’s
new “cerebral” developments, still fascinates in a way that is beyond the intel-
lect, beyond analysis! One cannot conceptualize the breasts without “seeing”
or “feeling” them in one’s mind; the “intellectual” grip on reality is then loos-
ened, sensuously.23
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Indeed, these new women’s sexual bodies once again become the fetish-
ized object, separate from the real female mind and subjectivity. When Mao
Dun depicted the decadent, high-spirited, and ¶amboyant Sun Wuyang and
Zhang Qiuliu, he had a hard time penetrating into these two women’s minds.
He was enchanted by these new women’s openness about sexuality, but he did
not know how to demarcate a sphere within which their sexuality could be le-
gitimized. Both fascinated and terri¤ed by the audacious women he himself
created, he seems to have lacked the enthusiasm or the courage to fully under-
stand them.
In “Vacillation,” Mao Dun’s ambivalent attitude toward the decadent and
emancipated woman Sun Wuyang is expressed in the male protagonist Fang
Luolan’s vacillating manner, which refuses to adhere to either good or bad
values, conservative or progressive action. Though Fang Luolan hears some
rumors about Sun Wuyang’s promiscuity and even sees contraceptives in her
room, he avoids these facts, instead imagining Sun as someone who has a “pris-
tine and noble soul.”24 Using the male fantasy of new women, he attempts to
cover the truth, that he cannot resist the temptation of Sun’s attractive body:
her slender waist, full and round breasts, and sweet smell. In other words, it is
her seductive body that attracts him rather than her unconventional mind.
After Sun Wuyang confesses to him her philosophy, that she only plays with
men without ever loving them,25 he is intimidated by this beautiful woman’s
“mind.” Mao Dun writes, “[Fang] is extremely disturbed—one minute, he
wants to turn around and escape; another minute, he wants to embrace this
lovely and dreadful lady.”26 This quotation clearly echoes many of Mao Dun’s
writings that imply his contradictory attitude toward new women. The fetish-
ized female breasts, waist, arms, and legs—quite a few bodily elements go into
the making of the deeply fascinating and terrifying feminine Other, “Other” to
both the patriarchal tradition and the progressive male writer. The terror is
how to de¤ne this new femininity. Fang Luolan is impotent in the face of Sun
Wuyang’s destructive energy, so he chooses to ¤nd paradoxical stability in a
forever vacillating position.
Another image of a new woman, Zhang Qiuliu in “Pursuit,” also embodies
Mao Dun’s fantasy about and fear of women’s desire for liberation and trans-
gression in the male-centered world. Among her comrades, who suffer from
depression as a result of the failure of revolution, Zhang Qiuliu stands out as a
brave ¤ghter; her sexual energy overturns the traditional feminine passivity.
However, in the eyes of her former lover, Manqing, she is nothing but a
“strange woman,” who is not only constantly hysterical but also hedonistic and
solipsistic.27 He eventually chooses a mediocre woman as a wife instead. Im-
plicit in Manqing’s choice is Mao Dun’s fear of the sexually independent
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woman, who has a strong will to transgress traditional boundaries. In real life,
Mao Dun chose his conventional wife, Kong Dezhi, over his mistress, Qing
Dejun, a typical decadent and revolutionary new woman who had love affairs
with many men before she accompanied him to Japan for more than a year.28
However, unlike Jiang Guangci, Mao Dun in “Pursuit” makes an effort to
explore the dilemmas of new women. Trying to delve into women’s minds—
even if in a very limited way—he raises some serious questions concerning the
de¤nition of their sexuality: Where is the demarcation between revolution and
decadence when new women prostitute their bodies for a good cause? What does
new women’s destructive sexual power mean to the masculine society? In “Pur-
suit,” three female characters—Zhang Qiuliu, Wang Shitao, and Zhao Chi-
zhu—embrace a life of decadence while at the same time longing for a bright
future. After suffering the disappointment of the failure of revolution, both
Wang Shitao and Zhao Chizhu degenerate into prostitution for practical reasons:
Wang needs to raise her baby left by her martyr husband, and Zhao has to sup-
port herself and her husband. Particularly intriguing is the dialogue between
Zhang Qiuliu and Wang Shitao, in which they disagree about how to search for a
new Chinese feminist consciousness. Zhang Qiuliu believes new women’s pros-
titution can reverse the tradition of men playing with women. Con¤dent in her
own body, she thinks that through prostitution women can have their revenge;
they do not need to feel ashamed of prostitution if it is for the right cause. Wang
Shitao, lacking Zhang’s romantic and revolutionary attitude, sees more of the
pain that women have to face: pregnancy, raising children, and selling their bodies
to men in order to survive. Wang eventually turns to prostitution only because
she needs money to raise her child. Through the debate between Zhang and
Wang, Mao Dun consciously tries to reveal the complexity of new women’s sexu-
ality: even in the same revolutionary camp, female sexual identities differ. The
conclusion of the novel shows that Mao Dun is aware of the dif¤cult life that new
women have to face: their sexual bodies are not pure revolutionary instruments
without any pain; the women have to endure the consequences of how they use
their bodies. At the end of the novel, Zhang Qiuliu has to suffer from syphilis
after she fails to save her self-destructive friend Shi Xun by means of her body.
Unlike Mao Dun, who examines women’s perplexed psychology while
tackling this issue, Jiang Guangci simply indulges himself in romantic imagin-
ings of using women’s sexual bodies as revolutionary weapons. Instead of
questioning the psychic and sexual life of his protagonist, Jiang Guangci is ap-
parently more concerned with Wang Manying’s class consciousness. Al-
though there is a suspect “bourgeois” ideology embedded in Wang Manying’s
individual struggle, contrary to the radical leftists’ de¤nition of proletarian
literature, Jiang Guangci carefully arranges for her to sleep with men from the
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enemy class to achieve her revolutionary goal. In addition, as the story
progresses, he puts Wang Manying through a dramatic transition from an in-
dividual to the collective identity of a proletarian. Through her new lover, Li
Shangzhi, one of the Communist leaders of the workers’ movement, Wang
Manying’s sexual body is successfully directed toward a higher purpose—that
of proletarian revolution. Her body, suspected of having contracted syphilis
from men, is also suddenly puri¤ed. Therefore, in Jiang Guangci’s novel, fe-
male sexuality and desire are hijacked by the revolutionary discourse: the new
woman’s sexuality hinges on political purpose, which leaves no space for her to
think and feel like a normal woman.
Although Jiang Guangci never completely sacri¤ces individual sexuality
or heterosexual relations to the collective goal of revolution, he does intend to
sublimate Westernized femininity into proletarianism. However, in Mao
Dun’s novels, the feminine identity of these new women is much more com-
plex, not readily conceivable within the boundaries of class consciousness.
Rather than concealing feminine sexuality under the cloak of class awareness,
Mao Dun’s novels exude an air of decadent sexual desire, related to new
women’s progressive consciousness and rede¤nition of femininity. Lacking a
direct channel for sublimating the disruptive force of femininity, Mao Dun’s
heroines seem to drift ceaselessly in a sea of unspeakable desire, wallowing in
fragmented and diffused sensuality, ornament, and affection. For example, Sun
Wuyang refuses to settle down with any man, and her lascivious sexual con-
duct far exceeds her role as a female revolutionary; Zhang Qiuliu never under-
goes a psychic puri¤cation and rededication to rational politics but rather is
trapped in the turbulence of desire as well as the shame of a sexually transmit-
ted disease. Even in Mao Dun’s long novel Rainbow, where Ms. Mei eventually
¤nds her political identity—Communist revolutionary—through a pilgrimage
toward ideological enlightenment, her yearning for spiritual transcendence
con¶icts with her desire for physical pleasure. Therefore, in Mao Dun’s repre-
sentation of new women’s gender awareness there is no closure, no ultimate
sublimation: the emotional bonding of comradeship and brotherhood cannot
easily replace the newly emerged femininity.
The reason Mao Dun does not simply convert new women’s sexuality
into lofty revolutionary passion is not that he identi¤es with the petit bour-
geois ideology, as the Creation Society and the Sun Society charged, or that his
male feminist idea has gone beyond the power of masculinist language to ex-
press. What makes him indulge in the disclosure of new women’s sexual iden-
tity is his realistic style, which con¶icts with Jiang Guangci’s hyperbolic
imagination. Of course, Mao Dun’s political point of view allows him to
admit that his novel Eclipse only portrays “a negative example” of petit bour-
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geois intellectuals who are not ready for the forthcoming proletarian revolu-
tion.29 Yet his objective account of the failure of revolution provides a space
for gender to argue with politics. In his dialectic, there is a split between new
women’s desire for sexual pleasure and their longing for the revolutionary ide-
ology. This split exposes the inconsistency in Mao Dun’s portrayal of social
and political issues by means of new women’s psychological and ideological
growth. Though he posits a causal relationship between sexual and political
revolution, the female in his novels is not merely a mediator but is in intense
con¶ict with his political thoughts. Maybe it is right for him to fear new
women’s emancipated desire, which has dragged his narrative into pitfalls
tinged with decadence and darkness. Therefore, as we look back at how poli-
tics became intertwined with sexuality and gender at that speci¤c historical
moment, we should bear in mind that their relationship could be volatile. The
examples of Mao Dun and Jiang Guangci have veri¤ed that the representa-
tions of gender paralleled to political revolution may differ. 
Generally, new women’s bodies in the revolution plus love formula play a
particularly signi¤cant role as a sign of Westernization and a product of revolu-
tion. Female bodies mark the widely diffused textuality of modern representa-
tion, which is based on Western humanism; representations of them make sex
the core of individual identity. Leftists’ representation of the image of the new
woman focuses a good deal on the production of modernist referentiality and
subjectivities. As a product of revolutionary practice, new women’s bodies are
designed to switch from the subjective position to tropes of revolutionary col-
lectivity in the larger, masculinist discourse. However, the juxtaposition of
signs of Westernization and revolutionary practice in female bodies shows the
vacillation of representation between private and public spaces, individual and
collective identities. The power of passion embraces both modern subjectivity
and revolutionary zeal; the con¶icts between love and revolution are never
truly resolved. Therefore, while leftist writers connect female bodies with poli-
tics, the ambiguity of women’s sexual bodies fails to direct this literature to-
ward one single and omnipotent “truth.” Although new women’s bodies are
meant to convey political meanings, they are entangled with the qualities of vi-
rility, unity, and transcendence that reign supreme and ¤nally transgress the
boundaries they are designed to guard.
Hong Lingfei: The Weeping, Decadent, and Wandering Youth
As we have seen, love and sex, the tradition of subjectivity and individualism in
¤ction, underwent a broad process of historical transformation during the
1930s. In discussing the Western impact on romanticism in China, Leo Ou-
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fan Lee marks two dispositions: Wertherian (passive-sentimental) and Prome-
thean (dynamic-heroic). As for the spirit of particular generations captured by
each, the former could represent the early stage of the Creation Society, whose
prototype was “often passive and submissive, with a singularly feminine na-
ture”;30 the latter could stand for the transitional period of the Creation Society
in revolutionary literature and of course the Sun Society, whose ideal hero’s ul-
timate desire was “to impose his personality on the world, to shape the world—
even to create it.”31 One may wonder how the passive style of writing of the
early Creation Society could change so drastically into the violent and ardent
expression of both revolution and love. What was the inner bond between pas-
sive sentiments and positive heroism?
On the surface, revolution plus love writing was inclined to the Prome-
thean type represented in a more masculine aesthetic mode. Yet this did not
mean the Wertherian type of writing had completely disappeared. In fact, the
Wertherian and Promethean types were conjoined in this formula, supple-
menting and de¤ning each other. Historically grounded, the interplay of these
two dispositions in the revolution plus love formula can be taken as more than a
rhetorical exercise aimed at aesthetic transcendence. The striking fact is that
the negative and positive passions appear indeed to be intimately linked, and
this linkage represents a signi¤cant stage in literary development. Most discus-
sions of left-wing literature have valorized revolution at the expense of passive
sentiments. If these enter in at all, they are usually only negative, the sinister
background against which the ideology of progress can shine. Finding some of
the possible reasons for the depreciation of passive sentiments would help us
understand why certain issues have been invisible or rarely pursued. Since pas-
sive sentiments cannot stimulate the enthusiasm of the mass, Marxists usually
regarded it as unhealthy, to be subordinated or given up for the revolutionary
cause. Yet surprisingly, there are still a lot of passive sentiments in leftist writ-
ing of action or violence.
Some leftist writings of the revolution plus love formula contain numerous
transformations from negative to positive emotions, exempli¤ed by the image
of youths. According to Franco Moretti, “Youth is ‘chosen’ as the new epoch’s
‘speci¤c material sign,’ and it is chosen over the multitude of other possible
signs, because of its ability to accentuate modernity’s dynamism and stability.
Youth is, so to speak, modernity’s ‘essence,’ the sign of a world that seeks its
meaning in the future rather than in the past.”32 In the literary revolution of the
May Fourth era, the representation of youth focused on human consciousness
as individual, in contrast to feudalism, which suppressed and oppressed per-
sonal existence. But Chinese intellectuals’ translation and importation of
Western humanism and individualism were always done against the larger na-
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tional and social background of modern China. The existence of “self” as the
opposite of tradition embraced negativity at the same time.33 The af¤rmation
of individualism was closely associated with the suspect position of the self.
The passive sentiments represented by Yu Dafu’s Sinking (Chenlun, 1921) as
well as some other ¤ction of the earlier Creation Society could re¶ect the mind-
set of a wandering youth who struggled in despair over an incomplete self and
an impotent nation. After leftist writers turned to Marxism, they tried to trans-
form themselves from marginal or wandering individuals to the proletarian
mass. A desire to search for a stronger male identity thus inevitably emerged in
the formulary writing of revolution and love. In other words, revolution came
to de¤ne masculine ideals: the images of strong, masculine, and powerful men
in the torrent of revolution constructed the ideal of male subjectivity in the pro-
letarian literature. However, it was at that point of transformation that the
image of the weeping, feminized, decadent, and wandering youth who in-
dulged themselves in such formless activities as tears, drinking, and desire re-
turned to haunt and co-opt the masculine and revolutionary language within
which passive sentiments were degraded and excluded. Within that process of
transformation, as the problematic and revolutionary youth painfully and re-
petitively negotiate between self and nation, love and revolution, ideal and real-
ity, male anxiety about masculine sexuality ¤nds no respite.
Hong Lingfei’s early novels Front Line, Transformation, and Exile all have
young, dynamic, ambitious, and ambiguous male protagonists. The striking
similarity of these three novels is in the narrator’s placing the contradictory in-
teriority of the young heroes against a modern and revolutionary backdrop. As
Moretti says about the nineteenth-century European bildungsroman, “[The
hero’s] restless ambiguity makes him the natural representative of an age in
which existence truly becomes what the Theory of the Novel calls ‘problematic.’
Here, interests con¶ict with ideals, desire for freedom with aspirations for hap-
piness, love (as Lukacs wrote in his studies on Faust) with ‘career’ in the highest
sense of the word. Everything divides in two, each value is opposed by one of
equal importance.”34 Despite their assertion of political meanings, Hong Ling-
fei’s heroes are all ambiguous characters whose immaturity causes their prob-
lems. Instead of clinging to the representation of the “great world,” Hong
Lingfei focuses more on the absurdity of his subject matter, through which a
series of contradictions and dilemmas are accentuated rather than resolved. As
critics unanimously agree, Hong’s style is akin to the peculiarities of Yu Dafu’s,
full of depiction of sexual instinct, male subjectivity, self-consciousness, and
psychic mechanisms. Although recognized and introduced into the literary
¤eld by Yu Dafu, Hong Lingfei managed to revolutionize Yu’s sentimental
style of writing, diverting male libidinal energies into revolution.35
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Having joined the Communist Party in 1924, Hong Lingfei went into
exile in Hong Kong and Singapore to avoid imprisonment by the GMD after
the 1927 liquidation of the Communists. When he came back to Shanghai in
1928, he organized Our Society (Women she) and created the journal Our
Monthly (Women yuekan) with his leftist friends Lin Boxiu and Dai Pingwan.
Actively participating in the Chinese League of Leftist Writers in 1930, he
served as one of the seven long-term committee members. Hong Lingfei was a
true Communist, murdered by the GMD in 1933; his work is representative
of early proletarian literary practice, bearing the distinctive mark of the revo-
lution plus love formula. However, compared to Jiang Guangci’s work, which
aims to distinguish itself from the May Fourth generation, Hong Lingfei’s
writing is more indebted to the May Fourth literary legacy and pays more at-
tention to the interiority of his heroes.
Basically, youth in Hong Lingfei’s Transformation is placed in con¶ict
with parental authority, a popular theme of literary revolution in the 1920s.
The story revolves around the problems of the hero, Li Chuyan, who falls in
love with his sister-in-law, Qin Xueying, ¤rst and then another female stu-
dent, Zhang Liyun, but is forced by his father to marry a stranger. At the end
of the novel, Li Chuyan ¤nally extricates himself from the pessimistic abyss
and joins the revolutionary movement. Apart from the fresh and bright end-
ing of revolution, the theme of Hong Lingfei’s Transformation bears an un-
mistakable resemblance to the well-established subject matter of May Fourth
literature. The persecuted young victim in con¶ict with the evil patriarchal
system and the opposition of traditional marriage and modern love symbolize
the historical development and ¶uctuation of individualism. But it is impor-
tant to note that during the father-son con¶ict, the protagonist, Li Chuyan,
who signi¤es the “new, young, romantic, renegade, and destructive” genera-
tion, is designated as an emotional, effeminate, and weeping hero. The narra-
tor describes him as a weak or feminized man:
Li Chuyan doesn’t know when he turned into an emotional and easily sad-
dened child. He is often cursed by his father, and he dares not say anything in
front of him. But he always weeps behind his back. Whenever he weeps, he
can go on and on for several hours, or sometimes shed tears inside his sleeping
bag throughout the night. Hence, in front of his father he is usually scared as
an idiot, being totally controlled by his father.
His tears soak the pillow, but he dares not make any sound. He puts his
hand tightly on his chest. He feels his nose sometimes sour sometimes pun-
gent. . . . It is already the deep night, people in the village all sleep. The more
he cries, the sadder he feels. Finally, he escapes to the outskirts of the village
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alone. Out there, trees in the forest are melancholy, a ghostly ¤re is glittering,
the desolate cemetery lies in wait. He cries loudly with abandon, and feels that
he is the most lonely and unfortunate person in the world. 
Since their wedding, they have been together about three months. During
these three months, she notices not a day passes without his crying. She is a
daughter of peasants. Every man she has seen belongs to some robust and rash
peasant lineage, who never shed tears during their whole lives. Men like him
who are so fond of crying really scare her. Usually, she wants to persuade him
to stop, so she tells him of some old opera she saw in the countryside, or tells
him some stories she heard from a neighbor’s singing. When he hears those
stupid, superstitious, and unbearably vulgar old operas and stories, he on the
contrary begins to cry more loudly. Later, she ¤nds herself lacking words; she
then uses simple sentences to say, “Don’t cry! Don’t cry! Ah! Why are you
crying? Why are you crying? . . . Ah! Ah! Don’t cry! Don’t cry! . . .” Some-
times she talks to him in a half-angry, half-smiling way: “Well! You are more
fond of crying than our women!”36
It is an amazing revolutionary hero who can weep so excessively and emo-
tionally like a woman. The image of the weeping hero comes directly from
Qing ¤ction, such as Wei Zi’an’s (1819–1874) Traces of the Flower and the
Moon (Huayue hen, 1872) and novels of mandarin ducks and butter¶ies such
as Xu Zhenya’s Jade-Pear Spirit, the sentimental tradition that favors exces-
sive tears and sorrow. These elements are echoed in other ¤ction, such as the
melancholy storyteller Lao Can (1858–1909) in The Travels of Lao Can (Lao
Can youji, 1907) and the sentimental writer Wu Jianren (1866–1910) in Wu
Jianren Weeps (Wu Jianren ku, 1902).37 In¶uenced by Western novels such as
Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther, the Creation Society was well known for
its obsession with sentimentalism and emotion. With a writing style strik-
ingly similar to that of Yu Dafu—the representative ¤gure of sentimentalism
and subjective romanticism—Hong Lingfei also inherited a Wertherian exag-
gerated self-pity. Interestingly, the image of the weeping hero was also favored
by many other leftist writers, such as Dai Pingwan, Meng Chao, and Ye
Yongzhen. In the political context of the time, such heroes, who cry more fre-
quently and emotionally than women, strike a discordant note in the rational
and ideological struggle; the feminine gesture of weeping and the indulgence
of self-torture does not suit the violent revolutionary movement.
Without the capacity to resolve the contradictions between emotion and
rationality, Hong Lingfei’s weeping hero is stymied. During the con¶ict be-
tween father and son, between old marriage and new romance, between tradi-
tion and progress, Li Chuyan does not muster the strength and courage to
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¤ght his father and the patriarchal system he represents; Li can only cry, sob,
shed tears, and vacillate between the old and the new. He never totally breaks
with his family, since tradition has deeply penetrated his body and blood.
Ironically, the image of the weeping hero re¶ects the close link between Chi-
nese tradition and Hong Lingfei’s generation, which claimed to have broken
all ties with the past and regarded itself as more progressive and revolutionary
than the May Fourth generation. Caught in con¶ict between being a ¤lial son
to his father and being a revolutionary, Li Chuyan is relentlessly lacerated by
the ideal and the reality, and turns schizophrenic in a metaphorical sense. He
indulges in the decadent life rather than ¤ghting back violently; he is inclined
toward death rather than the pursuit of happiness:
From that time, he shows symptoms of neurasthenia. He cries willfully and
unremittingly almost every day. He feels that if his family treats him in such a
harsh way, society will treat him even worse. Therefore, he suspects “life” fun-
damentally. He feels that it is meaningless to be a human being. Sometimes he
also wants to bestir himself, ¤ghting with the evil old society and old system.
But his inclination to destruction is too strong. He admires death, but the
death he admires is a kind of easy death, not a violent death. So he decides to
commit slow suicide.
Whenever he thinks about her, he feels more sorrowful, and he degener-
ates more. In the face of fate he only trembles, incapable of changing it. Be-
cause he loves her, he cannot embrace her and behave demonically. But he is
not a puritan either, just forgetting her. Therefore it is dif¤cult for him to ad-
vance or to retreat, and he is driven to the wall. In this impasse, he wants to
¤nd a way out, to indulge in wine and embrace death.38
The image of the decadent youth against the revolutionary background
appears in many novels from the May Fourth era to the 1930s. This archetypal
youth is not found only in novels of literary revolution, such as Yu Dafu’s Sink-
ing; it is also surprisingly prominent in works of revolution plus love, such as
Hong Lingfei’s other novels, Front Line and Exile; Dai Pingwan’s Eve; Ye
Yongzhen’s Little Ten Years; and Hua Han’s Subterranean Spring. The most
common setting for the decadent yet progressive youth is a bar or brothel,
where excessive emotion can be expressed and sex is explicitly portrayed. In its
very extremity, this image is closely associated with tears, alcohol, and bodily
sensation. Most critics attribute this contagious, decadent mist and passive
feelings in revolutionary literature to the failure of the 1927 Chinese Commu-
nist revolution. But beneath the political cause lie profound questions about
the nature of being and the quest for individual existence. To ferret out these
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questions, one has to relate this archetype of youth to modernity and modern
consciousness. Decadence as a modern disease is wholly independent of all
contingencies that are usually—and irrelevantly—used to explain the image of
decay. The weeping, dejected, and effeminate hero cannot be easily channeled
into revolutionary politics; instead, he represents a personal and self-involved
interiority and a deep and authentic awareness of modern crisis and the hidden
forces precipitating utopia in decline. Even though some authors try to impose
political ideals such as nationalism or revolution on the behavior of such char-
acters, their erotic and decadent rapture directly collides with their political
intentions.
The primary goal of most leftist writers is to belittle the decadent experi-
ences of the bourgeois individual and to emphasize the happy ending of the
revolution led by the proletarian collective. When the narrator depicts the
hero as an individual, the novel is constructed as a bildungsroman. According
to Lukacs, this is a biography of the “problematic individual,”39 who is “prob-
lematic because the world where the individual’s action takes place has be-
comes contingent, deprived of transcendental meanings.”40 But after the hero
awakens to the “positive” and changes from passivity to revolutionary action,
the revolution plus love formula is trans¤gured into the roman à thèse, which
simpli¤es and deproblematizes individuality. The modern, degraded, irreme-
diably problematic character suddenly and drastically disappears; the indi-
vidual exists only as part of the collective, serving the demonstrative and
didactic political purpose. Most leftist writings of revolution plus love follow
the same pattern—linking the bildungsroman with the roman à thèse—in
order to function as propaganda. But although the combination of these two
novel forms seems deceptively simple, as Moretti says, “when we remember
that the Bildungsroman—the symbolic form that more than any other has por-
trayed and promoted modern socialization—is also the most contradictory of
modern symbolic forms, we realize that in our world socialization itself con-
sists ¤rst of all in the interiorization of contradiction.”41 Not surprisingly, the
contradictory, hybrid, and compromising nature of the bildungsroman has
made the writings of revolution plus love similarly uneasy, and made the
roman à thèse an impure and paradoxical genre.
Hong Lingfei’s Front Line is also written in the hybrid form of bildungs-
roman and roman à thèse in a strong romantic fashion. The ambivalence and
problematization of this ¤ction become inevitable because the author portrays
revolution as inseparable from decadence. At the beginning of the novel, we are
told that the hero, Huo Zhiyuan, has just joined the revolution. “Originally he
is very romantic, decadent, extremely admiring of death,” just like most pro-
gressive youths at that time. But “recently he also engages in revolution, and
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his understanding of revolution is very special: he wants to use revolution to
eliminate his sorrow, just as he uses wine, women, and art to eliminate his sor-
row.”42 Seeing revolution as equal to such pleasures as wine, women, and art
makes the hero’s sublime goal questionable. This utilitarian attitude accepts
the reality principle as truly and wholly based on the pleasure principle: trying
to assure and safeguard individual comfort and happiness.
According to Freud, the reality principle “does not abandon the intention
of ultimately obtaining pleasure, but it nevertheless demands and carries into
effect the postponement of satisfaction, the abandonment of a number of pos-
sibilities of gaining satisfaction and the temporary toleration of displeasure as
a step on the long indirect road to pleasure.”43 In Front Line, the revolutionary
enterprise that Huo Zhiyuan joins plays a role as a reality principle designed
not as eternally antagonistic to the pleasure principle, but rather as its exten-
sion. In Hong Lingfei’s representation of revolution plus love, triumph is
never complete and secure; the pleasure principle is used “as a method of
working employed by sexual instincts, which are so hard to ‘educate,’” to suc-
ceed in “overcoming the reality principle.”44 The hero does not really learn to
give up uncertain and destructive pleasure for the delayed, restrained, or as-
sured pleasure of the Communist utopia. By staying committed to the plea-
sure principle, he is caught in the aimlessness resulting from the combination
of idealization and erotic passion.
The story con¶ates sexuality and revolutionary ideals through the negotia-
tion of pleasure and discipline, con¤rmation and disavowal, identi¤cation and
anxiety. The decadent hero Huo Zhiyuan dramatically turns into a revolution-
ary hero after he moves in with his lover, Lin Miaochan. On the back of the
photo that commemorates their love, they write, “To love for the sake of revo-
lution, not to sacri¤ce revolution because of love! The signi¤cance of revolution
lies in striving for the liberation of the human being, the signi¤cance of love lies
in pursuing the harmony of two sexes; both have the same true value!”45 In the
harmony of love and revolution, discipline is thrown into airy passion. Yet the
hero is soon criticized by the Communist leader for his relationship with Lin,
who has not committed herself politically. After feeling the pain of revolution-
ary discipline, Huo eventually ¤nds a solution by persuading Lin to identify
with his political beliefs for the sake of love. Meanwhile, he is also attracted by
several charming female revolutionaries and involved in a labyrinth of love en-
tanglements. At the end of the novel, this dazzling revolution plus love game
ends with Jiang Jieshi’s massacre of the Communists. The mixture of the esca-
lating anxiety of sexual pleasure and revolutionary zeal through the whole
novel can be confusing; it requires the juxtaposition of passive sentiments and
positive passion. Indeed, such a confusion re¶ects the decade during which the
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author wrote, irresistibly fascinated with illusion and disillusionment, and
de¤nes the author’s irrational comprehending of revolution.
Although Hou Zhiyuan regards the relationship between revolution and
love as harmonious, his Communist comrades relentlessly show him that love
has become an obstacle to revolution in his case. Therefore, he undergoes an
inner struggle in which his subjectivity splits. The discipline and reason of
revolution might be put off, but they cannot disappear; instead, they persist in
dominating or interfering with love and sex. To keep his commitments to both
utopian ideals and consummate sexuality, Huo Zhiyuan hastily alternates be-
tween revolutionary works and romantic love. The narrative unfolds ¤rst by
revealing gradually the cruel discrepancy between the big “I” (dawo) who must
be dedicated to the collective and the small “I” (xiaowo) who is free to wallow in
eroticism. This discrepancy is chie¶y the result of the con¶ict between public
and private space. Huo Zhiyuan is persuaded by his comrades not to entangle
himself with Lin Miaochan, whose identi¤cation with revolution remains
vague. However, the narrative often contradicts itself: there is always an alter-
native to this discipline, underlined by the language of sexuality. Hence, Huo
Zhiyuan’s interiority is congested with contradictions among antagonistic ele-
ments on a common ground where the public space interferes with the private
space, where revolution incessantly wraps up eroticism in an erratic formula.
Later on, the protagonist is portrayed as a dandy who not only succeeds in
keeping Lin Miaochan’s love, but also attracts many sexy female revolution-
aries. In the name of revolutionary work, Huo Zhiyuan lives a dissipated life,
with many erotic women. The narrator keeps reminding the reader that Huo
Zhiyuan has devoted himself to revolution, but the narrative is full of sexual
fantasies. This excessive description inevitably leads the sublime revolution
into the trap of the lower, material, and sensual existence. For example, when
Huo Zhiyuan is talking with one of his revolutionary colleagues, Ms. Chu, the
narrative reveals his sexual fantasy: “Ah! How comfortable it would be if I
could lie down inside her bosom! Then my head would lean against her heart,
my forehead and my whole face would be hidden under her full and round
breast. My hand would surround her waist, my body would hang on her
thigh. Oh, if I could lie down for a while just like that . . .”46
David Der-wei Wang notes that dandyism in leftist writings deserves
special attention, since it “is an art of betrayal and self-betrayal.” Like a dis-
ease prevailing over the narrative, dandyism will easily “confuse a character’s
ideological and psychological orientations, obscuring the line between ¶irta-
tion with a cause and commitment to it, between fashion and obligation.”47
Even Huo Zhiyuan’s lover Lin Miaochan is bewildered and cannot help but
criticize: “Revolution! What is revolution! You only hang out revolutionary
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shingles and meddle with romance! . . . Revolution, it is really fashionable. I
also follow you to engage in this revolutionary deal.”48 The narrative’s con-
stant focus on the hero’s subjectivity and inner psychology has subverted the
revolution into a personal romantic matter, permeated with private sexual il-
lusion and disillusionment, basic instincts and distracting thoughts. The lofty
and transcendental revolution is performed by this imaginative dandy as a
farce, mixed with the game of love and his unsuccessful absorption of Marx-
ism. Indeed, his behavior blurs the boundaries between revolution and deca-
dence by its textual signi¤cance. But it also goes beyond the text, referring to
the sociopolitical context within which leftist intellectuals were deeply
trapped in the dilemma between the modern self and revolutionary ideals. In
these writers’ eyes, the fullest possible realization of the self was the attain-
ment of the maximum revolutionary and romantic passion, which splits and
sutures the interior self at the same time.
The protagonist Shen Zhifei in Hong Lingfei’s Exile is portrayed as a
wandering Communist after the defeat of the ¤rst Chinese Communist revo-
lution in 1927. If Li Chuyan in Transformation represents progressive, effemi-
nate youth before the revolution and Huo Zhiyuan in Front Line is rational,
irrational youth during revolution, then Shen Zhifei, searching for the mean-
ings of the self and revolution during his exile, completes the experience of
youth throughout the process of revolution, in terms of external reality as well
as individual interiority. Shen Zhifei’s exile gives form to the re¶ection of real-
ity and ideals within the narrator himself. Like Yu Dafu, Hong Lingfei fo-
cuses closely on the individual, although the narrator speaks in the third
person. This form reinforces the links between the narrator and the protago-
nist, man and nature, man and himself; it is distinguished sharply from other
revolutionary novels with authoritarian voices in that the hero keeps the inte-
rior narrative entirely to himself. This private form places the hero in a state of
resigned loneliness that signi¤es a recognition of the discrepancy between revo-
lutionary and romantic ideals and bloody reality.
Although Shen Zhifei is exiled for political reasons, his journey also con-
tains elements of self-exile. As in the Western romantic tradition, the author
deliberately isolates the hero from society in order to give scope to his individ-
ual vision. Exiled from his home and his country, the hero becomes a rootless
man without an asylum of romantic pleasure, a super¶uous man who lives in
his ideals but wanders in reality. He no longer is an integral part of anything,
and he has no spiritual home in his native land, society, or anywhere in the mod-
ern world. The theme of exile thus transfers the narrative from the mass move-
ment to the individual mind, from collective heroism to individual loneliness,
from political enlightenment to personal enlightenment. Sometimes the pro-
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tagonist moves stealthily back to his home or country, but the old contradic-
tions between his family feelings and the orthodox family system, between
social reality and his utopian ideals repress his subjectivity. As his lover, Huang
Manman, who has been following him in exile, writes in her letters, “What do
I have in my family? What do I have in my country? What do I have in society?
The only thing I love is revolution and my brother!”49 Shen Zhifei cannot ¤nd
his self in home, country, or society, but can only observe it in the endless, ardu-
ous, and tortuous journey of exile; he can only temporarily ¤nd a “home” in ro-
mantic love. He stands halfway between real exile and a romanticized reality in
which love and revolution constitute a harmonious existence. This ideal, which
animates his personality and motivates his hard struggles and dangerous ad-
ventures, responds to the innermost demands of self; it transfers the meaning of
revolution into personal sentiments. In fact, the literature of exile itself is built
on a ¶oating discourse, through which the exile can keep a certain distance from
the solid political or geographic center.50 Hong Lingfei’s narrative constantly
¶uctuates between the self and the nation, and this permanent wandering
opens a possibility of questioning the discipline and rationality of revolution.
The narrative rhetoric Hong Lingfei conceives in these three novels of
revolution plus love is bound to an unfathomable world of interiority with
everlasting uncertainty. The harmony of revolution plus love offers him a con-
tested ground where the masculinist language of revolution is recurrently
threatened and confused by male weakness, amorphous sensual existence, and
excessive tears and drinking. As a result, his writing style is distant from the
collective and impersonal descriptions of the revolutionary movement in later
proletarian novels. The way this kind of narrative slows down to transfer from
interiority to exteriority creates a space where revolution and love, big “I” and
small “I” intertwine in an ever greater and tighter interdependence. The prob-
lematic and uncertain youth who devotes himself to the future conveys a com-
plex modern consciousness. Because of his contradictory and restless nature,
he vacillates between love, enclosed by the small private world, and revolution,
which expands to the big public world. The reconciliation of the two represents
the sociopolitical context within which modernity as personal time and moder-
nity as historical progress are capable of ¶exibility and compromise.
The central ambivalence of Hong Lingfei’s proletarian writing is overtly
represented by those images of the feminized man or the weeping hero, the deca-
dent hero, and the wandering hero in relation to the power structure of revolu-
tion in which the ideal masculinity—a strong man, a positive hero, or the
proletarian mass—is held up as a trope of power. The male anxiety that is
shown through the weeping, degenerating, vacillating, and wandering indi-
cates contradictions and con¶icts during Chinese intellectuals’ transformation
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from the petit bourgeois self to a member of the proletarian mass. The prob-
lematic youth, in the form of both a person and a generation, can be a means of
understanding the paradoxical modern consciousness in the revolutionary lit-
erature period. If the authoritarian voice of revolution dominates leftist writ-
ings, as in typical proletarian novels, the youth de¤nitely gains maturity,
coming to identify with the ideal masculinity. He no longer wanders, vacillates,
and hesitates, but loses his mobility and restlessness; he will disappear in the
proletarian mass. After the 1930s, the problematic youth as a symbol of moder-
nity was gradually replaced by the mass in revolutionary novels.
Hua Han: The Disease of Time or the 
Sexually Charged Revolutionary Reality
Hua Han’s trilogy Subterranean Spring (1930) also followed the revolution
plus love formula, but it attempted to focus more on the proletarian move-
ment instead of bourgeois individualism. When this trilogy was republished
in 1932, Hua Han added prefaces by Qu Qiubai, Zheng Boqi, Mao Dun,
Qian Xingcun, and himself. In Qu Qiubai’s view, progressive proletarian art-
ists should not “take the route of romanticism,” not “mystify the reality, not
fabricate some heroism to be a megaphone of the spirit of the era.” Neither
should they “take the route of vulgarized realism,” which contained only su-
per¤cial descriptions. Unfortunately, Qu Qiubai pointed out, Subterranean
Spring went astray of revolutionary romanticism, not even reaching the re-
quirements of vulgarized realism. Although the novel held the ideal of chang-
ing the world, its super¤cial and ¶oating descriptions could not elucidate,
much less transform, it.51 According to Marston Anderson, “Qu’s views on
realism must be understood in the context of his critique of the European
in¶uence that had dominated Chinese culture in the 1920s.” Unlike Mao Dun
in the early 1920s, Qu believed that “realism and romanticism both had dubi-
ous aspects as they were practiced in the West”; he wanted to “extract the posi-
tive qualities from them in order to delineate a new literary mode more
appropriate to China’s needs.”52 Given the utilitarian requirement of revolu-
tionary ideology, romanticism was an impediment that made transparency be-
tween subject and revolution impossible, whereas realism was not interesting
enough to stimulate the reader because of its loyalty to objective reality.
Hence, the conjugation of realism and romanticism gradually became a pre-
text for commentary on Communists’ critical methods, especially after Zhou
Yang’s (1908–1989) assertion of this ideological and methodological combi-
nation. Qu Qiubai not only sought a way to draw modern Chinese literature
out of Western literary practice, but also adopted Marxism in a Chinese way
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based on both realism and romanticism. His theoretical goal of representing
the objective and “true” reality and progressive forces was often expressed in
the demand that literature conform to the ideology of the Communist Party. It
is interesting to see how Hua Han responded to Qu’s comments:
Yijia [Qu Qiubai] says: “Subterranean Spring takes the route of revolutionary
romanticism. If we don’t clean this up, our new literature cannot go on the
right road.” This sentence is very correct. I can say Yijia is a person who sees
the failure of Subterranean Spring in the clearest and most incisive way. But I
still feel that Yijia didn’t ask further in his criticism: why at that time did all of
us take the route of romanticism, instead of taking the way of the materialist
dialectics of realism? Therefore, he didn’t tell us more profoundly how we
can get to the road of the materialist dialectics of realism.53
Even as Hua Han saw the need to adopt the materialist dialectics of realism
in the revolutionary novel, he conceded a certain degree of confusion about this
mode of writing. His political af¤liation was the source of his interests and goals
in representing revolution and love, but the result was a misrepresentation.
The relationship between politics and representation was always unstable: rep-
resentation served as a way to extend the visibility of politics; but the normative
function of language could both reveal and distort what was assumed to be true.
In terms of class ideology, Hua Han and his comrades all believed that the revo-
lution plus love formula failed because it was based in European romanticism,
which corresponded to the petite bourgeoisie. But what bothered him was the
tendency of a generation of writers to retain the same mode of writing during
the early stage of revolutionary literature. As he wrote:
As for Rejuvenation, if we want to recall its historical background, it is exactly
the summer of 1930 in Shanghai that Ms. Ding Ling has described. During
that period of rejuvenation, many people were carried away—bragging and ex-
aggerating became a contagious disease of time. Since I was in Shanghai at that
moment, I probably was infected with this disease. . . . Had I not been infected
with that kind of frantic sensation, I wouldn’t have overcome the surroundings
of hot summer, mosquitoes, and fatigue and completed this coarse thing.54 
Although most leftist writers transformed their subject matter from an
inner or spiritual individual world to a mass movement or an outer state, they
were still trapped in a snare of romanticism, or more precisely, a time of
disease—a festival-like phenomenon. This time of disease referred to a kind of
sexually charged revolutionary reality in which writers were captivated by and
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intoxicated with the romantic and erotic aspect of revolution. It is a kind of
frantic reality that is distant from what the realistic mode of writing can grasp
and comprehend. Therefore, when Hua Han and other leftist writers’ work of
romantic representation went beyond the form of realism, it was because they
were completely true to their sociohistorical position, true to themselves. Their
quest for love and revolution was an enthusiastic pursuit of truth. Although
their narrative style was at odds with the objective realistic mode, it came from
faith, belief, and trust. Since “truth” lay in the passion they felt for both revolu-
tion and love, romanticism could, in Hua Han’s mind, best re¶ect the “authen-
tic” reality at that speci¤c historical moment.
Marxist critics, however, all attribute the failure of revolution plus love to
the inclusion of romanticism, which they see as dangerous even though the
novels relating to this theme focus on the transformation from the petite bour-
geoisie to the proletariat.55 Because of Hua Han’s hyperbolic romantic style, his
writing of revolution and love lacks a solid basis for the transcendental and po-
litical truth that the genre of realism is supposed to capture. His romantic and
exaggerated expression is ceaselessly sustained in a process of constant shifts
and negotiations between different levels of power and desire, between sublime
and unconscious drives.
Compared to Hong Lingfei’s “inward turn of narration,” which is indebted
to the May Fourth writers’ characteristic individualism, Hua Han offers an
“outward turn of narration” that represents the stereotype of proletarian litera-
ture.56 Subterranean Spring unfolds in two different settings: suburban, in which
the author provides a vivid picture of mass movement in the ¤rst part, Penetra-
tion (Shenru); and urban, where intellectual individuals face crucial personal and
political choices in the second part, Change (Zhuanhuan). These two parts paral-
lel each other; then ¤nally the two different settings, the subjective narrative and
the mass narrative, fact and ¤ction mix in the third part of the trilogy, Rejuvena-
tion (Fuxing). In Hua Han’s own words, his calculated creation of this structure
was based on the history he witnessed and participated in during 1928, 1929, and
1930. In contrast with Hong Lingfei’s inclination toward autobiography and
subjectivism, Hua Han attempted to apply historiography in his ¤ction to record
what had just happened, to document the truth or the zeitgeist of the epoch (shi-
daixing), as Mao Dun resolutely advocated and practiced. Hua Han is clearly ob-
sessed with “reality,” seen simultaneously as modernity, revolution, and nation.
However, he fails to “objectively” record historical events by subordinating ro-
mantic sentiments to the realistic mode, trapping himself in the dilemmas inher-
ent in the disease of time. This so-called disease of time infected Hua Han with
the libidinal cathexis of ego (his own body) and the libidinal cathexis of objective
world that in turn subverted the truth of reality with which he was infatuated.
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The ¤rst part of Subterranean Spring takes as its subject not a single indi-
vidual but a whole class of the repressed, suggesting the basic structure of the
proletarian novel, which bases its revolution on the class ideology. This part of
the novel, Penetration, has nothing to do with the leitmotif of revolution plus
love, but focuses on “realistic re¶ection” of the peasant revolution in the coun-
tryside. The second part, Change, has the typical pattern of a hero who be-
comes extremely decadent after Jiang Jieshi’s liquidation of the Communists
and then dramatically changes into a revolutionary hero without suf¤cient
reasons. Change starts with the hero’s disillusionment and vacillation, the
popular theme in leftist writings such as Hong Lingfei’s Transformation and
Front Line, Dai Pingwan’s Eve, and Mao Dun’s Eclipse. The characters usu-
ally respond to the disordered and chaotic external world with a modern sense
of alienation, anxiety, and crisis. The narrative inevitably indulges in senti-
mentalism, linked with decadent atmosphere; thus the ¤ction bears the seeds
of its own destruction. The aesthetic representation of modern alienation is
directly or indirectly connected with an anarchistic or a decadent style origi-
nating in romanticism. This kind of representation is highly individualistic
and usually implies the dialectical complexity of the relationship between
progress and decadence. Although the author’s depiction of decadence is
based on his presupposition of the ethical axis of good and evil, the regenera-
tion of the revolutionary hero through decay and putrescence inevitably ar-
gues with the iron discipline of revolution. The line between good and evil,
idealism and disillusionment, progress and decadence is thus blurred by the
author’s equivocal attitude toward love and sex.
Taking Hua Han’s ¤ction as a model, Qian Xingcun in his preface to Sub-
terranean Spring generalizes four tendencies in the writings of revolution plus
love: individual heroism, mystifying reality, scholar/beauty or hero/heroine
romance, and disillusionment or vacillation.57 Indeed, these four tendencies
in Hua Han’s trilogy constitute the reality of revolutionized romance. In Reju-
venation, the narrative strategy ¤nishes its outward turn by switching from
negative sentiments to positive hyperbolic drama, intending to provide a solu-
tion to the con¶ict between revolution and love. But this solution is the role of
love in the subject’s effort to harmonize fantasy and reality within the sphere
of intimate experience. It is precisely as the narrative turns that the represen-
tation of the reality established on Marxist theory becomes uncertain.
No doubt, both passive sentiments and positive hyperbole make revolu-
tion’s interaction with love conceivable. Despite the difference in these ele-
ments’ political meaning, the languages in which they are expressed possess an
overwhelming libidinal power. But we cannot ignore that the transformation
from a narrative of passive sentiments to one of positive hyperbole is historically
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and socially constructed. The adoption of the latter serves the increasing depic-
tion of mass movements made up of lower-class revolutionaries. Expressed by
hyperbolic language, the libidinal charged mass, which is similar to the provoca-
tive sexual instinct, violently affects and stimulates petit bourgeois intellectuals.
As Marston Anderson argues, “Such authorially endorsed revolutionary
crowds as appear in 1920s ¤ction are viewed entirely from the perspective of the
disaffected intellectual, who may be temporarily stimulated by the noise and
bustle of the crowd but ends feeling profoundly alienated.”58 Compared to
1920s ¤ction, “the true drama of 1930s ¤ction lies precisely here, in the adven-
ture of May Fourth intellectuals willfully shaking themselves free of their disaf-
fections and venturing out to meet—and to create—this new entity, the
masses.”59 While meeting the mass, the intellectual as an individual is inun-
dated by the crowds in the emerging proletarian novels, such as Ding Ling’s
Water (Shui). However, since Rejuvenation comes to terms with the formula of
revolution plus love, it generates a form of individual heroism instead of a form
of collective heroism. Such a form of individual heroism is closely related to the
disease of time, through which limits can be transgressed and the truth can be
naturally romanticized and exaggerated. Although Hua Han attempts to con-
vey reason, discipline, and ideology, his narrative language consists of a hyper-
bolic expression overwhelmed by wordless gestures, ecstasy, unspeakable
passion, violent moods, and repetitious words. This kind of irrational, passion-
ate, and redundant language, mingled with personal desire, in¤nitely delays the
control of passion. Furthermore, the individual heroism rises to a self-referential
indulgence in search of a heroic and romantic self in the act of defying the collec-
tive and the Party order. For instance, although the love between the hero, Huai-
qiu, and the heroine, Mengyun, is ostensibly politically shaped, it has not gone
beyond the realm of individualism that is tinged with heroic color. When Huai-
qiu degenerates into a decadent hero, he cannot obtain Mengyun’s love because
he stands on the side of political regressiveness. But after he regenerates into a
revolutionary of¤cial, Mengyun not only loves him but also admires him. In
this kind of story, love is no longer driven by spontaneous instinct but is deter-
mined and measured by political identities. Yet the sense of individual heroism
that ignites the hero and the heroine’s love still derives from petit bourgeois sen-
timent, which is in permanent collision with the collective. 
Whereas Hong Lingfei keeps love independent, not judged by revolu-
tionary identities—for instance, the female protagonists are not designated as
absolutely revolutionary but as women who ¤rst must have sexy and attrac-
tive bodies before pursuing progressive ideas for the sake of love—Hua Han
subordinates love to politics. The female protagonist in his Rejuvenation, for
example, experiences a process of desexualization. Before Mengyun joins the
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proletarian movement, she dresses fashionably, with modish accessories. But
after she merges with the group of workers, she dresses just like all the others
and completely loses her sexy and seductive quality. The language of fashion
has been eliminated in the proletarian movement. However, though he desexu-
alizes her in such descriptions, the narrator ingeniously gives Mengyun two
different appearances, one of a love scene in the park and one in a mass move-
ment on the street. When Mengyun prepares for her date with the regenerated
hero Huaiqiu in the park, she dresses as follows:
This morning she makes herself up in a different way: the short white shirt and
green pants disappear; she changes into a thin pink gauze cheongsam with red
¶owers; the cloth shoes and cotton socks she wore before are changed into yel-
lowish pink silk socks and half-high-heeled shoes; even her hair changes, from
the loose combed-back style to the smooth half-moon style. Yesterday she was
a worker; today she returns to her original image—a beautiful female student.60
Before Mengyun participates in the proletarian movement on the street,
she switches back to a worker’s dress, and Huaiqiu almost cannot recognize
her. Through Huaiqiu’s gaze, we encounter Mengyun’s other image: “He
laughs boorishly. How can he keep from laughing? Not long ago in the park,
Mengyun was so delicate and tender, so vigorous and pretty. Today, she wears
a white short shirt with stains on it and oily, blackish-green pants. How inele-
gant and how vulgar she is!”61
The dual images of Mengyun reveal the deepening and unbridgeable gap
between the representations of revolution and love. However, a certain lingering
discourse of love prevents this novel from being a one-dimensional discourse of
proletarian literature. The representation of gender seems incompatible with
the revolutionary remarks. Mengyun’s femininity is confusing: it becomes a
contested space of female sexuality, which is de¤ned by the combination of the
sexual body of a petit bourgeois and the desexualized body of a proletarian. She
searches for a new sexual identity that belongs to a female proletarian, but at the
same time she is still obsessed with the feminine nature of new women. Swaying
back and forth between the dual images and their implied meanings, the mono-
lithic production of ideological “truth” is on shaky ground where the narrative is
mixed with ambivalence and contradictions. Such dual images also re¶ect Hua
Han’s inner con¶ict as a proletarian writer who strenuously struggles to keep a
certain private space for the petit bourgeois intellectuals among the masses.
The uni¤ed consciousness of revolution is also disrupted by the uncertain,
¶oundering, and unconscious personal dreams that belong to the discourse of
love and desire. Huaiqiu’s successful and dramatic transformation into a hero
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makes this a narrative of emptiness (xu) and falsehood, rather than the histori-
ography with which the author identi¤es. Mengyun’s dream about Huaiqiu as
a conspicuous and in¶uential hero among the masses represents the resurgence
of genuine subjectivity, inner world, and the pleasure principle. The aura of
emptiness and arti¤ciality that surrounds the romance between Huaiqiu and
Mengyun marks the author’s effort to harmonize the con¶ict between imagina-
tion and reality. However, this effort betrays the genre of realism, which aims
to objectively represent the truth of revolution.
The temporary harmony between imagination and reality through love
will end as soon as revolutionary reality stubbornly comes back. Huaiqiu and
Mengyun ¤nally fall in love with each other after they agree on the same po-
litical goal, but the fantasy of love is immediately interrupted by revolutionary
exigency:
He feels wild with boundless joy, but also feels unspeakably repressed. He,
Huaiqiu, is right now a youth who possesses tremendous vigor and vitality.
The ¤re of youth is burning in his blood. He needs female comfort, and has an
urgent need for a female to enrich his life. The girl he earnestly pursued before
is so vigorous and graceful, standing in front of him now. He was rejected and
abandoned before; now she turns to love and admire him. He is con¤dent. He
¤nally has the qualities to gain her favor and love. It shouldn’t be a big problem
for her to become his lover. But circumstances do not allow him; he himself still
has a great mission. In ten days, he will go back to the journey, go back to the
troops. How can he be so lucky as to enjoy this hopeful but also impossible
sweet love while he lives in a bloody war, a storm of shots and shells? Isn’t that
the sweet dream of the petite bourgeoisie? Huaiqiu bites his lip in agony; he
looks strained and pale. Now if somebody sees the grass that he has walked
upon, he can notice that the grass has turned into sloppy mud. Without know-
ing why, Mengyun, lost in thought, also feels short of breath, as if there is some
unspeakable distress in her heart.62
When Huaiqiu and Mengyun face the con¶ict between sweet fantasy and
reality, between subjectivity and collective mission, they both feel profoundly
repressed. Such a feeling implies the author’s reluctance to subordinate love to
revolution, self to collective. Obviously, the tension between the romantic indi-
vidualism inherited from the May Fourth generation and the emergent authori-
tarian voice of the collective or the masses is not easily resolved. A certain
feeling of uneasiness prevails through the whole narrative, indicating Chinese
intellectuals’ dubious attitude toward the transformation from the petit bour-
geois individual to the proletarian collective. In fact, numerous reproductions
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of the formula of revolution plus love not only clearly echo the anxiety of
Chinese intellectuals before they were forced under political and ideological
pressure to identify with the mass but also points to those intellectuals’ embar-
rassed position as spokesmen for the proletariat.
Hua Han’s romantic narrative direction ultimately determined the fate of
Subterranean Spring as so-called vulgarized realism. This criticism of his novel
also symbolized the decline of the golden age of the revolution plus love for-
mula. Left-wing writers whose works had contracted the disease of time did
not have a prescription to cure the disease. Although Hua Han was in solicitous
attendance at the birth of proletarian realism, his defense of the disease of time
incorporated much of Qian Xingcun’s and Jiang Guangci’s new realism.
Con¤rming literature’s active role, which imparted revolutionary knowledge
to readers, rather than literature’s passive role, which objectively re¶ected real-
ity, Hua Han could not fail to be passionate and committed about the world he
lived in and experienced. As a writer, his lively personal engagement with revo-
lutionary experience—his romantic, subjective view of revolution—was a mat-
ter of sensation and nerves that gave meaning to the reality. In depicting the
individual’s ¤nal transformation into a member of the mass, it was the heroic
individual’s subjective experience that mattered to him rather than the prole-
tarian mass. Truthfulness for him lay in such a subjectivity, even if it was in-
scribed with the disease of time. His espousal of such subjectivity raised
questions regarding his role as one of revolution’s conscious agents, who was
supposed to speak for the masses. Since the contradictory tendency in the rep-
resentation of revolution and love remained to plague him and other followers,
the Party did not encourage the continuation of this formula.
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3 FeminizingPolitics
The emergence of the image of the new woman shows the intimate relation-
ship between politics and gender in Chinese society around 1930. The way
male writers such as Jiang Guangci deal with sex roles depends on how they
articulate the ¤eld of power. In order to present a uniformity, albeit false, to
serve the utopian aim of revolution, they link gender identi¤cation to class
identi¤cation. Thus, the subordinate position of women in the binary sex/
gender system is reconsolidated through a preestablished position or a uni-
form entity on the political landscape. Indeed, this false uniformity requires
that women have politically coherent identities based on alliance with other
subordinated groups, romantically subsuming all differences. However, can
the signi¤er “woman” ever reach ¤nal, full unity if the notion itself symbolizes
castration or lack and loss and bears illusive investments and promises? Can
this identity be stabilized and coherent if the subject position of women never
existed in the symbolic order of sexual difference?
Some images of new women produced by leftist male writers, such as
Wang Manying in Jiang Guangci’s The Moon Forces Its Way through the
Clouds and Sun Wuyang and Zhang Qiuliu in Mao Dun’s Eclipse, incarnate
the combination of seductive femininity and revolutionary ideas. By using
new women’s sexual bodies as instruments to convey revolutionary ideology,
these male writers try to ¤ght against the dominant and repressive patriarchal
system. The seductive bodies, de¤ned by nature, are referred to as prior to
their gender, the cultural and social construction of sex roles. The cultural as-
sociation of mind with masculinity and body with femininity actually rein-
forces the hierarchical system; these women’s bodies are subordinated to their
revolutionary minds, complying with a masculinist and phallogocentric lan-
guage. While these new women con¤dently control their sexual bodies to
achieve romantic revolutionary purposes, their sex constitutes what Luce
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Irigaray calls the unrepresentable.1 In other words, within a language of
univocal masculine signi¤cation, the female cannot speak; she is linguistically
absent. Therefore women, as empty signs in male leftists’ treatments of revo-
lution plus love, can only express masculine illusions and operate within het-
erosexual and phallic cultural conventions. But can male writers engender
women without succumbing to phallocentric politics? If we assume that male
writers sever female bodies from their inherent meaning, how do female writ-
ers deal with gender and power? Can they speak for the female sex in a more
authentic way? Is there a more authentic way to talk about gender?
Among the writers of revolution plus love, some women, such as Bai Wei,
Lu Yin, and Ding Ling, contribute their interpretations of gender within the
matrix of power. Full of anxiety, Bai Wei in A Bomb and an Expeditionary Bird
presents her perplexed attitude toward the complicated relationship between
female bodies and politics. In Lu Yin’s biographical narrative Ivory Rings, the
famous love story of Shi Pingmei and Gao Junyu, the rhetoric of sentimental-
ism shapes and limits the ideology of revolution. Describing the con¶ict be-
tween urban liberal women and the masses, Ding Ling’s Weihu and Shanghai,
Spring 1930 I and II explore new women’s dilemma and sensibility in revolu-
tionary discourse, which uses and constitutes gender identity. Although these
female writers inevitably repeat the revolution plus love formula, their works
force us to rethink the relationship between gender and power and to consider
the differences and similarities between their and male writers’ treatment of the
same topic. However, we might trap ourselves within the framework of male/
female sexual difference if we believe that female writers construct gender
more authentically or more originally than do male writers. Is it possible for
these female writers to rede¤ne their sexuality if, according to Irigaray, the femi-
nine can never be understood as a “subject” or “other” since it is already ex-
cluded by the conventional language of the masculine mainstream?2
Obviously, this is dif¤cult to answer, since we have to ¤rst question who be-
stowed upon Irigaray the privilege of seeing through gender politics. So the
puzzle remains: Does Bai Wei’s melancholy claim that “there is no truth for the
feminine” mean that there is an original truth, but she just cannot ¤nd it within
the masculine dominant language? Or is there simply no truth at all for the
feminine, in female or male writings?
My reading of women writers’ use of the revolution and love theme scru-
tinizes how the ¤gures of new women are produced and destabilized through
performative acts against the complex cultural background of the emerging
leftist ideology. I do not regard the subject position of women as preexisting, a
coherent feminist resistance, but rather as part of a discursive construction
that is perpetually renegotiated and rearticulated.3 Borrowing Judith Butler’s
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gender theory,4 my study discusses how the prohibitions of patriarchal sys-
tems and leftist ideology impel and sustain the gender performativity in these
female writers’ ¤ction; how the boundaries of female bodies and identi¤ca-
tions of women’s gender are destabilized through performative acts; and how
these writers’ imitations and displacements of the New Woman, fabricated by
the regulatory masculine gender, have opened a space of resigni¤cation and
recontextualization.
Naming and Renaming
The category of woman, nüxing, was produced as a discursive sign and an anti-
traditional subject position within the context of modernist revolution begin-
ning in 1917. As Tani Barlow puts it, “Nüxing was one half of the Western,
exclusionary, essentialized, male/female binary” and “was never a dis¤gured
or unsuccessful replication of Victorian woman; she was always a recording to
modernist discourse on the sexual construction of gender, situated in a semi-
colonial context.”5 Built on the ground of European humanism, nüxing played
a particularly signi¤cant role in the masculinist framework of anti-Confucian
discourse. According to Barlow,
When Chinese translators invoked the sex binary of a Charles Darwin they
valorized notions of female passivity, biological inferiority, intellectual inabil-
ity, organic sexuality, and social absence through reference to the location of
these “truths” in European social scientism and social theory. Thus Chinese
women became nüxing only when they became the other of man in the Victo-
rian binary. Nüxing was foundational when woman became nanxing’s (man’s)
other.6
Therefore, although nüxing appeared to celebrate the new expression of
women, in contrast to their ¤xed abject role in Chinese tradition, it required a
universalized identi¤cation with the social norm of sex, which was accom-
plished through repeating the regulatory framework of the feminine/mascu-
line binary. After the term “nüxing” entered cultural circulation, it eventually
became a contextual background against which people could talk about femi-
nism or femininity in that historical period. In other words, it became a way of
naming that could be understood as a special form of power generated by the
hierarchical system of sexual differences.
However, the year 1917 was nothing more than a mythical moment that
engendered the naming of nüxing. The emergence of feminist discourse actu-
ally can be easily traced to the late Qing period. Accompanying the rise of na-
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tional discourse, the woman question became the central issue in the most
controversial debates over social reform in the late nineteenth century. Some
distinguished male intellectuals, such as Tan Sitong and Liang Qichao, radi-
cally advocated feminist agendas as they engaged in nation building.7 Liang’s
promotion of new ¤ction also produced surprisingly diverse versions of femi-
nist discourse that were adequate to a range of political positions. Yet feminist
discourse in the late Qing period focused more on the narration of nation than
on the theme of individuality and subjectivity that was a signi¤cant part of the
naming of nüxing during the May Fourth movement.
After the May Fourth movement, especially after Lu Xun’s Regret for the
Past (Shangshi, 1926) offered a tragic picture of emancipated women in a dark
society, the question of nüxing was raised. People wondered what the liberated
woman could do after escaping from a family, as in the case of Ibsen’s Nora in A
Doll’s House (1879).8 Although Lu’s heroine, Zijun, is well educated and lib-
eral, she still cannot survive within the unyielding patriarchal system. This
new nüxing, who differentiates herself from traditional women by knowledge
based on Western humanism, ends up in the oppressed situation she originally
fought against. But while Lu Xun conveys sympathy for their suffering, his
emphasis on victimized, exploited, and oppressed women inadvertently ¤xes
nüxing in the passive position.9
During the transitional period from literary revolution to revolutionary
literature, the most notorious images of new women were those who no longer
fettered themselves within romance, marriage, and family but walked out to
stand on the front line of revolution. The opposite of the passive and power-
less traditional image, new women at this stage were imbued with strong wills
and power, manipulating their own seductive feminine bodies to achieve the
utopian goal of revolution. “Nüxing” stood for standards and norms overrid-
den by imaginary identi¤cation and stabilized by a symbolic function; the new
women were designated through the forced reiteration of norms. In other
words, the naming of nüxing mobilized the speculative production of the New
Woman, which could not be seen as simply a passive replication of women as
a universalized, oppressed group. Instead of being inert reiterations of nüxing,
such as Zijun, new women began to transgress the limits of that category.
The new woman’s most interesting transgression is of the boundary of the
female body. Most famous ¤ctional new women, such as Wang Manying, Sun
Wuyang, and Zhang Qiuliu, possess carnal desire, alluring breasts, and beau-
tiful ¤gures and wear fashionable modern clothes. They present new ideas, ur-
banization and Westernization, and they re¶ect revolutionary ideology. In this
sense, the powerful and sexual bodies of these femmes fatales do not carry a
perverse meaning but positive and progressive connotations. They also convey
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male anxiety during the transitional period from the May Fourth movement to
revolutionary literature.10 That is to say, these new women’s bodies cannot be
uninvolved in a power dynamic but are closely associated with male writers’
various responses to and representations of social and political change, even if
sometimes these appear con¶icting and confusing.11 The narrative language
used by male writers to describe these women’s bodies combines the manner of
voyeurism and the atmosphere of celebration. The celebration of the emanci-
pation of women’s bodies is not unrestrained but occurs through the gaze of
leftist writers, through revolutionary discourse’s negotiation with Chinese pa-
triarchy, and through the displacement and reproduction of the visually fetish-
ized object.
The ¶uctuating status of new women results in the relentless separation of
sexual body and progressive mind, which deprives women’s bodies of feeling
and vision. It is precisely the discursive practice of this particular historical
context that ensures the body/mind distinction. Besides the clash between the
traditional and the new, this distinction is generated by contradiction within
the new, between the residue of Western individualism inherited from the May
Fourth movement and the “newer” Marxist ideology and collective conscious-
ness. As a consequence, these sexual, fetishized bodies molded by Western ma-
terial culture come to haunt, embarrass, and even subvert the revolutionary
discourse.12 Therefore, women’s bodies are not simple or unchanging objects.
Their instabilities open up a critical space for us to reexamine feminism and
women’s relationship to revolutionary discourse.
Although the contours and the movement of new women’s bodies are pro-
duced by the power relationships and the reiteration of norms, the hegemonic
force of law is not solid and permanent; and passive surfaces of women’s bodies
are not limited by gender and power. Revolutionary norms can never fully ¤x
and de¤ne the boundaries of bodies, since their reiterations are only temporary
political promises. Between them are gaps and ¤ssures through which women’s
bodies can escape or exceed those norms. In my reading of some female writers’
representations of gender and power in the theme of revolution plus love, I will
discuss how revolutionary discourse mobilizes the formation of the subject, the
narrator, and the identi¤cation of women, and how female writers, rearticulat-
ing that normative category, rede¤ne so-called new women within the gaps and
¤ssures of that discourse.
I do not presume a coherent identity among these female writers. Instead,
I understand the narrator and the subject to emerge only in the matrix of gen-
der and power relations. Like Judith Butler, I understand gender performativ-
ity “not as the act by which a subject brings into being what she/he names,
but, rather, as that reiterative power of discourse to produce the phenomena
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that it regulates and constrains.”13 Female writers cannot determine the origi-
nal truth for the feminine; instead, the so-called truth only belongs to the com-
plicated process of gender performativity, which involves a series of power
struggles. I consider these women’s writings a critical resource in the struggle
to reiterate and replace the very term “symbolic order.” The way these writers
deploy gender to represent and interpret revolutionary discourse opens to
question the myth of the third-world woman with a stable and coherent iden-
tity. Such an inquiry sees revolutionary discourse and the feminist point of
view as conditions of articulation for each other. Thus we can create a dynamic
map of how power both forms and erases women’s identities, in which revolu-
tionary discourse is also limited by feminist expressions of love.
Bai Wei: The Hysterical Mode of Writing
Neither Chinese nor Western scholars have paid much attention to Bai Wei,
even though her plays and ¤ction are closely connected to her time’s belief in
progress and revolution.14 A female leftist who joined the Wuhan revolution-
ary regime in 1927 and the Chinese League of Leftist Writers in 1930, she was
not recognized by the literary ¤eld until Lu Xun published her play Fight Out
of the Ghost Tower (Dachu youling ta) in Torrent (Benliu) in 1928.15 The sharp
female voice is the primary characteristic of Bai Wei’s writing, which never
yields women’s concerns to social critiques. Unlike female revolutionaries de-
picted by Mao Dun and Jiang Guangci, who are merely tropes of Chinese mo-
dernity, allegories of revolution, Bai Wei is a typical agent of womanhood in
the revolutionary context. What is intriguing is that her role as a real agent of
female revolutionaries was perpetually disrupted and disquali¤ed by her own
body, infected as it was with venereal disease.
Bai Wei’s personal romance and disillusionment with both revolution and
love were documented in her confessional autobiographical novel, Tragic Life
(Beiju shengya, 1936), which, for Amy Dooling, “can be read as a conscious rec-
lamation of the private as a simultaneously social and political subject.”16 In
this nine-hundred-page novel, Bai Wei told the complete story of her ten-year
romance with the poet Yang Sao: their ¤rst encounter, her contraction of gonor-
rhea from him, their quarrels and separation, her painful battle with venereal
disease as well as poverty, and her hesitation to have her ovaries removed at the
end. As Dooling points out, this female leftist chose to “privilege the intimate
details of a failed romance over her public career as an advocate of political and
social reform” for two reasons: ¤rst, because Bai Wei needed a large amount of
money for medical treatment for gonorrhea; second, because she was “formu-
lating her physical (as well as emotional and psychological) experience not as
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the private history of a unique individual but as the product of an endemic pa-
triarchy plaguing modern Chinese society as a whole.”17 Indeed, although
practical economic conditions forced Bai Wei to sell her own secret to the pub-
lic, the poignant exposé of the “true” life of a new woman who longed for mod-
ern romance and revolution but was unquali¤ed for both greatly challenged the
social order that had constructed her as such. If for Dooling, Tragic Life shows
Bai Wei’s attempt to demystify the May Fourth romantic ideology in terms of
the problematic female identity, then for David Der-wei Wang, it “serves as
Bai Wei’s testimony to her betrayed revolution as romance and vice versa, and
how, through such a ‘discourse of despair,’ it revealed the schizophrenic nature
of woman relating reality.”18 However, what impresses me most about this
novel is not only Bai Wei’s failed affair with both revolution and love but also
the striking contrast between speeding modernity and a woman’s diseased and
decayed body, which suffers the consequences of the whole package of revolu-
tionary romance, including freedom of love and sex.
Tragic Life could be titled “Diary of a Madwoman.” Unlike Lu Xun’s
“Diary of a Madman,” which depicts a paranoiac who insists that everyone
around him is a cannibal and who is suffocated by the repressive reality of tra-
ditional China, in Tragic Life the female protagonist is incarcerated by her dis-
eased body as well as the patriarchal social system. From the beginning of the
novel, she is addressed by her friends as “strange stuff” (guaiwu); after she ex-
periences her lover’s betrayal, the ordeal of venereal disease, and poverty, she
can do nothing but madly laugh at reality. “Every day, she has to search for
something to eat regardless of her disease; every day, she is tortured by the ill-
ness and the sick life. . . . She is laughing all the time and everywhere. Laugh!
Laugh! She cannot keep from laughing. Laugh! Laugh!”19 Bitter, mad, sad,
violent, cold, silent—all kinds of laughter stringing the series of events to-
gether in the ¤nal section of Tragic Life constitute Bai Wei’s special language,
based on the hysterical mode of writing. Only one speci¤c program of sexuali-
zation directed toward women—“the hystericization of women’s bodies”—is
pointed out by Foucault in The History of Sexuality. However, as the feminist
critic Elizabeth Grosz argues, “In treating hysteria as an effect of power’s satu-
ration of women’s body, he ignores the possibility of women’s strategic occu-
pation of hysteria as a form of resistance to the demands and requirements of
heterosexual monogamy and the social and sexual role culturally assigned to
women.”20 Bai Wei takes hysteria, a specially feminine neurosis, as a discur-
sive strategy to displace and erase the social inscription on her body. In rebel-
ling against conventional femininity, she hystericizes; in lamenting her
decayed body, which is engendered and rejected by the progressive modernity,
she hystericizes.
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Her hysteria over her diseased body is a form of nostalgia, a monument to
her revolutionary past and a sign of despair for the future. “The wheel of time
was rolling as quick as ¶ying, but in Wei’s memory the shadow of the wheel
rolled even faster. She was as mad as the protagonist in the end of a tragedy,
walking unsteadily and ¤nally lying on the bed like a corpse.”21 Like her male
contemporaries, Wei aspires to Western modernity and revolution, but she has
been betrayed by her decayed body, which she cannot and will not abandon.
Despite her longing for revolution, she realizes that “no matter how much she
feels happy or sad for the revolutionary group, the progressing revolutionary
group won’t care about the patient who is lying near death. The revolutionary
group is like a ¶ock of swallows ¶ying far away, abandoning the diseased
woman behind, not caring if she falls on the sand or in the marshy swamp.”22
Being abandoned by both her lover and the revolutionaries, she keenly feels the
pain of her body; and only through the truth of her body, through hysteria, can
she gain back her subjectivity, her self-de¤ned status as a new woman. Other
¤ctional new women, such as Zhang Qiuliu in Mao Dun’s Pursuit and Wang
Manying in Jiang Guangci’s The Moon Forces Its Way through the Clouds, also
suffer from venereal disease, but their bodies are allegorized by those male
writers’ ideology. Repeatedly recording her physical pain, repeatedly mourn-
ing the dif¤cult living conditions she has to suffer, Bai Wei never hides her
paranoiac criticism of her lover, the revolutionary group, and everything the
patriarchal society attempts to inscribe on her. Rather than seeing her disease
“as a physical reminder of her failure as a woman and a revolutionary,”23 I see it
as a challenge to revolution and modern love and sex, which her contemporaries
largely romanticized. It poses serious questions to the speeding modernity:
What becomes of a woman who is rejected by the rolling wheel of time? What
do revolution and romance mean to a woman who is disquali¤ed for both be-
cause of her “true” body? At the end of the novel, Wei hystericizes again,
because she sees how her handicapped body has been relentlessly cast out by
the racing current of time as well as the proletarian masses.
Bai Wei’s suspicious attitude toward both revolution and love can be
traced back to her early long novel A Bomb and an Expeditionary Bird, pub-
lished in Lu Xun’s journal Torrent in 1928. The second part of the novel was
lost because of government censorship of the journal. Although it is not auto-
biographical like Tragic Life, this story still contains many of Bai Wei’s per-
sonal experiences. A Bomb and an Expeditionary Bird is about two sisters, Yu
Yue and Yu Bin, whose father is a revolutionary but who follows feudal moral-
ity in de¤ning women. Yue, the elder sister, enters into a terrible marriage ar-
ranged by her father and then dramatically escapes from this living hell; the
events resemble Bai Wei’s painful experience of her ¤rst marriage. Bin, the
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luckier one, goes to Wuhan and becomes a social butter¶y, playing sex games
with one man after another. Yue, after she escapes from the marriage and joins
the Wuhan government, chooses a love affair with revolution rather than with
men, and as a result is trapped in a serious political struggle between the CCP
and the GMD. Bai Wei’s own experience—joining the Wuhan regime in
March 1927 and working as a Japanese translator—enables her to depict the
1927 revolution from a woman writer’s viewpoint. Instead of directly narrat-
ing the GMD’s massacre of CCP members, Bai Wei makes Yue’s body sym-
bolic of both parties, neither of which provides an answer to the woman
question. My reading explores the interaction among linguistic, ideological,
and psychological dimensions in the novel’s relation to society and history.
This does not, of course, exhaust the interpretation of the work, but it does
allow the investigation of a number of issues relevant to the problem of politics
and gender. I focus on the interplay among these dimensions to show how Bai
Wei brings out both the possibilities and the limits of the feminist novel, par-
ticularly when it is set in the revolutionary era.
In¶uenced by the May Fourth tradition, Bai Wei’s A Bomb and an Expedi-
tionary Bird seeks to discover what women can do after they leave patriarchal
families and what revolution can provide to resolve women’s problems. The
two sisters symbolize two different situations of new women after they walk out
of the big family. Although both desire freedom and revolution, the younger
sister, Bin, gradually degenerates to an attractive and dangerous woman who
enjoys playing with men and depending on them at the same time. Bin indulges
in desire, passion, leisure, fantasy, and frivolity, and her body is closely tied up
with power and money, sensuality, bourgeois ideology, and the colonized men-
tality, and also the eroticized metropolis of Hankou. Bin has already gained
freedom in her sexual life; but even though she has freed herself from the patri-
archy, her new sexuality is stipulated by bourgeois ideology. In contrast, the
elder sister, Yue, who ¤nally escapes the miserable marriage arranged by her
feudal family after surmounting numerous dif¤culties, chooses to devote her-
self to revolution but ends up disillusioned. In Bai Wei’s writing of the revolu-
tion plus love formula, it is signi¤cant that her protagonist Yue prefers
revolution to love. The subject position of women had been stabilized within
the discourse of love at that time; only through revolution did they have oppor-
tunities to ¤nd a new space.24 Yue’s choice is a conscious rebellion against the
role preassigned her by the male-centered society.
Compared to Bin, the “feminine” and negative side presupposed by
bourgeois ideology, Yue presents the more “masculine” and positive side,
which means suffering, self-awareness, rationality, patriotism, and revolu-
tionary purpose. On the ideological level of A Bomb and an Expeditionary
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Bird, these two major and seemingly opposed protagonists stand for binaries
that permeate the novel: the decadent, colonized, sensual bourgeois ideology
and the progressive, patriotic, asexual revolutionary ideology (which is not ex-
actly Marxist, though the author portrays the Communist Party sympatheti-
cally). On the surface of the text, Bai Wei af¤rms the latter ideology but
repudiates the former. However, in fact she deeply suspects that women can
¤nd “the truth of the feminine” within both. At the end of the novel, Bin and
Yue both collapse in despair; one is exhausted by the decadent and empty life,
and the other is deeply harmed by political con¶icts between the GMD and
the CCP. Unlike Mao Dun’s and Jiang Guangci’s new women, who can
calmly utilize their bodies for revolutionary aims without feeling pain,25 Yue
feels uncertain and confused about politics’ materialization of women’s bodies,
whereas Bin lacks sincere belief in revolution or men.
The novel implies that blind af¤rmation and repudiation allow the psy-
chological and ideological dimensions of revolution plus love to work together
to both reveal the psychologies of individuals, especially women such as Yue
and Bin, and give a general perspective on gender and politics. It even implies
the interweaving of revolutionary ideology and feminist consciousness and the
gap between Yue’s and Bin’s socially formulated identities and their inconsis-
tent identi¤cation with those identities. Before Bin turns into a dangerous
woman who indulges in love games and a lascivious lifestyle, she, like many
other progressive youths, wants to participate in revolution. But she soon ¤nds
out she can only be a decoration. Her suspicious inner voice reveals the prob-
lem of the relationship between revolution and women:
Bin is very upset, she feels her little light of intelligence will be extinguished
by the storm in the gloomy dark night. Surprised, she begins to suspect, she
wonders if revolution is as regressive as she thinks. Is the ¤eld of women’s
work in revolution as narrow and inferior as it seems? Is women’s social posi-
tion in revolution as unfree as it appears, only a puppet of men? Hum! Revo-
lution! . . . Revolution! . . . That which tramples the rights of women under
horses’ hooves! . . . Are women’s rights so humble? Am I, Bin, so humble?
Oh! I see! I, Bin, am simply an extremely humble animal! The stupid worm
who wants to take big strides but can only wriggle. . . . Bin becomes more up-
set, she leans on the balustrade and twists the remains of the propaganda
sheet into a roll and imagines the way she will mingle with men during the pa-
rade tomorrow. The more she thinks the more she sighs: Ah! This kind of
revolution! This kind of revolution! Using my struggle to make men look
good and sacri¤cing myself in the middle of the street! In this way, my
strength and heart, which are like bombs, will be extinguished!26
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Although she is a vain girl, Bin’s suspicion derives in part from her femi-
nist consciousness. It is from the inferior social position of women, from their
pure decorative function designed by revolution, that Bin starts to realize the
huge gap between feminism and revolution, between self and ideology. To
keep her “little light of intelligence, strength, and heart” from being extin-
guished, repressed by men’s rationality and identity, she chooses to indulge in a
sensual and emotional life that can preserve and allow expression of her ego. In
the formula of revolution plus love, Bin inevitably ¶irts with both discourses;
not earnestly identifying with either, she continues the super¤cial and sensual
performance by which she can illusively and temporarily hold power and will.
Although frantically in love with revolution, Yue consciously questions its
meaning and its effect on women and herself. Yue feels perplexed about the
cruel discrepancy between the crusade she desires and imagines and the real
revolution, full of absurdity. Observing the protest parade, she ¤nds out the
troop includes a lot of children, stupid women, and rascals, and she cannot help
wondering:
“Is this the spirit of the masses? Are these the so-called activities of revolu-
tion? . . . See the way they walk, without any strength in their feet, and the
way they pant and lower their heads and dumb eyelids. . . . How can they
possess the heat and strength of revolution? How do they understand the
meaning of revolution? Revolution, revolution, is it merely the word shouted
by a motley crowd?” After seeing this she feels very sad and disgusted. But
she does not know the principles of revolutionary ideology, nor does she know
how to build revolution. . . . “Revolution . . . what is China’s national revolu-
tion? I don’t know!”27
Modern girl Yue’s notion differs from leftist class awareness and collective
strength, and distances her from the people. Unlike Bin, who abandons her
original goal easily, Yue insists on pursuing her own identity within revolution-
ary discourse. Even if she feels disappointed by reality, in which the GMD
women’s movement only chimes in with bureaucratic politics and in an un-
changingly closed, con¤ned, and limited voice, she never gives up pursuit of
her ideal of revolution. Unfortunately, involving herself in the con¶ict between
the GMD and the CCP, she agrees to use her own body as an instrument for
political purposes. When her Communist friend Ma Teng persuades her to se-
duce Minister G from the GMD in order to steal some information, she is will-
ing. At this moment, Yue’s superego, with an ideal revolutionary aim, is
prohibitive, regulating sexuality in the service of politics; her body is severed
from her intellect, mind, and psyche. However, Bai Wei’s representation of
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new women here varies conspicuously from Mao Dun’s and Jiang Guangci’s:
Yue thinks and feels when her body is suffering from violent sex and bloody po-
litical struggle.28 Instead of actively seducing the minister, Yue ends up being
raped by him on a dark, rainy night; after this she refuses to commit herself to
this “revolutionary” task. Here what concerns Bai Wei is the female revolu-
tionary’s suffering body, not political ideology. Plunging into men’s political
struggle, Yue is doomed to failure: she loses not just her body, self, and love but
everything for the revolution. At the end of the novel, jailed in a dark and damp
prison, Yue seems abandoned and forgotten by both political sides. Her sincere
pursuit and her failure raise questions about the signi¤cance of revolution to
modern and progressive women. Since Yue’s subject position has always been
presupposed and predesignated by the masculinist framework of national and
revolutionary discourse, she can never ¤nd the place she really wants within it.
Bai Wei’s reiteration of the term “new woman” is nothing but a displace-
ment and an appropriation. On the linguistic level, since her narrative consists
of hysterical expression that corresponds with women’s neurotic symptoms, it
takes on an uncanny and unfamiliar sense, in contrast to the portrayal of
women by male writers or male writers speaking in the female voice. For in-
stance, Bai Wei’s narrative language is extremely emotional, lacking basic logic
and reasonable connections between events, freely jumping from one protago-
nist to the other, from interior monologues to exterior reality, from the heights
of excitement to the depths of depression. A reader may have a dif¤cult time
keeping up. Bai Wei’s style shows that the libido and the unconscious on one
side and the ego, consciousness, and reality on the other are closely linked. This
connection and confusion lead to something alien, the neurotic characters of
both Bin and Yue. Echoing the madwomen’s laugh and cry from Western
gothic novels, these two protagonists’ outrageous and lunatic actions express
their despair about men and revolution in a unique female voice that threatens
the normality of male-centered society. Bai Wei’s narrative language may seem
coarse and immature, but such classi¤cation ignores the fact that her language
results from her consciously feminist purpose. Claiming that the feminine is
precisely what is excluded by sexual binary oppositions, Irigaray argues that it
appears only in catachresis. Bai Wei’s usurpation of the proper name of “new
woman” can return to haunt the male ideological level of language, from which
feminine sexuality is excluded. Through the hysteria of mimesis, the playful-
ness of repetition, and the uncanniness of catachresis, national and revolution-
ary discourse becomes dubious and problematic, and feminist writing ¤nds
new operating possibilities.
In the text of A Bomb and an Expeditionary Bird, the author brandishes
some signi¤cant terms, such as “the movement of peasants and workers,”
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“proletarian liberation,” “women’s movement,” “nationalism,” and “revolu-
tion,” but she usually underscores their distance from the protagonists. More-
over, sometimes these words, used in the characters’ hysterical expressions,
do not make philosophical and linguistic sense; the general problems of using
these “original” masculine ideological terms thus produced—linguistic, con-
ceptual, and formal dif¤culties; the new adoption of the sign; and the destruc-
tion of the older “restricted codes”—offer promising space in which to rethink
revolution and women’s problem. The hysterical expression seems to create
contradictions and dilemmas, most notably within the precarious matrix of
gender.
However, Bai Wei’s narrative language is not “authentic” or “natural.”
Simply connecting female hysterical expression with the “authentic” female
sex and female writings leads back to the essentialism and ontology in which
naturally constructed women are regarded as inferior to culturally constructed
men. Instead of relating hysterical expression to “natural” feminine writing,
we should consider it as part of cultural production generated by miming and
repetition of the norm of sexual difference. Only through miming can the
feminine language operate at all; it is deeply implicated in phallogocentrism
and can be exposed by mimetically reproducing that discourse. In addition, as
Judith Butler notes, the miming can be “a reverse mime,” which does not nec-
essarily resemble and privilege the masculine as its origin or stabilize the
signi¤cance of the terms “masculine” and “feminine.”29 Therefore, Bai Wei’s
reiteration of “new woman” can be taken as a co-opting and displacement of
phallogocentrism by means of gender parody.30 Her hysterical displacement
creates “a ¶uidity of identities” in which the naturalized and essentialized
gender matrix must be recontexualized and recon¤gured.
Bai Wei’s hysterical mode of writing displaces Mao Dun’s and Jiang
Guangci’s naming of new women and also discloses the phantasmic promise
of their “originality.” As a consequence, women cannot ¤nd their own truth in
male writers’ depictions of new women as tropes or allegories of revolution;
nor can Bai Wei’s hysterical writing discover the “authenticity” of the female.
If feminist writing is possible, it is only in the recontextualization of the gen-
der matrix, of power relations, through parody. Indeed, the signi¤cance of Bai
Wei’s writing lies in her rejection of woman as a universal signi¤ed of revolu-
tionary discourse and in her subversion of male writers’ essential designation
of new women. The protagonists Yue and Bin never readily identify with the
universal concept of repressed third-world women or any of¤cial women’s as-
sociation. Their bodies refuse to carry the rationality of revolution.
Male leftists’ writings of the revolution plus love formula either capture
the language of love and revolutionary discourse as conditions of articulation
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for each other or subjugate the more feminine signi¤cation of love or eros to the
more masculine revolutionary discourse. Although Bai Wei’s rewriting shows
a frantic interest in imitating the same fashion, her attitude of doubt interro-
gates the whole mutual identi¤cation of love and revolutionary discourse. By
questioning both love’s and revolution’s power over women, she challenges the
formula itself, reducing it to an empty alternation of performances. Since Yue’s
and Bin’s feminine identities are different from the regulated, universal one,
their problematic female bodies can destabilize the marriage between revolu-
tion and love and even recontextualize the formula itself. On the surface, Bai
Wei clearly af¤rms the Communist ideology; however, her feminist writing
consciously and unconsciously blurs af¤rmation and negation, leading the for-
mula astray. As a result, via the hysterical mode, Bai Wei avoids reemphasizing
the oppressed, instead questioning their liberation and emancipation and thus
making the subversion of the ideology possible.
Lu Yin: Transcendent Female Love and the Passion for Death
A celebrated female writer of the May Fourth generation, Lu Yin also came to
terms with the topic of revolution plus love. In “Manli” (1928), Lu Yin’s new
woman protagonist devotes herself to revolution with great enthusiasm but
ends up in the hospital with a wounded heart and body. In the form of a confes-
sional letter, Manli con¤des to her female friend Sha that she feels disappointed
and frustrated about the absurdity of revolution and its disposition of women’s
bodies and gender identities. Like Bai Wei’s observation of women’s role in
revolution, Lu Yin’s “Manli” expresses the tension between revolution’s des-
ignation of the new women and their reconsideration of that assigned position.
At the end of the story, as the protagonist indicates, her disease is a mental one,
neurasthenia, rather than a physical one. Lu Yin’s emphasis on the mental dis-
ease that is the symptom of social injury is politically necessary to claim the
terms “woman” and “womanhood.” In Lu Yin’s ¤ctional world, the interiority
or the mental state of new women is complicated and sensitive, far beyond male
writers’ description; moreover, the pure, sincere, and transcendent love of her
rede¤ned womanhood suggests a contested territory in national and political
struggles. Lu Yin lays claim to women’s private lives in order to refute the revo-
lution’s modernity, and the nation’s deployments of women in public life. Her
formulation of womanhood mobilizes ideal identity and platonic female love
against the heterosexual framework upon which the masculine interpretation
of woman is established.
Lu Yin’s Ivory Rings was based on the true story of famous revolutionary
lovers Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei, whose short and glittering lives exempli¤ed
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revolution plus love. According to of¤cial history, Gao Junyu was an early
Communist founder who died in 1925 at a very young age; his lover, Shi Ping-
mei, was a well-known female writer who died in 1928, having devoted her life
to progressive literature. They were buried together in Taoranting Park in
Beijing, where their tombstones became a special and popular symbol of ro-
mance. In 1956, their mausoleums were taken over by the government because
Zhou Enlai regarded them as a means of education and propaganda for the
youth of new China and pointed out that their story signi¤ed the harmonious
relationship between revolution and love. Apparently, veiled by a glorious story
of revolution plus love, the truth of the tragic and sentimental romance between
Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei has been smoothly erased by of¤cial history.
Shi Pingmei’s own literary production and her close friend Lu Yin’s Ivory
Rings offer quite different versions of her romance with Gao Junyu. Among the
literary works Shi Pingmei left behind is one short story, “A Horse Neighing in
the Wind” (Pima sifeng lu), that deals with the popular topic of revolution plus
love. The heroine, He Xueqiao, and the hero, Wu Yunsheng, have to separate
because of their revolutionary jobs. Mixing letters and lyric storytelling, the
narrative mixes heroism and sentimentalism. At ¤rst, when He Xueqiao bids
farewell to her lover, she looks less sentimental than Wu Yunsheng; after all, she
is determined to subordinate her personal feelings to the higher purpose, revo-
lution. After she knows that Yunsheng has been killed by enemies, however, she
allows her emotion to temporarily overwhelm her rationality. At the end of the
novel, her revolutionary aim shifts to personal revenge for Yunsheng’s death.
Wu Yunsheng, in contrast, divides his emotions equally between romantic love
and revolutionary fervor. In a letter to He Xueqiao, he claims, “There are two
worlds in my life: one world belongs to you, I would like to put my soul under
your control as an everlasting prisoner; in another world, I don’t belong to either
you or myself, for I am only a pawn in a historical mission.”31 Wu Yunsheng
sees clearly his subjective position in the revolution; therefore he values love and
allows himself to indulge in sentimental feelings. Interestingly, although Shi
Pingmei was far more sensitive and emotional than is the character He Xueqiao,
the maudlin ¤ctional image of the hero Wu Yunsheng bears a close resemblance
to the Gao Junyu that Shi Pingmei had described in her diary, letters to friends,
and prose. Even Wu Yunsheng’s description of two worlds, one belonging to
the lover and the other devoted to the revolutionary mission, had appeared as
Gao Junyu’s original sentences in a letter to Shi Pingmei.32 What has been omit-
ted is Gao Junyu’s uncontrollable obsession with emotion and love.
 After Lu Yin’s Ivory Rings was published, this sentimental and romantic
story drew thousands of youths to mourn for Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei in
Taoranting Park. As one of Shi Pingmei’s best friends, Lu Yin tried to take her
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point of view. The long story includes a lot of Shi Pingmei’s diary, letters to lovers
and friends, and published articles. This large amount of original material
blurs the distinction between ¤ctional characters and real people. Through the
narrative voices of Shi Pingmei’s best friends, Lu Jingqing (whose name in the
story is Suwen) and Lu Yin (whose name in the story is Lusha), as well as Shi
Pingmei’s own voice in her diary, letters, and private dialogue with female
friends, the truth of this beautiful and melancholy romantic story is revealed.
Narrative emphasis on private female voices tends to lead all the varied inter-
pretations of this so-called revolution plus love story in the direction of feminist
criticism, in which Shi Pingmei is naturally enough taken to be the most impor-
tant embodiment of a rede¤ned new woman, who effortlessly ¤ts the funda-
mental paradigm of Lu Yin’s utopian female world. Actually, Lu Yin’s gender
performativity, built on the basis of a women’s utopia, creates a female identity
that transcends the heterosexual framework and imposes its own discursive
priority. As Lu Yin has described in Old Friend on the Beach (Haibin guren,
1925), the harmonious and intimate friendship among these female protago-
nists reenacts the unusually close relationship among Lu Yin, Shi Pingmei, Lu
Jingqing, and other female friends. The near-synonymous female friendship
and pure love among women, either ¤ctional or real, inevitably blot out the
boundary of heterosexuality. By rede¤ning the norm of sexual difference in this
way, Lu Yin’s reiteration of revolution plus love severely challenges the mascu-
line discourse of this formula.
Some critics comment that Lu Yin’s Ivory Rings distorts the authenticity
and signi¤cance of Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei’s love by dragging the original
positive and healthy story into the pessimistic trap of sentimentalism.33 How-
ever, in a letter to Lu Yin, Shi Pingmei said: 
I have read “To Sister Mei—the Tide of the Intelligent Sea” (Linghai chaoxi
zhi meijie) and “To My Old Friends in the North of Yan” (Ji Yanbei zhu
guren). Since I read them I feel you are just myself. You have expressed so
much indescribable feeling for me, I have nothing to say anymore. When one
feels that the other person is herself, how unusual and comforting it is. But,
Lu Yin, I have already got such a feeling. If our world will always be empty
and lonely, and within such cold loneliness we can see everything about our-
selves through seeing each other, then although life is so cruel and ruthless, I
only want to love this understanding in the deep heart of the intelligent sea
and I no longer want anything more.34
Shi Pingmei was happy because what she thought of as unrepresentable
had been perfectly expressed by her female friend. Her love for Lu Yin, who
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was so close to her in mind, heart, and feeling, was in a sense unrepresentable in
words. The letters that Shi Pingmei, Lu Yin, and Lu Jingqing exchanged con-
tain expressions strikingly similar to the language of heterosexual love; in addi-
tion, their language comprised a special bond completely separate from
compulsory heterosexuality. This bond, stated by “I feel you are just myself”
or “I can see myself through you,” is prevented by the heterosexual difference
between men and women and goes beyond the norm of sisterhood between
women.
Lu Yin unfolds her narrative through her and Lu Jingqing’s reading of
Shi Pingmei’s diary. In the ¤rst half of Ivory Rings, Lu Yin listens to Lu Jing-
qing’s narration of Shi Pingmei’s secret romance, and in the second half they
switch positions. Thus in the form of friendly gossip, the ¤rst and original
source of information about Shi Pingmei’s life is opened to the public. We ¤nd
out that Shi Pingmei authorizes her friends to look at her private possessions,
such as diaries and letters, even if she is not present. When Lu Yin and Lu
Jingqing glimpse Shi Pingmei’s secret life, they gain the pleasure of the aura
that comes from Shi Pingmei’s artistic and sentimental expression of her pain.
This pleasure is mutual. The friends see themselves, their pain and inferiority,
through each other. Uncontaminated by mundane regulations, the pleasure
they share is derived from their transcendent feminine love, which relentlessly
questions the originality and authenticity of the revolution plus love theme in
Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei’s love story.
Ivory Rings is an important work because its ultimate sentimental aesthet-
ics involve a death obsession within the language of love, and its historical
context makes it a precursor to other feminist writings. Narrative ¤guration of
feminine intimacy and feminine consciousness depends on the historical situ-
ation, so I will ¤rst explore why and how a particular social and historical junc-
ture leads to Lu Yin’s performative language of gender, which is closely
related to the death drive and destructive sentimentalism.
In Lu Yin’s novel, the reader only faintly knows that the Communist
leader Gao Junyu works on some heroic mission. His revolutionary back-
ground fades from the scene before the sentimental romance takes place. Al-
though he is deeply in love with Shi Pingmei, he does not gain her true love
until he dies. Having been hurt by her ¤rst lover, a married man who manipu-
lated her feelings, Shi Pingmei cannot recover from the trauma and accept
Gao Junyu’s genuine love. She keeps refusing him, and Gao Junyu ¤nally dies
for this unattainable love. Only then does she swear to sacri¤ce her youth and
love to him; she visits his grave frequently for almost three years and eventu-
ally pines away too. According to Lu Yin’s narrative, Gao Junyu lives and dies
for love instead of his great revolutionary work. With deep remorse, Shi Ping-
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mei says, “Why didn’t you die and shed blood in the battle¤eld, instead of
choosing to lie among a clump of roses? Now you are mourned not by the
people of the whole country, but by a person who had different thoughts and
was ungrateful for your love.”35 The formula of revolution plus love has here
been shaped and deranged by the discourse of love, a sentimental tradition
that was popular in the May Fourth imagination but became problematic dur-
ing the period of revolutionary literature.36
The title Ivory Rings has deep signi¤cance as a symbol of the bond be-
tween Gao Junyu and Shi Pingmei; it also carries the meaning of death
throughout the novel. In her own collection of prose titled The Language of the
Waves (Taoyu, 1931), Shi Pingmei illustrated the history of the rings in detail
in one short story, “Ivory Rings.” Within it she included the letter Gao Junyu
mailed to her with the rings. He wrote, “Let us use ‘the white’ to commemo-
rate life as deadly quiet as emaciated bones.”37 When her friend Jingqing ad-
vised her to take off this white, cold ring, which might be an unlucky omen,
Shi Pingmei ¤rmly refused, preferring to let her “splendid and magni¤cent
fate be lightly tied inside this sadly white and withering cold ring.”38 Even
though Shi Pingmei knew that this ivory ring was full of implications of death,
she bound her young and beautiful life tightly with it. When Gao Junyu was
struck by Shi Pingmei’s denial of his love and spat out blood, it was this ivory
ring that was deeply engraved in her memory; when she saw Gao’s corpse in
the hospital after he died, it was also this ivory ring that ¤rst greeted her eyes.
Through her deep understanding of Shi Pingmei, Lu Yin came to select this
symbol as the thread on which she strung every bead of the sentiment in her
novel.
The discourse of desire in Ivory Rings does not take a decisive political
turn, as in other writings of revolution plus love in the 1930s. Lu Yin seems to
harp on the same string of sentimentalism that was heavily indebted to the Chi-
nese erotic-romantic tradition, established by works such as Cao Xueqin’s
Dream of the Red Chamber (Hongloumeng), Wei Zi’an’s Traces of Flower and
Moon, and Xu Zhenya’s best-seller Jade-Pear Spirit. In real life, Shi Pingmei
liked to secretly ¤gure herself as Lin Daiyu: even her pseudonyms, Mengdai
and Lin Na, were taken from Lin Daiyu’s name; moreover, Lu Yin sometimes
called her “Pin,” which was the nickname Baoyu gave to Daiyu. It is interesting
to note that in Ivory Rings, Lu Yin deliberately focuses on representing Shi
Pingmei’s narcissism, self-pity, and self-destructiveness, similar to Lin
Daiyu’s. With its abundant tears and obsession with illness and death, Lu
Yin’s version of Shi Pingmei and Gao Junyu’s love story looks like another
copy of the emotionally excessive Chinese literary tradition, which con¶icts
with rationality.39 However, historical conditions shape the production of this
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sentimental tradition. In¶uenced by the May Fourth tradition, Lu Yin also
tries to recapture Western romance. The protagonist Gao Junyu quotes a fa-
mous line from Theodor Storm’s Immensea, repeating that if he dies he can
only be buried alone. This exaggerated, Wertherian sensitivity renders the
protagonists more and more agonized, helpless, and morbid. Such a painful ex-
istence seems to have been so common that it made Shi Pingmei and Gao Ju-
nyu’s love story extremely popular at the time.
The hybrid of Eastern and Western sentimental traditions provides Lu
Yin an opportunity to remold Shi Pingmei’s image as a new woman. According
to the narrator, the protagonist Shi Pingmei is a well-educated modern girl, a
dextrous ice skater and a marvelous dancer at parties, smoking and drinking all
the time. As Lu Yin narrates through Lu Jingqing’s storytelling, after Shi
Pingmei is wounded by her ¤rst lover, she becomes suspicious of heterosexual
romance. Although she spends time with Gao Junyu, she never loves him
while he is alive. One of her excuses is that, like her ¤rst lover, he is married.
Therefore, she regards the af¶ictions and sorrows of their relationship as
¤ction, and she acts only inside this sadly beautiful play. With a melodramatic
attitude toward life, she cannot help but be deeply affected by her own perfor-
mance. She once tells Lu Jingqing that when she is acting she is clearly aware
that it is only a play, but at the same time she feels so absurd that she makes a
real show of being in earnest:40
I believe Cao [Gao Junyu] really loves me and pursues me. Probably it is the
possessive desire of human beings. I don’t believe that he can die for the sake
of love, truly, I don’t believe there is such a possibility. But who knows? My
heart is locked inside the contradictions—sometimes I also fear, not only that
he would die for me; even when I see him cry I tremble all over. A man, espe-
cially an adult, should be more rational, but when he cries his eyes are swollen
and his face is pale, isn’t it serious? Whenever I am in such a situation, I al-
most forget myself, I am softened and hypnotized. During the hypnotic state,
I change into another person, I become very gentle and I cannot refuse him
any request. Oh! How miserable! This mesmerism is only temporary. After I
wake up again, I ¤rmly turn him down. This brings him more embarrass-
ment than when I didn’t accept his requests in the ¤rst place. But I didn’t plan
to do this. How pitiful! Nobody sympathizes or comforts me and my tortuous
feelings. They—those gentlemen who enjoy blaming other people—say that
I am a demon woman, who ¶irts with men, drags them to wells but then es-
capes by herself. Alas! What relentless criticism. When have I been so evil?
Honestly speaking, if I am dallying with them, what kind of bene¤t can I
get?41
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Some of her intimate confessions in the novel show her critical attitude to-
ward men and the modern romance, engendered by the May Fourth cultural
movement:
Especially men who have wives already cannot be relied on. These men are
used to riding one horse but looking for another. If they ¤nd someone who is
better than the old, they begin earnest pursuit. If they cannot succeed, they
have the nerve to go back to their wives. The most detestable thing is that
they see women as objects. They liken women to lamps and even brazenly
claim that they don’t need kerosene lamps if they can have electric lights. —
After all, women also should have their human rights; after all, they are not
horses or lights.
No, I feel that if I ruin others’ marriage for my own sake, I would offend
other people. Therefore, I still remain celibate as I wait for love.42
Since the May Fourth tradition encouraged men to decline their arranged
marriages and pursue sexual and emotional liberation, many intellectuals
such as Lu Xun, Yu Dafu, Guo Moruo, and Mao Dun were involved in love
triangles with their former wives and new women. Perplexed by such a com-
mon situation, in which the conventional woman has no choice but to sacri¤ce
for both the feudal morality and the modern romance, Shi Pingmei shows
deep concern about women’s problems. She also consciously challenges the
role of new women as de¤ned by the new patriarchal culture.
Women like us, who would like to sacri¤ce everything merely because of
marriage? . . . As a person, he [Gao Junyu] is not bad. Although I do not need
him to be my lifelong companion, I need him to decorate my life.
But when you think of other people too much you will forget yourself.
Think—the reason a girl deserves people’s admiration and pursuit is just be-
cause she is a girl. If she marries, she is nothing but a dying star, without light
and heat; who wants to pay attention to her? Therefore I really don’t want to
marry.
In dealing with men, when we are happy, there is no harm in smiling and
playing with them; when we are unhappy, we should break up with them.
Who would like to fetter oneself in the jail of love?43
The protagonist Shi Pingmei’s secret inner thoughts disclose what is so
different and disconcerting about Lu Yin’s and her own reiteration of new
women. Deeply suspicious of men’s love and heterosexual marriage, Shi acts
like a modern girl, holding power and will, ¶irting and playing with men. She
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wants to maintain the dominant position, without sacri¤cing herself to men,
love, marriage, or any male-centered ideologies. Bearing her own trauma, Shi
Pingmei refuses to accept the assigned position of new woman offered by the
heterosexual norm and decides to build all kinds of love, heterosexual marriage
and utopian female relationships, on the basis of illusory like-ice-like-snow
friendship (bingxue youyi). Her self-denial, self-destructiveness, and self-exile
are perfectly suited to such friendship both aesthetically and psychologically.
Regarding real life as a play or ¤ction and herself as the actress within it, she
uses circuitous behavior and excessive sentiments in a dramatic performance
through which she rede¤nes new women according to her speci¤c feminist
point of view. Denying the very self, empty and full of pain and trauma caused
by a logocentric society controlled by male discourse, she successively upsets
and twists the masculinist logic of power relations. By withholding belief in
sexuality, Shi Pingmei can cross the lines drawn by social relations such as mar-
riage. Yet her de¤nition of like-ice-like-snow friendship is not per se homosex-
ual; it encompasses an array of meanings associated with deviation from the
norm, which includes the compulsory heterosexual framework.
Readers may wonder if the real Shi Pingmei, who was known as a devoted
revolutionary writer, was as sentimental and self-destructive as the heroine
Lu Yin described in Ivory Rings. We can say that Shi Pingmei’s diary, prose,
and letters prove that Lu Yin truly reveals the most private part of the real per-
son whose public image was ¤xed as a positive revolutionary. Although Shi
Pingmei intended to demonstrate her dissociation from regulated sexuality,
she had to live within the ostensible ¤xation of masculine discourse and the re-
pression of women’s perspectives and self-representation. Like most of her fe-
male friends, Shi Pingmei in real life lived and died because of contradictions.
She vacillated between rationality and emotion, the traditional and the new,
death and love, between the assigned role of women and her own imaginary
surpassing of this role. Her contradictory existence allowed her a lavish obses-
sion with death, which became a means of reforming the self in the most para-
doxical way: she did not love the living Gao Junyu but fell deeply in love with
the dead one. In “Heartbroken and Tears Turn into Ice” (Changduan xinsui
leicheng bing), Shi Pingmei gives a chilling description of her experience
when she bade farewell to Gao Junyu’s dead body.
His appearance hadn’t changed a lot: it was only as sadly white as wax. His
right eye was closed, but his left eye was still a little bit open and was looking
at me. I was praying silently as I touched his body, begging him to close his
eyes in death. I knew he did not have more requests and hopes in this world. I
looked at his body carefully, seeing his sad white lips and his lifeless opened
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left eye. Finally I was staring at the ivory ring on his left fore¤nger; at this mo-
ment, my heart was similar to that of Salome when she got John’s head. I was
standing there solemnly and gravely all the time; other people were also
standing behind me silently. At this moment, the universe was extremely
quiet, extremely beautiful, extremely sad, and extremely gloomy!44
In her own grotesque description, Shi Pingmei becomes a typical West-
ernized decadent woman addicted to the beauty of death, sickness, and
corpses, who has the menacing power to seduce men to death. Consciously
identifying herself with the famous Western femme fatale Salome, she com-
mits herself to a decadent sexual identity, which distances her from revolution,
progress, and nationalism and drives her toward alienation. When Gao Junyu
was alive, she involved herself in the love game but declined any sexed posi-
tion in it. Deep in her heart, as she confessed to her female friend in a private
letter, she held the dangerous idea of toying with other people and being self-
indulgent.45 This playful attitude eventually brought on Gao Junyu’s death
and lured Shi Pingmei into the permanent commitment to death itself.
My current situation of bitterly lonely sympathy is not for Tianxin [Gao Ju-
nyu], but for my own needs. . . . The reason that I continuously write The Lan-
guage of Waves is to substantially and deeply build our grave, let people know
that I am as hopeless as a walking corpse. . . . I love virgins, especially the
corpses of virgins, I hope I can succeed in my love. Before, I dared not say such
big words, I was afraid that I couldn’t control my feelings. Ever since Tianxin
died, I have known I can reach my goal.46
Shi Pingmei always wrote for herself, building a tomb of her intricate and
bizarre love—a passion for death. Her impulsive act of showing desire for
decay and death separates her from the revolutionary and decadent new
women, whose seductive bodies are used to convey progressive ideology. Shi
Pingmei’s obsession with all symptoms of decadence and exhaustion re¶ects
her strong belief in individuality—and also the female dilemma of wanting to
reject male stipulations of female desire but ¤nding no fully satisfying alterna-
tive within the male-dominated society. Death and decadence seem to be Shi
Pingmei’s only means to represent her selfhood and overcome gender dis-
crimination. With their sentimental way of writing and existence, Shi Ping-
mei’s and Lu Yin’s subversion and substitution of male desires and identities
are not limited by an unreal aesthetic mode but translated into cultural prac-
tices in which their voices are sharp and real, sad but loud, and dif¤cult for
men to accept.
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Writing for themselves and each other, Lu Yin and Shi Pingmei create a
speci¤cally feminine locus of subversion of the paternal law. Through their
unique feminine language and private communication, they ceaselessly argue
with the real, authentic, political, and revolutionary signi¤er of new women.
Such rewritings endeavor to understand feminine discourse on the model of a
performative theory of names, providing for variation and rearticulation of the
masculine de¤nition of new women. By mistakenly con¶ating the symbolic
with the real, which is supplied by ¤rsthand accounts, Shi Pingmei and Gao Ju-
nyu’s story reformulates revolution plus love. In a radical departure from the
idea of progress, Lu Yin argues on behalf of Shi Pingmei without postulating an
original sexed position; her argument is justi¤ed and consolidated through the
construction of a narrative with its own language, which effectively masks its
immersion in power relations.
Ding Ling: Reshaping New Women
In Ding Ling’s version of revolution plus love, liberated women do not act as
fatally sentimental as Shi Pingmei or as hysterical as Bai Wei and her protago-
nist Yue, nor do they perform like the decadent revolutionary women created
by male leftists’ pens, who use their seductive bodies to achieve revolutionary
goals. Instead, they face a new political condition in which the emergence of the
masses begins to con¶ict with the modern or Westernized signs these new
women carry. Female writer Ding Ling is famous for her early novel The Diary
of Miss Sophia, which speaks of desire, physicality, sexuality, and the dilemma
of newly liberated women in the audacious, open, confessional voice of a ¤rst-
person narrator. As Lydia Liu argues, Sophia’s diary “rede¤nes reading and
writing in gendered terms by insisting on an intimate woman-to-woman talk,”
and “such feminine talk would render both the scholar-lover (indigenous male
beauty) and the medieval European knight (imported Western ideal) su-
per¶uous to their existence.”47 Unlike Shi Pingmei and Lu Yin’s intense, pri-
vate conversation, Sophia’s confession not only talks about feeling, thinking,
everything interior, but also bravely exposes women’s desire, especially physi-
cal desire. Instead of building a transcendent, artistic, and aesthetic utopia of
feminine alliances, Ding Ling in The Diary of Miss Sophia puts the liberated
woman back in the mundane world, alone and sick, letting her speak out loudly
about her genuine desire and the pain of modern sex roles. It is signi¤cant that
after the May Fourth movement, women became so keenly aware of their own
bodies, desire, and sexuality. However, despite the great effect her exploration
of female subjectivity had, Ding Ling’s writing changed dramatically after her
husband, Hu Yepin, became a Communist and was brutally executed by the
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GMD in 1931. From then on, she closely tied her literary writings to Commu-
nist ideology. Her novels Wei Hu and Shanghai, Spring 1930 I and II, which
were written before Hu Yepin’s death, belong to the genre of revolution plus
love. Although later on Ding Ling herself admitted that she had “[fallen] into
the trap of the love and revolution con¶ict in the Guangci manner,”48 these
three novels, as Yi-Tsi Mei Feuerwerker suggests, “show Ding Ling negotiat-
ing a passage from love to revolution, from the focus on internal experience to
the outer world of political reality.”49 As an avant-garde feminist who had been
exploring women’s roles in modern sexual relationships from a female perspec-
tive, Ding Ling had to deal with the con¶ict between new women and the revo-
lutionary symbol—the masses. How do modern women affect the discourse of
emancipation, revolution, and proletarian liberation? As Ding Ling gradually
sacri¤ces modern, liberated women to revolutionary discipline, how does she
relate to her own body, sexuality, and writing?
Ding Ling’s Wei Hu is based on the real story of her close friend Wang
Jianhong’s romance with the eminent Communist leader Qu Qiubai, whose
double-sided character, dedicated to the Communist movement yet embrac-
ing romanticism, is recognized and carefully discussed by T. A. Hsia.50 In
1922, Ding Ling, Wang Jianhong, and other female friends shared a house in
Shanghai, attending the Communist-controlled Female School for Common
People together, where they learned about the idea of social revolution from
teachers such as Chen Duxiu, Li Da, and Mao Dun. After Ding Ling and
Wang Jianhong moved to Nanjing in 1923, they met Qu Qiubai, who had just
come back from Russia and impressed them with his erudite knowledge of
Russian novels rather than Marxist ideas. Encouraged by Qu, the two girls
transferred to Shanghai University, where Qu Qiubai was praised by Ding
Ling as “the best professor,” compared to other famous professors such as Mao
Dun, Tian Han (1898–1968), and Yu Pingbo (1900–1990).51 During this time,
Qu Qiubai and Wang Jianhong fell deeply in love. The couple soon moved in
together, and their romantic life was closely witnessed by Ding Ling, who was
sharing a house with them. According to Ding Ling, Qu was a romantic who
wanted to accompany Jianhong day and night, even after school began. He
wrote love poetry to her every day, carved his beloved poems on stones, and en-
joyed playing ¶ute and singing Kun opera as well as discussing literature with
them.52 Ding Ling’s depiction of Qu’s literary talent and romantic nature re-
minds us of his Super¶uous Words, written before his sacri¤ce: “Owing to a
‘historical misunderstanding,’ I began, ¤fteen years ago, to engage myself, no
matter how reluctantly, in political work. It is because of this reluctance that I
have never succeeded in performing any task satisfactorily; when my hands
were busy with one thing, my mind was occupied by something else.”53 Qu
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Qiubai, characterized by T. A. Hsia as “a revolutionary hypochondriac, a
socialist-minded aesthete, a sentimental hater of the old society, a practitioner
of Bodhisattvahood trained in Moscow, a pilgrim in quest of the land of hunger
who could not stand the black bread, or, in a word, a tenderhearted Commu-
nist,”54 is well represented by Ding Ling’s character Wei Hu, who is tortured
by the con¶ict between his political beliefs and his bourgeois lifestyle.
What concerns Ding Ling most about her closest friend Wang Jianhong’s
love affair with Qu Qiubai is the new woman’s position against the revolution-
ary background. Before Ding Ling headed to Beijing to continue her college
studies, she told Jianhong that it was not her ideal that her friend “was nothing
but only Qu Qiubai’s lover.”55 She was bothered by Jianhong’s indulgence in
modern love and sex, in which the independent character of the new woman
disappeared. Not long after Ding Ling’s departure, Jianhong died of tubercu-
losis, infected by Qu Qiubai, who apparently had left her before her death for
the sake of revolution. Shocked by this abrupt news, Ding Ling could not for-
give Qu Qiubai, who she felt should take full responsibility for her friend’s
death. “I was like a wounded person, going to Beijing with Jianhong’s cousins
by boat,” Ding Ling wrote. “I didn’t write a word to Qiubai despite the fact he
left an address and hoped I could write to him. I was thinking: no matter how
great you are, our connection will be cut because of Jianhong’s death. She died
of tuberculosis, but when did she get this disease? Didn’t she get it from you?”56
Qu Qiubai wrote to Ding Ling constantly, blaming himself in every letter with-
out providing a clear explanation of what had happened. In a poem he wrote to
her, he lamented that “his heart was dead, and he was sad because he let Jian-
hong down, let his own heart down, let Ding Ling down.”57 From those letters,
Ding Ling only vaguely learned that Qu was under criticism from the CCP,
and as he sadly expressed to her, nobody except Jianhong could really under-
stand him.58 Although Qu Qiubai chose revolution over love, he was perpetu-
ally tortured by this decision, which was against his real heart. Experiencing
the con¶ict between revolution and love in real life, Qu Qiubai showed himself
to be much more complex and lonely than the ideal, iron-willed Communist; in
fact, he “is found to be affectionate, sentimental, meditative, idealistic, capable
of absorption in scenes of natural beauty, introspective to the point of self-pity,
and haunted by a sense of loneliness.”59
Later on, Ding Ling discovered that Qu Qiubai had left Jianhong because
of his wife, Yang Zhihua, who was also his revolutionary comrade and a Com-
munist Party member. This discovery irritated her: “I was very emotional, for
the sake of Jianhong’s love, for the sake of Jianhong’s death, for the sake of my
losing Jianhong, for the sake of my friendship with Jianhong; therefore, I
made a lot of complaints against Qiubai.”60 Qu Qiubai didn’t write to Ding
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Ling again before he was executed by the GMD. At the end of Super¶uous
Words, he wrote something to his wife and asked for her forgiveness, “for not
even to her had he had the courage to reveal his heart. . . . He wished that she
would henceforth detest him and forget him so that his soul might rest in
peace.”61 Ding Ling surely understood that Jianhong was the only one to
whom Qu could reveal his heart; therefore in her novel Wei Hu she not only
emphasized the Communist’s split personality, she also explored how modern
women had to suffer in love, even if that love was linked to revolution.
In her criticism of Wei Hu, Yi-Tsi Mei Feuerwerker aptly points out that
“by weighting its descriptive interest on the side of love, Wei Hu is a nostalgic
lingering on what has already been or will soon be lost and past, rather than a
positive af¤rmation of the revolutionary future.”62 Indeed, reading this ¤ction
along with accounts of the real event, we may come to suspect whether Ding
Ling intends to af¤rm Wei Hu’s ¤nal choice of revolution over love. To a cer-
tain extent, Wei Hu is the continuation of Ding Ling’s exploration of women’s
predicament in the new context of revolution plus love. Through her concern
with problematic female sexuality in the revolutionary context, Ding Ling
again demonstrates a strong feminist consciousness and refuses to allegorize
women’s experience, even though her writing was going through a radical po-
litical change. Like The Diary of Miss Sophia, Wei Hu grapples with the prob-
lem of modern women in gendered terms, but this time in a neutral narrative
voice. Unlike authors whose writings eulogize the combination of romance and
revolution, Ding Ling here directly grasps the dilemma that newly liberated
women confront as they choose to connect their love with revolution. In this
story, although the ending valorizes the mass revolution at the price of romantic
love, the confusion of new women still exists. In both her writing and her life,
Ding Ling was caught in a dilemma between her original identity as a modern,
urbanized, and liberated woman and her new, vague Communist identity.
This story begins with the protagonist, Wei Hu, returning from Russia to
participate in the Chinese revolution and being tempted by his friend to meet
some new women. At ¤rst, Wei Hu refuses this opportunity, since “his whole
enthusiasm can only be devoted to his belief and goal,” and he has met various
kinds of women before, both traditional Chinese intelligent women and foreign
exotic, brave, and romantic women. But the women he is introduced to are
completely different: they are neither traditional nor as frank and con¤dent as
Russian women. Ironically, he cannot help falling in love with one of them,
Lijia. Not surprisingly, Lijia and her group of female friends have some hostil-
ity toward men and enjoy playing with them or making things dif¤cult for
them. These new women are proud and admire Western knowledge, freedom,
and feminism; they refuse to identify with any kind of ready-made social roles,
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even if they have not entered college or gone to work. To cater to these new
women’s interests, Wei Hu keeps talking about topics they like, such as West-
ern literature, women, love, and freedom, but he avoids mentioning Marxism
or socialism because Lijia rejects these dry concepts from the very beginning.
Like Lu Yin in her description of a transcendent feminine alliance, Ding
Ling creates a stable, reliable, and beautiful woman-to-woman relationship,
meant not to af¤rm the primacy of sexual difference but to explore how to
think of power relations—gender, sexuality, race, class. After Lijia and her
group embark on their different futures, Lijia and her best friend, Shanshan,
go to Shanghai together. Their relationship is unusual in that they love and
quarrel just like a romantic couple. Ding Ling invested a lot of personal emo-
tion into depicting this intimate female friendship, for she and Jianhong had
spent two harmonious years together before Qu Qiubai entered their lives. In
Shanghai, the two girls meet Wei Hu again; then Lijia and Wei Hu gradually
fall in love and move in together. Ding Ling depicts Shanshan’s love for Lijia
in a very ambiguous way: Shanshan acts like a mother, a lover, and a female
friend. Before Lijia moves in with Wei Hu, Shanshan refuses to talk about
him: “I just don’t want him, Wei Hu, to come to occupy our whole time. . . . It
is not worth it.”63 In the narrative, Shanshan is “the disturbing vision” mani-
festing the feminist point of view to comment on Lijia’s romance with Wei
Hu. When Lijia con¤des in Shanshan about Wei Hu’s former Russian lover,
Shanshan is attracted immediately by this dissolute woman because she ad-
mires her independence and courage, qualities hard to ¤nd in Chinese
women. Shanshan’s secret love for Lijia might explain her indifferent attitude
toward Wei Hu; in addition, she questions women’s association with the nor-
mative sex role, even if it includes revolution, progress, and other noble ideas.
Shanshan’s disapproval of Lijia’s romance compels the narrator to distance
herself from the harmony or con¶ict of revolution plus love and from the deg-
radation of the female within the heterosexual framework of society.
Even Wei Hu can tell how Shanshan feels about Lijia; he says, “How nice
you have such a good friend, but I don’t have one. She really loves you! She is
virtually like a mother.” Lijia answers, “Are you jealous of me? I believe she
also loves you, because she loves me too much. In addition, she will never aban-
don me. But you, Wei Hu, can you also let me trust you like this?”64 Ironically,
Wei Hu eventually betrays Lijia for the sake of his revolutionary ideal, but
Shanshan, as Lijia predicts, still loves and supports her as before. That Ding
Ling links woman-to-woman love (not exactly homosexuality) with potential
problems in heterosexual relationships seems clear: the utopian female bond is
the means by which the truth of sexual repression is exploded and by which so-
cially ideal men and women are questioned.
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Symbolically, new women such as Lijia and Shanshan comprise a conver-
gent set of historical formations of gender, race, and social relations. They are
caught between the prospect of freedom through adapting Western knowl-
edge or bourgeois ideologies of humanism and the violation of the third-
world, oppressed class of Chinese women, whose sexuality is deprivatized and
undermined. Wei Hu’s comrades regard his association with Lijia as plunging
into a “degenerated and debauched gold-decorated brothel.”65 The ideologi-
cal impulses in Wei Hu could have been driven in a sequel toward a resolution,
a rational solution of choosing revolution instead of bourgeois ideologies.
However, the author obviously has a hard time dealing with the unstable con-
cept of the new woman. Ding Ling admires the new, progress, and freedom
just as Lijia and Shanshan do; therefore, her attitude toward the sexuality of
new women like herself is ambivalent: she cannot condemn them, even if they
epitomize Western bourgeois decadent ideas. Through Lijia’s words, Ding
Ling criticizes these Communist comrades:
You misunderstood me. I certainly had some comments on a few Commu-
nists; that is because I was in¶uenced by other thoughts. I was very naive, but
some of your comrades are not tactful at all. You don’t know, it seems, that be-
cause they have some new knowledge and are capable of using some different
terms, they also change into these terms and become so stupidly proud of
themselves.66
Hostility to super¤cial and rational Communists pervades the text that
constitutes Ding Ling’s reception of revolution in gendered terms. This ex-
plains a paradox in her solution for the con¶ict between revolution and the
new women at the end of the novel, where she notes through Wei Hu’s letter
that the tragedy of their love happens because Lijia has an unstable feminist
attitude and because “Wei Hu, after all, belongs to that group of materialists
and philistines who blaspheme love.”67
In particular, Ding Ling is concerned about new women’s position in
modern sexual relationships, for Lijia continues to subordinate herself to male
authority by putting her fate in the hands of Wei Hu, even if he is a respectable
revolutionary. Without burdening Lijia with any ready-made class character-
istics, Ding Ling accentuates rather than dismisses new women’s sexuality and
dilemma. Contrasting Wei Hu’s absence and Shanshan’s loyalty at the end of
the novel, she leaves sexual difference ¶uctuating but af¤rms the power and the
value of feminine independence and subjectivity. By identifying herself as a
new woman, Ding Ling strikes a decisive blow against revolution’s condemna-
tion of women’s subjectivity. Because the opposition between masculine and
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feminine is itself tainted as an ideological construct, her neutralization of sexual
difference through Shanshan’s genuine friendship might appear as intention-
ally feminist writing. The feminine has been ideologically determined to be a
racial and bourgeois signi¤cation and therefore devalorized, but Ding Ling’s
uneasy treatment of new women makes a striking transvaluation of the femi-
nine, and a no less signi¤cant degendering.
In Wei Hu, Ding Ling attempts to forge a new language to speak about the
female body and sexuality within revolutionary discourse. In Shanghai, Spring
1930 I and II she shifts from speaking for the subjectivity of new women to
downplaying the decadent and bourgeois signs carried by new women’s sexual
bodies. Sacri¤cing self-consciousness and her special feminist point of view,
she tries to adopt the language of revolutionary rationality. This transforma-
tion was also in¶uenced by the emergence of class and mass consciousness and
the decline of intellectuals’ individuality within leftist writings at the time.
Shanghai, Spring 1930 I and II is composed of two independent stories,
each of which can be read as variations on the Nora theme. Meilin, the heroine
of the ¤rst part, is an educated woman who is unsatis¤ed with her bourgeois
home and therefore plunges herself into the mass movement at the end of the
story. Mary, the bourgeois girl of the second part who refuses to catch up with
the historical tide of revolution (even though she walks out of the home of her
revolutionary boyfriend) represents a counterdiscourse to Meilin. However
tinged with political messages, these two women’s action—walking out of the
homes that con¤ne them—still contains the residue of new women’s subjec-
tivity that Ding Ling once highly valued. Comparing Ding Ling’s exploration
of the Nora theme with Hu Yepin’s, T. A. Hsia ¤nds that “Ding Ling was al-
lowed by her reservations to see at least the charms, problems, and meanings
of a nonrevolutionary life,” but Hu Yepin’s “eagerness for revolution made it
impossible to dwell on such trivialities or on anything or any person that was
doomed to be swept away by the surging tides of history.”68 In his meticulous
study of Shanghai, Spring 1930 I and II, Tang Xiaobing notes that “this non-
revolutionary life” re¶ects Ding Ling’s own situation, con¤ned by her own
pregnant female body in 1930 while her husband, Hu Yepin, was actively in-
volved in numerous political activities. “By ascribing this nonrevolutionary
life to a female body, Ding Ling both acknowledged the corporeality of her
own gender and, more importantly, created a trope through which to imagine
and prescribe her transformation.” Tang continues, “For this reason, her por-
trayal of Mary in the story is wrought with ambiguity.”69 Yet, no matter how
much Ding Ling attempts to continue her exploration of new women’s di-
lemma and sensibility, her political beliefs require her to allegorize new
women’s bodies.
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In Shanghai, Spring 1930 II, the love between Mary and her boyfriend,
Wangwei, a devoted revolutionary, looks like the love story in Wei Hu, but
this time Ding Ling identi¤es herself with compulsory heterosexuality, depre-
ciating the modern urbanized girl Mary on the basis of her gender and class
identities. Since the emancipation of women is equated with the liberation of
the oppressed class, Mary, a liberated woman who adopts bourgeois life, is in-
evitably excluded by the so-called women’s and proletarian movements. New
women who dwell on love but are not involved in revolution can no longer be
considered progressive; rather, they suddenly represent depravity, vanity, and
regression.
Ding Ling portrays Mary as a modern sexy girl: she likes material goods
and lacks revolutionary interests. When she moves in with her revolutionary
lover, Wangwei, she brings a lot of delicate and trivial belongings. These femi-
nine ornaments and trinkets are the unmistakable and irrefutable signs of de-
generacy. As Naomi Schor points out, “The decadent style is inherently
ornamental. Decadence is a pathology of detail: either metastasis or hypertropy
or both.”70 This equation allows Ding Ling to discriminate between the
healthy and the sick, the revolutionary and the bourgeois. As a material girl,
Mary “does not love anybody but only herself.” Not only is she obsessed with
trivia and ornaments; she also enjoys her own seductive body: “She casts an eye
at her half-naked body with love and a playful gaze, enjoying that white neck
and arm for a long time, then covers herself with the cotton robe.”71 Although
Lijia in Wei Hu lacks revolutionary consciousness, Ding Ling treats her sexy
female body as an important form through which to reconsider post–May
Fourth modern sex roles; but here Mary’s body is transformed into a satire of
bourgeois ideology.
By politicizing Mary’s sexy body—even if, compared to Wangwei’s disci-
plined body, it remains sensuous and feminine through the novel—Ding Ling
tries to reduce Mary to the image of a typical material girl. However, Mary’s in-
dependent personality, which represents a generation of new women who
struggle for their own freedom, still obstinately and constantly jumps out from
her “degenerate” sexy body. Though Mary loves Wangwei, she prefers their
relationship to be that of free lovers, not of a married couple. When Wangwei
attends revolutionary meetings and abandons her in the empty house, she
¤nally acts like Nora in A Doll’s House, escaping the loneliness her lover assigns
to her. In The Diary of Miss Sophia, Ding Ling identi¤es with the similar bour-
geois girl who is fully aware of her body and sexuality, but in Shanghai, Spring
1930 II she ¤rmly denies that feminist position and the individuality previously
pursued. Mary’s repetition of Nora’s action becomes a sign of resistance
against the historical tide—the revolutionary ideology. Hence, in the con¶ict
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between new women and the masses, Ding Ling eventually sides with revolu-
tionary ideology, subordinating herself by giving up her own subjectivity.
The writing of Bai Wei, Lu Yin, and Ding Ling are engaged with a histori-
cal transformation of the relationship between gender and politics, growing
out of what is implicit in revolutionary ideology itself—the imaginative force
of women’s gendered subjectivity. Through these women writers’ use of the
revolution plus love formula, we can see women writers consciously and con-
stantly negotiating with their social position, one that is ¤xed and consolidated
by repressive social laws in the name of progress and revolution. Their differ-
ent performances show that the feminist identities emerging within the matrix
of power relations are not simple replications or copies of a masculinist iden-
tity, nor uniform repetitions in alliance with other subordinated groups.
Rather, feminist identities are ¶uid, operating as sites for invention, exposure,
and displacement of male-centered sexual power relations.
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4 ShanghaiVariations
The series of political events during 1923–1927 gave rise to the well-known
literary movement of “revolutionary literature” (geming wenxue), which aimed
at criticizing capitalist modernity by bringing Marxism into the literary ¤eld.
As one of the most important literary practices of revolutionary literature, the
formulaic writing of revolution plus love expressed a sense of an urgency to re-
deem nationalism from the domination of Western capitalist culture, for which
the May Fourth generation was regarded by radical leftists as the spokesmen.
Initiated by leftist writers such as Jiang Guangci, this formulaic writing at-
tracted numerous followers from different political and cultural backgrounds
who were not necessarily loyal believers in communism. Other scholars have
focused only on leftists’ pursuit of this genre and ignored Shanghai writers’
overlapping and contradictory historical expressions of the relationship be-
tween revolution and love. It is from this standpoint that we need to reexamine
the multicultural background of Shanghai, where this formulaic writing was
produced and transformed. As a modern city in a third-world country, Shang-
hai had to reject modes of thinking that expressed its cultural imagination in
simplistic ways, such as native nationalism, colonialism, and modernity-as-
revolution. The cultural ambivalence of the city made it possible for writers to
treat modernity from a variety of shifting positions that had been discursively
articulated in cultural practice. 
Yan Jiayan’s and Leo Ou-fan Lee’s introduction of urban modernists
such as Shi Zhecun, Liu Na’ou, Mu Shiying, Shao Xunmei, and Ye Lingfeng,
whose names were often consciously erased in many studies of modern Chi-
nese literature, has redirected a certain amount of scholarly interest in Shang-
hai and its cultural practice.1 Western scholarship on urban modernism has
fundamentally altered the canon set originally by leftist writers and critics
who promoted revolutionary romanticism, socialist realism, and the political
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function of literature. These leftist critics tended either to ignore the Shanghai
modernists or castigate them as “bourgeois decadents.” Research on Shanghai
modernism has demonstrated how through an experimental technique urban
modernists’ obsession with erotic and exotic scenes of Shanghai created an in-
teresting literary phenomenon that signi¤cantly contributes to “the develop-
ment of literary modernism,” which “has been rediscovered after more than
half a century of scholarly oblivion.”2 However, those urban modernists’ pur-
suit and imitation of the formulaic writing of revolution plus love—a literary
practice that resulted from leftists’ and Communists’ advocacy of proletarian
literature—has remained largely unexamined.
Although Yan Jiayan, Leo Ou-fan Lee, and Zhang Yingjin have dis-
cussed Liu Na’ou’s “Flow” (Liu) and Mu Shiying’s “Pierrot,” two stories
that clearly carry the stamp of revolution plus love, they do not read them as
derivatives of this formula. Both Lee and Shih Shu-Mei have pointed out that
Liu Na’ou’s journal Trackless Train juxtaposed progressive essays and ¤ction
translated from or inspired by the Soviet Union with the decadent sensibilities
of Paul Morand and Japanese shinkankaku ha ¤ction—a strange combination,
but for Liu Na’ou and his fellow modernists a harmonious one, because both
of them foreground and highlight the new. What has been ignored in their dis-
cussions of Trackless Train is this journal’s contribution to the proliferation of
revolution plus love, the central event in the literary ¤eld around 1930. In my
view, a consideration of those modernists’ early imitation of revolution plus
love in the context of revolutionary literature is meaningful because not only
does it point to the complexity of the literary ¤eld around 1930, which was un-
necessarily rigidly controlled by radical leftists, it also suggests the confusion
of forms of newness understood by these writers, who negotiated between the
binary oppositions of progress and decadence and of the serious and the non-
serious. What is more important, it demonstrates that the reproduction and
circulation of this formula have constituted a world of simulations in which
the original leftist goal—the rational critique of capitalism—is subverted by
different kinds of implications within the urban culture of Shanghai. 
Literary historians such as Wang Yao and Tang Tao have assumed an ex-
isting revolutionary identity held by writers who embraced the formulaic writ-
ing of revolution plus love.3 This identity not only includes Marxist goals and
concerns, but also constitutes a progressive subject that is pursuing political
representation. This assumption is created by the possibility of a “total his-
tory” (Foucault’s term) or total description, which relates all events to the so-
called worldview or the spirit of a generation.4 What has been excised from
establishment histories of modern Chinese literature is the satirical treatment
of revolution plus love by some Shanghai urban writers, such as Shi Zhecun,
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Liu Na’ou, Mu Shiying, Ye Lingfeng, and Zhang Ziping. In his study of Jiang
Guangci, T. A. Hsia notes that leftists’ writing of revolution plus love could be
disturbing, because those leftists constantly vacillated between revolutionary
ideology and the bourgeois lifestyle.5 However, Hsia overlooks the more dis-
turbing practice of this formula by other Shanghai writers, who were obsessed
with the urban culture of Shanghai, which was then being denigrated by Marx-
ist critics as an “immoral product of capitalist decadence.” In the involvement
of Liu Na’ou and his fellow modernists with proletarian literature, “the so-
called ‘depravity of capitalist culture,’” as Shu-mei Shih argues, “becomes the
locus of allure and eroticization, thereby reducing the supposed socialist thrust
to a kind of empty, perhaps fashionable gesture.”6 As a matter of fact, while
pursuing the fashionable revolution plus love formula, those urban writers
never hesitated to ¶aunt their critiques of the “decadent” bourgeoisie while at
the same time deeply indulging themselves in the seductive urban milieu of
Shanghai. Revolution had proven irresistible for the playful literary games of
writers intent on portraying it as just as dazzling and ¶uctuating as sexual de-
sire. Their ¤ction transformed the exciting spectacle of revolution into an em-
blem of the psyche’s over¶owing erotic fantasies. Despite their different styles
of writing, they all treated revolution as an object on exhibit or an eroticized
street scene, chaotic and alluring, orchestrated solely to satisfy the modern
reader. In a sense, their placement of revolution plus love in the urban culture
of Shanghai puts revolutionary language to different uses, establishing new
imaginative boundaries by breaking through previous progressive categories.
Among those ¤ve urban writers who imitated the formulaic writing of revo-
lution plus love, Shi Zhecun, Liu Na’ou, and Mu Shiying are usually catego-
rized as belonging to the Japanese-inspired neosensationalist school (xin ganjue
pai) because of their obsession with literary modernism. Zhang Ziping is often
criticized for catering to popular tastes and commercialization, and Ye Lingfeng
is somewhere between these two extremes. Although most of their formulaic
practices were launched two years before the famous Jingpai (Beijing school) and
Haipai (Shanghai school) debate in 1934, collectively these ¤ve writers can be
said to form the ¤ctional landscape of the Shanghai school. Putting them side by
side not only challenges the conventional view that the Shanghai school simply
refers to vulgar, consumer-based, low-quality urban literature,7 but also goes
beyond the paradigm of the neosensationalist school, which has been the central
focus of Western scholarship on Shanghai literature of the 1930s. In other
words, it is impossible to ¤nd a clear-cut distinction between so-called high
modernism and low culture in the Shanghai school literature, such as that which
perhaps characterizes the modern literary tradition of the West. In such a con-
text, we need to raise the following questions: if the Shanghai school writers
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cannot be reduced to a simple integrated group, how can we categorize the
Shanghai variations on revolution and love? Was their imitation of this formula
merely a counterrevolutionary strategy by which they rewrote revolutionary lit-
erature in the light of the “immoral and decadent” capitalist culture, or was it ac-
tually the embodiment of a revolutionary spirit in a more political sense? Did
they attempt to promote the sale of their books through catering to popular in-
terests, or did they want to take the elitist, avant-garde stance by adopting the
experimental literary techniques? Were they able under the pressure of national
crises to break away from the idea of modernity as historical progress, or were
they themselves among the producers of this modernity?8
In this chapter, I explore these questions by examining the sources from
which the Shanghai school writers derived their formula of revolution plus
love. Tracing the sources of those marginalized formulaic writings reveals
some literary practices that are seldom recognized by mainstream literary his-
tory. More important, such efforts make it possible to question assumptions
about the period of revolutionary literature. It is these writers’ different ways
of creating the same images (such as nation, class, and the object of desire) that
need to be underscored as we examine the erotic undercurrent of revolution-
ary discourse in the cultural milieu of Shanghai. Observing how these writers
articulated the popular theme of revolution plus love in various new forms not
only helps us understand the way they de¤ned modernity and its relationship
to politics, but also shows there is no original, single, and stable identity inher-
ent in the mere imitation and repetition of the formula. Those urban writers’
performative transplanting of the revolution plus love formula to the erotic
urban context constitutes another facet of Chinese modernity and dismantles
the binary opposition of progress and decadence, the opposition that is at once
powerful and exhausting.
Shi Zhecun: Psychosexual Politics
Shi Zhecun was on the editorial staffs of Trackless Train, La nouvelle littéra-
ture, and the famous Les Contemporaines (Xiandai), the magazines that were
identi¤ed most closely with Western modernist experiences ranging from new
romanticism and expressionism to the use of psychoanalysis. When young
members of the Creation Society and Sun Society were busily involved in de-
bates about revolutionary literature, Shi Zhecun, Liu Na’ou, and their friends
responded to this new phenomenon by introducing revolutionary novels from
Soviet Russia in Trackless Train. For Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shi and his friends’ in-
terest in revolutionary novels derived from their inclination toward cosmo-
politan and avant-garde writing:
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According to Shi, the term qianwei (avant-garde) was ¤rst introduced to China
around 1926–1928 from Japanese sources on Soviet literature. Shi and his
friends were initially attracted to this radical revolutionary metaphor because
they believed that all the best Soviet writers active in the 1920s—Mayakovsky,
Babel, and others—were avant-gardists, which they equated with the “mod-
ern” trend in art and literature in Europe as well. In other words, they saw
themselves as both revolutionary and aesthetic rebels on an international
“front line.”9
Unlike the leftists from the Creation and Sun Societies, who emphasized
the social function of literature, Shi Zhecun was attracted to Soviet literature be-
cause of its new form and technique. Among Shi’s early writings, one short
story, “Pursuit,” which has seldom attracted critics’ interest, tackled the theme
of revolution plus love. Written in 1928, the year he became friends with the
Communist critic Feng Xuefeng, “Pursuit” was recognized as in¶uenced by the
English version of The Flying Osip: Stories of New Russia, written by Shishkov,
Seifulina, Kasatkin, and others.10 As Shi Zhecun later wrote: “‘Zhui’ was my at-
tempt at imitating Russian ¤ction, using a rough outline to write a proletarian
revolutionary story. This small book of Zhui was unexpectedly noticed by the
GMD’s propaganda department and was included in the list of prohibited
books. This prohibition really elevated my market value.”11 Although “Pur-
suit” is different from Shi’s later and more notable ¤ction, such as “A General’s
Head” (Jiangjun de tou, 1932), “Shi Xiu,” and “An Evening of Spring Rain”
(Meiyu zhixi, 1933), it already shows the psychological exploration for which he
is known. This story deserves attention because in it Shi invents a psychic world
build on the discourse of social realism and its ideological underpinnings.
Through the parallel con¶icts in the story—between the poor and the rich, the
sexual and the political, the personal and the collective—the author shows how
revolutionary identity has been dislodged by perverted sexual desire.
Unlike Jiang Guangci and his followers’ literary versions of revolution
plus love, “Pursuit” is neither dominated by hyperbolic romantic passion nor
overburdened by slogans or revolutionary concepts. Departing from the no-
tion of the real de¤ned by revolutionary literature and its ideological frame of
reference, Shi chose to represent the issue of class identity in terms of the hero
Xinhai’s sexuality. The title obviously has a double meaning: is it a revolu-
tionary goal that Xinhai pursues, or the sexy daughter of a capitalist? On the
surface, the story seems conventional: a revolutionary proletarian worker is
seduced by a bourgeois girl; because of his love for her, he allows her to escape
when the workers and revolutionaries take over the city. After he realizes that
the reactionary girl has betrayed him and escaped alone, Xinhai gets so furious
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that he volunteers for a heroic mission—to bomb the bridge in order to protect
the city. “Pursuit” may seem a standard Communist novel: it advises revolu-
tionaries to be alert to the corruption of the bourgeois. However, the erotic
fantasies of the oppressed that may be unleashed by revolution are hidden
within every psyche; this generates a crisis of masculine sexuality that threat-
ens political morality, which draws a clear demarcation between the pure and
the impure.
In this story, Shi blends class consciousness, sexual repression, sexual
yearning, and sexual psychology. Against the background of a city controlled
by a militia of low-class workers, the narrator creates a ghostlike reality of vio-
lence, death, and terror, a strange and dark scene of continuous violent acts,
combined with a revolutionary sentiment mingled with masculine fantasies
and desires. In this isolated revolutionary city, only the liberated oppressed
can be named as human beings; the others, male and female, are all “reaction-
ary dogs.” The original ¶ourishing and bustling signs of the modern city, such
as markets, dance halls, hotels, the bourgeoisie, the proletariat, and prosti-
tutes, have all been replaced by merciless class struggle and revolutionary war.
This scene looks more like an allegory of the terror of revolution itself than a
record of reality in 1928. It allegorizes the future of revolution; interestingly,
contemporary readers might even ¤nd this kind of terror and this ghostlike
city in Mao’s era. Inside the isolated city, the faces of revolutionaries are anony-
mous, but their violent impulses and vague anxiety permeate every corner.
It is here that Xinhai encounters the “female reactionary dog,” the daugh-
ter of a member of the bourgeoisie, with whom he had secretly fallen in love
while previously working for her father. The bourgeois daughter uses Xin-
hai’s sexual attraction to her to gain his help. Made to serve the political pur-
pose of representing the decadent bourgeois class, she is portrayed by Shi
Zhecun as a super¤cial, hypocritical, and erotic femme fatale, the trope of
the decadent city before it was conquered by revolutionaries and workers.
As the girl makes gestures of sexual invitation, Xinhai is tempted and thrilled
by the possibility of possessing her. The original master-slave relationship
and class consciousness have further intensi¤ed Xinhai’s carnal desire. Al-
though the story follows the style of proletarian literature, it resembles Shi’s
studies of male sexuality and eroticism in his later ¤ction. Obviously indebted
to Freud, Shi has created a psychic reality in which Xinhai indulges in a pecu-
liar erotic fantasy. Suddenly realizing he has a chance to be this bourgeois
girl’s lover, he feels thankful to the revolution: “How happy I am today. You
see, I have never seen such a seductive gesture from her. Without the revolu-
tion, I wouldn’t have been fated to encounter this romance.”12 Xinhai’s re-
pressed sexuality takes on the class dimension; his erotic fantasy is also an act
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of class revenge. Skillfully combining repressed sexuality with oppressed class
status, Shi shows more interest in exploring the world of male psychology than
in conveying political ideology.
Since the character of the daughter is a visible agent of the upper class, her
seductiveness suggests that the power of decadence can match the power of
revolution and that sex can be more potent than military force. Xinhai’s mascu-
linity and his meager knowledge of class struggle are quickly overcome by her
allure and his own sexual hallucinations. Shi Zhecun juxtaposes the practical
imperative to oppose the upper class and a complicated sex relation invoked to
justify that opposition. The boundary between the bourgeoisie and the workers
is temporarily eliminated by Xinhai’s sexual fantasies; he cannot ¤nd any rea-
son to ¤ght against the upper class. Actually, his beloved’s political status as
one of the oppressors arouses and increases Xinhai’s desire for her. Only at the
end of the novel, after Xinhai ¤nds out the woman has deceived him, is the
psychosexual war between the bourgeoisie and the oppressed transformed into
a real political war. At the moment of his humiliation, Xinhai’s class identity is
rekindled. In a sense, by inserting a psychosexual scene in the mapping of class
struggle, Shi Zhecun represents the simultaneous breakdown of and desire for
both sexuality and politics.
 The confusion of the protagonist Xinhai’s sexual and political desires
translates into images of spatial closure and con¤nement in the story. The sepa-
ration of the revolutionary city from the other, modern city indicates how mili-
tary barriers de¤ne both inside and outside, the bourgeoisie and the workers,
decadence and revolution, and also suggests the dif¤culty of keeping those cate-
gories clearly de¤ned. In the author’s representation of psychosexual politics,
the sexual and political voices meet and mix as the two opposing agents, Xinhai
and the upper-class woman, get entangled in their ridiculous love affair. Such
representation, combined with an experimental narrative technique and a pa-
rodic mode of writing, has put the formula of revolution plus love in a seem-
ingly simple but actually very complicated and awkward situation.
Liu Na’ou: Hybrid Identities
Another famous writer of the neosensationalist school, Liu Na’ou, started the
literary magazine Trackless Train in 1928,13 and in 1929 opened the Froth
bookstore, which published a lot of progressive literary books, including The
Collection of Marxist Artistic Theories (Makesi zhuyi wenyi luncong) and his
own translation of the Soviet theoretician Vladimir M. Friche’s book The So-
ciology of Arts (Yishu shehui xue). Liu and Mu Shiying, another prominent
writer of the neosensationalist school, are well known “because for both the
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city was the only world of their existence and the key source of their creative
imagination.”14 Liu’s life ended tragically: in 1939, he was assassinated while
serving as an editor of a newspaper under the collaborationist regime of Wang
Jingwei, possibly by the Green gang or secret agents of the GMD.15 Mu was
also assassinated in 1940 by secret agents of the GMD as he took over the edi-
torship of a newspaper under the puppet regime.16
As Shi Zhecun recalls, Liu Na’ou introduced various new literary trends
from Japan to China, contributing greatly to the translation and transforma-
tion of Western modernity into China from 1928 to 1931:
Liu Na’ou introduced a lot of newly published literary books, including some
products of the new trend in Japanese art circles, such as Yokomitsu Riichi,
Kawabata Yasunari, and Tanizaki Jun’ichiro’s ¤ction; as for literary history
and literary theory, he included some artistic books and reports on futurism,
expressionism, surrealism, and historical materialism. In Japanese art circles,
it seemed that all of these multicolored new artistic trends, as long as they were
antitraditional, all belonged to “new” literature. Liu Na’ou had the greatest es-
teem for Friche’s The Sociology of Arts, but his favorite was the work depicting
the erotic life of the metropolis. For him, there were no contradictions: in Japa-
nese art circles, these products were all “new” and “avant-garde.” Their simi-
larity lay in the newness of the creative methods and critical standards; their
difference was in the direction of thought and social signi¤cance. Those opin-
ions of Liu Na’ou had a great impact on us; therefore, our knowledge of art be-
came very eclectic.17
From Shi Zhecun’s description of Liu Na’ou’s translations, we can see
that modernities and modernism consisted of hybrid knowledge, and as they
are transmitted from one culture to the other, the conditions that produced
them in the original culture do not necessarily get passed along into China.
Moreover, this translated knowledge does not automatically develop a site for
resistance to Eurocentrism.18 Rather, because of their newness, these different
neologisms and forms of knowledge were mixed together, forging a connec-
tion between modernity and the complex process of domination, resistance,
and appropriation in the cultural context of “Shanghai cosmopolitanism.”19
Since Liu’s and his fellow modernists’ sense of Chinese identity “was never in
question in spite of the Western colonial presence in Shanghai,” as Leo Ou-fan
Lee argues, they “were able to embrace Western modernity openly, without
fear of colonization.”20 Using Liu Na’ou’s representations of the Westernized
“modern girl” as an example to discuss the semicolonial formulations of
gender and race in Shanghai, Shih Shu-mei also points out that “the search for
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‘civilization’ in the Western mode need not be hampered by the existence of
Western imperialism in China.”21 In other words, Liu Na’ou’s translation of
mixed Western knowledge cannot be simply categorized according to West-
ern theories of colonialism and postcolonialism. Rather, his way of sinicizing
and appropriating Western knowledge reveals complicated facets of Chinese
modernity, beyond the binaries of the colonizer and the colonized, national-
ism and imperialism.
Moreover, far from being interested in novelty as such or in novelty in
general, Liu Na’ou and writers of the neosensationalist school tried to dis-
cover or invent a new form to convey the possibilities of crisis: the cultural cri-
sis of Chinese tradition, the crisis of the nation, the crisis of modern man, or
any other created crisis. In this new form, these writers juxtaposed the appar-
ently contradictory notions of avant-gardism and decadence, revolution and
eroticism. From this point of view, Liu Na’ou’s use of revolution plus love can
be de¤ned as his personal manner of translating Western modernity into
China. Liu could always ¤nd a certain parallelism between urban eroticism
and revolutionary desire; for instance, he translated a collection of Japanese
modernist writings, Erotic Culture (Seqing wenhua, 1928), which included
seven Japanese shinkankaku ha works and proletarian stories. He said those
Japanese writers “were all depicting the unhealthy life of the corrupted period
of modern Japanese bourgeois society, but they also revealed implications for
tomorrow’s society and the new path of the future.”22 But under this title, the
meaning of revolution was shaped by its erotic sensation.
Since he was a Taiwanese who grew up in Japan, Liu Na’ou’s identity as
“Chinese” was more problematic than that of native Chinese; he was caught up
in the bitter con¶ict between the foreign and the traditional, the new and the old.
The “un-Chinese” quality of his writing as well as his national identity became
targets for leftist critics in the 1930s, but these characteristics “had been part of
the aesthetic agenda of Shanghai modernist ¤ction from its inception.”23 His at-
titude toward the national crisis, or any other cultural crisis, was one of mockery
of Chinese intellectuals’ obsession with China. Transgressing national and cul-
tural boundaries, his depiction of the Chinese is rife with foreign ¶avor, without
the agony of identity crisis but generating the fantasy of difference.
In Landscapes of the City (Dushi fengjing xian, 1930), an interesting collec-
tion of short stories, the story “Flow” shows his intention to pursue the fash-
ion of revolution plus love. Hidden in the crowd of a modern city, the story’s
Chinese characters, whose revolutionary and erotic consciousness and uncon-
sciousness mingle with each other and make a memorable appearance in an
exotic land, are ambivalent about their political identities. “The experience of
Shanghai modernity, as it stands at the center of Liu Na’ou and Mu Shiying’s
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short stories,” Yomi Braester suggests, “depends upon staging ‘the modern’ as
a spectacle in which the characters view the city and the suburb and at the
same time become part of that view.”24 Regarding the theme of revolution plus
love as also part of this spectacle, Liu Na’ou lavishes criticism on the depravity
of capitalist culture but at the same time is unable to resist its seduction. 
Liu Na’ou’s narrative strategy for grasping the ¶uidity of light, color, and
sensation merits special attention here, because it creates a dazzling back-
ground behind which the lives of modern men and women are intensi¤ed and
dramatized. The narrative language in “Flow” is a hybrid that crosses linguis-
tic boundaries between Europeans and indigenous Chinese. This narrative
language perfectly expresses the exotic and erotic city scenes, which titillate
readers, making them feel lost in the array of modern cars and radiant neon
signs, ¤lm images, and sensual fantasies. The story begins at a cinema where
foreign technologies project and produce exotic and shocking experiences and
visual pleasure. When Liu Na’ou depicts the atmosphere inside the cinema,
he equates its real space with the illusory ¶uidity of fantasies derived from the
silver screen:
Suddenly, the pink light coming from nowhere illuminates the whole scene of
the cinema. Some beautifully dressed women, who are sitting on the left,
quickly pull thin scarves with ¶owery decorations over their faces. People seem
to walk in the new wedding tent, the pink feeling starts to surround them layer
upon layer. After a while, as soon as the machine sounds, the scene turns dark,
and the white screen on the opposite side sparkles with silver light.25
Switching dramatically from pink light to a pink feeling, from the gaze of
real people to the gaze of the silver screen, and from the theater to the fanciful
visual pleasure, Liu Na’ou smoothly leads the reader into this intoxicating
world. Liu was fond of ¤lm and was something of a ¤lm critic in the 1930s. He
promoted “soft ¤lm” (ruanxing dianying)—¤lm for entertainment—for which
he was attacked by leftist ¤lm critics.26 In “Flow,” by emphasizing ¤lm’s soft
material as well as its entertainment function, Liu intends to criticize the ex-
travagant and decadent bourgeois lifestyle; at the same time, however, his
story seems intoxicated by these soft and ¶oating images. The protagonist,
Jingqiu, who works for a textile factory owner and has an opportunity to be-
come the son-in-law of his boss, goes to movies—the dream world—with his
boss’s son, Tangwen. Although he accepts the progressive idea of opposing
the bourgeoisie, Jingqiu is immediately enchanted by the realistic yet imagi-
nary atmosphere of the cinema, a product of bourgeois class. As Jingqiu stares
at the ¤ctional but real Western world in the ¤lm, his desires and fantasies
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mingle with the arti¤cial and exotic visual objects. Liu Na’ou describes Jing-
qiu’s ¤rst time watching a foreign ¤lm as an almost bodily experience that
overpowers his rational mind. His description of Jingqiu’s experience with
foreign culture as one of fascination overwhelms any potential criticism Liu
raises about the corrupt bourgeois lifestyle. Thus the real and the imaginary,
the foreign and the native, as well as the upper-class and the proletarian con-
sciousness contend with one another in Jingqiu’s experience.
In the middle of the ¤lm, Tangwen and Jingqiu discover that Qingyun,
the third concubine of Tangwen’s father, is sitting in the same theater with an-
other man, with whom she is obviously having an affair. To cover up her illicit
behavior, she recklessly comes over and seductively lures Tangwen away to a
tryst. After the two of them have left Jingqiu alone on the street, he suddenly
feels lonely and disillusioned, and at this moment his class consciousness is
awakened:
Jingqiu still cannot calm his stimulated nerves, thinking silently in his heart.
Hum! Is this what Tangwen had called the “diner de luxe” of eyes? Spending
the money workers can’t get even if they sweat for half a year brings only a little
more than an hour of pink excitement. No wonder the lower-class people often
argue about unfairness. I also understand a little bit of the feeling of the rich,
but how long can they still indulge in their comfortable life and silk culture?
With today’s audiences, although they are enveloped in soft wool fabric and
expensive fur, who knows if inside their bodies they aren’t already corrupted?
Most people among them are either hysterical women or impotent old men.
How much strength do they have to participate in the future society?27
Although bearing the imprint of class ideology, Jingqiu’s critique of capi-
talist exploitation and corruption is ironically triggered by his own repressed
sexuality. Looking at the bourgeois class as represented by either “hysterical
women or impotent old men,” he positions himself as a male chauvinist and
social Darwinian. Stimulated by foreign bourgeois pleasures, Jingqiu re¶ects
on society, the future, the rich, and the poor instead of looking inward at him-
self. His class consciousness is constructed through negotiations between
pleasure and anxiety, gain and loss, identi¤cation and projection. Dovetailing
leftist ideology with cultural crisis, social decay, and his own depraved and
erotic fantasy life, Jingqiu attempts to maintain his class identity against de-
stabilizing erotic desire. Yet here the class con¶ict is only an extension of the
author’s imitation of the novelty or the avant-garde aesthetic gesture of West-
ern modernity. The crisis also looks fake, deliberately created to link all exist-
ing symptoms of decadence and exhaustion to some vague class concept.
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Jingqiu’s political rhetoric is a means of expressing self-consciousness, class
consciousness, and racial consciousness, but it also serves to make these forms
of consciousness ironic and self-destructive.
Living in his boss’s home, Jingqiu is involved in a sexual game with three
women: the thirteen-year-old daughter of his boss; the daughter’s private tu-
tor, Xiaoying, who is also a revolutionary; and the concubine Qingyun. Woo-
ing Xiaoying substantiates Jingqiu’s class awareness. What attracts Jingqiu is
her masculinized body—with its healthy dark skin, strong and elastic arms
and legs, and short hair—and her masculine revolutionary ideas. Her mascu-
linized body differentiates her from the femininity of the two other women in
the decadent bourgeois family. The class boundary between the oppressor
and the oppressed, the employer and the employee has been seemingly se-
cured, but class and sex serve only coincidentally as conduits for Jingqiu’s
neurotic anxiety and sexual desire. Interestingly, Xiaoying declines Jingqiu’s
marriage proposal; instead, she chooses to have only a sexual relationship with
him. A revolutionary who enjoys reading Bukharin’s Theory of Historical Ma-
terialism, Xiaoying is also a typical modern fox spirit, who knows how to se-
duce men: she waits for Jingqiu in his bedroom, taking off her clothes and
slipping into bed, titillating him in her cunning way. At this point, the revolu-
tion plus love formula is overtly transformed into the erotic game between
man and woman. In addition, Jinqiu’s ¶irtation with Qingyun and liaison
with his boss’s daughter turn a potentially progressive theme into a scandal-
ous sexual game and orchestrate class differences in such a way that only un-
bridled desire is conspicuously highlighted. At the end of the story, Jingqiu
quits his job and joins the workers’ strike. After seeing enough actual examples
of upper-class perversity, he decides to ¤ght the bourgeoisie instead of con-
tinuing as a middleman between the oppressor and the oppressed. But his rev-
olutionary energy is soon redirected to ¶irtation: he joins the strike because
Xiaoying is one of the organizers and because her ¶irtatiousness irritates him.
Generally speaking, Liu Na’ou’s rewriting of revolution plus love can eas-
ily overwhelm the reader with sensual excess, exotic language, and dazzling
imagination. The title “Flow” points to the seductive bodies of modern fox
spirits, the revolutionary Xiaoying and the capitalist’s concubine Qingyun. No
matter which class they identify with, they both represent modern femmes
fatales, whose ¶oating and soft bodies are reminders of the softness of ¤lm, the
product of the immoral bourgeoisie. Enchanted as he is by such softness, Jing-
qiu’s class consciousness inevitably loses its solid ground.
Although Liu Na’ou claims that his intention was to expose the decay of
the bourgeois class and the crisis of a corrupted society, his obsession with
erotic life and exotic urban scenes reveals a concept of class that is far removed
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from Marxist theory. As his inquiry into class differences broadens, so too do
the initially circumscribed sexual anxiety and erotic fantasies. Paralleling
revolution with eroticism, Liu Na’ou’s imitation of revolution plus love places
this potentially progressive theme within the exotic world of sexual intoxica-
tion, which is utterly divorced from the social reality of the proletarian masses.
Compared to Jiang Guangci’s and other leftists’ criticism of capitalist moder-
nity, Liu Na’ou’s engagement with this theme, which is largely in tune with
the sensations of urban existence, shows his ambiguous attitude toward strug-
gling against the forces of capitalism. 
Mu Shiying: The Inner World and the Criticism of Modernity
Liu Na’ou’s sense of crisis seems constructed only to provide opportunity for
indulgence in erotic performance and to color his pastiche of exotic urban
scenes. Mu Shiying’s consciousness of crisis is different: it involves a rhetoric of
parody that draws a line between Western modernity and his re¶ections on it.
In other words, Mu Shiying’s writings represent a modern artist’s alienation
from society and are an aesthetic re¶ection of the modernity of his age. Accord-
ing to critics Su Xuelin and Zhang Jingyuan, Mu Shiying is the most successful
writer of the neosensationalist school.28
In the early part of his writing career, Mu wrote ¤ction dealing with the
opposition between the upper class and the oppressed from the point of view
of the lumpen proletariat,29 focusing on the profound sense of loss, alienation,
and crisis of modern Chinese men and women in semicolonial Shanghai. As
Shi Zhecun describes, when Mu Shiying’s early ¤ction was published, every-
body thought it was the epitome of leftist writing. But later on, people ques-
tioned whether Mu’s outlook was fundamentally Marxist, since he lacked
proletarian life experiences. Shi Zhecun concludes that Mu Shiying could
write ¤ction about Shanghai workers by relying on his uncanny ability to imi-
tate content and form.30 Later on, he turned from proletarian realism to urban
modernism, taking the splendid and decadent city life as his central theme.
Like Liu Na’ou, Mu Shiying worked for some magazines controlled by
Wang Jingwei’s collaborationist government during the Japanese occupation; he
too was assassinated by secret agents of the GMD. Ironically, writers like these
who were more interested in the new technique of representation than in political
ideology all met with tragedy in the political sphere. An orthodox Marxist might
easily relate these two writers’ political failures to their Western style of writing
and its imitation of foreign decadence. However, their downfall resulted from
national and cultural circumstances; as Shi Zhecun has said, “there was no room
for development in literary themes, forms, and techniques.”31 The relationship
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between Mu Shiying’s modernist writings, his political life, and the theme of
revolution plus love evinces the entangling issues of politics and writing.
Mu Shiying’s “Pierrot” presents two worlds simultaneously: exotic and
colonial Shanghai, where modern capitalist civilization, like a charming
woman, allures and entices a nation; and a personal, subjective, and imaginative
land in which an isolated individual feels a deep sense of crisis and alienation
from the ¤rst world. The protagonist, Pan Heling, a writer, experiences the
mental agony of the con¶ict between these two worlds. Driving and binding
Mu Shiying’s modernist narrative is a series of interrelated sociopolitical, psy-
chosexual, and aesthetic issues: the lifestyle and economics of the modern city;
perceptions of friendship, love, and sex; the collusion of revolution and eroti-
cism; the contrast between city and countryside; questions of narrative author-
ity; and crises of representation. Two narrative voices, one from the objective
world and the other from Pan’s subjective world, interweave throughout the
story, exposing the complexity of modern identity. The dialogue between the
narrative voices documents the splendor and decadence of city life while ren-
dering a sense of alienation through the writer’s self-mockery. Although he
shares Liu Na’ou’s obsession with urban decadence, Mu adds a voice critical of
modern alienation. The lonely and subjective world becomes his counteractive
force against modernity and progress.
Mu Shiying uses parentheses to indicate the inner voice of the protagonist
Pan Heling, so the reader visually sees the dialogue between the outer and
inner worlds, sees how this man gradually plunges into the despair of modern
existence. Since the themes of anxiety, dread, and modern crisis are precisely
the ones Mu attempts to capture in this story, revolution plus love—the real or
imagined romantic home for most leftists—is inevitably swallowed by this
sense of alienation. At the beginning of the story, after introducing Pan He-
ling’s exotic love, a Japanese girl named Liuli zi, the narrator describes a pros-
perous urban street scene:
Street. There are numerous magic eyes of the city on the street: the erotic eye
of a dancing ball, a greedy ¶y’s eye on a department store, the heavenly happy
drunk eye of Beer Garden, the cheating vulgar eye of a beauty parlor, the inti-
mate lascivious eye of a brothel, the hypocritical judging eye of a church, the
cunning triangular eye of a cinema, the vague sleeping eye of a hotel. . . . A
pink eye, a blue eye, a green eye, in the light of all these eyes a picture of the
social customs of the city is opened. . . . The travelers who enjoy and look at
this secret picture of customs have a grinning cheeky smile for no reason.
Smiling and grimacing, Mr. Pan Heling appears on this street. It seems he is
in¶uenced by this carefree picture of social customs. Mr. Pan Heling walks
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with vigorous strides, wearing his hat askew, smiling and grimacing for no
reason, just like other travelers.32
Roving like a movie camera, the narrative produces a sensational visual
effect. Those “numerous magic eyes” conjure up the visual image of the city,
aggressively gazing at the crowd. As Pan Heling seeks refuge, he gazes back at
the city and the crowd with a smile and a grimace like a typical ¶aneur, main-
taining his personality and personal space while he walks among the people on
the street. Walter Benjamin describes the ¶aneur as someone “who demanded
elbow room and was unwilling to forgo the life of a gentleman of leisure” and
who “is as much out of place in an atmosphere of complete leisure as in the fe-
verish turmoil of the city.”33 Using Benjamin’s conception, Yomi Braester has
suggested that “the impersonal gaze is one of the ¶âneur’s ways to immunize
himself to the shock of the crowd.” With it, he “restructures the space around
him,” “ostensibly indulging in consumption and gambling” as an escape from
“the stress caused by the modern urban rede¤nitions of space and time.”34
Like the ¶aneur’s impersonal gaze, Pan Heling’s smile and grimace contain a
self-mocking undertone, distancing him from the crowd. When discussing
his love affair with his old friend, he complains about the friend’s misunder-
standing and concludes that “everyone in this world lives in a lonely and bor-
ing way.” Even if he is enchanted by the magic eyes of the street, he cannot
escape the sense of alienation caused by this commercial and semicolonial
city. He walks and lives like a ¶aneur, but he is nevertheless unable to rid him-
self of an inner sense of contradiction.
A smile and a grimace are a mask for Pan Heling’s lonely heart. Disguis-
ing his sadness with a happy face, Pan Heling is more like a Pierrot—a typical
image of Mu’s literary imagination—than the ¶aneur. Emphasizing Mu Shi-
ying’s pierrot character as a re¶ection of the writer himself, Leo Ou-fan Lee
explains the difference:
That Mu has consciously chosen the pierrot as the central ¤gure in his urban
landscape and as the self-image of a writer, instead of the more aristocratic
dandy and the more aesthetic ¶âneur, may be connected with the pierrot
¤gure’s af¤nity to the Picaro, a roguish ¤gure and tramp made popular by
Charlie Chaplin. Both character types are, by de¤nition, antiheroes, and can be
regarded as lower-class counterparts to the ¶âneur and the dandy.35
Mu ¤rst portrays Pan Heling as a ¶aneur, then immediately criticizes and
mocks that image from the perspective of the Pierrot, who questions and criti-
cizes the leisurely city life. Like other hommes de lettres who enjoy gathering
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and discussing a wide range of topics, Pan Heling holds a salon at his home.
Suffused with an air of exotic imaginings and sexual fantasies, Pan’s salon is
full of conversations about city culture that go randomly from foreign movie
stars to modernism, from Freudian to Russian revolutions, from narrative
technique to eroticism. Interestingly, the narrator describes such cultural ac-
tivity in a tone of parody. Pan makes every topic, high or low, into an erotic
joke through Freudian interpretation in order to ridicule supposedly mean-
ingful and noble subjects such as art, literature, and culture.
Sitting in his own salon, Pan Heling discovers his complete lack of
identi¤cation with this erotic cultural phenomenon, especially when his guests
give inaccurate interpretations of his novel. Finding that his original meaning
has been distorted, Pan Heling feels despair: if words cannot convey basic
meaning, how can people understand each other? His inner voice tells us, “hu-
man beings are spiritually separated, they are living a lonely existence.” Once
he is aware of the inescapable distance between words and meanings, his illu-
sions of freedom, social relationships, and every other fundamental building
block of modern life vanish. At this point, Mu Shiying’s modern narrative
technique conveys a crisis of communication among author, reader, and critic,
a crisis of words and meanings, and a crisis of arts and culture that make Pan
Heling’s leisurely life as an homme de lettres incomplete and meaningless.
As he becomes disillusioned about such things as urban life, friendship,
culture, and literature, his inner voice elevates love as a pure pillar in his spiri-
tual ruins. But after he goes to Tokyo to pursue his love and discovers Liuli
zi’s affair with a Filipino, Pan soon becomes disillusioned with love and ro-
mance as well. He blames Liuli zi for forfeiting her chastity to a Filipino—“a
slave without a country,” whom even Pan Heling, as a Chinese, despises.
Originally, Pan’s relationship with Liuli zi was established in conjunction
with Shanghai cosmopolitanism, which cannot be simply de¤ned by either
imperialism or nationalism. In other words, the power relationship between
Japanese imperialism and Chinese nationalism did not play an important role
in Pan Heling’s pursuit of exoticism. Now, defeat in love evokes a complex
racial identity, as his racial derogation of the Filipino reminds him of his infe-
rior position before his Japanese lover, who represents imperialism and colo-
nialism. As a typical Shanghai occidentalist who admires foreign power, Pan
Heling imagines the exotic as a perfect Other; this illusion has been shattered.
As a result, a particular discursive formation emerges, blending gender with
race, eroticism with international interests, and love with power. Pan Heling’s
disillusionment with urban exoticism and eroticism represented by Liuli zi’s
body can also be read as a self-mockery of the writer who is intoxicated by for-
eign culture in Shanghai.
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After he is disillusioned with the modern city culture—the erotic female
body, urban exoticism, and the bourgeois lifestyle—Pan rediscovers the dream
of his mother, his old family home, and the pure countryside. He buries his ex-
otic fantasy and returns to his hometown. The contrast between the city and
the countryside has deep allegorical meanings in modern Chinese literature:
the city portrayed by writers such as Shen Congwen usually signi¤es decay,
contamination, and alienation, while the countryside symbolizes lyricism, pu-
rity, naturalness, and health. In this pastoral environment, Pan suddenly longs
for revolution. The connection between the idyllic countryside and revolution
seems too abrupt, but it is the result of Pan Heling’s utopian thinking, spring-
ing from a radical impatience with the imperfection of the world as it is. Home,
countryside, and revolution become his last spiritual resort. But Pan Heling’s
utopian dream is easily and quickly shattered. After discovering that his par-
ents regard him as little more than a source of money, he feels disillusioned
about nature, countryside, and family. Now the only thing that attracts him is
revolution, destruction, and rebellion.
As Pan Heling actively participates in revolution, he sees the masses, his
heroic acts, and rebellion as poetry. He loves the masses and wants to be loved
by them. But after he comes out of jail and becomes a cripple, the organization
and his comrades slander him as a traitor and the masses do not even know of
his existence. At the end of the story, Pan has lost all his beliefs and can only
smile like an idiot. As the narrator says, “Everything is deceit! Friendship, love,
arts, civilization . . . everything, rough and exquisite, inferior and abstruse, is
deceit. Everyone deceives himself and deceives others.”36 The sense of crisis
that Mu Shiying describes in this story is existential, going well beyond the po-
litical crisis of leftist ideology. However, for the critic Yan Jiayan, this sense of
crisis, mediated by thoughts of nihilism, exposes the dark side of Mu Shiying’s
psychology and reveals the negative in¶uence of the neosensationalist school,
which embraces Western modernism uncritically.37 Yan sees the neosensation-
alists as passive recipients and imitators of Western modernization and capital-
ist culture. In contrast, Leo Ou-fan Lee af¤rms Mu as an agent and subject of
Chinese modernity, whose relationship with the Western colonial culture in
Shanghai is one of subtle complexity. The pierrot-like ¤gures that Mu creates
“appear more self-paradistic than self-pitying,” and their alienation in the
urban city is, therefore, “more psychological than social.”38
Indeed, the self-mocking tone of the Pierrot character aims not only to
ridicule the group of Shanghai leftists who embrace romantic revolutionary
literature, but also to mock the writer’s own existence as a particularly self-
conscious modern man. Unlike Liu Na’ou, who portrays revolution as just
another scene of urban exoticism, Mu Shiying uses it to re¶ect modernity and
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Shanghai urban culture, with which he is enchanted. His aesthetic seems
caught in a major contradiction. On the one hand, by setting out to explore
modernity as a spiritual adventure, he shows a genuine fascination with it; on
the other hand, through a personal, individual, and subjective voice, he de-
plores the encroachment of materialism and hypocrisy and expresses his deep
concern as a man inevitably fragmented by modernity. His rewriting of revo-
lution plus love belongs to his project of re¶ecting progressive modernity; ac-
cording to him, neither revolution nor love can rescue one from modern crisis,
or from an alienating society. In this way, Mu Shiying’s modernist writings
not only add a sense of irony to leftist prescriptions of revolution plus love, but
also have the explicit dimension of self-re¶exivity in representing desire and
urban modernity. 
Zhang Ziping: The Consumer Culture
The case of Zhang Ziping is very complicated. Written while he was a member
of the Creation Society, his early novels deal with some serious social problems,
such as the freedom to fall in love and marry without consulting parents and the
emancipation of the individual. With his 1925 novel The Flying Catkin (Feixu),
however, Zhang changed into a popular writer specializing in triangular or
quadrangular love stories. From then on, he catered to mass culture by focus-
ing on eros, the psychology of sexuality, carnal desire, and love. In 1928, when
leftist writers advocated revolutionary literature, Zhang Ziping responded im-
mediately and claimed that he was willing to change direction again.39 Some
critics ¤nd connections between Zhang’s move toward revolutionary literature
and his economic concerns: as the head of Entertaining the Mass (Yuequn)
bookstore in Shanghai, he had to attract more readers at a time when revolution
was in fashion.40 By then, he had translated some Japanese proletarian literary
theory and ¤ction and started to tackle the theme of revolution plus love. But
his revolutionary writing lasted only a short time. At the end of 1928, he re-
sumed his old popular style and returned to themes of love and eroticism. Lu
Xun once summarized the trajectory of Zhang Ziping’s ¤ction as a big love tri-
angle.41 Hostile toward Lu Xun, Mao Dun, and other leftist writers, Zhang
aimed in his late ¤ction to denigrate both the older May Fourth generation of
writers and the younger generation of revolutionary writers. 
Zhang Ziping’s two novels Long Journey (Changtu, 1928) and Pomegran-
ate Flower (Shiliuhua, 1928) are the products of his pursuit of the theme of
revolution plus love. With these two novels, Zhang closely associates this
popular formula with commodi¤cation and urban mass culture. Unlike the
writings of Shi Zhecun, Liu Na’ou, and Mu Shiying, which pursue the same
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theme though with experimental literary techniques, Zhang Ziping’s com-
mitment to mass culture tied him to his previous style and precluded innova-
tion and novelty. He always returned to familiar generic stereotypes and
imitations for mass consumption. 
Written in 1928, Zhang Ziping’s Long Journey attempts to follow the pat-
tern of proletarian novels. The ¤rst half of the novel surprisingly contains a se-
rious critique of society. The female protagonist, Biyun, who comes from the
countryside, suffers economic pressures and human indifference in a totally
strange city. In the second half of the novel, Biyun ¤nally ¤nds a job as a secre-
tary in the military department of the revolutionary army. She completes her
transformation from a country girl into an urban erotic woman, but this pain-
ful process reveals the dark side of the revolutionary effort, where some revo-
lutionaries degenerate into “new bureaucrats and warlords,” “depositing
millions of dollars into the bank of imperialism.”42 At the same time, Biyun
cannot help but also degenerate in the evil city, where the economy unscrupu-
lously manipulates her body.
Although Long Journey is regarded as one of Zhang Ziping’s most serious
novels, beneath the surface of the social and political criticism is his favorite
narrative pattern—the love triangle. The female protagonist, like most hero-
ines in Zhang’s ¤ction, is shaped and corrupted by the consumer culture of
Shanghai. After recognizing the power of money, Biyun becomes more and
more avaricious and never feels ashamed of sleeping around. Being chased by
two or three men at the same time, she chooses money and sexual desire over
traditionally de¤ned love:
Only now, after two or three years’ hard work, she ¤nally realizes her blind
obedience. Before, when people talked about love, she believed in a real love;
when people talked about saving the country, she believed it could be saved;
when people said that after the success of the revolution everyone would have
food, she also had deep trust in them. Actually, where does love exist? Noth-
ing is real but eros and money. People are compelled by these desires, ex-
hausted from running around; how can they have a heart for society, for the
masses, and for love?43
Of course, surviving in the city is Biyun’s primary concern; everything else
looks empty and deceptive. In Zhang Ziping’s ¤ction, money usually plays an
important role: he concretizes the urban existence by means of detailed records
of earning and spending, opting for the direct narration of a city’s material life.
Even when dealing with the theme of revolution plus love, Zhang pays more at-
tention to the economy than to leftist ideology. For him, the power of money
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and desire can easily surpass that of revolution and pure love. His meticulous
account of ordinary life—everyday expenses, snobbish human relationships,
and the crowded living space in Shanghai—is based on the conviction that eco-
nomics has largely overcome the utopian impulse of revolution. In leftist writ-
ing, both revolution and love glitter like stars, instructing normal people to
transcend the ugly and dirty world. Zhang Ziping, by contrast, maintains a
suspicious attitude toward the illusive radiance of both revolution and love,
since he himself is deeply rooted in the world of the urban petite bourgeoisie
and their ordinary, bustling reality. Because of his consumer-oriented writing,
revolutionary heroic spirit is absent in Long Journey. By putting a price tag on
Biyun’s existence and her relationships with other “degenerate” revolutionary
lovers, Zhang Ziping unravels the urban landscape controlled by the market
economy at the cost of impoverishing leftist ideology. Therefore, although he
adds an ideological ending to the story—in which the masses come to struggle
against imperialists in defense of their own country—the structure of the story
remains in¶uenced by the consumer culture in which the so-called progressive
youths care about nothing but money.
 In the preface to his novel Pomegranate Flower, Zhang Ziping writes:
“This draft was planned in the spring of 1927. I feel a bit ashamed of the contra-
diction here, since on the one hand I advocated proletarian arts, but on the other
hand I was writing such boring ¤ction.” However, the contradictions between
serious proletarian arts and vulgar entertainment did not stop Zhang from
combining them. This bizarre synthesis in Pomegranate Flower redirected the
author’s progressive practice back to the familiar triangular love stories and re-
interpreted revolution plus love within the context of urban consumer culture.
When some leftist writers distinguished between the popularization of
arts for the masses (dazhong wenyi) and for the general population (tongsu
wenyi), they de¤ned the former as proletarian literature and the latter as enter-
tainment for the leisured middle class, which has money and time.44 Aiming
at the general urban audience, Zhang Ziping focuses more on entertainment,
the production and reproduction of which are based on commercial values
rather than on political ideology. In Pomegranate Flower, what is missing in
his most persistent structure—the love triangle—is the notion of class, the
most important component of proletarian arts. This novel, therefore, pro-
vides a striking illustration of displacement: class antagonisms between rich
and poor have been transformed into animosity between rivals in love. In a
sense, Zhang replaces the meaning of “the masses” in proletarian literature
with “the masses” of commercial culture: the readers of urban popular litera-
ture with diversi¤ed class backgrounds.
The plot of Pomegranate Flower unfolds through a triangular love story:
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following her lover to join the revolution, Tang Xueqiao at the same time be-
comes the mistress of Commander Gu, who is a degenerate revolutionary, new
bureaucrat, and warlord; at the end of the story, Tang Xueqiao assassinates
Commander Gu to save her relationship with her upright revolutionary lover.
The heroine resembles the stereotype of the revolutionary and decadent woman
represented by Jiang Guangci and Mao Dun, but she never identi¤es sincerely
with revolutionary ideology as they do. She appears fake, copying the images of
new women in a twisted way; with her hedonistic idea of what is modern and
progressive, she is a parody of the meaning of revolution and its romantic spirit.
Zhang Ziping’s relationship to mass culture was closely linked with his
view of naturalism, which in his mind occupied a much higher position than re-
alism. His fondness for naturalism earned his writing a reputation for “low
taste.”45 Zhang regarded psychological and physiological descriptions as es-
sential and determinative elements of naturalist ¤ction. He argued that “hu-
man beings were a kind of biological organism, so their thoughts and behavior
were mostly controlled by physiology. Therefore any observation of human
beings must start from the description of physiology.”46 Unlike Mao Dun’s
promotion of naturalism as a serious literary form of criticizing social reality,
Zhang Ziping’s interpretation of naturalism paves a convenient way for him to
concentrate on the descriptions of wanton depravity, the commodity fetish of
women’s bodies, and the materialization of urban life. As a result, most of his
novels are trapped in low moral and artistic standards. Zhang’s naturalist de-
scriptions of sex served to boost the sale of his books and strengthen his alliance
with the prevailing leisure-class culture in which the only unchallenged stan-
dards are utilitarian and mercantile. As a result, his version of revolutionary lit-
erature not only appeals to the working class but also cuts across the entire
strata of public taste, re¶ecting social disintegration instead of the unity of the
subordinated class. As a result, the core of his revolution plus love writing is the
intricate intersection between the new and the traditional, high and low tastes.
His protagonists are at once modern and traditional, progressive and regres-
sive; they re¶ect the mixed and complicated psychological and physiological
turmoil faced by readers in an era of con¶ict between tradition and modernity.
Although in some leftist writings images of revolutionary and decadent
women are used to convey revolutionary ideas, Zhang Ziping’s portrayal of
Tang Xueqiao is meant to please, to satisfy the most widespread popular aes-
thetic taste, which includes a vague ideal of beauty held by both the leisure and
lower classes. Described as a typical femme fatale, she appears as a female revo-
lutionary who is capable of playing the game of ¶irtation and deceit. At the be-
ginning of the novel, the narrator presents some shallow discussion about
women among progressive people and then places Tang Xueqiao in a triangular
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relationship. As the plot advances, a married professor becomes obsessed with
her and then discovers in her diary the secret of her lost virginity. Of course,
women’s bodies and virginity are the most vulgar commodities in the cultural
marketplace, and through this popular aesthetic the signs of proletarian art are
misused or counterfeited. Tang Xueqiao ¤nally chooses to assassinate Com-
mander Gu, a negative example of revolution. But this dramatic event fails to
save the novel from the popular aesthetic taste. The hedonistic Tang Xueqiao
actually enjoys the voluptuous life Commander Gu provides; even her revolu-
tionary lover cannot prevent her from degenerating. The revolutionary motiva-
tion behind the assassination is super¤cial; the basis of this triangular love story
is still eros and material desire. Putting revolution plus love within the capitalist
culture of consumption, desire, and commodi¤cation, Zhang Ziping responds
primarily to leisure-class psychological and physiological needs, and such a re-
sponse ineluctably alters the meanings of revolution that adheres to Marxism in
Jiang Guangci’s serious political writing. In fact, Zhang’s nonserious and play-
ful repetition of this formula can appeal to both the upper and lower classes.
What is dif¤cult for Zhang Ziping to accept is the identi¤cation of the masses
with the working class in proletarian literature. Writing according to the aes-
thetic view of biological naturalism, Zhang Ziping is so obsessed with eros that
he questions the transcendental power of revolution and love in his depiction of
a romantic triangle. For him, there is nothing more substantial than psychosexu-
ality and physiology, and the power of revolution and love is not necessarily su-
perior to that of eros. Tang Xueqiao’s dramatic revolutionary action is not
motivated by political ideology, but rather is arranged to entertain and divert
readers with eros, sexual adventure, and other fashionable ideas.
Of course, the psychological consequences of modernity’s increasing pace
and the turbulent revolutionary background helped popularize revolution plus
love, for its content and form all represented the new. But, as an unmistakable
sign of modernization, the consumer culture also gave fuel to writers. In his
writing of this formula, Zhang Ziping feels no moral obligation to educate the
masses. His narrative is implicated in the commodi¤cation of literature, mir-
roring the details of daily life, the low taste of the urban audience, and the logic
of the market. Revolution is but an empty shell, in which his heroines’ desires
and needs are fueled by their materialist pursuits. As a result, the myth of
progress appears to have been largely exhausted by the ethics of consumerism.
Ye Lingfeng: The Political and Commercial Kitsch
Ye Lingfeng also paid special attention to consumers of mass culture. As
Zhang Jingyuan observes, “Ye Lingfeng often accommodates his ¤ction to the
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needs of common readers; that is, he often treats sexuality according to the con-
ventions of popular literature.” She quotes Ye’s own words to demonstrate her
observation: “I know that ordinary readers require me to produce stories like
‘Yu’ [Bathing] and ‘Lang tao sha’ [Waves wash sands], which contain strong
erotic stimulation or extremely melancholy romances.”47 This, however, ac-
counts for only part of Ye Lingfeng’s ambivalent attitude, for he also shows
open appreciation of some of the new literary styles invented by Western mod-
ernist writers.
Ye Lingfeng was a member of the Creation Society, and his ¤ction not only
carried on the tradition of romanticism favored by Yu Dafu and other members
of the society, but also developed it by adopting Western decadent and ¤n-de-
siècle styles. In 1926, he founded the magazine Illusive Land (Huanzhou), try-
ing to separate himself from the leftists of the Creation Society by focusing
more on new romanticism. Some of his writings are similar to those of the neo-
sensationalist school; Leo Ou-fan Lee discusses him along with other urban
modernists such as Shi Zhecun, Liu Na’ou, and Mu Shiying in his insightful
study of modern Shanghai.48
We may see Ye Lingfeng as a writer who straddles the fence between the
elite and the popular (as we have seen, though, the boundary between the two
in Shanghai urban culture was never that clear). Both Ye Lingfeng’s illustra-
tions, which imitate the style of Beardsley, and his stories aim to both promote
a high literary style and cater to popular taste. To accommodate the urban au-
dience that expects “those modern ‘talent-meets-beauty’ romances with ‘ex-
tremely strong sexual titillation or extremely sentimental romantic plot,’”49 he
chose a mode convenient for increasing the circulation of his ¤ction among a
broad readership. Lu Xun once mocked Ye Lingfeng as “both a gifted scholar
and a hooligan,” a popular disparagement that indicates Ye’s bizarre position
in the literary ¤eld.50 Ye was talented in assimilating elements of exotic mod-
ernism, but he wrote mainly for the entertainment of urban readers. While Ye
Lingfeng’s ¤ction contains “newness” and experimentation, he is clearly
committed to kitsch,51 which suggests repetition, banality, triteness. More-
over, his imitation of the fashionable formula of revolution plus love belongs
to both a political kitsch and a commercial kitsch, each of which has the poten-
tial to alter the original goal of this formula—propagating proletarian litera-
ture and Marxist thought. Masquerading as political propaganda, his writing
is actually a part of cultural entertainment, which in turn becomes a satire of
this fashionable formula that itself is also derived from a form of kitsch.
Written in 1930, “Miracle” (Shenji) represents Ye Lingfeng’s ¤ctional
practice of revolutionary literature. The plot of this story is simple: a modern,
revolutionary girl, Ning Na, creates a miracle for the revolution. Utilizing her
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pilot cousin, who admires her, Ning spreads thousands of propaganda sheets all
over the Shanghai sky from her cousin’s military plane. Like other new women
in left-wing writings, Ning Na simultaneously appears as a devoted revolution-
ary and maintains a modern Shanghai girl’s seductive and attractive manner.
However, what distinguishes her is her romantic heroism, which Ye presents in
an exaggerated fashion. He treats Ning Na’s heroic ¶ight as a kind of perfor-
mance art: Shanghai is a big theater, and Ning Na performs in front of her audi-
ence—the masses; releasing the colorful propaganda lea¶et, she decorates the
sky and then unfolds behind the plane a long resplendent ¶ag, delighting the
spectators below. The audience is ecstatic over her romantic and heroic perfor-
mance, shouting “Long live Ning Na” and breaking into deafening cheers.
Relating a modern revolutionary girl to a powerful modern machine—an
airplane—Ye Lingfeng understands revolution as in some ways strikingly simi-
lar to the shock of modernity. In that association, he not only romanticizes but
also modernizes revolution; moreover, he describes Ning Na’s revolutionary
act as an artistic manifesto. The shocking effect Ye pursues in this story shows
his interest in exploring new, previously forbidden horizons of creativity in the
spirit of the avant-garde. Ye writes revolutionary literature with the Western
avant-garde’s aesthetic goal—to bring art back to the praxis of life.52 Such a
spirit can explain why so many Shanghai modernist writers were fascinated by
revolutionary literature. However, such Western conceptions of the avant-
garde fail to grasp the complexity of modernist practice in the Chinese context.
Ye Lingfeng’s various writings demonstrate that he does not belong to high
modernism, mass culture, or the avant-garde. “Miracle” is at once avant-
gardist and receptive to mass culture. Ning Na’s revolutionary action is mixed
with an entertaining effect, and the masses are enthralled by her performance.
What appear most revolutionary in this story are the modern machine, Ning
Na’s seductiveness, and her theatrical performance, not the revolutionary ide-
ology conveyed on the lea¶ets. What is important is not what is printed on the
colorful propaganda sheets, but the way they dance and ¶utter in the sky.
In another novel, Red Angel (Hongde tianshi, 1930), which also deals with
revolution plus love, Ye Lingfeng shows a tendency to oblige popular aesthetic
tastes. Treating this formula as something new, romantic, and stimulating, he
avoids setting moral standards even if he is dealing with highly political and ethi-
cal topics. A typical quadrangular love story, Red Angel is divided into three sec-
tions: “Love” (Lian), “Change” (Bian), and “Reunion” (He). In the ¤rst section,
the protagonist, Jianhe, meets his two cousins Shuqing and Wanqing when he
carries out revolutionary duties in Beijing. He soon falls in love with Shuqing and
marries her after the three of them move to Shanghai. To eulogize the association
of revolution and love, the narrator provides an extremely romantic scene:
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This day on the morning sea, facing the rising sun from the East, this red an-
gel, they feel it is the symbol of their bright future and happiness. Standing
under the illumination of this morning sun, they all swear silently that as long
as the sun exists, they will stand together inside its brightness forever. “Long
Live the red angel!” “Long live people who are happily standing under his
brightness.”53
This scene echoes Ning Na’s romantic manifesto, but as the narrator
moves to the second section of the novel, “Change,” the rising sun inexorably
slides down and loses its brightness. Because she is jealous, Wanqing schemes
to foment discord in her sister’s marriage. After successfully seducing her
brother-in-law, she plans to trap her sister in an illicit relationship with
Jianhe’s friend Mr. Wei, who opposes Jianhe’s revolutionary ideas. But after
Jianhe is betrayed by Mr. Wei and put in jail, Wanqing realizes her mistake
and suddenly commits suicide. Finally, in the last section of the story, “Re-
union,” Jianhe and Shuqing forgive each other and restore their marriage.
The rising sun, the so-called red angel in the novel, reminds us of the posi-
tive romantic spirit carried by revolution plus love, but Ye Lingfeng adds a
twist by equating revolution with decadence. The cover that Ye himself de-
signed for Red Angel best illustrates his decadent imagination of a supposedly
progressive topic. In this drawing, the star and the rising sun are cut into
pieces by lines and shadows, suggesting that both revolution and love are en-
tangled with sexual titillation, adultery, and the quadrangular love relation-
ship. Although the revolutionary hero Jianhe seems to be well equipped with
class ideology, he is nothing but a typical dandy who plays a sexual game with
two sisters at the same time. The younger sister, Wanqing, an admirer of
Shanghai’s urban culture and a loyal reader of Zhang Jingsheng’s History of
Sex (Xingshi), becomes a metaphor for the city. Erotic and deceiving, she has
the power to lure both her sister and Jianhe into a sexual frenzy in which revo-
lution seems fake and love turns into adultery. She is no longer the passive ob-
ject of the erotic sex game, but the one who aggressively designs and controls it
until Jianhe is jailed by his rival. Emphasizing those decadent sexual games,
the story does not have clear ideological content or serious social criticism.
Within the novel, two uses of language can be distinguished: a political use,
which imitates leftist writers’ ideological language, and a seductive use, which
typi¤es most of Ye Lingfeng’s writing. As the famous critic Zheng Boqi ob-
served, “What Ye Lingfeng emphasizes is the process of stories, which has a se-
ductive effect through his way of narrating.”54 Although Ye Lingfeng copies
revolutionary language, his seductive narrative voice always disturbs the sense
of morality that this political language attempts to convey. The combination
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conveys an ironic attitude toward the marriage of revolution and love. All the
revolution-related language and details are just decorations for sexual ¶irtation.
Ye Lingfeng, in equating revolution with decadence, differs from West-
ern artists and writers in the late nineteenth century “who considered them-
selves decadents, consciously and aggressively cultivated a style of their own
alienation, on both moral and aesthetic grounds, against the complacent hu-
manism and hypocritical philistinism of the bourgeois majority.”55 In this
story, he does not establish an aesthetic critique of revolution in terms of liter-
ary decadence nor does he show any intention of castigating the immoral
bourgeois lifestyle. The novel is prone to political or commercial kitsch, de-
rived from his eagerness to keep up with fashion. In other words, it reads like
popular ¤ction, a modern talent-meets-beauty romance.
There is a certain similarity between Zhang Ziping’s Pomegranate Flower
and Ye Lingfeng’s Red Angel. Besides the convenient framework of a triangu-
lar or quadrangular love story they share, both novels lead revolution plus love
into an erotic system in which power is de¤ned in relation to sexual energy.
Adultery, for example, seriously interrogates and destroys the old moral sys-
tem of society. Yet adultery also casts a shadow over the brightness of the sun,
which symbolizes the progressive ideology of revolution plus love. Zhang
Ziping’s and Ye Lingfeng’s erotic universes are fantasies that respond to the
requirements of popular aesthetic taste and are far removed from social real-
ity. This quality of fantasy undermines what serious social criticism they in-
clude in their novels and alters the utopian goal that impels the writing of
revolution plus love. Deprived of its political function, the formula is recon-
structed and recontextualized as another product of urban popular literature.
The Shanghai school writers’ variations of revolution plus love that we
have examined thus suggest different strategies of representation that can alter
the hegemonic ideological formula. The literary scholarship on the Shanghai
school in mainland China has usually condemned its tendency toward kitsch
and low taste—products of a semicolonial culture—but seldom has it empha-
sized that this form of literature has been a remarkable bearer of the newly
emerged modernity.56 The conventional view of the Shanghai school has been
challenged since the writings of Yan Jiayan and Leo Ou-fan Lee, who helped
reintroduce the avant-garde, modernist stance that typi¤ed Shi Zhecun, Liu
Na’ou, and Mu Shiying. However, Yan’s and Lee’s promotion of the modern-
ist neosensationalist school does not mean there was a long-standing bound-
ary between the high modernism and popular culture represented by writers
such as Zhang Ziping, who eagerly joined the turbulent tides of the consumer
market. The dif¤culty of categorizing the Shanghai school writers in terms of
the old dichotomy of high and low forces us to reconsider the historical condi-
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tion within which these writers mediated between aesthetic innovation and
the marketization of Shanghai culture.
As we place these ¤ve Shanghai school writers in the framework of revolu-
tion plus love, we can see these writers integrate the politically oriented form
with commercial as well as aesthetic issues. By doing so, the seemingly un-
changing formula begins to shatter into a complex mix of formal strategies that
subvert the political ideology embodied by the formula. It is commonly known
that Jiang Guangci—“a bad writer yet a somewhat effective propagandist”—
was criticized for his notorious “neglect of art” by leftist critics such as Mao
Dun and Qu Qiubai.57 As an imitation of Jiang’s writing of revolution plus
love, the aesthetic as well as political values of those Shanghai school writers’
formulaic practice were much less marked. Even Shi Zhecun himself was so
ashamed of this stage in his career that once he became well known, he was
never willing to mention his short story “Pursuit” again.58 However, what is
more important here is not a judgment of aesthetic values, but rather the com-
plicated cultural politics during the period of revolutionary literature, which
has been whitewashed by literary historians. As a matter of fact, those margin-
alized writings suggest the emergence of hybridizing experiments that embody
multiple ideologies during the early stage of proletarian literature, a stage that
was not exclusively de¤ned by Marxism. The revolutionary meaning and the
leftists’ utopian dream of the nation are often altered by these Shanghai school
writers through their combination of politics with the commercial, of avant-
garde sensibilities with popular ones, through their emphasis on personal
dream, illusion, and fantasy that are closely related to urban life, especially the
bourgeois kind of lifestyle. Accordingly, the performative act of these writers
should not be isolated from the study of revolutionary literature or excluded
from the study of Shanghai culture.
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5 Love CannotBe Forgotten
The following well-known lines by the poet Wen Jie (1923–1971) represent
how the relationship between revolution and love was de¤ned during the ¤rst
seventeen years of PRC history, a relatively neglected period in current studies
of modern Chinese literature. 
Zao er han would like to satisfy your hope,
Thank you for the passionate singing as hot as ¤re;
But, you want me to marry you?
You lack a medal on your shirt.1
A medal was symptomatic of the ubiquitous new love concept, a new de¤nition
of masculinity: young women would be attracted by revolutionary heroes’
medals and their political consciousness rather than material wealth or physical
attributes. One typical literary expression of this new love ideal is Liu Qing’s
(1916–1978) History of the Pioneers (Chuangyeshi, 1959), in which the heroine,
Gaixia, falls in love with the poor peasant Liang Shengbao, whose only advan-
tage over other, more educated or wealthy young admirers is his progressive
political identity. Placing personal sexual lives at the core of new China’s politi-
cal activism instead of focusing on the material world, this theme appears inno-
cent, pure, and lofty on the surface. However, women’s fetish of the medal, in
various guises, reveals that this idealistic view of romance is by no means inno-
cent; its overarching orientation is toward utilitarianism.
Was there a kind of pure love that could transcend political commitment
during the ¤rst seventeen years? Had Chinese intellectuals ¤nally ¤nished their
transformation from the petite bourgeoisie to the proletarian collective? How
should love be represented in relation to the new revolutionary task—building
the new People’s Republic of China? By raising these questions, I intend to
bring to critical attention the fact that, during the 1950s and early 1960s, even
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though numerous novels were published about politically predetermined love
relationships, many people wondered if such love was really pure. This chapter
will give some examples of novels in which the politically de¤ned concept of
love is seemingly af¤rmed but also challenged. By focusing on contradictions
and tensions between revolution and love, I question if romantic love and re-
lated topics, such as sexuality and gender, were totally subordinated to the
state’s political discourse, as some critics claim.2 Could love, sexuality, and
gender, represented as being repressed by the social and political authority, still
have the power to challenge the raison d’être of revolutionary discourse, which
is also an ongoing process that we cannot regard as a complete and single en-
tity?3 In other words, can we read the representation of love, sexuality, and gen-
der beyond the category of repression by and resistance to political ideology
during this period? In the rewriting of sexual love as sublime political passion,4
was there something nontransmittable about love, sexuality, and gender?
Some Theoretical Issues on Gender and Politics
On their wedding night, the dialogue between the bride Xiujuan and the groom
Yonggui in Flowers of Bitterness (Kucaihua, 1958) represents the cliché of how
people express their love in revolutionary novels produced during the ¤rst seven-
teen years:
“Xiujuan, you love me so much, I really feel . . . You love me more than any-
one.” . . . 
“Why are you mentioning this, Yongquan! Ain’t I taking the road of
revolution because of you? This is all because of our Party.”5
Political discourse invaded private space in revolutionary novels; love be-
came revolutionalized and revolution became romanticized.6 Unlike during
Jiang Guangci’s period, which extolled both personal happiness and collective
utopia, the repetition of revolution plus love during the ¤rst seventeen years
could no longer engender so many different interpretations and reworkings,
since personal love was strictly measured and controlled by revolutionary dis-
course. However, this does not mean that love was forgotten, as it appeared to
be during the Cultural Revolution; instead, personal love worked in close con-
cert with romantic revolutionary spirit. Personal sexual love was not only
channeled and sublimated into political goals, it also existed in harmony with
them, demonstrating the real happiness in people’s lives.
In her reading of revolutionary literature during the ¤rst seventeen years of
the PRC, feminist critic Meng Yue argues that “the state’s political discourse
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translated itself through women into the private context of desire, love, mar-
riage, divorce, and familiar relations, and . . . it turned woman into an agent po-
liticizing desire, love, and family relations by delimiting and repressing
sexuality, self, and all private emotions.”7 In contrast with the of¤cially spon-
sored sexual equality between men and women, Meng Yue notes, women’s bodies
and sexual desire went through a process of desexualization, after which they, as
the “daughters of the Party,” were the bearers of the socialist myth of class
struggle or liberation. Dwelling upon a natural and essential sexual difference,
Meng Yue’s opinion, which was widely shared among many Chinese feminist
critics, has proved powerful in deconstructing the Party discourse of women’s
liberation. However, such a reading limits the relationships between women and
the Party, private and public, gender and state to the dichotomy of oppression
and rejection, failing to explain why the repressive Communist ideology could
arouse pleasure and a sense of romance that in¶uenced a lot of youth at the time.
Taking a different approach, Wang Ban in his book The Sublime Figure of
History: Aesthetics and Politics in Twentieth-Century China considers politics as
a productive institution that represents itself as an art, rather than as a negative
entity whose function is repression. As Foucault pointed out, “What makes
power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact that it traverses and
produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourses.”8
Following Foucault’s thought, Wang Ban pays more attention to political sexu-
ality that goes beyond the heterosexual relationship, expanding its sexual im-
plications and libidinal intensity to the sublime. Regarding sexuality not only
in a subordinate relation to politics, Wang opens another door for us to explore
how the hegemonic cultural practice can produce passion and enjoyment:
The real question thus is not the sacri¤ce of sexuality, but how and how much
sexuality is manifested. If we read the other way around, not in terms of poli-
tics versus sexuality, but in terms of sexuality in the guise of politics; if we pay
attention not just to sexual politics but to political sexuality, we may be able to
trace some deep psychic roots of Communist culture. Despite its puritanical
surface, Communist culture is sexually charged in its own way. High-handed
as it is, Communist culture does not—it cannot, in fact—erase sexuality out
of existence. Rather, it meets sexuality halfway, caters to it, and assimilates it
into its structure. Communist culture was attractive to some extent precisely
because it incorporated sexuality.9
Indeed, Wang Ban’s reading clearly explains why revolutionary romance
and romantic revolution could make a strong emotional appeal to a mass audi-
ence. However, his discussion leaves unclear precisely what he means by gen-
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der. He analyzes the place of the feminine in the masculine discourse of the
Western sublime, relating them to the Chinese notion of yang and yin, respec-
tively, and examines how the feminine has been channeled into the sublime in
revolutionary discourse. But his de¤nition of gendered elements is ¤xed by a
series of dichotomies between the sublime and the feminine, between yang
and yin. It ignores the complexity of gender when it carries an authoritarian
voice. Can the feminine be easily or totally channeled and sublimated into
broader and higher goals, such as revolution and nationalism? Is it possible to
conceive of gender as ambiguous, since it cannot be limited within hetero-
sexuality in the ideal of the revolutionary age?
Another problem with Meng Yue’s reading is her ignorance of gender’s
ambiguity. In her analysis of Ding Ling’s The Sun Shines over the Sanggan
River (Taiyang zhaozai sanggan heshang, 1948), she notices that gender and
sexuality are repressed by the class struggle in that Ding Ling has the land-
lord’s niece Heini and the poor peasant Chengren forsake their love. Yet Meng
Yue does not point out that because Heini symbolizes the murky area of gen-
der, which the authoritarian voice of class struggle cannot completely control,
Ding Ling had to leave her “real slave identity” unresolved. This unresolved
problem can generate ambiguity that may transgress the political framework of
the novel.
Meng Yue’s reading shows too much of the repressive side of the dominant
power, whereas Wang Ban portrays the political power’s transformation of
personal sexual love and libidinal implication too positively and romantically. I
believe the seemingly opposite readings are two sides of the same coin, both ex-
posing how politics produced and restrained gender and sexuality during the
¤rst seventeen years. We need to regard gender not as a ¤xed or essential term
but rather as a tangible and amorphous bodily attribute that can also generate
positive power, disturbing the harmonious bond between revolution and
romance.
Echoing Wang’s viewpoint, Zhong Xueping’s research on youth and gen-
der in Chinese ¤lms of the 1950s and 1960s focuses on the pleasure that didac-
tic ¤lms can offer and examines the complex construction of gendered youth.
Criticizing the assumption that women from the Mao era were rendered an-
drogynous and lost their femininity, Zhong argues that “the standards for ‘an-
drogyny’ and ‘femininity’ are often taken for granted or assumed, and the
assumptions themselves have yet to be fully examined, especially in relation to
the characterizations of women growing up in the Mao era (not to mention the
possibility of considering the issue as an ‘alternative femininity’).”10 Zhong
seeks to elucidate the various discourses of gender of the revolutionary period
by probing deeper into the de¤nitions of “androgyny” and “femininity.”
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Although she has not clearly de¤ned “alternative femininity,” her comparison
of the older and younger generations recognizes that gender varies as it inter-
sects with different and changing societal strati¤cations and movements.
Seeing femininity as a secret agent rebelling against the Western discourse
of the sublime, Naomi Schor draws our attention to its disruptive, decadent,
physical, and ornamental qualities.11 Applying Schor’s discourse of the femi-
nine to the ¤rst seventeen years, we may see that as women became more and
more androgynous in the Mao era, the disruptive force of femininity was
doomed to gradually lose its power. As a result, even if women seemed to have
gained their emancipation, they were only instruments conveying the Party’s
patriarchal voice. However, this does not mean that the feminine could be easily
transformed from a lower to a higher and purer state of existence; nor was its
disruptive power under political pressure as forceful as Schor describes.
Rather, the con¶ict between the feminine and the sublime at this historical mo-
ment was much more ambiguous and subtle. Therefore, we must ¤rst histori-
cize the abstruse relationship between the feminine and the sublime, love and
revolution, understanding that gender has complex implications as it entangles
with politics. Only then can we discover that the process of sublimation is full
of contradictions and cannot be taken for granted.
In my reading of revolutionary novels of the ¤rst seventeen years, I un-
derstand gender meanings not as passive recipients of political power, but
rather as ¶uid constructions shifting with changing cultural formations, con-
ditions, and alliances. Gender is a culturally de¤ned category acting against
the seemingly overwhelming authoritarian voice. Instead of emphasizing how
revolution incorporated gender and gender roles into politics, I pay attention
to the ways in which that appropriation is contested relentlessly through ten-
sions and contradictions hidden under the literary representation of revolu-
tionary novels. I deal with several controversial novels of revolution and love
from that period, unraveling the complexity and ambiguity of gender and sexu-
ality that intruded upon the revolutionary representation. Those controver-
sial novels as well as literary debates around them suggest some awkwardness
and embarrassment derived from the con¶ict between revolution and love.
The Subtle Relationship between Husband and Wife
The conventional wisdom is that in the ¤rst seventeen years of PRC history,
the transitional period from the new democratic movement to the new social-
ist movement,12 political ideology informed many novels. Little attention has
been given to how those revolutionary novels were criticized during subse-
quent political movements. Among those highly politically oriented novels
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that were accused of being antirevolutionary, novels with the popular theme of
revolution and love became easy targets for criticism.
One of the major debates in the literary ¤eld after the establishment of the
“new China” is centered on Xiao Yemu’s (1918–1970) short story “Between
Me and My Wife” (Women fufu zhijian, 1949). This story is mainly about
love, con¶ict, and compromise between the husband, Li Ke, a revolutionary
intellectual and cadre, and the wife, Comrade Zhang, born a peasant, who
participates in revolution at the age of nineteen and then works in a military
factory for six years. From the narrator, the husband, we learn that the couple
has a harmonious love relationship until they move from the countryside to
the city, Beijing. The husband ¤ts in easily: he enjoys jazz, fashionable clothes,
good manners, dance halls, going to restaurants, and shopping. In contrast,
the wife adamantly refuses to be changed by the city. She uses political prin-
ciples to judge her husband and other people, and her unre¤ned manner and
country lifestyle cause serious friction with her husband. At the end of the
story, they regain their harmonious life because the husband is touched by his
wife’s persistence in politics, which he lacks after his attraction to the city.
The tension between city and countryside, bourgeois and working class,
regression and progress, de¤nes this love relationship. On one level, through
the husband-narrator’s confession, Xiao Yemu seems to af¤rm and panegy-
rize the wife’s political consciousness and her resistance to the city’s seduction
even at the expense of denigrating her husband’s indulgence in it. However, a
sense of irony and ambiguity inevitably emerges as the narrator points out ir-
reconcilable differences between husband and wife through their different ad-
aptations to city life. The love relationship between husband and wife,
therefore, is both subtler and more complex than what ideological differences
can inscribe.
Xiao Yemu presents a nuanced description of the couple’s day-to-day life,
closely narrating their arrival in Beijing, the husband’s frustration with his
wife’s stubborn attitude and uneducated manner, the wife’s doomed effort at
molding the city from the proletarian point of view, her constant con¶icts with
her husband, her ¤nal subtle change, and the happy reunion between husband
and wife at the end. Foregrounding the city as a key element of this couple’s re-
lationship, the narrator shows how differently the husband and the wife per-
ceive the details of life there: dining out, dressing, consuming, entertaining,
managing money, interfering with street affairs, and dealing with the baby-
sitter. What makes this story different from other revolutionary novels is the
author’s emphasis on the trivial and tedious domestic experience of a couple in
the modern city.
As the symbol of the countryside, the body of the wife in the city is intensely
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disciplined by political concepts at the beginning of the story. Representative of
a kind of woman from the Mao era who appears more androgynous (or mascu-
line) than feminine, she aims to reform the city by means of the country stan-
dard, which is favored by the Communist Party. A serious battle between city
and countryside can also be seen in the famous ¤lm Soldiers under the Neon
Lights (Nihongdeng xiade shaobing, 1964),13 about how dangerous the city can
be as it seduces the highly trained bodies of Communist soldiers. The ¤lm at-
tempts to convey that nothing is more dangerous than the city, which is the base
for bourgeois thought, a factory producing the “sweet-cloth” bombs that can
undermine what revolution has brought to the new China. Xiao Yemu’s “Be-
tween Me and My Wife” touches upon the same theme; however, the narrator’s
political voice loses its high pitch in the middle of his meticulous description of
the couple’s daily life in the modern city. Even the wife’s disciplined body has
been reformed by the city. Originally, she abhors women who put on makeup,
curl their hair, and wear high heels. Yet following the husband’s observations,
we ¤nd out that she has changed her attitude as well as lifestyle:
She became neat and clean in terms of dressing, and being very polite when she
met strangers. What surprised me most is that she purchased a pair of used
leather shoes from the market. She would put them on whenever there were
some occasions like gathering or marching down the street. As soon as she re-
turned she quickly took them off and put them in a box under the bed. . . . I
think, after all, female comrades do love beauty.14
Because the wife gradually adopts femininity, she is not able to totally dedi-
cate her body to the rationality of revolutionary discipline. The couple’s ¤nal
happy reunion further problematizes the wife’s body, because it means that the
countryside standard that she ¤rmly holds has already been conquered by the
city, whose multidimensional environment allows petit bourgeois thought to
exist.
Published in 1949, Xiao Yemu’s “Between Me and My Wife” was well re-
ceived by many youths, then elicited a sharp response from Party literary lead-
ers such as Chen Yong,15 Feng Xuefeng,16 and Ding Ling in 1951. Ding Ling,
who was one of the vice-chairs of the Chinese Writers’ Association and in
charge of many important newspapers, journals, and institutions before she
became an antirevolutionary rightist in 1957, wrote an open letter to Xiao
Yemu in Arts Newspaper (Wenyi bao). In the letter, titled “Looking as a Kind of
Tendency,” Ding Ling points out that the problem of “Between Me and My
Wife” is its intention to “cater to a group of urban petit bourgeois’ low taste”
and “distort and ridicule the image of workers, peasants, and soldiers”:17
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What is the low taste of urban petit bourgeois? It is that they prefer to turn
every serious thing into an amusement. All kinds of problems related to serious
political thoughts are canceled in their light and frivolous smiling and grimac-
ing. They are sensitive to new stuff, but no matter what kind of new stuff, they
would treat it equally without discrimination and put it in their stove of old
taste.18
The so-called low taste of urban petit bourgeois that Ding Ling criticizes is
closely related to the private space and domestic details of urban life, which
eventually change the disciplined body of the wife. What Ding Ling and other
Party literary bureaucrats wanted to attack was a group of writers and critics
who insisted on their pursuit of a sense of humanity (renqing wei), which could
still be discovered in many revolutionary novels in the ¤rst seventeen years. In
his response to Ding Ling’s letter in 1951, Xiao Yemu provides certain self-
criticisms, admitting that he is “aloof from politics, obsessed with some trivial
matters in the daily life, regarding those details as signi¤cant.”19 He also reveals
that he revised “Between Me and My Wife” twice in 1950. For example, he de-
leted the description of the city scene and the ¤ghting between the husband and
the wife. However, he admitted that those revisions were not enough and that
he needed to correct his fundamental mistake—the petit bourgeois taste.
This literary debate claimed to have “protect[ed] Yan’an literature,”
which was criticized by some writers and critics as “too dry, [having] no feeling,
no taste, no artistic craftsmanship.”20 According to the critic Hong Zicheng,
the debate not only re¶ects the con¶ict between Yan’an literature and city litera-
ture but also exposes the psychology of the “protectors” of Yan’an literature at
the time.21 The literati tried to promote more works to educate people about the
dangers of decadent urban life in the 1950s and 1960s. For instance, the fear of
the city’s attraction was represented in the drama and the ¤lm of Soldiers under
the Neon Lights, and the awareness of the importance of domestic trivia was
represented in the drama Don’t Ever Forget (Qianwan buyao wangji, 1963).22
Although this literary debate is an exemplary ideological expression indi-
cating the limits of the self as well as the personal space Chinese writers could
preserve at the time, it also shows that love and related subjects have a certain
power to go beyond this political limit. The love between husband and wife
creates a space where the self’s sensory and bodily capacities become intricately
bound up with the details of daily life, where emotional impulses are not strong
enough to be sublimated into revolutionary passion. Those details have
dragged down the wife’s politicized body and her high revolutionary spirit,
passion, and identity.
Another controversial novel, Deng Youmei’s (1931– ) On the Cliff (Zai
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xuanya shang), written in 1956, tells of a married man’s love affair, which com-
plicates the author’s revolutionary message. Published in the Hundred Flow-
ers period, when Chinese intellectuals were encouraged by Mao Zedong to
freely express their ideas (only to be persecuted during the 1957 antirightist
political campaign), Deng’s novel represents a group of writings that were in-
congruous with the mainstream political voice.23 Like Xiao Yemu, Deng
Youmei uses ¤rst-person narration, the mode inherited from the May Fourth
discourse of individualism but at odds with the literary mainstream of the
Mao era.24 That both authors chose this mode may be surprising, considering
the severe political pressure they were under at the time; however, they used
this narrative voice more to reveal petit bourgeois individualism than to af¤rm
it. Ironically, ¤rst-person narration usually shows too much of the individual’s
complex interior life, thereby confusing the simple political statement.
As an intimate account of the narrator-protagonist’s love affair, On the
Cliff allows us to see the development of an individual persona, his inner psy-
chic struggle and sexual desire. The story opens with the romance between the
narrator and his future wife, an accountant who is also the chair of the Commu-
nist Youth League in their workplace, where the narrator becomes a technician
after he graduates from college. Their love relationship becomes intertwined
with politics because as the leader of the youths, the accountant ushers the nar-
rator into the progressive world, where his career and political future suddenly
become promising. The smooth linking of love and revolution in this couple’s
marriage is shown in the wife’s proper political direction of their household as
well as in the husband’s work and the improvement of his ideological thoughts.
However, the husband soon drifts from this correct political and emotional di-
rection after he is attracted by a beautiful young girl, Jia xi ya, a mixed-race
child of a Chinese music professor and a German woman. A special relation-
ship develops between the husband and Jia xi ya because of their common in-
terests and taste: both have a college degree, both enjoy dancing, boating,
concerts, movies, parks, beautiful dresses, and romantic life. As the husband
becomes closer and closer to Jia xi ya, he starts to dislike his wife; he then wants
to divorce her, even though a divorce is likely to ruin his political future. After
he is turned down by Jia xi ya, who says that she regards him only as a brother,
he realizes at the end of the novel that his pregnant wife is his real destiny.
The two women in the protagonist’s life symbolize two different ideologi-
cal worlds. Caught between these embodiments of the hierarchical values of
mind versus body, spiritual versus material, moral versus amoral, proletarian
versus bourgeois, and collective versus individual, the husband experiences
emotional turmoil and faces a crucial ideological choice. As a member of the
Communist Party, the wife has clearly undergone certain political training. At
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the beginning of the story, she appears as a good-looking girl with short hair,
wearing a blue well-washed shirt that has almost lost its original color. The nar-
rator deliberately downplays the wife’s physical appearance and clothing in con-
trast with that of Jia xi ya, because the wife represents the mind—revolutionary
morality—which is superior to the body. Although the narrator gives detailed
descriptions of the domestic life of the marriage, imbued with love and happi-
ness, the wife always plays a role as a political reminder, helping her husband to
improve himself through every tiny matter. Enlightened by the wife, the hus-
band becomes more and more disciplined and begins to ¤t the Party’s require-
ments better; he becomes a member of the Communist Youth League, moving
toward the political ideal. This process is interrupted by the seductive body of
Jia xi ya; her feminine appearance and clothing, which are in stark contrast to
the wife’s, conjure up associations of the typical Western lifestyle and petit
bourgeois thoughts. In contrast to the wife’s noble mind and politically trained
body, Jia xi ya’s body is always described in exquisitely decorative details con-
nected with sensual pleasure. The wife’s and Jia xi ya’s different attitudes to-
ward materiality accentuate their ideological differences. For instance, that the
husband prefers Jia xi ya’s decorative and special gifts—French-style woolen
hat and scarf—to his wife’s simple and cheap ones hints that he is on the cliff’s
edge: he has almost degenerated into the bourgeois material world.
Like most revolutionary novels at the time, On the Cliff attempts to deliver
a blatant political message through the plot of a married man’s love affair.
However, the message loses its clarity when the author indulges in descriptions
of the world of feminine pleasure and sensuousness represented by Jia xi ya’s
body. Although Deng Youmei portrays Jia xi ya as a femme fatale with an irre-
sistible power to seduce men, a stereotype that usually alludes to the decadence
of the bourgeoisie, his sympathy with the character is clearly greater than his
condemnation of her frivolous behavior. Unlike the typical femme fatale, Jia xi
ya has a complex interior that is given considerable treatment in the story. The
husband is attracted not only by her beautiful body but also by her artistic taste,
romantic imagination, restless rebellion, independent thinking, and outstand-
ing talents—all qualities far beyond the dry political doctrines that the husband
shares with his wife. When Jia xi ya con¤des her worries and frustration to the
husband, he realizes she is misunderstood by the people around her. Through-
out the novel, the author never makes any moral judgment of Jia xi ya; instead,
he constantly explains her behavior: after all, there is nothing wrong with an at-
tractive girl who enjoys being appreciated and loved and who chooses to stay
single; besides, it is the husband who misinterprets Jia xi ya’s sisterly emotion
toward him.
 The most astonishing part of the novel is that the power of Jia xi ya’s body
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is so strong that even after the Party leader has given the husband a serious po-
litical lecture, he still chooses Jia xi ya over his wife. The climax of the hus-
band’s conversation with the Party leader comes as the latter explains to the
husband the revolutionary morality, the ultimate principle of ruling. Sharing
his personal life, the Party leader reveals that he also almost got a divorce after
he moved to the city and encountered some women more educated and beauti-
ful than his wife. Yet with this revolutionary morality in mind, the Party leader
suppressed his desire and then successfully transformed his personal feelings
into the revolutionary ideal. He says, “Some think the problem of love is only a
trivial thing in life. I don’t think this way. I feel this problem can best test a per-
son’s class consciousness and moral quality.”25 The leader’s lecture may very
well re¶ect the author’s intention to convey political meaning in terms of a love
affair. However, departing from orthodox morality in evaluating the marriage,
the author places equal importance upon affection, interest, taste, and language
that a couple can share. He raises a controversial question through the hus-
band’s wondering about the prime requirement for a happy marriage and a
happy life. Is it class consciousness? Or two people’s characters and common
interests?
There is an apparent inconsistency between this political education and its
effect on the husband. Despite his awareness of the value of politics over materi-
alism, he is still determined to jump into the sensual and romantic world of Jia xi
ya. What critics must have found disturbing about this novel is that the sensual
world of bourgeois values and aesthetics she inhabits has successfully chal-
lenged and disputed the revolutionary discourse, represented by the wife’s pale
face, plain lifestyle, and mechanical upholding of dry political concepts. If Jia xi
ya did not decline the husband’s suit, he would happily marry her regardless of
the political and moral judgment he would suffer. His ¤nal awakening at the end
of the novel is due not to political education but rather to the practical fact that
Jia xi ya does not want to marry him and his wife is pregnant. Although the end-
ing attempts to highlight a moral or political doctrine, equivocal notes remain. Is
the couple’s reunion based on love, or merely a sense of duty? Is it a happy reso-
lution of the con¶ict between revolution and love or just a compromise? Does
the husband’s love affair suggest his political weakness or the lack of connection
between the couple? Above all, what is most important in a marriage? Given that
the author does not pronounce a strong moral and political judgment on the love
affair, this novel at least suggests rethinking the meaning of politically predeter-
mined love, which proves so fragile against Jia xi ya’s challenge.
At stake are the concept of love and gender meanings that are shaped and
controlled by the Party discourse of state and nation. Along with Deng
Youmei’s On the Cliff, a debate about real love appeared at a time when politi-
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cal control was relatively relaxed, before the 1957 antirightist campaign. In
January 1957, Zhang Baoxin and Zhou Peitong, in “Talk about the Love De-
scription in Three-Mile Village” (Tan Sanliwan zhong de aiqing miaoxie),
bravely attacked the prevailing love archetype built on political conditions:
Our brothers and sisters should break down those philistine opinions of love
and marriage, throwing off all kinds of shackles and principles that fetter
people’s beautiful hope. . . . Someone falls in love with another surely for
unique reasons; however, those reasons and conditions cannot be explained by
one or several universally applicable rules. A person who is deeply in love
would not ¤rst consciously check those conditions and then fall in love. Be-
cause love is love, it cannot be replaced by rationality.26
That “love is not necessarily the re¶ection of a person’s social and politi-
cal value”27 is an idea alien to the political culture of the ¤rst seventeen years.
Yet a number of novels echoed the same idea, dissenting from the predomi-
nant concept of love. Among these, Feng Cun’s (1917–1989) short story “A
Case of Divorce” (Yige lihun anjian, 1957) clearly shows that a politically ar-
ranged marriage that lacks love cannot be maintained.
Both the wife and the husband in this short story are model members of
the Communist Youth League. Because their political status is identical, the
Party leader urges them to get married even though they are not sure about
their feelings for each other. As an incarnation of the Party, this leader assumes
they are compatible and arbitrarily arranges the marriage. After they are mar-
ried, the couple is tortured by domestic situations in which their different
characters and interests constantly con¶ict. Unable to suffer any longer, both
are determined to get a divorce. But Party leaders attribute their problem to
bourgeois thoughts and disagree with their proposal. After several court in-
vestigations, their divorce is ¤nally approved by the middle-level court. As an
investigator of the case, the ¤rst-person narrator concludes that “principle is
not love, and it cannot take place of life.”28
Bearing witness to the failure of a politically arranged marriage, “A Case
of Divorce” resonates with Zhang Baoxin and Zhou Peitong’s idea that love is
an area in which politics cannot and should not intervene. Even though both
the husband’s and the wife’s revolutionary ideology and behavior are impec-
cable, even though their Party leaders try to convince them to reunite for the
political cause, they are determined to separate. Political education cannot re-
pair their marriage, which is founded on ideological concerns rather than on
love. The most remarkable part of this novel is its refusal of political control
over personal life.
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During the 1957 antirightist campaign, this dissenting idea, as expressed
in Deng Youmei’s On the Cliff and Feng Cun’s “A Case of Divorce,” was at-
tacked as decadent and bourgeois, as were many other writings and opinions.
Yao Wenyuan, a member of the Gang of Four, charged that those novels
harmed revolutionary morality by elevating the subtleties of love, associated
with bourgeois individualism.29 Those details irritated the Communist ideo-
logues because they subtly militated against revolutionary rationality, block-
ing the transformation of personal emotion into patriotic fervor. Although the
novels were criticized during the political campaign, they nevertheless reveal
an ambiguity in revolutionary literature of the ¤rst seventeen years to which
literary historians have not given enough attention.
An Unresolved Embarrassment
According to Liu Zaifu and Lin Gang, one of the most prominent characteris-
tics of revolutionary novels since the Yan’an period is that the description of
love usually has a beginning but lacks an ending. “With the beginning, love can
be written as the comrade-type of love ¤ghting against class enemies, using an
ideal cloak to wrap personal feeling; without the ending, the author can avoid
the contradiction and con¶ict between the atmosphere of personal happiness
and the devoted spirit of revolutionary heroes. In one sentence, class struggle
has deconstructed emotion and love.”30 A typical example of such love without
an ending can be found in Hao Ran’s Sunny Day (Yanyangtian, 1954), in which
the love relationship between the hero, Xiao Changcun, and the heroine, Jiao
Shuhong, is limited within the framework of class struggle. Even with the ro-
mantic beginning, their love relationship is more like comrade bonding than a
romance—no hugs, no kisses, no emotional eye contact. As the narrator de-
scribes, “They began to fall in love with each other. Their love was not a
common-sense love, but the most sublime love. She [Jiao Shuhong] gained
Xiao Changcun’s love neither because she was a beautiful girl nor because she
had a tender smile, but because she was a comrade, an assistant in revolutionary
work.”31 However, as Liu and Lin have observed, even such “sublime love” is
incomplete in the novel because if the couple consummate their love, their
common revolutionary ideal will not be the primary source of their personal
happiness.
What is striking here is not the repressive power of the revolutionary dis-
course that strives to suppress personal feeling, but the power of love that has
elicited so much alarm from authority. It is true that love without an ending
can avoid tackling contradictions and tensions between the individual and the
collective, between love and revolution. However, these contradictions and
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tensions do not just disappear. Rather, the prevalence of love without an end-
ing indicates a predicament, an unresolved embarrassment that has been post-
poned in revolutionary novels. What does such a delay attempt to conceal?
What is left out after the self is subsumed and transformed into the collective
identity?
As a short story that does provide an ending to a romance between a CCP
soldier and a Korean girl, Lu Ling’s “Battle of the Lowlands” (Wadishang de
zhanyi, 1954) was condemned as “tenderhearted individualism”32 before the
1955 anti–Hu Feng campaign. Discussing Lu Ling’s earlier novels, such as
Children of the Rich (Caizhu de ernümen, 1948) and Hungry Guo Su’e (Ji’er de
Guo Su’e, 1943), Kirk A. Denton points out that Lu Ling’s “linguistic and nar-
rative stylistics are inextricable from his larger intention to assert a place for the
private and psychological in the literary discourse of nation, revolution, and
collectivity.”33 However, although Lu Ling is known as a follower of the May
Fourth discourse on personal enlightenment, his linguistic and narrative style
became more conservative in the 1950s; he no longer prioritized individual
struggle. Set during the Korean War, “Battle of the Lowlands” epitomizes the
way personal desire has to be subordinated to revolutionary discipline. The
nineteen-year-old CCP soldier, Wang Yinghong, is loved by a Korean girl but
unable to respond because of the strict military discipline, and at the end of the
novel he dies in battle.
The focus of the story is the con¶icts and contradictions between reason
and emotion, the collective and the individual, the conscious and the uncon-
scious. Although Lu Ling has the protagonist carefully restrain his subjective
feeling and submit it to revolutionary discipline, he never makes this submis-
sion easy. When the Korean girl ¤rst gives Wang Yinghong a gift as a token of
love, he ¤rmly returns it to her; but the second time, when he ¤nds her embroi-
dered handkerchief again, he keeps it and “suddenly experiences a kind of ner-
vous and sweet feeling.”34 Even the squad leader Wang Shun, who reminds
Wang Yinghong not to make disciplinary mistakes, has an “ambivalent and
speechless feeling” about this pure love relationship. During hand-to-hand
combat, it is the power of love that stimulates Wang Yinghong’s ¤ghting spirit,
not cold-blooded discipline. At the most dangerous moment, when Wang
Yinghong and Wang Shun are surrounded by American soldiers, what illumi-
nates and encourages both of them is the Korean girl’s pure love. When Wang
Yinghong reports to Wang Shun that he has secretly kept the girl’s handker-
chief, Wang Shun regards it as a reasonable act that would be pardoned by their
leaders. Throughout the narrative, Lu Ling’s representation of the subcon-
scious, which is marked by indeterminacy and uncertainty, constantly inter-
feres with the revolutionary rationality that tries to restrict the human psyche.
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It seems that Wang Yinghong’s ¤nal heroic sacri¤ce has channeled this “am-
bivalent and speechless” love into the sublime goal of international patriotism;
however, the tragic ending that traumatizes the Korean girl indicates a gloomy
result of this sublimation. It is worth noticing that, throughout the narrative,
the embroidered handkerchief always obscurely works against the dominant
aesthetic mode, which is aligned with the sublimation.
In his analysis of Lu Ling’s earlier novels, Shu Yunzhong argues that the
characters usually contrive to impart the message of desublimation or anti-
sublimation. Lu Ling, Shu states, “sees the working people as saturated with a
political unconsciousness and to him the political unconsciousness is a locus
of ‘truth’ and ‘authenticity,’ not a lower realm to be transcended or dis-
carded.”35 Unlike in his earlier writing, in which he revolts against the dis-
course of the revolutionary sublime as Shu states, Lu Ling in “Battle of the
Lowlands ” searches for a way to purify and rationalize the protagonist’s in-
stinctual and libidinal energies. However, as the bloodstained embroidered
handkerchief is returned to the Korean girl, the reader is more impressed by
the personal tragedy caused by the sublimation than by the clear political mes-
sage it embodies. This personal tragedy further reinforces rather than cancels
the con¶icts and contradictions between the individual and the collective.
The tragic ending of the love story has evoked criticism, though it has
deeply touched numerous readers’ hearts. Because Lu Ling was a member of
the Hu Feng group, his writing was the object of intense criticism connected
to the Three Antis and Five Antis campaigns from 1952 to 1953. Published in
1954, “Battle of the Lowlands ” was attacked because the tragic ending attests
to the fact that love has triumphed over discipline and tenderhearted individu-
alism has defeated collectivism.36 In addition, Lu Ling’s representation of the
unconscious, individual heroism, the subtlety of love, and personal experi-
ence disturb the purity of the so-called international patriotism. According to
James Gao, the concept of internationalism, another form of Chinese nation-
alism during the Korean War, is embodied by the CCP soldiers’ high moral
standards in contrast to those of the decadent Americans, who are smeared by
propaganda as rapists.37 This concept foregrounds con¶ict between a sexual
desire that is politically impossible and a national identity that redirects indi-
vidual desire and interest to citizens’ duty. Ba Jin criticizes Lu Ling for twist-
ing the CCP soldier’s pure feelings for the Korean woman, which is like the
feeling between brother and sister or between son and mother, not heterosex-
ual love.38 By inserting individual desire and erotic love in the novel, Lu Ling
contaminated the purity of Chinese nationalism. He was criticized for adding
a sentimental tragic ending, which positions the narrator in sympathy with the
heterosexual love and desire between Wang Yinghong and the Korean girl.
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However, Lu Ling was in a predicament: even if he gave the love story a happy
ending, it would violate the strict military discipline. Whatever ending he de-
signed for the story, he could not escape the charge of distorting international
patriotism.
Refusing to accept such criticism, Lu Ling fought back in 1955. As Den-
ton has recorded
Wenyibao published Lu Ling’s long, de¤ant retort to the criticism his Korean
War stories had provoked. This three-part article, “Weishenme hui you
zheiyang de piping” (How can there be such criticism?), defends his stories
against the accusation that they “promote individualism” and “attack the col-
lectivism of the working class.” Often vituperative in tone, this retort was
then used against him as evidence of his unwillingness to repent.39
Lu Ling passionately countered opinions of his tragic and gloomy representa-
tion by reiterating his idea that personal life is consistent with revolutionary
praxis. For him, international patriotism is not an abstract concept; instead, it is
intimately related to and derived from personal sensual life.40 Not long after his
response, the anti–Hu Feng campaign began, and as one of Hu Feng’s followers
Lu Ling was also persecuted, being incarcerated for more than twenty years.41
The criticism of “Battle of the Lowlands” may help explain why most
revolutionary novels written at this time postponed endings of love stories:
authors wanted to avoid Lu Ling’s predicament. But what is unspoken and
forgotten in such postponement not only exposes the constraints that Maoist
discourse imposes on sexual expression and ful¤llment but also reveals that
the contradiction and con¶ict between love and revolution have become irrec-
oncilable. Unlike the formula writing of revolution plus love in the 1930s,
which saw private desire and revolutionary passion stimulated and supple-
mented by each other, revolutionary novels produced during the ¤rst seven-
teen years were reluctant to deal with the tension between the two. Instead,
they gave personal love a sublime treatment, transferring it into the collective
revolution charged with libidinal energy, as Wang Ban has described. How-
ever, the postponement of endings insinuates that those “lower” elements—
the instinctual, libidinal, bodily, and feminine—cannot be transformed and
lifted to a “higher,” sacred level. Therefore, what cannot be elevated and sub-
limated must be postponed or forgotten because it poses a threat to the stabil-
ity of revolutionary discourse.
For political reasons, many revolutionary writers during the ¤rst seven-
teen years published just the ¤rst and second books of a series, such as Liang
Bin’s Keep the Red Flag Flying (Hongqipu), Liu Qing’s History of the Pioneers,
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Ouyang Shan’s Three-Family Lane (Sanjiaxiang, 1959), Yang Mo’s Song of
Youth (Qingchun zhige), and Zhou Erfu’s Shanghai Morning (Shanghai de
zaochen). They either never had a chance to ¤nish the series or postponed the
remaining books until the end of the Cultural Revolution. As a result, endings
of stories about revolution and love were temporarily or permanently delayed.
Among those revolutionary novels, Ouyang Shan’s Three-Family Lane,
which covers revolution plus love in a large-scale way, deserves special atten-
tion. For political reasons, Ouyang Shan published only Three-Family Lane
and its sequel, Bitter Struggle (Kudou, 1962), during the ¤rst seventeen years.
Not until after 1980 did he publish the rest of the series, A Romantic Generation
(Yidai fengliu). With the ambition of portraying “the origin and outcome” of
Chinese revolution from 1919 to 1949, Ouyang Shan centers his saga of A Ro-
mantic Generation on Zhou Bing’s development from an aimless and restless
young man into a revolutionary ¤ghter and Party member. Three-Family Lane
is set in Guangzhou from the May Fourth period to Jiang Jieshi’s massacre of
the Communist Party members in 1927 and Guangzhou’s three-day uprising;
Bitter Struggle depicts the lives of peasants and farm workers in the country-
side. Despite his purpose of documenting revolutionary history, Ouyang Shan
does not give prominence to important events such as the May Fourth move-
ment, the May Thirtieth massacre, the Hong Kong strike, the Northern Expe-
dition, and the failure of the ¤rst national revolution in 1927. Keeping those
events in the background, he does not have to strain to express ideological mes-
sages but can focus on the intriguing relationship among three families—those
of the capitalist Chen Wanli, the landlord-bureaucrat He Yingyuan, and the
blacksmith Zhou Tie in Three-Family Lane. Although the families belong to
different classes and respond to political events in different ways, their rela-
tionships are more complicated than class can de¤ne: they are neighbors as well
as relatives, and their children are classmates, friends, couples, and lovers re-
gardless of their different political identities. What is more interesting is that
this novel echoes not only the pattern of revolution plus love from the 1930s but
also of the classical tradition of caizi jiaren (the scholar and the beauty), which is
incongruous with the paradigm of the modern revolutionary novel.
The most problematic part of Three-Family Lane is its similarity to Dreams
of the Red Chamber. As Joe C. Huang points out,
Although Ouyang Shan implicitly suggests that Three-Family Lane is a con-
temporary version of Dream of the Red Chamber, the novel comes nowhere
near the sophistication of the classical masterpiece, with its exquisite descrip-
tion of landscape, penetrating characterization, and intricate plot. But the tri-
angular love affair between the hero Chou Ping and his cousins is not unlike
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that between Chia Pao-yu and his two cousins, Black Jade and Precious
Clasp.42
After the famous hongxue (the study of Dream of the Red Chamber) scholar Yu
Pingbo was repudiated for his bourgeois method of research, Dream of the Red
Chamber was af¤rmed as written against the feudal family because it centers
on the love affair between hero, Jia Baoyu, and the heroine, Lin Daiyu. An imi-
tation of this classic, Three-Family Lane should also be considered a work of
class struggle, with the hero, Zhou Bing—the contemporary revolutionary
version of Jia Baoyu—representing proletarians. Nevertheless, this novel was
denounced in the 1960s for “taking the side of a capitulator to the landlord and
comprador capitalist classes in the era of proletarian revolution in the twenti-
eth century” and for spreading poisonous petit bourgeois sentiments.43
In Three-Family Lane, the notion of class struggle is interwoven with an
individual bildungsroman as well as the three families’ history. Although the
author shows how political concerns impinge upon individual choice and how
personal sexuality hinges on class consciousness, the abstract revolutionary
concepts unavoidably dwindle into the domestic details of the families as well
as the excessive sentiments between lovers. The linguistic and narrative styles
of Three-Family Lane, indebted to Dream of the Red Chamber, demonstrate the
author’s obsession with the unhealthy old-style aesthetic representation. The
novel comes dangerously close to a version of sentimental tradition (yanqing
chuantong), which is in intense con¶ict with the dry and standardized revolu-
tionary novel form. Three-Family Lane’s inheritance of sentimental romance
and vernacular narrative language helps it resist the tendency toward Europe-
anized language in the emergent modern Chinese literature, but it fails to align
fully with the discourse of modernity-as-revolution and convey the dominant
ideological message.
As a contemporary, revolutionary hero, Zhou Bing, from a blacksmith’s
family, naturally identi¤es with the proletarian class and later on with the Com-
munist Party. Like Jia Baoyu, Zhou Bing is an irresistibly good-looking young
man who attracts many girls, especially two of his beautiful female cousins—
Qu Tao, who resembles Black Jade and is the daughter of a shoemaker; and
Chen Wenting, like Precious Clasp and the daughter of a capitalist. With the
same class background, Zhou Bing and Qu Tao fall in love, but Qu Tao dies in
the May Thirtieth massacre, a demonstration against imperialism. As Huang
has observed, there are many details similar to Dream of the Red Chamber, such
as Zhou Bing’s sentimental mourning of Qu Tao, Wenting’s attempt to con-
sole Zhou Bing, and the episode of planting a magnolia tree in memory of Qu
Tao. All of these plot details are described with excessive sentimental elements:
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tears, drinks, illness, death, hallucinations, lamentations, and sweet memories.
It is the death of Qu Tao that turns Zhou Bing toward revolution, yet more as a
means of personal revenge for the loss of his lover than a sublime cause. Not
long after Wenting captures his tender heart, he becomes a wanted revolution-
ary on the run. His love affair with Wenting fails to withstand the trial of class
struggle: born in a bourgeois family, Wenting marries a Guomindang bureau-
crat, although Zhou Bing writes her several emotionally charged letters. At the
end of Three-Family Lane, Zhou Bing converts his romantic disillusionment
into revolutionary action by participating in the three-day Guangzhou upris-
ing and then escaping to Shanghai to seek refuge at the home of one of his cousins,
Chen Wenying.
Wenting’s abrupt marriage seems to have put an end to the love story; yet
the relationship between her and Zhou Bing remains unexplained. They still
have feelings for each other while Wenting is being pressured by her father
and brother to marry the bureaucrat. In his effort to dramatize class divisions,
Ouyang Shan deprives Wenting and Zhou Bing from the outset of the will and
power to consummate their love. A copy of Precious Clasp, Wenting is a cal-
culating and practical girl who represents the bourgeois class and so cannot be
the real companion of the revolutionary Jia Baoyu. A deep ambiguity crops
up, however, when Ouyang Shan suddenly consigns this love story full of sen-
suous details and libidinal urges to oblivion. As the narrator explains, Wen-
ting decides to marry someone she does not love because she feels “her
ambivalent relationship with Zhou Bing is really deranged, complicated, and
with unnamed horror.”44 The story clearly reveals her uncertainty about revo-
lution, yet it cannot explain away her deep attraction to Zhou Bing’s physical
beauty and sentiments.
The ideological framework of Zhou Bing’s love affairs with his cousins
becomes pronounced as Wenting exposes her bourgeois class identity. The
political agenda of the narrative denounces the sel¤sh and dark side of this
daughter of capitalism; she seems to deliberately repress or forget her affection
for Zhou Bing. However, as part of its imitation of Dream of the Red Chamber,
in which daughterly femininity (nü’er xing) is beautiful, as pure as water, in
contrast to masculinity as dirty as mud that is contaminated by the secular
world, Three-Family Lane also underscores the purity and ¶uidity of feminin-
ity. As Luce Irigaray reminds us, femininity is based on the ¶uid, distin-
guished from the solid ground in which masculine discourse is established.
Unlike their father and brother, who ¤rmly hold on to their capitalist social
status, Wenting and her sisters frequently transcend class boundaries by
showing their sympathy and love toward Zhou Bing and his family. The
daughterly femininity they show in Three-Family Lane and Bitter Struggle
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forms a transcendental women’s space in the men’s world that politics is un-
able to permeate.
For instance, Chen Wenying, the oldest daughter of the Chen family and
an authentic Christian, who marries a Guomindang magistrate but warmly en-
gages in social charity, almost falls in love with Zhou Bing while he is seeking
refuge at her home. Her religious belief, her theory of philanthropy, and her
love for Zhou Bing all defy class antagonism. The second daughter of the Chen
family, Chen Wendi, who was brie¶y married to Zhou Bing’s second Commu-
nist brother and was once a new woman of the May Fourth generation, tries to
protect Zhou Bing from her landlord-bureaucrat husband’s persecution by
claiming:
“Bullshit! I don’t understand your politics, I don’t want to ask about politics,
and I don’t want to care about your politics. Don’t bring up your nonsense in
front of me. I tell you honestly: if you still plan to have a peaceful life, then
you’d better not lay a ¤nger on Zhou Bing. . . .
“Originally I didn’t want to say it, but you force me to say it: I like him! I
am very fond of him! I cherish him! I love him! That’s all! If he weren’t too
young, we four sisters would marry him all together. What do you know?”45
This bold claim shows the power of feeling, which enables her to disdain
men’s politics; it truly belongs to the pure daughterly femininity. The third
daughter of the Chen family, Chen Wenjie, the owner of the farm where Zhou
Bing organizes a Red Guard unit, is a long-term supporter of her younger sis-
ter’s love relationship with Zhou Bing. Even if in Bitter Struggle her farm is
damaged by the Red Guard unit’s revolution, her sympathy toward the lower
class never fades. She is easily touched by a political sentimental drama that
Zhou Bing stages, even though she is the target of the drama’s criticism. And
Chen Wenting, the youngest daughter, who dreams of Zhou Bing for years,
almost breaks from her bourgeois family in order to gain his love. When Zhou
Bing wants to split with her and her family because of ideological differences,
she says to him emotionally: “What kind of fault do I have? I am so deter-
mined to engage in revolution with you. Whatever you want me to do, I just
do it. All I want is to beg your little surplus love. I am innocent! Even if my
family members are not good, what does it have to do with me? How come you
cannot distinguish right from wrong?”46
Having only a vague idea what revolution is, Wenting regards Zhou Bing
as its embodiment, to which she is more than willing to sacri¤ce. Her confu-
sion of Zhou Bing with revolution is only another way to show her obsession
with emotion, which for her is far more important than politics and family.
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This allows her to maintain the purity of daughterly femininity, even if Ou-
yang Shan portrays her as a cunning and practical girl who symbolizes the de-
ceiving nature of capitalists.
To better illustrate the serious class struggle in Three-Family Lane, Ou-
yang Shan labels as bourgeois the daughters of the Chen family, who un¶inch-
ingly adhere to decadence and materialism and eventually distance themselves
from revolution. The differences between them and Zhou Bing are great.
However, the author complicates the reader’s opinion with his description of
their daughterly femininity, which enables them to sponsor Zhou Bing for
school and continually protect, love, and cherish him regardless of class differ-
ences. Ouyang Shan’s ambivalent attitude toward the Chen daughters is more
evident as he reveals that their unhappy marriages have changed them into sex
objects for their husbands, who are either Guomindang bureaucrats or land-
lords. Suffering from men’s oppression, their femininity becomes more pre-
cious because it constitutes a women’s world against that of men, who are
fettered by their ideological beliefs. 
Surrounded by such feminine complexity, Zhou Bing’s image as a revolu-
tionary hero also becomes questionable. By closely following the old-style
sentimental tradition, Ouyang Shan depicts Zhou Bing as a handsome senti-
mental hero, who simultaneously indulges in both revolution and love. This
character was criticized in 1964 as a “bourgeois romantic caizi with the fake
label of working class.”47 The complicated relationship between Zhou Bing
and the daughters of the Chen family also shows, according to some critics,
the author’s intention to distort the situation of class struggle and to advocate
the theory of bourgeois humanity and class conciliation.48 Even Zhou Bing’s
handsome appearance is intolerable to Communist critics because it re¶ects
the author’s bourgeois aesthetic theory. Indeed, functioning as a symbol more
of sentiment than ideology, Zhou Bing’s beautiful face and body constantly
¶oat beyond class boundaries, drawing the reader’s attention to the sentimen-
tal tradition. As his mind is gradually uplifted, his physical beauty lingers, at-
tracting girls from opposite classes. Later, in Bitter Struggle, Ouyang Shan
attempts to emphasize Zhou Bing’s mind by introducing a character named
Qu Xi, one of Zhou Bing’s cousins who shares his handsomeness but not his
intellect and later enters into an ambiguous relationship with Wenting. Wen-
ting’s preference for Zhou Bing over Qu Xi in the sequel mocks such a distinc-
tion between mind and body. 
In short, Ouyang Shan’s Three-Family Lane is a controversial work that
leaves the troubled relationship between revolution and love unresolved. Its
questionable elements even irritated the Gang of Four, who in 1969 ordered
the so-called writing group of Shanghai revolutionary big criticism to de-
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nounce the political theme of the novel and its author. Three-Family Lane
shows that ambiguity may surface when men and women’s bodies are subor-
dinated to class within the paradigm of revolution.
The Possibility of Women’s Subjectivity
Much recent criticism about the role of Chinese women during the revolution-
ary period is centered on the idea that women lost their subjectivity and femi-
ninity and became androgynous or desexualized by Maoist culture.49 The
implication of the father-daughter relationship represented in The Red Detach-
ment of Women is that Chinese women are subordinated by a new form of patri-
archy in the name of revolution. The only ideal position for women, as Meng
Yue argues, is within the national collective, as illustrated in Song of Youth,
where the heroine, Lin Daojing, “succeeds in becoming one of ‘us,’ a comrade,
facing ‘them,’ the enemy, but never an ‘I’ or a ‘self,’ nor a gendered individual,
nor even an intellectual.”50
Meng Yue clearly reveals the dominant narrative of the revolutionary
novel; however, her critique risks retotalizing the authoritarian voice. Her dis-
cussion overlooks the revolutionary novels’ contradictory heroines, who, ac-
cording to Chen Shunxin, appear androgynous in public but must show their
“womanly,” pure, and moral virtues in domestic life.51 This rhetoric urges us
to question whether the emancipated woman is only the re¶ection of the state
political apparatus and if women’s request for equality between men and
women and rising power may con¶ict with the Party’s authority. Was there a
chance for women’s subjectivity to emerge during the ¤rst seventeen years?
Under the of¤cial discourse of women’s emancipation, could women also be
aware of their individual existence, and was such an awareness at odds with
the Party’s authority? Did revolutionary women have dif¤culty being subser-
vient to the new patriarchy? Did any women’s writings show traces of subjec-
tivity, allowing them to maintain a self and a gendered individuality? My
purpose in posing these questions is to scrutinize the gaps in the seemingly all-
encompassing and seamless narrative of the ¤rst seventeen years and to con-
front a changing, historically speci¤c code of the feminine.
In his novel History of the Pioneers, Liu Qing portrays a revolutionary
woman, Gaixia, who is in love with the socialist hero Liang Shengbao, the
leader of a pioneer mutual-aid team. Hailed as a landmark of socialist literature,
this novel revolves around the struggle between this loyal agent of the Party’s
mutual-aid policy for the sake of agricultural collectivization and his oppo-
nents, crafty rich peasants and ignorant poor ones, as well as sel¤sh and pro¤t-
oriented Party cadres. The love story between Gaixia and Liang Shengbao is
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only the secondary plot to this severe struggle. A New Socialist Woman who is
vibrant with the emancipation brought by revolution, Gaixia bravely refuses a
marriage arranged by her mother and actively joins the land-reform move-
ment, through which she falls in love with Liang Shengbao. Since local sexist
tradition still subjects women to the male-dominated discourse, Gaixia’s re-
fusal of an arranged marriage and choice of Liang Shengbao indicate the degree
to which women have bene¤ted from the of¤cially sponsored emancipation.
Gaixia has a progressive mind connected to her beautiful face and pure, vir-
ginal body; more important, her choice of the poor and revolutionary Liang
Shengbao over other, more educated and richer young men represents a new
concept at the time: love is measured by politics. But her determination to ar-
range her own marriage also re¶ects women’s improved social status.
The love story would not be so interesting if it simply followed the pattern
that revolutionary women are only assistants to men. It turns out that Gaixia’s
female subjectivity is so strong that the author almost loses control of it. When
Gaixia’s interest vacillates between gender and politics, she eventually rele-
gates the latter to a secondary position. On her road to emancipation, she is led
by a father ¤gure—the chairman of the village deputies, Guo Zhenshan, who
encourages her to pursue free marriage and progressive activity. However,
this father ¤gure is problematic: refusing to organize the mutual-aid team, he
is determined to farm privately in order to accumulate more personal prop-
erty. He persuades Gaixia to apply for a position in a factory, which in the eyes
of backward peasants is superior to work in the countryside. Unlike the father-
daughter relationship in The Red Detachment of Women, in which the “daugh-
ter” is taught by the “father” to transform personal revenge into collective
revolution, the father-daughter relationship in History of the Pioneers has a
different symbolic implication: Gaixia is urged by Guo Zhenshan to pay more
attention to her independence and personal desire than to political goals. Al-
though Gaixia is disillusioned after she realizes Guo Zhenshan has shown her
the wrong way of revolution, her female subjectivity is more awakened than
before. The narrator reveals her inner voice: “Gaixia, who listened to Guo
Zhenshan right from the beginning, should use her own brain from now on.
She can no longer use other people’s brains to replace hers.”52 Even if such
awakening is politically correct, it nevertheless depicts female subjectivity in a
process of challenging the new patriarchy of Maoist culture.
Women’s liberation and sexuality are almost synonymous with class
struggle in revolutionary novels, but Gaixia shows signi¤cant departures from
this pattern. Her beauty is frequently noticed by a lot of men in the novel, but
her sense of self is so positive that the male gaze fails to convert her into a sex-
ual object. Despite her role as a progressive revolutionary woman, she never
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hides her sexual desire: “she wants so much to miss a man and be missed by
him—the glorious feeling this man gives her would let her feel warm and
sweet.”53 Knowing that her female friend’s ¤ancé, a hero of the Korean War,
has an ugly face, she is disappointed and thinks, “A girl can use her actions to
prove that she loves the country and asks for progress, but cannot casually give
away her once-in-a-lifetime love.” “In Gaixia’s mind, no matter if he is a hero
or a model worker, it is also important that she should like him ¤rst, and they
should feel happy and satis¤ed when they are together.”54 She revolts at the
politically arranged marriage without love. Her desire is doomed to con¶ict
with the revolutionary masculinist discourse.
In contrast to the image of the traditional obedient woman, Gaixia never
passively waits for Liang Shengbao to pursue her. In their love relationship, she
is always the one who initiates intimate contact, putting her tender and soft
hands in his, caressing his sleeve, and deliberately waiting for him on the road
to the market. The of¤cially sponsored discourse of women’s emancipation has
cultivated and secured her female subjectivity, which propels her to refuse the
assigned position of mere assistant to the revolutionary hero. When she con-
sults Liang Shengbao about her plan to apply for a position in a factory, his in-
different attitude irritates her:
She ¤nds that Liang Shengbao is also sel¤sh in terms of this matter. . . . Just be-
cause she asked his opinion about the factory position, which does not make
him happy, he then treated her with that embarrassing attitude. Isn’t this
sel¤sh? Should this be the attitude with which a male Communist Party mem-
ber treats a female Young League member? Gaixia even thinks the reason
Shengbao is fond of her is because he wants her to cook for him, to sew for him,
and to bear children for him, instead of creating a new life together in Frog
Flat.55
At the end of the novel, after Liang Shengbao’s disciplined body has dis-
appointed her too many times, Gaixia decides to leave the village and go to the
city to work. Before she goes to pursue a better life for herself in the city, she
makes a last effort to ask Liang Shengbao’s opinion on their relationship; but
again, Liang Shengbao, who prioritizes his own revolutionary job, refuses to
consider it until the end of fall. At that moment, Gaixia starts to wonder if
Liang Shengbao is worth her love:
Gaixia thinks: Shengbao and she both have strong characters, and both love to
engage in social activities; would their marriage be a good one? . . . She thinks:
Shengbao de¤nitely belongs to the people; but what about her? She is not willing
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to be a good wife of a peasant. But after they are married, the carnival time will
pass quickly and the long peasant’s life will begin. The one who will cook will be
her, not Shengbao; the one who will bear children will be her, not Shengbao.
With her strong character, how can the two not have contradictions?56
As a product of women’s emancipation, Gaixia conducts a legitimate and
reasonable quest for equality. However, Liang Shengbao and his leaders are so
surprised by her strong personality that they start wondering if Gaixia is the
right companion for him. According to the Party secretary, Wang, the frivo-
lous, romantic, and arrogant Gaixia is un¤t for the dependable and down-to-
earth Liang Shengbao, the loyal executor of the Party’s policy. To ¤nd a
woman who can be a good assistant for Liang Shengbao, the Party leaders pre-
pare to interfere in his private life. The unsuccessful ending of the love story
between Gaixia and Liang Shengbao intimates that the revolutionary dis-
course can engender women’s subjectivity, a self, an individual who does not
live only in the shadow of a father or a husband. Under the name of sexual
equality, the female subjectivity that grows out of the revolutionary discourse
may come back to question the Party’s authority. Ignoring the con¶icts be-
tween women’s rising power and the state’s political discourse reaf¤rms
women’s subordinate position to men and to the Party.
In discussing the female subjectivity during the ¤rst seventeen years, we
must consider women’s writing regarding the theme of revolution plus love.
Criticism of women’s writing during this period pays much attention to Yang
Mo’s Song of Youth, a novel that many critics consider a perfect example of
subsuming women’s individual struggle and gender role into the Party dis-
course.57 It is hardly surprising that female writers at this historical moment
lacked individual voices and failed to develop “the gender-speci¤c conven-
tion”58 promoted by the May Fourth women writers. However, my reading of
Yang Mo’s Song of Youth and Zong Pu’s short story “Red Beans” (Hongdou,
1957) proposes that we should not overstress the lack of individuality among
women writers at the time.
Song of Youth, which tightly binds women’s desire and sexuality with poli-
tics, best illustrates the repetition of revolution plus love in this period. The
symbolic meaning of heroine Lin Daojing’s sexual identity is deeply rooted in
her class identity: her ¤rst love, Yu Yongze, a student at Beijing University
who has no sympathy with revolution, represents her past inspired by the in-
dividualism of the May Fourth generation; her second love, Lu Jiachuan, a
Communist who is arrested and dies a revolutionary martyr, leads her toward
the road of sublimation; her third love, Jiang Hua, a Communist leader of
mass movement, brings about her maturation in becoming one of the national
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collective. Of the three, Lin Daojing loves the dead Lu Jiachuan the most. Al-
though a typical petit bourgeois, Lin Daojing has successfully transformed
into a quali¤ed Communist through one trial after another in which she wit-
nesses and participates in many great political events. Yang Mo documents
Lin’s despair, mental con¶icts, vacillation, excitement, and sorrow during the
process of transformation, but unlike leftist writings of the 1930s that were
obsessed with the split personality and the anxiety of “rebirth,” she empha-
sizes Lin’s sense of self-ful¤llment toward the pinnacle of sublimation. 
Since Lin’s ¤rst husband, Yu Yongze, signi¤es a reactionary political force,
it is not hard to understand Yang Mo’s intention of demonizing his image. But
the elevation of Lin’s emotion toward the dead Lu Jiachuan is puzzling. When
Wang Ban discusses this love in the ¤lm of Song of Youth, he writes, “The love,
though for a dead person, is not neutralized and rendered bloodless by politics;
it parades its ecstatic intensity and passionate ¶amboyance.”59 In other words,
Lin’s love for the martyr Lu has gone beyond the heterosexual relation: it has
been expanded, intensi¤ed, and brought into a higher development, taking on
the broader sexual signi¤cance of collective revolution.60 However, unlike the
¤lm version, in the novel Yang Mo’s depiction of Lin’s love relationship with
Jiang Hua, although carefully framed by political ideology, does not sacri¤ce
the heterosexual relationship. It is precisely at this point that the private desire,
the biological need, and sex between real man and real woman stubbornly lin-
ger on, come to argue with the sublimated form carried by Lin’s love toward
the dead Lu, the love that glori¤es mythical and utopian happiness. The failure
to see this argument blinds us from understanding the dif¤cult position of
Yang Mo, who could not completely purge herself of the residue of petit bour-
geois sentiments.
When Jiang Hua, who also serves as a mentor introducing Lin to the Com-
munist Party, asks her to have an intimate relationship with him, he expresses
his long-term buried feeling: “Daojing, I didn’t come to talk to you about
works. I just want to ask you—do you think our relationship can go further
than comradeship?”61 Lin is shocked but feels happy; after hesitating, she tells
Jiang Hua, “Yes, Lao Jiang, I like you very much.” Jiang Hua’s physical desire
is immediately aroused, and he whispers in her ear, “Why let me go? I won’t
go.”  Yet strangely, Lin suddenly feels tormented:
Daojing stands up and walks out of the room. After hearing Jiang Hua’s re-
quest, she suddenly feels disturbed, unsettled, and even pained. . . . The little
vague shadow of Lu Jiachuan has unexpectedly broken into her heart again in
a strong way. She wouldn’t forget him, never will! But why does his shadow
only pick such a moment to disturb her? She calls his name softly, remembering
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his bright and deep eyes, the ghastly jail in which he bravely crawled here and
there with his broken legs. . . . She bursts into tears. Standing in the wind and
snow, she is full of complexity and contradiction.62
Although Lin eventually agrees to have a sexual relationship with Jiang
Hua—a relationship more than comradeship—the narrator emphasizes again
and again that Lin loves the dead Lu Jiachuan more. By sublimating her spe-
cial love for the dead martyr, the narrator attempts to downplay physical de-
sire, even if it is happening between two Communists. What is intriguing is
that the argument between Lin’s love of Jiang Hua and Lin’s love of Lu Jia-
chuan continues through the rest of the novel, an argument that often ago-
nizes Lin, who is about to become one of the revolutionary collective. In Yang
Mo’s words, Lin Daojing “is not only a strong comrade, but at the same also a
woman who needs tenderness and the comfort of love.”63 Lin even feels guilty
as Jiang Hua generously tolerates her passion toward the dead Lu. The inner
con¶ict of Lin has been clearly represented by this sense of guilt derived from
the clashes between the sublimated love and the human (heterosexual) love.
Contrary to many critics’ assertions that Yang Mo has liquidated and swal-
lowed up female subjectivity in accordance with the Communist discourse, I
see that she tries to leave room to preserve residues of sexual love, personal
happiness, and the individual desire under the cloak of sublimation. 
While transforming her personal memory into collective memory, Yang
Mo had a hard time shaping her consciousness as a female writer to ¤t ideological
censorship. According to her, Song of Youth, which echoes the bildungsroman
tradition, is autobiographical. To highlight the theory of class determination,
however, Yang Mo erases her own mother’s class position as a landlord’s wife
and gives the heroine Lin Daojing’s mother the oppressed class identity. In this
way, Yang Mo elevates her personal experience to universal signi¤cance of the
oppressed, exposing the darkness of the old society and laying a foundation for
Lin’s transformation from a petit bourgeois to a true Communist.64 After Song
of Youth was published, the Communist critic Guo Kai in 1959 accused Yang
Mo for her self-expression as a petit bourgeois, one who never intended to asso-
ciate with workers and peasants. In her second edition, therefore, Yang Mo re-
vised the novel again, depriving Lin Daojing of personal feeling as a female
individual after she goes through “sentimental education” in jail. Even with the
revision, which sacri¤ces the author’s female subjectivity, the novel was still
under severe criticism during the Cultural Revolution. The Song of Youth that
takes on Chinese intellectuals as its subject of representation is a reminder of
Chinese writers’ embarrassing position within the revolutionary discourse.
Zong Pu’s short story “Red Beans,” which initially received unanimous
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commendation for its artistic style, was soon involved in controversy over the
writer’s nostalgia for the bourgeois love relationship. The daughter of an ac-
claimed aesthetic and philosopher, Feng Youlan, and the niece of the May
Fourth female writer Feng Yuanjun, Zong Pu had an educational background
and artistic taste that make her one of the distinguished female authors in mod-
ern Chinese literary history. Within the revolutionary genre, Zong Pu’s focus
on a woman’s psychological struggle renders irrelevant the linkage between an
individual narrative and a Party-directed history. On the surface, there is noth-
ing spectacular about “Red Beans,” a short story that follows the familiar plot
of the con¶ict between revolution and love. A young progressive girl, Jiang
Mei, who is deeply in love with a banker’s son, Qi Hong, painfully chooses to
stay in China rather than go abroad with her lover before the establishment of
the new China. It seems that once again, the gendered individual is replaced by
the national collective, as is Lin Daojing in Song of Youth. What is remarkable
about this story, however, is that the female subjectivity is never lost but rather
reinforced in the tension and clash of gender, class, and nationalist identity.
Jiang Mei starts out as a mature revolutionary cadre who comes back to
work at her university and randomly walks into her old dormitory room, where
she sees a silk ring inlaid with two red beans on the back of the cross hanging on
the wall. Shocked and trembling at her discovery, Jiang Mei recalls her experi-
ence in 1948, the year of the new China. Through the two red beans, a material
detail and a conventional symbol of love, the ¶ashback narration conjoins his-
tory, memory, and love in a feminine way. The nostalgic tone reveals Jiang
Mei’s psychology, in part a reaction against the popular narrative forms that
simply celebrate the individual’s transformation into part of the revolutionary
collective.
Following Jiang Mei’s reminiscences, the narrator brings us back to 1948,
when Jiang Mei is just an innocent young college girl who has a peaceful life
with her mother. In¶uenced by her roommate, Xiao Su, an energetic and
warmhearted girl who is involved in progressive activities, Jiang Mei gradu-
ally gets a vague idea of class and a sense of collectivism. Meanwhile, she be-
gins a sentimental and poetic love relationship with Qi Hong, a talented,
handsome, rich, and cynical young man. Unlike other revolutionary novels
such as History of the Pioneers, which have an omnipresent narrator propagat-
ing critical, political, and moral messages, “Red Beans” is narrated in the third
person but in a style qualitatively similar to the ¤rst-person form through
which Jiang Mei’s complex interiority is expressed.
That the con¶ict between revolution and love is narrated in a personal way
may be surprising, considering the historical background against which Zong
Pu was writing. The language of “Red Beans” is distinctively free of political
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jargon such as “revolution,” “people,” “communism,” and “nation.” Jiang Mei
is depicted as having a peaceful life with her mother “behind pink and sweet-
scented oleander,” very distant from the turbulent political world. Even after
she becomes inclined to embrace progressive ideas, she personalizes big terms
such as “revolution” and “collectivism” as “everyone has the same understand-
ing, the same hope, loving and hating the same things.”65 The reasons Jiang Mei
has sympathy with revolution are directly personal: she lacks money to cure her
mother’s disease. Xiao Su generously aids her by selling blood, but is later ar-
rested and put in jail; then Jiang Mei learns that political circumstances also
brought about her own father’s death. So revolution for Jiang Mei is not faceless
and autonomous but a personal matter as important as her love. Zong Pu per-
sonalizes the abstract political concepts in a way unquestionably alien to her
contemporaries, who mechanically duplicated the Party’s policies and slogans.
Unlike Song of Youth, which privileges the collective at the expense of the
gendered individual (even if room for the individual still exists), “Red Beans”
valorizes female subjectivity as in ideal coexistence with the harmonious col-
lective and the nation. The contradictions and clashes between Jiang Mei and
Qi Hong result not only from ideological differences but also from gender dif-
ferences. Born into a rich family, Qi Hong has an indifferent attitude toward
people, society, and revolution. Alone, without joining any progressive activi-
ties, he searches for a sense of self, seeing life through cynical and pessimistic
eyes. Feeling fundamentally separate from the mass of humanity, he is at odds
with his times. Despite Qi Hong’s social status, the narrator does not simply
classify him as a member of the exploitative class but emphasizes his sel¤sh,
male-chauvinist, and possessive character. Although they are keenly aware of
their ideological differences, Jiang Mei and Qi Hong cannot keep from falling
madly in love with each other. This budding relationship is portrayed in a ro-
mantic and sentimental way that makes Jiang Mei’s choice between revolu-
tion and love painful. The psychological struggle that ravages her goes
beyond the simple conclusion that the nation-state discourse has displaced the
gendered individual. On the contrary, Jiang Mei’s female subjectivity ineluc-
tably emerges from this painful con¶ict. What triggers Jiang Mei’s ¤nal deci-
sion is Qi Hong’s male chauvinism, not his capitalist class status. From the
beginning, Qi Hong’s affection for Jiang Mei is sel¤sh and possessive. If his
claim that “you are mine” is a romantic way to express love, his constant inter-
vention in Jiang Mei’s public activities is by no means consistent with sexual
equality. At the end of the novel, when Jiang Mei insists on staying in China,
Qi Hong is so furious that he hopes she is only luggage, an object without in-
dependent thinking, that he can carry to America. Refusing to be a sex object,
Jiang Mei chooses according to her strong feminist beliefs. This conclusion
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proves that Zong Pu’s writing is indebted to the May Fourth discourse of in-
dividualism and women’s emancipation. 
The female characters in this novel—Jiang Mei, her mother, and Xiao
Su—constitute an alliance that has an ideological as well as a female bond and
is in contrast to Qi Hong’s sexist ideology as well as the capitalist class he rep-
resents. At the most dif¤cult moment, Jiang Mei seeks helps from Xiao Su in-
stead of her rich lover. Never accepting any ¤nancial support from Qi Hong,
Jiang Mei shows a dazzling independence and subjectivity. Her ¤nal words to
Qi Hong—“I won’t regret”—inherit and broaden the legacy of individualism
and female subjectivity developed by female writers such as Ding Ling, Bai
Wei, Su Qing, Eileen Chang, and others. In this way, the political confronta-
tion between reactionary and progressive, oppressor and oppressed, America
and China, and individual and collective is overwhelmed and replaced by the
gender confrontation between the dominant male sex and the independent
woman. The painful psychological struggle that Jiang Mei experiences
throughout the narrative also makes a simple dichotomy between these two
sides impossible. The narrator, obsessed with the tension, contradictions, and
irrationality of the protagonist’s psychic con¶ict, goes beyond the prevailing
form of subsuming the individual into the collective; as a result, Jiang Mei’s
female subjectivity is underscored rather than erased. Unlike Lin Daojing,
who at the end of Song of Youth merges into the marching mass, Jiang Mei al-
ways has a feminine and private room in her heart even when she is among the
people. The two red beans, which symbolize that private space, can never
vanish but forever remain in her psyche. Therefore, underneath the repetition
of revolution plus love, “Red Beans” provides us a special case of women’s
conscious writing about gender roles during the Maoist era. The of¤cial his-
tory must go through collection and selection by a woman’s memory to
emerge as meaningful. The clear political message expressed in this novel can-
not conceal Zong Pu’s persistent belief in women’s sense of self as important
to their emancipation.
Most of the novels discussed here have been neglected by current critics,
who generally fail to see the distinct difference between the ¤rst seventeen
years of the PRC and the period of the Cultural Revolution. It has become
fashionable to criticize revolutionary literature from the perspective of totali-
zation. The Maoist discourse, which not only shaped each individual’s think-
ing and expression during the Mao’s years, but also became an obstacle for
contemporary critics to explore the diversity of revolutionary literature, is one
example of totalization. Yet during the ¤rst seventeen years of the PRC his-
tory, Chinese writers who had not become real political revolutionaries as Mao
expected still struggled to rethink both writing and politics in a revolutionary
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mode. Although there was a self-conscious search for the identity of the
masses, the writers had not lost their own voices entirely. The description of
revolution and love is justi¤ed by the attempt to overcome bourgeois thought,
yet the ambivalence derived from the private desire’s intermingling with the
public revolutionary sensation opens a door for disparate representations of
revolutionary literature, which cannot be viewed simply as a totality.
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6 Farewell orRemember Revolution?
My discussion of the historical transformation of revolution plus love from the
period of revolutionary literature to the contemporary era is meant not as a
comprehensive outline but as an attempt to trace the bifurcated history de-
scribed by Prasenjit Duara in Rescuing History from Nation. As an alternative
history to that linear and transparent one, a bifurcated history, for Duara, “em-
phasizes the dynamic, multiple, and contested nature of historical identities.”1
Therefore, my study pays more attention to unmasking “appropriations and
concealments in historical transmission”2 than to delineating a general and co-
herent history of the relationship between revolution and love.
 At the end of the twentieth century, the rewriting of the theme of revolu-
tion and love is complicated by a globalized economy in which contemporary
Chinese intellectuals face a political dilemma between Westernizing develop-
ment and nationalist concerns, between the marketplace and their individual
positions. In general, in the 1980s, enlightenment modernism with its empha-
sis on liberalism, humanism, universal rights, and democracy was passionately
espoused by Chinese intellectuals in their cultural critique of the Party author-
ity and their enthusiastic embrace of China’s modernization project. After the
Tiananmen Square movement, the 1990s was a decade inundated with popular
culture, concomitant with the process of economic reform and marketization
and extending from beat and rock music, poster art, best-selling books, litera-
ture on the World Wide Web, and TV series to ¤lm adaptations of serious
¤ction. Commerce has visibly and inevitably in¶uenced the arts. The pop en-
thusiasm of the 1990s has broken through the autonomous space of cultural
production established in the 1980s, pushing Chinese intellectuals from their
elite position of enlightenment. A series of debates over “the loss of humanist
spirit” has shown the anxiety of the intellectuals, who have not yet found the
right position in the commercial society and whose romantic ideas of self and
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society have been greatly challenged by reality.3 China’s accelerating involve-
ment in international politics and the global economy, and paradoxically, the
in¶uence of Western postmodernist and postcolonial thinking, led Chinese in-
tellectuals to take a more critical stance toward Western modernity in the
1990s. Some reassessed traditional Chinese culture as an alternative driving
force of modernity; some even retreated to Chinese nationalism, which, with its
strong sentiments, unwittingly complies with the of¤cial discourse of national
self-determination against the West. Others, such as Wang Hui and the school
of new leftists (xin zuopai), vehemently criticized global capitalism; they repre-
sented a new perspective on Western modernity as a contradictory process in-
volving more than the binary opposition of exploitation and resistance.4
In the context of global capitalism, a concept that for Arif Dirlik is the ac-
tual description of contemporary reality,5 how do Chinese writers deal with the
theme of revolution plus love, which has haunted the Chinese literary scene for
almost a century? Does the rewriting of this old theme signal a ¤nal farewell to
revolution or a nostalgia for the lost utopian dream? Is this a time to remember
or a time to forget? Is this thematic repetition functioning as another means of
rewriting and reconstructing history, as in Mo Yan’s and Su Tong’s works, or is
it just one of the themes and scenes consumed by popular culture? Does the de-
scription of sex serve as a means to decode and subvert the dominant culture of
the Party-state, or is it only merchandizing, devoid of any political signi-
¤cance? In other words, I am curious to see, facing the turbulent tides of the
consumer market and the global economy, what positions Chinese intellectuals
have found for themselves through the rewriting of revolution and love, as the
revolutionary discourse itself is fragmented within the dominant culture of the
Party-state. In addition, I examine how Chinese intellectuals deal with the typi-
cal dilemma between universalism and nationalism, between the global and the
local, between Western culture and Chinese culture.
Through my reading of Chen Zhongshi’s The Land of White Deer
(Bailuyuan) and Wang Xiaobo’s Golden Time (Huangjin shidai), I map the de-
constructive trajectories of the rewriting of revolution plus love in the 1990s
and investigate a variety of routes and positions that Chinese intellectuals
chose to take after the autonomy of the literary ¤eld was ended. In the 1990s
version of imagining history, of reconstituting the tension between revolution
and love, what new value systems have these works created, and what new cul-
tural spaces have these writers explored in the global context? What problems
are hidden behind their imaginings? Instead of simply celebrating the new op-
portunity provided by the rapid development of a global economy and cul-
tural commercialization, I aim to examine the crisis that Chinese intellectuals
have had to face in their cultural production. Chen Zhongshi’s deconstructive
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rewriting of revolution plus love bespeaks a revived interest in local tradition
and Confucianism and an emphasis on its speci¤city as a resistance to West-
ern cultural hegemony; Wang Xiaobo’s employment of sadist-masochist dis-
cursive strategy in his parody of the Cultural Revolution can be read as one
kind of occidentalism, a term described by Chen Xiaomei as a tool of domestic
political struggle.6 Together, these writings challenge the “truths” of revolu-
tion, which have dominated Chinese imagination for almost the whole twenti-
eth century, and universal love, which ignores differences derived from
historicized gender subjectivities. Although contrasting sharply with the for-
mula of revolution plus love during the revolutionary years, these postmodern
rewritings continue to represent the struggle of Chinese intellectuals who con-
sciously resist capitalist modernity and who attempt to understand the role of
literature and its relation to politics in the new historical context. 
A Return to Local Identity
Rewriting the theme of revolution plus love after the Tiananmen Square move-
ment, Chen Zhongshi in The Land of White Deer follows in the footsteps of
some experimental writers, such as Su Tong and Mo Yan, by continually offer-
ing a reading of revolutionary history substantially different from the master
narratives of of¤cial, authoritarian history. But such a rewriting can no longer
be simply described as the modernism of “the age of anxiety,” of negation and
alienation, or of the closed and ¤nished art of autonomy that indicate the narra-
tive direction of experimental writings. The Land of White Deer is not limited to
language and textuality; more important, it re¶ects how Chinese writers
thought of modernity after the enlightenment metanarratives of the 1980s had
been repudiated by the postmodernists. Preoccupied with local tradition,
Chen Zhongshi’s writing must also be considered in the global context, in
which Chinese intellectuals are caught between Westernization and nationalist
identity.
Written by Chen Zhongshi in 1993, the novel is a perfect example of the re-
working of revolution plus love during the last decade of twentieth-century
mainland literature. At a time when the ethos of a symbiosis between revolu-
tionary art and revolutionary politics had certainly vanished, what made this
novel so popular was its audacious exposure of sex, like that in Jia Pingwa’s
Waste City (Feidu). Accompanied by the phenomena of TV soap operas and
sitcoms such as Longing (Kewang) and Stories of Editors (Bianjibu de gushi) on
mainland China’s TV network, of commercially wrapped nostalgia for the “red
sun”—Mao Zedong—in the popular culture, and of Wang Suo’s “literature of
villains” (pizi wenxue), which replaced serious avant-garde experimental writing,
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The Land of White Deer stimulated many intellectuals who felt lost in the con-
sumer culture and rapid global economic development. Despite its bold por-
trayal of sex, which boosted sales to 21,000 and three reprintings within three
months, The Land of White Deer was af¤rmed by critics as “an epic production
including all the important thoughts that have appeared in the literary ¤eld
since 1979.”7 The novel seizes the opportunity of commercialization but at the
same time maintains its re¶ective mode of writing, imagining and remember-
ing a long and turbulent century.
Bene¤ting from a lot of challenging works of root-seeking literature (xun-
gen wenxue) and experimental novels (shiyan xiaoshuo), Chen Zhongshi de-
ploys multifaceted and diverse searches for the past as a strategy to question
established narrative paradigms and to criticize ideological constructs of tradi-
tion, modernity, and revolution. But unlike some elite writers, who resist the
seductive lure of mass culture, Chen enjoys pleasing a larger audience.8 In dis-
cussing the readability of novels, he urges contemporary writers to communi-
cate with readers instead of blaming them for their low tastes:
When we are analyzing the crisis of pure literature and attempting to solve
the dilemma, I think besides the pressure brought by commercialization and
popular literature we also have to face our own problems. I am afraid the rea-
son that our products are not appreciated by readers is not only because of
their low tastes but also because of our self-appreciation and self-limitation.9
Chen Zhongshi pays a lot of attention to public taste. In his theory of mass
culture, Theodor Adorno focuses on the negative aesthetic of modernism and
criticizes the culture industry’s manipulation of the arts. However, Adorno ig-
nores the fact that modernism itself “is deeply implicated in the processes and
pressures of the same mundane modernization it so ostensibly repudiates.”10
Both modernism and mass culture have to face the incompleteness of moderni-
zation. Unlike experimental writers, Chen consumes and produces simulta-
neously. Writing for public consumption, he ¶aunts descriptions of sex to
entertain his readers. For example, the ¤rst sentence of the novel—“What Bai
Jiaxuan always feels proud of is that he has been married to seven women dur-
ing his lifetime”—immediately attracts the reader’s attention. Following this
line, Chen meticulously describes the protagonist’s sex life with each of his
women by showing off Bai’s mysterious phallus. However, this is not a simple
effort to adapt to commercial culture; it symbolizes a local tradition through
which a masculine identity repressed by Maoist culture can be restored, a value
system lost during the process of globalization can be rebuilt. But what kinds of
masculinity and value system has Chen restored and rebuilt? Has he solved the
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dilemma of Chinese intellectuals in the period of global commercialization?
One conspicuous example—the production of “depraved women”—may pro-
vide some answers.
Depraved women were ¤xed as amoral and antirevolutionary ¤gures from
Yan’an literature onward, in contrast to the masculinized heroines who sub-
mitted their bodies, sex, and subjectivity to Maoist discourse. Revolutionary
novels in the 1950s and 1960s presented the type of woman whose sexuality
showed a dangerous and destructive political power in an extremely negative
way. Those depraved women not only belonged to the antirevolutionary class
but also resembled the “bad” women in classical Chinese novels who violated
Confucian morality. For instance, characters such as Li Cui’e in History of the
Pioneers and Shuhua and Yuzhen in Flowers of Bitterness, whose sexy and erotic
bodies were both politicized and moralized, represent the stereotypical bad
woman, menacing the sublime Communist utopia. Although the Communist
Party claimed the liberation of Chinese women after 1949, women’s sexuality
was once again con¤ned by the newly de¤ned revolutionary morality; thus sexu-
ality, one of the major issues of the May Fourth movement, was actually sup-
pressed after the successful revolution.
After 1979, women’s bodies were rewritten within the new genre of “scar
literature,” in which intellectuals attempted to repudiate the Cultural Revolu-
tion by revealing the mental and physical pain and scars of those years. In Gu
Hua’s The Town of Hibiscus (Furongzhen), the representative novel of scar litera-
ture, women’s sexual bodies reappear. Maoist discourse’s paradigm of bad and
good women is reversed: the sexual body of Hu Yuyin represents the good
woman unfairly blamed as a reactionary during the Cultural Revolution. The
opposite of this sexual and kind woman is the female cadre who lacks a sexual
body and violently suppresses the innocent because of jealousy. In the revolu-
tionary novels of the Mao era, so-called depraved women always symbolized the
decadent bourgeois or landlord class. But in The Town of Hibiscus the good
(sexy) and bad (sexless) women have different implications: the author deliber-
ately associates the former with moral decency and the latter with promiscuity—
a great change in literary representation. However, depraved women and their
sexual bodies are still utilized to signify political meanings.
Around 1985, writers of root-seeking literature and experimental novels
consciously distanced themselves from the political center by reviving modern-
ist narrative skills that had been little used during the revolutionary decades.
They describe women’s bodies as erotic, representing either the primitive sen-
sation suppressed by Maoist discourse for so many years or the decadent aes-
thetics resulting from rewriting history. Some important images of depraved
women appear in Su Tong’s and Ye Zhaoyan’s novels as part of their narrative
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strategies of rewriting history: Liu Suzi in The Family of the Opium Poppy
(Yingsu zhijia), Xiao-E in Rouge (Hongfen), and Xiuyun in The Story of the Ju-
jube Tree (Zaoshu de gushi). Discussing the image of Liu Suzi, Lu Tonglin ar-
gues that “to some extent, she becomes identical with the symbol of femininity
in traditional Chinese culture, water—changeable, shapeless, unpredictable,
and elusive.”11 This is true from the feminist perspective, but most important is
that these male writers represent history or collective memory as much as does
the femme fatale, which allegorizes their personal memories. Through these
ambivalent, seductive characters, they personalize history so much that the
novels’ historical backgrounds appear more allegorical than real.12
The heroine, Tian Xiao-E, in The Land of White Deer bears an unmistak-
able resemblance to the stereotype of the depraved woman that emerged in
some experimental writings and in Jia Pingwa’s Waste City. She can be consid-
ered a type of femme fatale who is whimsical, seductive, and dangerous, and
whose transgressions de¤ne her in opposition to social norms or prohibitions.
The emergence of the depraved woman in contemporary literature involves an
explosive interaction between intention and circumstance, between symbol-
ism and social context. Contemporary writers’ frantic obsession with this im-
age, which clearly re¶ects a male fantasy of women, implies their anxiety to
restore the lost sexuality (the masculine identity) of the revolutionary era.
However, what differentiates Tian Xiao-E from the femmes fatales in Su
Tong’s and Ye Zhaoyan’s novels is her special af¤liation with the land of White
Deer, in which the local religious system negotiates, associates, and con¶icts
with the GMD and CCP powers. Magni¤ed and proliferated, Tian Xiao-E’s
depraved body forms the vivid nucleus of power relations in the revolutionary
history of this land, encompassing the complexity of both eroticism and poli-
tics. The author endows her with various identities and positions: she is both a
seductress and the leader of the women’s league organized by the Communists,
both decadent and progressive. Xiao-E is so seductive and dangerous that she
destroys Bai Jiaxuan’s son Xiaowen, a typical son of a feudal family. Her seduc-
tive power derives from her erotic body, which is depicted as no less powerful
than the revolutionary struggle. Even after she is murdered, her power haunts
the whole village. However, certain features elevate her as a progressive ¤gure:
her pursuit of freedom of love, her activity in land reform, and her uncompro-
mising resistance to feudalism. 
As critics have observed, one narrative mode, that of nostalgia, pervades
the contemporary rewriting of history, allowing Chen Zhongshi to af¤rm the
local unof¤cial religious power, which strongly holds the land of White Deer
together through political turmoil and natural catastrophe. Positing the theme
of revolution and love in this mysterious land, the author tries to reinstate the
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local power, which combines Confucian values, magical superstition, and the
patriarchal clan system and which has been neglected and erased by the of¤cial
written history. Severe political struggle seems less important than the con¶ict
between the regional patriarchal clan power and the depraved woman Tian
Xiao-E. In contrast to the auspicious symbol, the white deer, Xiao-E operates
as a curse on the village; yet they are both part of the mystery, contradiction,
and complexity of this land, which cannot be explained by one ideology.
Derived from the magical land, Xiao-E’s destructive power represents
“the uncontrollable nearness of nature,”13 which the patriarchal clan system
has struggled to ¤x and stabilize. Ironically, this depraved woman joins the
major characters of revolution in a large metaphoric company. The pervasive
plague brought by Xiao-E’s death shows how helpless the traditional morality
and solid patriarchal system are against her ghostly, intractable power, which
resembles revolution’s magical destructiveness that ef¤ciently crushes the old
values but inevitably brings disaster to the land. The paradoxical Xiao-E re-
veals Chen Zhongshi’s restless work of discovering and creating resemblances
between this image and revolutionary power in order to parody the truth and
rationality of revolutionary ideology.
Since Xiao-E has been the leader of the women’s league, her sexuality be-
comes a hazy area that purposely confounds ethnic, moral, and national
boundaries set by revolutionary ideology. Judged by the patriarchal tribal sys-
tem, she is a bad woman; but she is by no means a good woman by revolution-
ary criteria, for she lacks political commitment. Although she has achieved the
revolutionary goal—freedom and emancipation—her moral ambiguity cannot
be easily ¤xed by politics. Though the description of this character is misogy-
nistic, the unusual association between her eroticism and the land’s mystery al-
lows the author to freely break through revolutionary ideology. Following
Latin American magical realism, the narrative strategy of this novel explodes
the social critical realism that prevailed in mainstream literature for so many
decades. Chen Zhongshi’s image of the femme fatale represents both the best
fantasy and the worst nightmare of revolution, man, and nation.
Yet in the con¶ict between the local unof¤cial religious power and Xiao-
E’s seductive body, Chen Zhongshi indubitably valorizes the former. As the
agent of local authorities, the clan elder, Bai Jiaxuan, is a textual sign of what
Chinese culture and society relied on for three thousand years: the rural rituals
and ethics saturated with Confucian culture. Like his ancestors, he continues
the legacy of hard work, self-cultivation, and benevolence, obeying the old
customs that have largely been destroyed by various political struggles. As
many critics have pointed out, Bai Jiaxuan is no doubt Chen Zhongshi’s ideal
character, the incarnation of righteousness and positive power, the “number
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one benevolent and honest person in the land of White Deer.”14 If the histori-
cal memory of twentieth-century China is fraught with images of revolution,
Chen Zhongshi’s elevation of his ideal Bai Jiaxuan is a criticism of the idea of
progress, the concept of modernity. In comparison to other characters, who
identify with either the CCP or the GMD and are consumed by political tur-
moil, Bai Jiaxuan always maintains his individuality and his superior status in
the land of White Deer. This ideal image becomes all the more powerful in
driving Chen Zhongshi’s novel away from the enlightenment package advo-
cated by the May Fourth generation. Chen Zhongshi succeeds in challenging
the revolutionary tradition with which Chinese intellectuals were obsessed. In
af¤rming the local traditional values, however, Chen moves in a way opposite
to his original motivation to examine what has gone wrong in Chinese history.
The ideological blind spot of his novel is its lack of criticism of the traditional
culture. This is particularly disturbing when it comes to the woman question.
In “Diary of a Madman,” what Lu Xun sees through the book of “Confu-
cian virtue and morality” is two words: “eat people.” Although this monolithic
voice totalizes the Chinese traditional culture as a contrast to the narrative of
Chinese modernity, the fact that women are the victims of Confucian culture is
undeniable. What is disturbing about The Land of White Deer is that behind
the benevolent cultural value that Bai Jiaxuan represents also lie the two words
“eat people.” Needless to say, Chen Zhongshi’s ideological valorization of the
local culture uncritically endorses misogynistic elements and reinforces
women’s inferior status. The depraved Tian Xiao-E is so rebellious that she be-
comes victimized by the patriarchal system. Portrayed as “the most promiscu-
ous woman in the whole land of White Deer,”15 she is not allowed to enter the
sacred temple of the clan because of her pursuit of free marriage. Her seductive-
ness is exaggerated to an extreme as she leads the elder son of Bai Jiaxuan into
prodigality. Such exaggeration repeats the traditional patriarchal saying that
“woman is the disaster water.” Her murder by her father-in-law, Bai Jiaxuan’s
loyal farm laborer, to prevent her from hurting more “decent” young men, is “a
great deed applauded by everyone in the village.”16 Because her ghost haunts
the village, Bai Jiaxuan and his brother-in-law Mr. Zhu, who is limned by Chen
Zhongshi as a saint and the symbol of white deer—positive spirit—in the land,
decide to build a tower over her ashes, repressing her evil spirit forever. This re-
minds us of Leifeng Tower in the vernacular story of White Snake, which sym-
bolizes the phallic center of feudalism and means to suppress the dangerous
woman, and which has been seriously criticized by Lu Xun. It is intriguing that
Chen Zhongshi’s nostalgia for the traditional local culture blinds him to the hy-
pocrisy and cruelty embodied by Bai Jiaxuan and the saintly Mr. Zhu.
Echoing the cultural fever and the search for roots begun in 1985, Chen
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Zhongshi’s The Land of White Deer also attempts to rethink Chinese moder-
nity and the cultural upheaval of the May Fourth period. The positive spirit of
the land of White Deer is not the destructive power of revolution, which is no
different from Xiao-E’s decadent power, but the stable, profound, and benevo-
lent traditional culture evident in Bai Jiaxuan. In rethinking the ruin of history
and displacing the of¤cial ideology, Chen Zhongshi rewrites local history and
constructs a new totality and a return to traditional masculinity. In failing to ex-
amine the complexity of traditional Chinese culture and valorizing the attitude
of “farewell revolution,” he consolidates the dichotomy between the traditional
and the modern, between hierarchical sexual differences. In the new period of
globalization, his revitalization and mysti¤cation of traditional culture may
work out Chinese intellectuals’ confusion and frustration over their lost elite
position. However, his uncritical attitude toward the complex local tradition
indicates that he has not yet found his right position. We surely need to search
for the lost humanist spirit amid the current commercialization, but how ex-
actly should we de¤ne that term?
While criticizing recent scholarship that aims to produce a China-centered
view of history, Arif Dirlik’s argument provides insight into Chen Zhongshi’s
return to the local tradition and Confucianism:
The effort is well-intentioned because it seeks to rescue Chinese history from
its subjection to the hegemony of EuroAmerican teleologies and concepts; but
it is misguided because it is accompanied by assertions that the Chinese them-
selves are incapable of producing this history because they have tainted by
Western concepts and, therefore, have lost touch with their own past. Such
efforts, which deny the Chinese contemporaneity while giving again Euro-
Americans the privilege of interpreting China’s past for the Chinese, are rem-
iniscent of nineteenth-century Europeans who, claiming historicalness for
themselves while denying it to others, appropriated the meaning of history for
the whole world, especially for the Third World.17
What Dirlik criticizes is the kind of orientalism produced by the oriental,
which actually becomes a reassertion of the universalistic claims of modernity.
On the surface, it seems that Chen Zhongshi’s reaf¤rmation of the legacy of
Confucianism is the site of resistance to modernity and to Western cultural
hegemony; however, his idealistic attitude shows his inability to critically in-
volve himself in the process of globalization.18 The stable and unchanging
local value system is stripped of history and incapable of explaining dynamic
social change. Such essentialization of the “authentic” local culture not only
ignores the fact that the local is always reestablished through the global but
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also reaf¤rms the orientalist imagination of the local. In sum, displacing the
discourse of enlightenment with tradition and the legacy of Confucianism
does not mean we have rediscovered the humanist spirit or have found a per-
fect site for ¤ghting the teleology of modernity. Rather, the claim for local tra-
dition and national identity is itself a product of modernization.
The Sadomasochistic Aesthetic of Wang Xiaobo 
In the preface of his novella Love in the Revolutionary Period (Geming shiqi de ai-
qing), Wang Xiaobo (1952–1997) claims that “it is a book about erotica.” This
assertion is amazing, because the period he is dealing with—the Cultural
Revolution—is commonly known as devoid of sex. However, as Wang Xiaobo
says, “It is only in the era without sex that sex can become the theme of life, as
eating becomes the theme of life during the hungry years.”19 Directed at the
sadomasochistic relationship between men and women, individual and nation,
Wang Xiaobo’s representative book Golden Time exalts the “normal,” the
“manly,” and cynicism over idealism and romanticism. Consisting of ¤ve no-
vellas, Golden Time seeks to lay bare the origins and effects of national and indi-
vidual self-hatred and self-destructiveness during the revolutionary period.
After receiving his master’s degree from the University of Pittsburgh,
Wang Xiaobo chose to go back to China and become a freelance writer. Wang’s
exploration of individualism and criticism of Chinese character are deeply
in¶uenced by Western liberalism. His ¤ctional works have been categorized by
critics such as Chen Sihe and Nan Fan as China’s avant-garde literature (or lit-
erary high modernism) of the 1990s.20 Wang Xiaobo often writes in a parodic
mode, which alludes to his position as one of the “enlighteners.” But in a depar-
ture in the 1980s, Wang shrugs off the burdens of national duty, social idealism,
and moral sense and poignantly criticizes any kind of “savior sentiment” (jiushi
qingjie)—Confucianism, Communism, utopianism—while championing in-
dividuals’ independent thinking and experience. In his own words, “If a person
cannot protect himself or help friends, how can he have the luxury of talking
about saving the whole world? If a person does not have dignity, living like a
pig, who needs him to help?”21 Sarcastically ridiculing the social responsibility
of Chinese intellectuals, Wang Xiaobo is not interested in searching for cul-
tural roots or a new value system. Although in¶uenced by Western liberalism
and the discourse of enlightenment in the 1980s, he doesn’t believe in any ab-
stract concepts such as freedom or justice, nor does he advocate a return to na-
tional study (guoxue), especially Confucianism. His mockery of elitism goes
hand in hand with his objection to hypocritical morality and authoritarian
preaching. Explaining his opposition to utopianism, he said:
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From Plato to Marx, there have been too many people who want to design an
ideal society for the world and human life. I respect those people, but hate this
idea. . . . If someone gets happy, it is not necessarily through other people’s ef-
forts. One can only create happiness for himself. Some ¤nd a new savior for our
world: Confucianism. Why must they impose it upon other people? That’s
what irritates me.22
Representing a new generation inclined to cynicism, Wang Xiaobo de-
constructs various institutions of authority and value judgment. Different
from the enlightenment tradition that originated in the May Fourth move-
ment, his elite position is based on his own personal spiritual and linguistic
home, from which he ¤ghts against narrow nationalistic thought and the totali-
tarian value system.23 In rewriting the theme of revolution plus love, Chen
Zhongshi replaces revolutionary ideology with local tradition; but Wang
Xiaobo shifts from the moral high ground to the lowest common denominator
of human desire and survival. In response to the turbulence of Chinese his-
tory, the former revitalizes but retotalizes traditional values, whereas the latter
abandons and criticizes any existing traditions. As the literati worried about
rebuilding Chinese spiritual structure under the pressure of commercializa-
tion, Wang Xiaobo suggested that Chinese intellectuals should ¤rst examine
themselves from the perspective of Chinese tradition as well as foreign cul-
ture. When his novel Golden Time was criticized for lacking the elements to
educate and encourage people as well as elevate the human soul, Wang re-
sponded that the only soul he hoped to elevate was his own. As he said, “This
sentence is very despicable, very sel¤sh, but truly honest.”24 Wang Xiaobo
adopted a mode of discourse that ¤ts the small self he privileges. The way he
vehemently attacks tradition is very much in the spirit of the May Fourth gen-
eration, even if he would rather go back to the lonely and spiritual home of self
rather than undertake the responsibility of enlightenment. Paradoxically, he
vacillates between elitism and cynicism, mocks Chinese intellectuals’ preten-
sions of enlightenment as well as their superior savior position but never gives
up his own position as one of the enlighteners.
In this section, I read Wang Xiaobo’s Golden Time as a form of sadomaso-
chistic writing. I use these terms not in their usual clinical sense, but to de-
scribe Wang Xiaobo’s discursive strategy to subvert the cultural politics of the
Maoist era, and further, the existential social attitude. His use of the Western
psychological terms is similar to what Chen Xiaomei has de¤ned as “antiof¤cial
Occidentalism,” a discourse that uses the “Western Other as a metaphor for a
political liberation against ideological oppression within a totalitarian soci-
ety.”25 Wang Xiaobo is not interested in the “real” West but, like Su Xiaokang,
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one of the writers of He Shang, merely uses an occidental Other as “a pretext
to debunk current of¤cial ideology.”26 However, Wang Xiaobo’s cynicism is
incredibly distant from the idealist and romantic tone embedded in Su Xiao-
kang’s writing.
Wang Xiaobo’s essay “Foreign Devil and Gu Hongming” is reminiscent
of Lu Xun’s criticism of national character. Through a sadistic foreigner’s
gaze, Wang Xiaobo derides the Chinese political and cultural system as a sex
game and a sex ritual of sadomasochism:
Honestly speaking, we have everything that the foreign devil has in his secret
room. This correspondence is not a coincidence. In the secret room, some
masochists call themselves slaves and sadists masters. It is similar to when
someone calls himself a servant and the other person a master in China. Some
masochists in the secret room address themselves as worms and the others as
sun; the Chinese replace worms with bricks and screws, but as for “sun,” it is
not enough for them, so they add the pre¤x of “the most red.”27
Through the metaphor of sadomasochism, Wang Xiaobo sees the despicable
side of Chinese character and society—callous, hypocritical, and perverted.
His appropriation of these Western psychological terms is of course a recon-
struction and imagination of the Western Other; however, it aims to rescue the
self repressed by the national character as well as the of¤cial ideology. As such
an allegorical form is used to characterize the Cultural Revolution, a strong
irony stems not so much from Wang Xiaobo’s reversal of the political authority
as from his exposure of perverted sexual intentions behind the noble cause. 
The ¤ve novellas in Golden Time all talk about the erotic life of a normal
person, Wang Er, in the sexually distorted and repressive society during the
Cultural Revolution. It is clear that Wang Xiaobo’s works are concerned ¤rst of
all with the sadomasochistic reality. The focus on the material and practical
during the Cultural Revolution seems to create an unreal world but subverts
and dismantles the so-called reality legitimated by social realism. Removing
the sacred mask of the Sublime from the Red Guards’ and other enthusiastic
people’s submission to their master—the red sun, Mao Zedong, the Party, and
the people—Wang Xiaobo exposes their action as masochism; the dominant
power’s persecution of intellectuals and the innocent is sadism, deriving plea-
sure from in¶icting pain on others. This narrative strategy delineates what
Jameson calls a “politically symbolic act,” expressing the “political uncon-
scious.” Within this sadomasochistic political and cultural trap, a normal sex
life is both impossible and illegitimate. It is at this point that Wang Er’s erotic
life becomes a joke on the dominant power and realist discourse.
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Wang Er, the ¤rst-person narrator-protagonist, has all sorts of erotic expe-
riences while confronting power struggle in ¤ve novellas—Golden Time, Es-
tablished at Thirty (Sanshi erli), The Floating Years (Sishui liunian), Love during
the Revolutionary Period, and My Two Worlds—Life and Death (Wode yinyang
liangjie). Reminiscent of Lu Xun’s naming of Ah Q, Wang Xiaobo’s choice of
the casual name Wang Er is a way to explore symbolic space. Wang Er can refer
to anyone in his generation; he is sent to the countryside by Mao’s policy, then
comes back to college and becomes an intellectual. Wang Er, as Wang Xiaobo
himself explains, has many brothers with the same name; even the author was
addressed by this name when he was young.28 Lu Xun’s naming of Ah Q ironi-
cally satirizes the national character of his time; but Wang Xiaobo’s designa-
tion of Wang Er is a way to recover the lost self, especially the lost masculinity
of his generation. Throughout different experiences in ¤ve novellas, Wang Er
is described as a young man who is tall, ugly, and rebellious, and whose eminent
mark is his huge penis. There is no question that his penis, which symbolizes
unyielding masculinity within the repressive psychosocial environment, plays
an important role in destabilizing the master-slave or sadist-masochist duality
and collapsing the Maoist sociocultural structure embedded therein.
With a tone of black humor, Wang Xiaobo’s Golden Time thrusts us im-
mediately into the realm of absurdities and meaninglessness. It depicts Wang
Er’s erotic relationship with a female doctor, Chen Qingyang, who is smeared
as a slut because of her beauty. The narrator sarcastically describes how Chen
Qingyang is presumed to be and therefore is labeled a slut despite her inno-
cence and has no way of escaping this categorization. Similarly, Wang Er is
also blamed and persecuted for killing the leader’s dog, though he didn’t do it.
Similar irrationalities abound in Wang Er’s relationship with Chen Qing-
yang: they have no way to disprove the constant gossip about their nonexist-
ent sexual relationship. The psychic reality that Wang Xiaobo attempts to
delineate here is obviously shaped by his study of the West. Surrounded by sa-
dists, who, according to Deleuze’s analysis, externalize ego and turn into su-
perego in order to practice domination and control, Chen Qingyang has no
choice but to become a real slut by sleeping with Wang Er.
The most interesting part of the novella is the sensational intercourse be-
tween Chen Qingyang and Wang Er narrated through self-criticism, which can
be seen as masochistic self-blame and self-accusation. Prescribed by the Party
as a way to cultivate one’s soul during the Cultural Revolution, self-criticism is
associated with what Freud terms “masochistic wishes”—a sense of guilt and a
desire for punishment and persecution.29 However, Wang Er’s and Chen
Qingyang’s self-exposure and self-criticism of their behavior is ironically trans-
formed into an internalized self-af¤rmation. Exposing their sex acts in the most
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primitive, sensational, and animalistic way, their self-criticism looks more like
pornography than a political self-examination. The Party leaders enjoy reading
it so much that they order them to write and expose more. Wang Xiaobo’s black
humor turns the serious political instrument into a spectacle of the production
and consumption of sex. What is more intriguing is that this masochistic form
does not remain passive; Wang Er and Chen Qingyang convert it into a means of
relocating the lost self and understanding the meaning of love. At this point, the
Party leaders lose their sadistic enjoyment of this young couple’s self-criticism.
Oddly, the masochistic form allows Chen Qingyang and Wang Er to af¤rm
their sexuality and subjectivity instead of negating themselves and yielding to
of¤cial demands. In the hands of Wang Xiaobo, the masochistic self-criticism
becomes a powerful tool with which to disturb the revolutionary, regulated sex
and gender roles as well as the dynamics of power and submission.
Here we may ¤nd it hard to apply Western theories of masochism or sadism
in interpreting Wang Xiaobo’s psychic reality, because his understanding of
those terms is in¶uenced by his creativity and imagination. But it is obvious that
for him, masochism becomes a discursive strategy to subvert the master-slave
opposition and to af¤rm the triumph of the masochistic ego or the lost individu-
ality. The concept of masochism becomes an aesthetic and textual category, far
beyond the power relationship implied by the Western understanding of the
word. Although Wang’s appropriation of the Western Other is problematic, he
has created a speci¤c object-world con¤gured by the masochistic aesthetic—a
discursive system that undermines and mocks the dominant power. In the story
Golden Time, when Chen Qingyang is tied up and humiliated in a public meet-
ing of criticism (douzhenghui)—a favorite practice of revolutionaries, a legiti-
mate and politically correct form of violence, and a site for the sadist to vent
power—she acts like a real masochist who gains satisfaction and pleasure
through being punished. She ¤nds that every man in the public meeting is sexu-
ally aroused by her bundled body and herself receives pleasure with the humili-
ation and criticism. Unlike writers of scar literature, who usually sentimentally
depict torments, pains, and nightmares the degraded “devils and demons” (niu
gui she shen) go through, Wang Xiaobo exposes the sadistic and masochistic de-
sire behind revolutionary libidinal energy. Using Chen Qingyang’s weakness as
a source of strength, Wang puts her in the primary position of the sadist: in the
exchange of pleasure-in-pain, she is the one who dominates and controls.30 As a
result, Wang not only subverts the political form of public criticism but also
contests the reality the ideological hegemony sustains and endorses.
The narrative strategy of masochism is also evident in other novellas in
Golden Time. In Love in the Revolutionary Period, the protagonist Wang Er is
accused of something he hasn’t done: drawing a naked body of his factory’s
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leader, Ms. Lu, in the men’s room. Wang Er is chased and cursed by Ms. Lu
everywhere in the factory and is classi¤ed as a bad young man who needs to be
reeducated. The one who comes to give Wang Er political education is a pro-
gressive young woman, X Haiying, the leader of the Party’s youth league in the
factory. The process includes the masochistic self-criticism, attending meet-
ings, and sitting in X Haiying’s of¤ce for dialogues about political thought.
Since Wang Er has hemorrhoids, the sitting part becomes torture for him.
Contrasting sharply with narrators in the tearjerker scar literature, the narrator
in Wang Xiaobo’s story describes the sadomasochistic world with abundant
black humor. He soon transforms the process of reeducation into a masochist
sex game between Wang Er and X Haiying. Representing the Party, X Haiying
is occupying the sadist position; however, during their sexual intercourse, she
shows her masochistic desire by fantasizing herself being raped by a Japanese
devil, a role of enemy and rapist that she orders Wang Er to play. This fantasy
reveals that the progressive young woman X Haiying is not pure and virtuous,
nor is the revolutionary discourse represented by her body transparent and
sublime. Wang Xiaobo’s ironic narrative drives us to question the political sys-
tem that legitimizes the structure of sadism and masochism underlying revolu-
tionary ¤lms, novels, and other means of propaganda. For instance, X Haiying
is obsessed with scenes in which revolutionary women are raped by Japanese or
heroes are tortured and beaten by enemies—the sort of sadomasochistic scenes
prevalent in numerous novels and ¤lms during the revolutionary period, such
as Red Stone (Hongyan), The Song of Youth, The Flower of Bitterness, and An
Old City Fought by Wild Fire and Spring Wind (Yehuo chunfeng dou gucheng).
Here Wang mocks the conventional representation of revolutionary heroes and
ideology. Accordingly, the masochist fantasy of X Haiying takes on aesthetic
meaning, stressing a psychic reality through which the common sense and his-
tory attributed to the political education program are mocked and challenged.
It is worth noting that Wang Xiaobo’s exploration of the masochistic world
is constructed by sexual differences. Wang reacts strongly against the dynam-
ics of power and submission in the symbolic order of Communist culture.
However, in the psychic reality he represents, masochistic women are only part
of a discursive formation of sadism and masochism. In other words, they are
only puppets of the dominant power; even their masochistic desire is manipu-
lated by the whole ideological discourse. As the narrator explains X Haiying’s
masochist fantasy, he says:
When X Haiying is arranged in the line like a puppet by the Japanese, she is
aroused by the cruel Japanese devils in front of her. But she does not think
that she is controlled in this way, and what she has seen is due to other
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people’s efforts. Therefore her being aroused is also due to other people’s ef-
forts. Her every action and behavior, plus every idea, is due to other people’s
efforts. That is to say, she is not the real her from the beginning to the end.31
Although X Haiying’s fantasy can be read as a subversion of the divine and
the sublime, she is only a link in a psychic chain, a puppet who does not think
for herself. Chen Qingyang in Golden Time is the same; her masochistic desire
is trained by the distorted political system. The only one who can transgress
this abnormal psychic reality is Wang Er. Marginalized by the ideological he-
gemony, he lacks a sense of morality and never follows social and political con-
ventions. Conscious of being a normal man, he is prevented from becoming an
object of the sadomasochistic world by his longing for love from the opposite
sex. The comic nature of the ¤rst-person narrative also allows Wang Er to see
clearly the psychic reality he lives in and detach himself from what he sees as
absurd and abnormal. Furthermore, the narrator’s exaggeration of Wang Er’s
manly potency, which makes women happy in a normal way, demonstrates that
he has not been castrated by the dominant power. However, Wang Er’s mascu-
linity is established at the expense of ¤xing women in the abnormal position, as
masochists. Gender difference is thus manifested by the hierarchical opposi-
tion of normal and abnormal.
Wang Er, however, lacks the savior sentiment of Lu Xun’s madman, who
condemns the whole cannibalistic world and hopes for a better future for chil-
dren. Wang Er cares only about himself and his sexual life; in other words, he
pays attention only to self-salvation. His search for the lost self and masculinity
does not come from a desire to return to cultural roots and national identity. In
sharp contrast to root-seeking writers, whose search for masculinity is closely
af¤liated with cultural potency, Wang Xiaobo ridicules manhood in relation to
China’s quest for modernity, representing the self as fragmented and decen-
tered, another appropriation of the Western Other. His masculine imagination
is devoid of any ideal radiance, but chooses a marginal position instead—
fundamentally different from the elite position of Chinese intellectuals in the
1980s, who sought to rescue their country through a superior occidental Other.
There are certain similarities between Wang Xiaobo’s and Wang Suo’s
novels. Both authors abhor hypocrisy, moral principle, and savior sentiments;
both have a sense of humor and satire. The difference is that Wang Suo deals
with the lower class, which earned his works the name literature of villains,
whereas Wang Xiaobo focuses more on the intellectuals, represented by Wang
Er, the author’s alter ego. Wang Suo’s villains lack any humanist spirit, and the
self-salvation of Wang Er also appears impossible, because he is locked in an
absurd world. Accordingly, Wang Xiaobo’s novels, which use occidentalism to
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poignantly satirize idealism, morality, and elitism, are very useful in describing
domestic political struggle; however, they fail to provide a solution for Chinese
intellectuals facing the various problems and contradictions brought by com-
mercialization and globalization. On the contrary, the cynical tone is demoral-
izing and encourages degeneration, which ¤ts with the phenomenon of the
decline of morality associated with the consumer culture of the 1990s.
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Conclusion
The consistent literary pattern of revolution plus love resulted from Chinese
intellectuals’ century-long quest for modernity under the urgency of national
crisis. Similar themes—politics and gender, nationalism and love—existed in
the indigenous classical Chinese tradition. For instance, in the Ming-Qing
contexts, courtesans such as Li Xiangjun and Liu Rushi “often [serve] as the
essential link between love and political commitment,” as Kang-I Sun Chang
has discussed in her book The Late-Ming Poet Ch’en Tzu-lung: Crises of Love
and Loyalism.1 However, what makes the theme of revolution plus love a typi-
cal modern product is its repeated performance in writers’ struggle to come to
terms with the intriguing relation between revolution and modernity. The
tensions explored in this formula—between collective mythologies and per-
sonal happiness, the ideal and the real, the sublime and the quotidian, politics
and aesthetics, masculinity and femininity—are ongoing discursive methods
of representing and reinterpreting the meaning of “modern.” Having con-
ceived of the relationship between revolution and love in terms of interactive
processes, I am struck by Chinese intellectuals’ split personality as well as the
con¶icted modern consciousness manifested in the repetition of this formula.
The problematic, intricate, and overdetermined relations between the collec-
tive power and the sensuous experience of the individual show how Chinese
intellectuals went to extraordinary lengths to portray their utopian dream of a
stronger and more modernized China.
Throughout this book I have explored how revolution and love affect each
other and how their interdependence is produced through political ideologies
and practices under different historical circumstances. Joan Wallach Scott’s
study of women’s history and gender inequality emphasizes the formations of
fantasy that enable the interplay between gender and politics. Quoting from
Slovenian philosopher Renata Salecl, she writes, “Politics without fantasy,
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without the manipulation of unconscious modes of enjoyment, is an illusion.”2
Both revolution and love are based on fantasies that express unconscious de-
sires, which for Freud are the site of repressive instincts. Although one focuses
on national and collective fantasies, the other on private and individual ones,
they do not exist independently; they are instead inextricably combined, envel-
oped by the light of idealism. The lure of the ideal, through the possibility of il-
lusion and fantasy, has shaped several generations in the twentieth century,
projecting contagious longing for modernity, for a new and better nation. It is
appeals to idealism that construct the theme of revolution plus love, which
closely ties personal happiness with revolutionary collectivism, self with na-
tion; it is the force of the ideal that makes Chinese intellectuals willing to suffer
the split personality or to subject personal love to the sublime. It is also the uto-
pian dream that differentiates previous generations of writers and intellectuals
from the current one. Like many people in my generation, I am disillusioned
with the utopian dream. Skeptical of the sublime and the grand narrative, we
have largely replaced the national burden with the personal dream. As we waltz
in its lightness and look back on bygone, naive, yet enthusiastic generations, we
cannot keep from admiring their strong courage in pursuing the ideal as well as
their bitter struggle in trying to ful¤ll it. Indeed, as China is experiencing rapid
changes in the context of global marketization, it is easy to cynically ridicule or
rail against lofty ¤gures, idealistic projects, and the collective spirit, but hard to
understand why previous generations embraced the utopian ideal as an unde-
niable force both in personal life and in politics.
Starting from what has been missing in my generation, I have used this book
to develop a critical sensibility to view the theme of revolution plus love within
its political context. The formula’s pattern can be traced back to the emergence
of the political novel in the later Qing; for instance, Liang Qichao’s The Future of
New China (Xin Zhongguo weilaiji) was just about to tackle this theme before the
novel was aborted. Closely bound up with the anxiety of constructing a new cul-
tural, racial, and national identity, the theme was carried on by other late-Qing
novels such as Women’s Rights (Nüziquan), A Flower of the Women’s Prison
(Nüyuhua), and The Chivalrous Beauties (Xiayi jiaren). The theme was continu-
ally in the process of being composed during the May Fourth period, during
which sexual revolution and women’s emancipation were regarded as the meto-
nymic symbols for creating a new culture as well as new citizens for modern
China. However, not until the period of revolutionary literature did the formu-
laic writing of revolution plus love formally emerge and proliferate.
Therefore, after setting out to delineate the origin and outcome of this
theme in the introduction, I have focused in the ¤rst four chapters on the liter-
ary history of the period of revolutionary literature, examining the coexistence
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of various sign systems that produced and reproduced the formula. Con-
sciously highlighted by leftist writers as a perfect site to mix utopian desires
with reality anxiety, the big “I” with the small “I,” the revolution plus love for-
mula became a self-recycling discourse, revolving around repetition and imita-
tion. By examining different agents’ reiteration, I have tried to challenge
previous studies that reduced the period of revolutionary literature to a narrow
phase associated with important political events and crises.
Although I recognize the driving force of utopian desires that stimulated
the long-standing and numerous repetitions of this formulaic writing, I am also
keenly aware that those repetitions were by no means simple. While based on
certain predictable ideological presences and ¤xations, this formula at the same
time pointed to various dynamic possibilities. Here Fredric Jameson’s theory
of the political unconscious is very appropriate. As he points out, 
The literary structure, far from being completely realized on any one of its
levels, tilts powerfully into the underside or impense or nondit, in short, into
the very political unconscious, of the text, such that the latter’s dispersed
semes—when reconstructed according to this model of ideological closure—
themselves then insistently direct us to the informing power of forces or con-
tradictions which the text seeks in vain wholly to control or master.3
My study is precisely an exploration of what has been repressed by the text
and the revelation of “logic possibilities and permutations” that the formula
itself fails to realize.4 Many scholars who criticize the formula of revolution
plus love take it as a given ideological formation, an established literary prac-
tice, but fail to realize that beneath the surface lie contradictions and possibili-
ties that were not manifested in the structure of a particular political fantasy.
Three major practices of revolution plus love during the period of revolu-
tionary literature have attracted my attention. The ¤rst involves an increasing
desire to depart from the May Fourth predecessors by committing to proletar-
ian literature. As leftist writers such as Jiang Guangci, Mao Dun, Hong Ling-
fei, and Hua Han seek to employ sex as an articulation of power relations, they
see revolution and love as reciprocal rather than con¶icting. The romantic
subjectivity represented in these leftists’ writing suggests their close ties to the
May Fourth spirit. My study of the second practice, by female writers, makes
women a focus of inquiry, agents of the narratives of political events and indi-
vidual struggles. The disparate nature of this group of writers can lead to dis-
turbing and confusing opinions of this historical period and makes impossible
the usual ¤xed view of this formula, for it accentuates the variant meanings of
gender itself. The third practice, by urban modernists such as Mu Shiying,
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Liu Na’ou, and Shi Zhecun, puts this formula in the context of urban culture,
in which the national ideal is no longer the major concern, thus revealing how
repetitions can recontextualize the relation between revolution and love.
Although this formula was discarded and criticized by some leftists such as
Mao Dun and Qu Qiubai around 1930, it consistently attracted followers dur-
ing the Japanese occupation period, the ¤rst seventeen years, the Cultural Revo-
lution, and the beginning of the 1980s. Thus, the rest of my book has looked at
some of those historical periods, accounting for both synchronic and diachro-
nic modes of production. It is commonly known that writers after 1949 avoided
mentioning personal love because it was strictly manipulated and censored by
the increasing power of collective revolution as well as Mao discourse. How-
ever, chapter 5 shed a little light on the period of the ¤rst seventeen years, in
which we still can ¤nd some disturbing elements stressing personal happiness.
Chapter 6 probed the predicament of Chinese intellectuals, who are disillu-
sioned with the ideal as well as the grandiose ¤gures but have not found their
critical voice toward modernity in the new context of globalization.
My ¤rst and primary concern has been to make what was hidden from or
buried by history visible. Many texts that I have dealt with are not ¤rst-class
productions, according to traditional literary value judgments. But the critical
assumption that motivated my inquiry into this theme is not the distinction
between the canon and works outside it. Rather, my intent has been to investi-
gate what has remained latent and unconscious in cultural politics and literary
practices, why these hidden motifs and agendas have been deliberately erased
or forgotten by linear history, and what kind of strategies we should adopt in
rewriting literary history. A relatively neglected theme can be treated in terms
of extraordinary tensions: between the framework of conventional history and
the “bifurcated histories” (Prasenjit Duara’s term); between received disci-
plinary standards and interdisciplinary interchange; between an objectively
determined interest and a discursively produced concept of interest. Instead
of focusing on the interconnection of revolution and love in different historical
periods as a relational history, I have emphasized the formula’s variability and
volatility, through which the meanings of concepts are open to contest and
rede¤nition and the modes of writing themselves are dynamic and unstable.
I therefore have underscored the performative nature of the interplay be-
tween revolution and love because it calls attention to the con¶icting processes
that establish and rede¤ne meanings, to the ways in which discursive bound-
aries change with historical and political conditions. I have questioned the stable,
self-identifying and ontological status of the formula itself. Moreover, perfor-
mance of a formula suggests that by its repetition in different circumstances,
the original ideological principle may be con¤rmed or altered. In other words,
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various acts of repetition and reiteration can constitute a new reality or new
context that has been deliberately forgotten by the collective narratives of his-
tory. Based on the theory of performativity, I have discovered that a seemingly
¤xed formula could prove true to its myriad and contradictory historical ex-
pressions, thereby helping us interrogate the false unity of nationalism, moder-
nity, and collective memory. As this theme runs through many major periods
in the history of modern Chinese literature, a uniform repetition of the utopian
concept of nation and the predetermined modern identity has inevitably be-
come an illusion. 
As we discuss how revolution has grasped Chinese writers’ imagination, I
believe we must think about the relations between gender and politics, that is,
as a re¶ection of the complex human psyche rather than of social fact based on
linear history. If we underestimate the signi¤cance of the mutual interdepen-
dence of sexuality and revolution, we may fail to recognize that the ideology of
newness is constituted by unconscious desires whose expressions take sym-
bolic form, either condensing or displacing the given de¤nition of modernity.
Seeing complex human activity as a crucial component of the ideology of new-
ness, we ¤nd that Chinese intellectuals’ identity of modernity has never been
¤nally settled; it has been secured only through their repeated performances,
exultant, anxious, vulnerable, and painful. I have constantly asked the follow-
ing questions: What are the relations between revolution and love in the particu-
lar contexts in which they are invoked? What are the manifestations of
contradiction between the two terms? How are they represented, regulated, or
repressed? How are power relations consolidated by appeals to instinct, desire,
personal love, and sexual difference? How do sexual identities negotiate and
con¶ict with revolutionary ideology through identi¤cation with various social
positions? How does the complicated interplay of love and revolution, the pri-
vate space and the public space, the self and the collective relinquish simple as-
sessments of modern consciousness? These questions have prompted different
de¤nitions from those who have tried to understand Chinese modernity purely
from the perspective of historical consciousness. By adding another dimen-
sion, unconscious desire, they ask how and why Chinese intellectuals are so ob-
sessed with legitimizing the modern, yet so uncertain of their own modern
identity.
The evolution of the theme of revolution plus love has largely expressed the
changing meanings of “modern.” If consciousness of personal freedom and hap-
piness is regarded as one of the most important premises in the conception of
modernity, then this theme has recorded how such self-consciousness has been
stimulated or repressed by the collective modern ideal. If tradition has been con-
structed as the counterdiscourse of the modern, then this theme has shown how
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individuals agonizingly vacillate between them. If revolutionary ideology has
manipulated the modern subjectivity, then this theme has emphasized modern
men and women’s split psychology, which to an extent de¤es the sublime
through the articulation of their sexual identities. As a result, we cannot assume
the abiding existence of a homogeneous, collective modern identity. Rather, at
the heart of this theme is the deep confusion between self-conscious modern
subjectivity and the collective commitment of the modern nation.
Feminist approaches have been useful in my discussion of this formula,
¤rst, because sexual differences have played an important role in the articula-
tion of the revolutionary ideology and power relations and, second, because
the performative nature of gender (Judith Butler’s theory) has made the inter-
play between revolution and love as well as the formula itself always in poten-
tial ¶ux. As I have used women’s bodies as a critical instrument to examine
political representation, the core of my analysis has been the integral connec-
tion between biological “sex” and the social construction of “gender.” Refus-
ing to see a sharp distinction between the two, I regard women’s bodies as
social and historical constructions whose volatility can transgress the political
boundaries they are supposed to secure. I have questioned both men and
women as rational agents in producing and carrying on the rationality of mo-
dernity, again accentuating the complexity of the human psyche that leads to
the con¶icting subjective identities of modern.
If my analysis of revolution plus love has put too much emphasis on the
internal differentiation of the formula itself, I need to restress that the produc-
tion of this formulaic writing is derived from writers’ utopian dream. The ir-
reconcilable contradiction between that dream and cruel reality initiates this
theme. The utopian ideal has given empty promises, requiring followers of
this theme to forever postpone personal happiness and to transfer personal
sexual desire to the sublime; its impelling power has unleashed the libido of
love to fuel revolutionary frenzy. However, the private and the public charac-
ters coexisting in the theme remain in con¶ict, even if they have been united
under the ideal. Driven by libidinal energy, personal love and sex cannot be
easily or completely sublimated in the representation of this formula. There-
fore, I have highlighted the split personality of its writers, an eminent sign of
their complicated modern consciousness.
As we step into the new century, we face a global context in which China’s
issue of modernity has been brought back to the table, in which believers in the
utopian dream have become disenchanted, in which the school of new leftists has
republished the Communist Manifesto in Frontiers (Tianya) in order to call atten-
tion to the class issue that has reemerged in China’s capitalist economy.5 We
have to pause and wonder if we need to rekindle the light of idealism, if literature
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cannot be separated from its social concerns. The theme of revolution plus love
has clearly documented the predicament of human existence in the revolution-
ary years, of literature as an instrument for social revolution, of the private space
being swallowed by the public space. Now that the sublime, the collective revo-
lution, the utopian dream have been seriously deconstructed and criticized,
people no longer have any idealized goal to rely on and to strive for, and pure lit-
erature has lost its contact with society, we are left to ponder if something is miss-
ing, if we need to ¤nd and develop the so-called human spirit. What possibilities
do we have for repeating and rekindling the light of idealism while at the same
time fully respecting each individual’s life? Is this repetition necessary? Can per-
sonal desire and collective utopia coexist in China’s globalization? We must re-
main aware of the historical interplay between revolution and love if we want
once again to use gender to articulate political identity, to associate literature with
social and political concerns.
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Glossary
“Aide quanli”
Aide yingzhao
“Aiqing de weizhi”
Aiqing sanbu qu
“Aishi buneng wangji de”
Ba Jin
Bai Jiaxuan L 
Bai Wei L 
Bai Xiaowen L 
Bailuyuan L 
Baimaonü L
Baosi
Bei aiqing qiwang de jiaoluo
Beiju shengya
Benliu
bian
Bianjibu de gushi
Bin
Bingxin
bingxue youyi
Biyun
Caizhu di ernü men
caizi jiaren
Cao Xueqin
Changtu
Chen Duxiu
Chen Huangmei
Chen Jixia
Chen Qingyang
Chen Wendi
Chen Wenjie
Chen Wenting
Chen Wenying
Chen Yong
Chen Zhongshi
Cheng Fangwu
Chenlun
Chongchu yunwei de yueliang
Chuangyeshi
Chuangzao she
Chuangzao yuekan
Cong wenxue geming dao geming 
wenxue  
cubao
Dachu youlingta h
Dai Pingwan  
Dai Wangshu
Dao Mosike qu
dawo
dazhong wenyi
Deng Youmei
Dian
Ding Ling
Diquan
Diyixian shudian
Dong Suyin
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Dong’ou nühaojie
Dongyao
douzhenghui
Du Daxin
Duanku dang
Dushi fengjing xian
ernü
Ernü yingxong zhuan
Fang Luolan
Feidu
Feixu
Feng Cun
Feng Da
Feng Naichao
Feng Xianzhang
Feng Xuefeng
Feng Youlan
Feng Yuanjun
Fu Caiyun
Furongzhen
Fuxing  
Gaixia  
Gao Junyu
Gaobie geming
Ge Fei
geming
geming jia lian’ai  
Geming shiqi de aiqing
“Geming yu lian’ai de gongshi”  
geren
gong xingqing
Gu Hongming
Gu Hua
guaiwu
Guangming zai women de mianqian
Guo Kai
Guo Moruo  
Guo Zhenshan
guoxue
Haibin guren
He
He shang
He Xueqiao
He Yuesu
Heini
Hong
Hong Lingfei
Hong Zicheng
Hongde tianshi
Hongdengji
“Hongdou”
Hongfen
Hongloumeng
Hongqi ribao
Hongqipu
Hongse niangzi jun
Hongyan
Hu Feng
Hu Shi  
Hu Yaobang
Hu Yepin
Hu Yuyin
Hua Han
Huaiqiu
Huang Manman
Huangjin shidai
Huanmie
Huanzhou
Huimie
Huo Zhiyuan
huoshui
Jia Baoyu
Jia xi ya
Jiang Guangchi
Jiang Guangci
Jiang Hua
Jiang Jieshi
Jiang Mei
Jiang Qing
Jiang Xia
“Jiangjun de tou”
Jianhe
Jiao Shuhong
Ji’e de Guo Su’e
Jin Tianhe
Jingqiu
jiushi qingjie
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Jufen
Kewang
Kong Dezhi J
Kuang Xinnian
Kucaihua
kudou
“Kuilei meiren”  
Langu
Lao Can
Lao Can youji
Li Chuli
Li Chuyan
Li Cui’e
Li Dazhao
Li Jie
Li Rui
Li Ruoyan
Li Shangzhi
Li Xiangjun
Li Zehou
Lian
Liang Bin
Liang Qichao
Liang Shengbao
Liangge nüxing
Lijia  
Lin Daiyu
Lin Daojing
Lin Miaochan
Lin Xiangqian
Lisha de aiyuan
“Liu”
Liu Bannong
Liu Heng
Liu Na’ou
Liu Qing
Liu Rushi
Liu Suzi
Liu Xinwu
Liu Zaifu
Liuwang
Lu Jiachuan
Lu Jingqing
Lu Ling
Lu Xun
Lu Yin
“Lun wuchan jieji yishu”
Luo Pu
Lütu
makesi zhuyi wenyi luncong
“Manli”
Manqing
Mao Dun
Mao Zedong
Maogu
Meilin
“Meiyu zhixi”
Meng Chao
Meng Yue
Mengya yuekan
Mengyun
Mo Yan
Mu Mutian
Mu Shiying
Nanren de yiban shi nüren  
Ni Huanzhi
Niehaihua
Nihong dengxia de shaobing  
Ning Na
niu gui she shen
“Nü fulu”
Nübing riji
Nüwashi
nüxing
Nüyuhua
Nüziquan
Ouyang Shan
Pan Heling
Paoxiaole de tudi
Peng Kang
“Pima sifeng lu”
pizi wenxue
Qi Hong
Qian Xingcun
Qianwan buyao wangji
qianwei
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Qianxian
Qianye
qimeng
Qin Ainong
Qin Dejun
Qin Xueying
Qing
Qingchun zhige
Qingyun
Qiu Jin
Qu Qiubai L  
Qu Tao
Qu Xi
Ren Guozhen
Ren Jun
Renqing wei
ruanxing dianying
“Sanbajie you gan”
Sanjiaxiang
Sanshi erli
Seqing wenhua
Shafei nüshi riji
Shanghai de zaochen
Shangshi
Shanshan
Shaonian piaobo zhe
Shen Congwen
Shen Zhifei
“Shenji”
Shenru
Shi
Shi Pingmei
Shi Xiu
Shi Zhecun
Shidai wenyi
shidaibing
shidaixing
Shiliuhua
shiyan xiaoshuo
Shuhua
Shui
Shuimo shudian
Shuqing
Sima Qian
Sishui liunian
Song Ruoyu
Su Feiya
Su Tong
Su Xiaokang
Sun Wuyang  
Sun Yet-sen
Taiyang she
Taiyang yuekan
Taiyang zhaozai sanggan heshang
Tan Sitong
Tang Tao
Tang Wu geming
Tang Xueqiao
Tangwen
Tao Jingsun
Tao Zhu
Taoyu
Tian Han
Tian Tao
Tian Xiao-E
Tianya
Tianye de feng
tongsu wenyi
Tuohuangzhe
Wadi shang de zhanyi
Wang Duqing
Wang Er
Wang Jianhong
Wang Jingwei
Wang Manying
Wang Meng
Wang Shitao
Wang Shun
Wang Xiaobo
Wang Yinghong
Wangwei
Wanqing
Wei Hui
Wei Zi’an
Weihu
Wen Jie
Wen Kang
wen yi zai dao
Wenhua pipan
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wentan
“Wenxue buke geming”
Wo de yinyang liangjie
women she
Women xuekan
Wozai xiacun de shihou
Wu
Wu Jianren
Wu Jianren ku
Wu Renmin
Wu Sihong
Wu Yunsheng
Wugui lieche
X Haiying X 
xia
Xia Yan
Xia Zengyou
Xiandai
Xiangya jiezhi
Xiao Changchun
Xiao Su
Xiao Yemu
xiaowo
Xiaoxiao shinian
Xiaoying
Xiayi jiaren
Xie Bingying
Xi’er
Xin wenyi
xin xieshi zhuyi  
Xin zhongguo weilaiji
xin zoupai
Xingshi
Xinhai
xinliu yuebao
xinmin
Xinsheng
xinxin renlei
Xu Zhenya
Xu Zhimo
Xungen wenxue
“Yalujiang shang”
Yan Fu
Yan Jiayan
Yang Mo
Yang Sao
yangban xi
Yao Wenyuan
Ye Lingfeng
“Ye qiangwei”
Ye Shaojun
Ye Yongzhen
Ye Zhaoyan
Yehuo chunfeng dou gucheng
Yeji
Yidai fengliu
“Yige lihun anjian”
Yige nüxing yu zisha
Yijing
yingxiong
Yinyin
Yishu shehui xue
Yonggui
yu
Yu
Yu Dafu
Yu Pingbo
Yu Yongze
Yue
Yuequn shudian
Yulihun
Yuzhen
Zai xuanya shang
Zaoshu de gushi
Zeng Pu
Zhadan yu zhengniao
Zhang Jie
Zhang Jingsheng
Zhang Kangkang
Zhang Liyun
Zhang Qiuliu
Zhang Shujun
Zhang Wentian
Zhang Xianliang
Zhang Ziping
Zhao Chizhu
Zhao Nan
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Zheng Boqi
Zheng Yuxian
Zhongguo xiandai wenxue shi 
jianbian
Zhou Bing
Zhou Erfu
Zhou Yang
Zhou Zuoren
Zhu Jingwo
Zhuanbian
Zhuanhuan
“Zhui”
Zhuiqiu
Zijun
Ziyou jiehun
Zong Pu
Zuihou de weixiao
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